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EXPLANATION oF SAMOAN TITLE: Le Matuamoepo

The Samoan title'Le-Mafuamoepo'1 is a Samoan metaphor that describes the
ultimate portrayal of motherly love towards her young. In this metaphor the un-age
of a mother pigeon2 protecting her young at night from the elements, from known
and unknown hazards such as the weather and snakes, that pose a tfueat to the
wellbeing of her youn& is used to symbolise ultimate motherly love and protection.
The themes of parental love, governance protection and prevention are core to this
thesis.

The phrase'le mafuamoepo' when broken down into component parts translate as
follows:'Le' meaning the singular' a' ;'Mafria' meaning'mother, parent or elder,; and
'moepo' figuratively referring to the image of ,the night,:.

I I am indebted to Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Taisi Efi for offering this metaphor and its explanation.2 The pigeon is alsoused in the oft-quoted Samoan saying -"o tqma a manufelelei efafaga ifuga o
laau, a3 o. tatla a tqgqta,e fafaga i upu ma tala" . Thistranslates to mean: "The young of birds (often pigeons)
are fed with flowers while the young of humans are fed with words".3 'Moepo' can also be broken down fi.rther into its fwo constitutive parts: 'moe' meaning .to sleep, or
'sleeping' and 'po' meaning 'night'. When combined the words 'moe' and 'po' take on the images of (mother
pigeons) protecting or 'standing guard' through not 'sleeping' through the 'night'. The image ol matuimo"po is
commemorated in Asau, Savaii, where the orator Fao is honorificatly known isthe matuam-oepo of Tupua.'
Maluamoepo. as Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi explains, is thus also a metaphoric description for Fao's role as
protector of the Tupua residence and inheritance in Asau.



ABSTRACT

This thesis considers the'spirits of governing' that currently frame youth justice

approaches to Samoan youth offending in New Zealand, today. It claims that, in the

current management of Samoan youth offending cases, three main spirits of

governing are in play. These are the spirits of neo-liberal risk managemen! cultural

appropriateness, andfaasamoa. Allthree spirits operate simultaneously, in multi-

layered and intersecting ways. Gaining insight into this complexity is critical to

building an understanding of the points of tension that may arise in the

operationalisation of 'culturally appropriate'youth justice policies in the case of

Samoan youth offenders.

To hightight the complex character of these spirits of governing and their

relationship+ the thesis first describes each spirit of governing and then considers

how they compete, intersect md/or diverge through a close analysis of seven youth
justice cases. Analysis of each of the seven cases is based on interviews with a

Samoan youth offender, a family representative, their CYFS social worker, police

youth aid officer, Youth Court youth advocate and a community intervention

Programme worker. The key sites of goveffunent examined in this work are those of

the family, the Youth Cour! the youth justice family group conference and a

community intervention programme service.

The thesis reveals that to gain nuanced understanding of the complexities of

managing a Samoan youth offender case, it is not simply a question of knowing what

'spirits of governing' are atplay, one also needs to examinehow they play. I contend

that these three 'spirits' have specific relationships with each other. In youth justice,

neoJiberalism oPened up space for culfural appropriateness whictr, in turn allowed
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for the circulation of. thefaasamoa. These three 'spirits', however, can not be reduced

to eac-h other because of their differing understanding of governmental strategies,

techniques and subjects. In particular, they differ on their understanding of the role

of families, of collaboration and of culfural expertise. Consequently, for example,

while these three 'spirits of governin g' 'agree' on the value of culfural

appropriateness, they do not'agree'on how it should be defined and measured.

Too often when politically sensitive prograrnmes or policies, such as those involving

ethnic-specific cases, do not work, the response from politicians and programme

personnel alike is to couch their failures in overly simplistic terms. This work seeks

to indicate the importance of developing culturally nuanced models of analysis that

can engage in the complexities of governing across cultural divides, in the

improvement of practice in the field and in the development of a sociology capable of
enhancing cross-culfu ral understanding.
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DEDICATION

This work is dedicated to the Samoan father of one of the Samoan youth offenders of this
study who passed away before its completion and to the many New Zealand youth justice
caseworkers involved in the complex management of New Zealand-based Samoan youth
offender cases today. The Poem belowby Nina Kirifi-Alai expresses in the Samoan language
the value of your work and commitrnent. Faafetai.

O le Matuamoepo
O le matuamoa fulufululele
E oteote ma sagolegole
E opopo I Ie saogalemu o lona fatafata
O oe o le moli o le aua
E emoemo faasinoala pea i lona olaga
Ao po- po ao pea laaapea
O oe o le sula toga ua malomaloa lau aiaiuli
Sao faalalelei
Aue ua le ole lea
Ae Vaga lea
Tolofo e i fanau ua tagi mai i ala
Pueia I faamai o le lalolagi saoasaoa ma Ie saua
O fualaau faasaina ma aga Ie pulea
Ua tuulafoai I Ie ala ma fai mai ua saua le tulafono
Aue
Pe ua e tuulafoai aisea
Pe ua tuu e a lau aiaiuli malomaloa?
E sui faiga ae tumau faaaae
E le faatulafonoina lou alofafaamatua
Lou fulufululele ma lau aiaiuli ia leotele
O Ie alofa faamatua e leai se fesili
Ae po'o ai a tuulafoai I ai?
O oe o le moli o Ie aaa
Ao po-po ao pea lava pea
E te faasino male alofa
E te sula ma le toa aua ua ese nei aso
Opopo mai lona mu'amu'a i lou fatafata
O Ie tof maile Alii
O oe le matuamoepo
Ua le 'ole lea

Sao faalalelei.
Tiususu.

N ina Kirifi - AIai (200+'y

a This poem was sent to me by the Samoan author, Nina Kirifi-Alai, who in reading drafts of this thesis
was moved to write how-the emerging themes of the thesis and the notion of Maluo^o"pi"poke to her. I am
indebted to her for her kind and generous gift. Faafetai.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

SAMOAN YOUTH OFFENDERS, NEW ZEALAND YOUTH
IUSTICE AND SPIRITS OF GOVERNING

Oh Samoan Boy

Oh Samoan boy.
Who will lament your deeds?

They say you killed a palagi taxi driver.
Stop press headlines.
Descriptions like cowardly deeds.
Savage, brutal, unprovoked attack on an
innocentbystander, a worthy member of
the community, a family man.
\4/ho will look after his family now?
Work mates giving testimony
to what a nice bloke he was.
While commenting on the dangers
of their job.

The police praised for apprehending
such an animal.
Once again the Welfare State chalked up
another success story.

Justice system swift and impartial
creaking machinery now jolted into action
with public fervour emotions swelled.
Justice must be seen to be done.
Social critics descended with their commentary
like vultures picking at the last remains
of those human bones.

He was a Samoan.
A boy of 15 years.
School dropout.
Unemployed.
A gang member.

He had a social worker.
He had a probation officer.
He also visited Social WeUare,
Labour, and Justice Department.
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Now he killed someone now somebody.

Police finally found him.
Court put him in Mt Eden prison.
Psychiatric assessment carried out.
High Court served its sentence on murder.

His mother cried openly at court.
While the presshad a field day.
Father sat in quiet solitude.
Wittrhis faraway look to home.
They were aware of their shame.

Feeling naked before righteous eyes.
All those old feetings flooding back.
When they first came to this land.
This feeling of being different.
Now parmts of a murderer.

Once again they felt left out.
Not being in control of their destiny.
Yetno matterhow hard they worked
it did not seem to make a difference.
Over the years an acceptance of this state
silently sets in.

Oh Samoan boy.
When they passed judgment.
In that dock with your Sunday best.
Your gaze cut right through us
in that courtroom on that day.
It was as if everything around you
ceased to exist.

You all alone.
Body staunch.
Yet mechanical movements.
DuIl by emotions escaping.
Your spirit to live had died.

So serve your sentence.
Locked away to protect society.
Or out of sight out of mind.
Meaning we don't want to be
reminded of our failures.



Oh Samoan boy.
Who will lament your deeds?

Mua Striclcson-P ua (2003: 1 86-188)

Mua Strickson-Pua, Samoan poet, grieves for a young boy.This boy has committed

an offence not only against a murdered victim, and the society within which we all

live, but against his family and his own people. Strickson-Pua reflects on the spaces

in which this boy must face himself and his crime, and reminds us of the much wider

context in which the boy's deeds echo. The grief so powerfully evoked within this

poem asks how we bring our lament to our practices in the wake of his crime. His

mother weeps, his father is distant, the State's workers assess and talk, the boy is

alone. It is as though all the players in this drama hardly connect. There is a sense of

hopelessness and d*p sadness.

Yet, the boy in another sense is not alone. He has a social worker, a probation officer,

he has seen and spoken to many people paid to help him and his family. This system

of players are meant to connect, they are meant to 'make sense' of how to respond to

this boy, his history and to understand his sad actions.

What social commentaries like Strickson-Pua's do is bring these cases and their

complexities to our attention and make us think about what we do in response - the

family group conference, the meetings, the probation officers... Do they make a

difference to this boy and all the other Samoan boys and girls who will be locked

away so we'are not reminded of our failure'? What, in fact, l's our failure?

This project is an attempt to understand what mightbe'our failure'- in the swirling

complexities of the youth justice system that move around the troubled youth.

Systems of govemment are setup to addrest und.erstand, rehabilitate the youth



offender. My interest is not so much in how we might understand the young

offender and his family, but in how the systems themselves might be understood -
their strengths and weaknesses, and their logic.

Using a case sfudy approach, I unpack some of these complexities to show how the

boy is deeply embedded in a significant network - or forces - of state and family and

cultural systems, but he is also deeply alone. Especially for recidivist offenders, the

system seems unable to make any real difference. So I tell a doubled story: one story

of busy state systems and busy family systems working together to govern the young

person, and a story of disconnections. The systems, including the young persorL

often seem to 'perform their functions' in the network of youth justice without really

engaging.

I study seven Samoan youth justice cases that had gone through to Youth Court and

were at the time of interview, between late 2001 to early 2002, all still officially,active

files' with the Child, Youth and Family Service (CYFS), the main Government body

responsible for overseeing the official welfare of young offenders in New Zealand.

Spirits of Governing

To refer to the forces - particularly the forces generated in official practices - which

govern human actions, I decided to use the phrase'spirit'. Given Foucault's (1972

:24) rejection of this phrase, its resurrection might be considered somewhat

controversial- Nevertheless, it is a very apt term for a Samoan perspective on the

goverrunent of action - in this case, the actions and viewpoints of the many players

involved in the management of samoan youth offenders.

I was drawn to the notion of the 'spirit'as a concept of analysis in the study because

it fits with my understanding of the key forces affecting a person in their social



worlds. The 'spirit' is often cited as a core part of the Samoan person. According to

Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi (2005a) there are three main parts to a Samoan person:

the body (tino)s, mind (mafaufau)6 and soufspirit (agaga or mauli)2. The 'spirit'

underscores notions of goodwill (alofa)(Tarnasese, 2000) and respect or saving face

(faaaloalo)(Tarnasese, 2003) and operates within space (the aa) as a relational construct

(Refiti, 2002). This 'spirit'defines the samoan aafealoaloa'i (simanu, 2002), the

relationship amongst people themselves and between them and all other living

things. It may also, according to seiuli Vaifou Temeses (2005, personal

communication)e be understood as that part of a Samoan person where his or her life

energy or force (their mauli and ola) and social and personal consciences (their aitu)

are released and transcends human biologyr0. Each of these different conceptions of

the'spirit' (agaga, mauli, ola and aitu) provides an understanding of 'spirit' as a moral,

cultural and legal entity that has a central role in the practices of self and collective

goveffunent. That is, that it informs the'good' (amio ot agalelei) or'bad' (amio or aga

s Tamasese states: "For Samoans harmony in the body was crucial because it determined how well
people could engage in core survival tasks such as planting, hunting, fishing, cooking, sex, play, martial arts and
so on' A harmonious body was therefore one that exhibited physicil dexter-ity ana rymmet y and enabled sexual
and reproductive prowess. Beauty and harmony in the body wis reflected inihe ptrysical and spiritual symmetry
achieved through the performance of the twin disciplines oiphysical exercise and aietary control" (Tamasese,
2005a: l2).
0 In discussing harmony in the mind, Tamasese alludes to the significance of the mind as a key paft of the
Samoan person' He states: "Harmony in the mind involves finding uniry in the messages conveyed by the
senses. The evidence perceived by the nose, the eyes, the mouth and the ears, each situated in the heid, is
communicated to the brain and made sense of by the mind. It is the function of the mind to assess sensory
evidence for cogrritive meaning..._The divinity of the head gives rise to the Samoan saying: , o lefaiva o
mafaufau o lefaatonutonu ma lefaasoasoa'(meaning, the iunction and purpose oftne mina is to discem
evidence and make good judgements)" (ibid).

1 T*asese argues that: "The soul, which in Samoan is the agaga or mauli,resides between the heart (or
fatu) and the lungs (or mdnd). The significance of this is that the heart represents God as the prime mover, who
provides rhythm and life to the body and mind, whilst the lungs are the custodians of the breath of life. When
Samoans want to establish death in the body it is the heart thaithey first consult. When a chief blesses his
successor he breathes his blessing (i.e.feuta Ie,faamanuiaga) into his successor's open mouth" (2005a: l3).8 Seiuli Vaifou Temese teaches Samoan language and culture at the National University of Samoa.e I am indebted to Seiuli Vaifou Temese for sharing her thoughts and understandings ofthe concept of
Samoan 'spirit' with me, both as a member of a writing group to a workshop in Samoa in lune, 2004 and more
recently in December 2005, at a interreligious, intercultu;al iolloquium on peace and good governance in the
Pacific, in Samoa.
r0 The notion of the person's ability to self-transcend their biological and social constitution in ways that
defines (a) their difference with animals on the one hand; and (b) their iapacity to self-govern through thl
freedom of choice on the other, is captured and carefully enunciated in the works of German social philosophers
Max Scheler and Wolflrart Pannenberg (both traced in detail in the work of Godfrey I. Onah, 1999). This i;
mentioned further on. My work here situates its understanding of 'spirit' within the lines of reasoning offered by
these authors as presented by Godfrey Onah ( I 999).



leaga) in good and bad conduct and so informs and forms both a person's and

society's goverrunental norms, its ideals and goals.

Temese explains that aitu as spirit can refer to one's social and personal conscience, a

conscience capable of encompassing the counsel of one's deceased ancestorsrt. Mauli

is, according to both authors, a dimension of 'spirit' that is related to the soul or inner

life-force and so to the spirituality of the self. L:r this sense, whilst aitu and. mauli may

both be translated to mean'spirit', they might also be differentiated by the task they

play in'governing' the self and society. That is, whilst aitu governs personal and

social actions, mauli governs more the personal.

In both Tamasese and Temese's accounts of the'spirit', it is the point about the spirit

as a force involving'self-transcendence' or moving beyond one,s biological

constifution to the metaphysical realm of conscious and unconscious meaning-

making that makes it attractive to this work. It is this that provides for a

contemporary Samoan-specific conception of the'spirit' in ways that might be akin

to but perhaps not the same as Foucauldian-inspired enunciations and/or

applications of discourse. For my purposes here, the most pertinent characteristic of
'spirif is its ability to define, like discourse, the actions of the mind and body.

As a meaning-making entity the'spirit', like discourse, is not a concept or force set in

stone' Its meaning is always subject to interpretation and reinterpretation, to

objective and subiective orderings of right and wrong, and thus to 'gut feeling'

enunciations of morality. 'spirit' (as agaga, mauli, ola and. aitu) isa concept that is

flexible enough to encompass the contradictions of lived experience, embracing the

plurality/ complexities of people's lives, while at the Earne time allowing coherent

explanation. This'spirit'might therefore be understood as an energy or force in

It The importance of the counsel of one's ancestors is noted by Tupua Tamasese Efi in his reference to the
importance of moe manatunatu to the harmony of the mind and soul (espicially the soul)(see Tamasese, 2005a).



People's lives that when centred on idea/s and practice/s both unites and divides,

gives connection and disconnectiorL often simultaneouslv.

According to Foucault, the discontinuities of meaning and power are silenced in

articulations of 'spirit' in ways that are counterproductive to the search for truth and

so to the true understanding of knowledge and knowledge-making (Foucaulf 1972:

24). I do not dispute this here. But this merely provides one interpretation of the

meaning of 'spirit'. There are many. Over time the term has been used variously

and with much slippage. Nevertheless, for our purposes here, I contend that the

work of German social philosophers Max Schelerr2 (7gg2) and Wolfhart pannenbergr3

(see Onah, 1999) may offer an alternative interpretatioo one that seems to resonate

with the application of 'spirit' in my work here. For both these authors the term

'spirit' embodies a force extant in the human person, a force that is a key part of the

human person. It is a force that informs and derives from the person's lived

environments and works to make meaning or sense, conscious and unconscious, of

these environments and of his or her place or sense of belonging within and/or

outside of it. In this sense the'spirit' is a force capable of making and engaging,

simultaneously, the continuities and discontinuities of making or unmaking meaning

and truth, both of the constitution of the person and of his or her socio-cultural and

political environments.

t2 Max Scheler is heralded as one of the "pioneers of modern sociology" (1992: in book cover). He lived
between 1874 and I928 and his works explored the sociology of knowledge,ihe sociology of emotions,
philosophy of religion and phenomenological sociology. Hii ttreory on thi objectificatioln of values underpinned
his thesis on the 'spirit'.
13 Wolftrart Pannenberg was born in 1928, the year Scheler passed away. Both Scheler and pannenberg
were influenced by the works of Nietzsche (see onatr, tgss). Pannenberg is a theologian interested in the
philosophy of history and like Foucault contributed to scholarly discussions on the m;aning of knowledge and its
relation to history. According to Godfrey Onah, Pannenberg's thesis on the 'openness of man' and man's
propensiry towards self-transcendence leads him to state that: "The person who thinks he can move beyond his
self only lives in a dream world. Wherever he might move, he brings his self with him.', (cited in onah, 1999:37' Here-Pannenberg finds that this 'openness of man' and propens-iry towards self-banscendence occurs
through the 'spirit in man'. In this casi, Pannenberg adopts Scheler's'understanding of .spirit,.



In Scheler's work on the "spirit in man" (see Onah, 1999:24) the notion of 'spirit'is

understood as the force which gives rise to the person's abiliry to transcend their

biological constitution in ways that defines (a) their difference from animals on the

one hand; and (b) their capacity to self-govem through the freedom of choice on the

other. My work situates its understanding of 'spirit' within this line of reasoning. I
use a notion of 'spirit' as an element that simultaneously informs and forms us as

humans, informing our actions and meanings, and our openness to the many, varied

and often contradictory modes of governing extant in our environments.

Western society in its quest for emancipation from the abuses of monarchical and

religious dogma developed lines of reasoning that sought to realign the balance of

Power and authority within society (within the wisdom of representative

Governments). Notions such as the'spirit'became replaced by notions of

'rationality'. To speak of the'spirit of the times' was therefore to suggest the

continuity of a knowledge system or systems that privileged the irrationality of

notions of tradition or custom, whose truth was too often unfairly assumed and

formed the basis of inequalities. It was this suggestion of the existence of unqualified

regimes of truth in the notion'spirit' that Foucault rejected. In discarding'spirit'he

offered instead the notion of 'discourse' (Foucault,lg72). The different

interpretations offered by Scheler and Foucault speak to the varied usages of the

term'spirit'. Whilst acknowledgttS the caution raised by Foucault, I retain the term

in the sense offered by Scheler for the meanings it might uncover in a Samoan-

informed analysis of the management of New Zealand-based Samoan youth offender

cases. Its attractiveness lies in its potentiat ability to connect with Samoan notions of

agaga, mauli, ola and aitu.

In this sfudy, the term agaga was used by *y informants to refer to a connection with

the 'spirit'or force of meaning governing an ide4 expectation or practice. For

example, when a Samoan elder states: "... o le tupulaga lea e soifua nei, pe tasi a le latou



agaga o matua. [it seems that this young generation today they only have one'spirit',

their parents] ", he laments that the old spirit - the sets of social meanings and

goveming authority networks which existed previously - no longer holds its power.

The young people now only recognise the soverei1ty of their parents. When the

mother of a Samoan youth offender says "e faigata ona latou [tagata o le ofisa o CYFS]

faamanino mai le agaga o Ie latou aganutt" [it seems difficult for them (the youth justice

caseworkers) to convey and make clear /to clarify (to us parents) the 'spirit'/the

nature of their work]; or '[e] le malamalama matua i le agnga moni o galuega ', [parents

do not understanding the true 'spirit' of their youth justice work], she refers to the

difficulties of communicating between 'spirits'- the meanings, valuet sensitivities

and truths - of two things: the people and the law. These fragments of data and my

interpretation of them act to give a sense of the ways that the notion of 'spirit'exists

in a Samoan common sense world view. This provides the primary basis for my

attraction to this idea as a useful concept for organising the analysis in this work.

Another attraction of the term 'spirit' in this project is its reference to the elusiveness

of meaning which is characteristic of Samoan communication. Samoans tend to speak

in oblique ways, gesturing towards meaning rather than being precise. This allows

much room for movemen! to avoid direct confrontatioru blame praise,

embarrassment and so on. However, such vagueness opens people to

misinterpretation. If one has not quite understood the'spirit', then the likelihood of

offence and lack of communication is high. This is why samoans privilege

'performance' or'presence'or'being there, face to face'because it is through the

embodied relationships that the 'spirit' of meaning is conveyed. Samoan politician

and paramount chief Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi (2003, 1994,) suggests that

understanding Samoan truth, power and meaning often requires mastering the

poetic and mystic subtleties of the (traditional) Samoan language and worldview.



In an English-language thesis project, we are a long way from such poetry (and

communications of meaning), but the term 'spirit' remains useful. Its ability to speak

to Samoan readers makes it doubly attractive to me. Perhaps more importantly, the

use of such terms forces those interested in cross-culfural work to stop and consider

nuances of meaning which may have been previously hidden. My work expresses

my belief in the potential of new terms (or of pushing the language a bit) for enabling

better relationships amongst those working in areas such as youth justice where

cross-culfural engagements are common. If youth workers are to manage cases

successfully, they have to enter the realm of meaning and be open to reflection on

their own assumptions of analysis.

As suggested earlier Foucault's (1989:2a) rejection of spirits was in favour of a notion

of discourse. He identified 'spirits' as a unifying term which discouraged critical

thought about how meanings and truths become unified. I do not intend to do battle

with Foucault over the term 'spirit'- except to say that my use of it has many

similarities to Foucault's notion of discourse. Discourses operate to both constifute

and constrain. They constitute the meaning that defines the obiect, the subject, the

truth, the real, the unreaf and so forth (ibid). While constituting social thoughf

meaning and action discourses also at the same time reproduce and restructure it.

Weedon (1997:105) argues that, in Foucault's work, discourses bring together social

practices, forms of subjectivity and power relations such that they "constitute the

'nature' of the body, unconscious and conscious mind and emotional Iife of the

subjects" each of which they seek to govern. In this sensg discourses constitute "the

minds and bodies of individuals" as part of a wider network of power relations

(Weedoru 1997:105; see also Cruickshank, lggg). By using the term 'spirit'I seek to

make visible the agaga (spirit or soul) in the meaning making and unmaking exercises

of the contemporary self and of its socio-political institutions. As will become clear

through this thesis, I suggest that the meaning-making or constifutive characteristics

of discourse are reflected in the work of 'spirits of governing'.
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I use 'spirits of governing' to refer to networks of meaning that relate specifically to

the exercise of governing the social body, and the mobilisation of power within the

social. In the site of youth justice and the government of offenders, 'spirits of

governing'refer specifically to the various groupings of strategies, or'forces', which

come into play in the management of youth offending and the youth offender.

Competing discourses or spirits of governing provide f.or "arange of modes of

subjectivity", each of which, in order to have any social effect, ,,must at least be in

circulation" (Weedon, 1997:107). These subjectivities, or ways of understanding the

players in the youth offending caset are in circulation within the spirits of governing

which are the focus of the thesis.

I argue that spirits of governing (like discourses) are structuring principles of society

and human behaviour. Th"y represent systems of meaning that vie for status and

power within the subjectivities (including the self-understandings) of individuals. A

theory of spirits of governing is, like a theory of discourse, one that offers an

explanation of our conhadictory experiences as multiculfural beings, of why these

experiences might be dilficult to understand and of how we might best address such

difficulties. The notion of spirits of governing thus provides a conceptual framework

for understanding the forces governing youth offenders.

Governmentality is another term central to my argument. It might be seen as the

expression of a form of subjectivity in that it considers our propensity to be

governed.
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Governmentality

Govemmentality is a notion which draws attention to the human'ability to be

governed'. The term was coined by Foucault (1991) and adopted by theorists to

describe a way of thinking about forms of rule and the conditions that have made

them possible. Dean (1994:183-184) describes goverrunentalify as a "reason of state".

That is, a condition of governing that employs a "set of techniques conforming to

rules" rationally defined for and by the state whereby individuals ,,govem

themselves" and so are "rendered governable" (Dean, '1,994:1g3, lgz). one

legitimated and instifutional form of government occurs via the Governmenf a

particular set of (democratically elected, in New Zealand) governors recognised by

the masses as legitimate rulers (Miller, 2001.;palmer, Dgn. The Govemment is

sometimes understood as identical with the State. In the government of youth

offenders and offendin& the State can be seen as an apparafus through which the

Government produces and enforces policies which mEu:rage and respond to the

offender. The State does not merely enforce laws in a top-down fashiory but its

goven'unent is embodied in all the individuals who enact these policies - despite (as

we will see) the ways that these individuals consider the State as somehow external

to themselves.

Another form of governing occurs via the family, through elders, parents and

caregivers. Families are an important site for governing individuals through self-

goverrunent. In modern times familial governing - particularly within Samoan

families - is informed by lingering pre-modern cultural and religious scripts, habits

and lores, as well as by contemporary State law. Elders, parents and caregivers,

sometimes together with the State, determine what are or are not appropriate forms

of governing for individuals within families.
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An additional form of governing that has enjoyed varying levels of power and stafus

over the years is that of 'community' (Carsoru 2004). In the field of justice the revival

of the rule of 'community' in recent times owes much to neo-liberal calls for a'roll
back' on State rule (Kelsey,1993). Carson describes community governing as

"communalism", a form of governing concerning a body of "social networks and the

associated norms of reciprocity and trust" (2004:2). This form of governing is

situated outside both the State and the familv.
J

All three institutions - the state, family and community - working together or

separately EIre Powerful conduits for governing the individual. These conduits filter

various modes of governing that work on / within the individual's predisposition to

being govemed.

In his 1978 lecture (reproduced in Burchell et aL 1991), Foucault infamously argues

that in the modern context governing is more about "tactics" or strategy than about

"laws". He states,

"it is not a question of imposing law on men, but of disposing things: that is to sap
of employing tactics rather than laws, and even of using laws themselves as tactics
- to arrange things in such a way that, through a certain number of means, such
and such ends may be achieved,, (1991;95).

These tactics Foucault (1991,:99) suggests produced a new "art of.government", one

that changed the sixteenth century'top-down'iuridical approach to government and

governing to a more diffuse approach. populations, and individuals who

understand themselves in terms of being members of populations, are the

'expressions' of Soverrunent in this new art of governing. Governors of modern

society now maintain their power by relying on a social, political and economic

structure and ideological system that privileges not the sovereignty of the ruler, but

that of the free and enterprising individual. In other words, rule by monarchical
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decree, where the flow of power was unidirectional, is no longer. In its place is the

more diffuse rule of populations (including the populations who are players in the

cases of 'youth offenders').

I pause here to consider the place of my own work, as social science research, in

Soverrunent. Foucault (1991) argues that understanding the art of modern

goverrunent (the art of solving the problems of government), requires a grasp of the

role that social science plays in both formulating the problem and operationalising

the solution. The problems of government in the modern context are to be

understood not in terms of the problems of the sovereign or the ruler, but by

considering how the problems of its subjects or citizenry are thought about and acted

on' The social sciences are key instruments in the formulation, dispersal and

monitoring of this model of government. They/we help to construct new

knowledges and technologies for government.

In neo-liberal terms, the government of populations operates most successfully

through the individual motivated by self-interest and self care (see Chapter Three).

In this modern case the subjects of rule become politicised subjects in ways quite

different to that experienced by their earlier counterparts. Modern governments, and

the social sciences they rely on to provide information about (and definitions of)

individuals and populations, thus produce a new political subject. In the case

considered in this thesi+ the new political subjects are'youth offenders', or'samoan

youth offenders'. Samoan youth offenders themselves, as well as the bevy of

workers who surround them (including me, in writing about them and thus drawing

them into being i. -y research), understand themselves as a particular social and

governable category: 'Samoan youth offender'.

Social sciences also assist with the process of identifyi.g 
" 

population by considering

'who these people are','what they want'and, most importan!'what they need'.
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Hence, governing practices focused on population needs and perspectives inevitably

emerge. Social science's objective unbiased calculations and arguments about the

problems of population/s present goverrunents with amodus operandi, wlth

instruments and rationales for governing (Rose 1988a; 1988b). The attraction of this

mode of governing, based as it is on scientific truths, lies in its ability to gain subject

compliance without having to first resort to external force. In addressing what

populations'want and need', Governments come to be seen as caring entities, willing

to assist the populace to solve its problems (Rose, 1,990).

The legitimary of modern goverrunents lies in the freedom of their populations,

induding the 'freedom' to become 'offenders' against that freedom, and to then be

cared for (especially if one is deemed a youth rather than adult). Donzelot (1991)

points out how "social interventions" are defined and used by the State to engender

"social harmony" through the promotion of two linked objectives: the social

promotion of the individual and the promotion of the social "tfuough the

simultaneous enhancement of freedom and security" (Donz e\ot,1991,:176). This

feeling of social harmony and personal freedom and security is important to the

'governmentalisation' (in the Foucauldian sense, c.f. Burchell,'1,997) of the person -
their mind, spirit and body. It is at the embodiment of such feelings that the

techniques or tactics of government are most pervasive. For as Burchell (1991)

ilsues,

"it is when we are called upon to change our relation to govemment that we are
also required to change our relation to ourselves, to change our subjective self-
identity, and it is then that we become aware of the ways in which the political
Power of state impinges on our individual lives, that we feel it" (Burchell,1991:
146).

In this new era of government the old form of the extended family as the site of

Sovemunent is supposedly eliminated. The extended family clan of earlier times was

increasingly difficult to maintain under modern industrial conditions (although it is
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worth noting here that the ideolory af the authority of the'pre modern'extended

family continues to exist rnthefaasamoa- this is the subject of Chapter Five). The

family became, as Foucault suggests below, an instrument in the government of

populations in quite a different sense to that of the old pre-modern family-based

order:

...14/hat ... now emerges into prominence is the family considered as an
element intemal to population, and as a fundamental instrument in its
govelrunent (Foucault 1991.: 99).

What emerges is a new sense of the (ideal) family, its responsibilities, the reach of its

authority, how its members are to be legitimately treated and by whom.

How best to develop (govern) families, children and young people is today a point of

public and Government debate. Where once religious and cultural views of good

conduct prevailed especially within the large family clan, new models of good

conduct are communicated to smaller and more fragmented family units through

laws, policies and 'best practices' (as well as how-to manuals) in the social services.

But in a multi-ethnic society such as New Zealand, multiple and often contradictory

models of conduct continue to exist unofficially. As I show in this thesis, prevailing

within thefaaSamoa are very different, 'premodern' views of good family-conduct

and self-conduct, which draw on religious and culfural convictions, and the notion of

the'external ruler'.

In the case of governing Samoan youth offender cases in New Zealand today, the

privileging of the involvement of families, especially in the implementation of

rehabilitation strategieg reflects the centring of families in government. In many

ways, the larger family clan has been replaced by the idea of 'community'in the

modern order. Understanding the conditions under which some individualg families

or community groups' support (or not) their youth offenders includes understanding
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those conditions or spirits of governing present in society generally and families and

communities more specifically.

ln sum, the main thesis of governmentality adopted here is the argument that

modem Soverrunent no longer occurs through force or by emphasis on iuridical
sovereign territoriality but by the (neo)liberal government of economy and

populations (Foucaulf 1991). Foucault's goverrunentality thesis allows historical

insight into the shifu in modes of government, giving a sense of how modern

population-based governing strategies become common-sense. The governmentality

thesis provides a matrix of sorts that helps to reveal the complex nature of the

modern art of government. Theorists of the modern neoliberal State (Dean, 1994;

Burchell, L99'1'; Donzelot, L991) have found its analytical devices useful. My work

incorporates these revelations of the workings of the modern State to gain an

understanding of dominant State forms of governing.

Governmentality, as Dean (1994:208) points out, Iinks "the serial histories of the

practices of the self with those of the practices of govemment". Governmentality is a

notion that is of use to my study of the govemment of youth offenders, in its ability

to directly address the governability of youth and the workings of the spirits of

governing at play in the management of 'youth offender cases'. Governmentality

thus provides a theoretical apparatus through which to explore the conditions and

tactics of government affecting the youth offenders of this study, rendering them

subject to the various spirits of governing available.

Ericson and Haggerty (7999) note that governing the young is today a regular feature

of policing the anxieties of the modern risk society. The governing strategies

employed by the Police, they argue, rely heavily on social science projections of

criminal behaviour. This, together with o'Brien's (2001) claims that the

individualisation of responsibility may be found in definitions of State and
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community juvenile offending prevention strategies, reflects Foucault's claim of a

' governmentalisation' of State apparatuses (Burchell, 1991 : 145).

The work of Ericson and Haggerty (1999) as well as O'Brien (2001) evidence the

general shift in forms of govemment in youth justice from a 'top-down' juridical

approach to a more diffuse one, highlighting the subtle and strategic workings of

State power in managing youttL family, community behaviour. These works are,

however, pitched at a general abstracted level. The questions of ethnic culture or

race feature little in their examinations of youth offender self- and external-

goverrunent' Employing a goverrunentality thesis in analyses of the govemment of

ethnic minority youth offending is work I seek to do here.

Some work has been done to apply the govemmentality thesis to the non-Western

sPace, or at least to those spaces at the intersections of Western and non-Western

interactions. Kapalgam (2000) applies the notion of governmentality to an

understanding of the construction of a "new relationship between resources,

population and discipline" in accounting and classification practices in colonial lndia

(ibid: a18)' Sigley (1996;2A04a;2}}4b)utilises goverrunentality to understand

different forms of government in contemporary China, in particular, the way in

which contemporary Chinese society incorporated eugenic discourse into its

'traditional' knowledge base (Sigley, 2004b:78), These two examples suggest the

value of governmentality as a tool for analysing modern forms of govemment within

non-Western settings. For both authors it seems that the question of race or ethnicity

is implicit in the question of government.

Stoler's (1995) work on race in the colonial order highlighted how Foucault's focus on

statism was not to exclude the importance of racism to modern goverrunentality but

to suggest its embeddedness. Stoler shows how racism and statism were key tools or

tactics of government for bourgeois colonials. Pels and Salemink (1999)note that the
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oPeration of these modern forms of government in the ethnographic tradition (a

tradition that my work also engages rn, even if in a different way) is always, if

adopting a goveffunentality frame of analysis, a site of contestation.

Each of these applications of governmentality are valuable to an analysis of the

generic questions of govemment of concern i. *y thesis. My work seeks to expand

on these insights by offering a perspective of goverrunent via youth justice, using

govelrunentality to reveal the complex workings of competing spirits of governing

where the art of youth offending goverrunent in New Zealand is simultaneously

defined and redefined by oscillating between'insider' (non-Western) and'outsider'

(Westem) preoccupations.

In nearby Australia, o'Malley's (1996) work on'indigenous govemance' provides a

useful insight into how the govemmentality thesis mightbe furthered by taking

account not only of the complexities of the 'mentalities of rule' but also of various

forms of positive resistances (such as those found in indigenous governance) to these

mentalities. His work is particularly relevant to my work because it directly

comments on the complexities of the'subterranean' forms of rule inherent in

Programmes where both indigenous and State actors negotiate tfuough'translation'la

Soverrunental frameworks that can be accountable to both the indigenous actor and

the governing (neo)liberal State body (ibid: 312). His analysis of the relationship

between State-funded programmes for community empowennent, and aboriginal

community engagement in defining that empowerment, invites governmentality

theorists to explore the efficary of positive indigenous and State resistance to the art

of governmenf as much from'below' as from,above, (ibid:312).

74 By translation O'Malley explains that *translation implies a process in which the programmers 'make
sense' of the indigenous governances - ignoring aspects which are 'incomprehensible', thinking of practices as if
they were situated within a familiar rather tltan an alien culture, 'correcting' obvious .errors', *rignlng
significance according to familiar rather than to alien priorities, and so on.' ( 1996: 317)
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Governmentality in New Zealandhas been applied to attempts to understand the

different forms of neo-liberalism adopted by various Governments since the mid

1980s (Larner, 2003). Engaging goverrunentality in an analysis of youth justice work

in New Zealandbrings to the fore questions not only about the management of

youth offenders, but also about the management of youth justice workers. In the

present New Zealand youth justice environment, questions of culture and ethnicity

heavily influence both youth offender, family, community and youth justice worker

practices (CYFS, 2000). My thesis hopes to illustrate governmentality's analytical

worth in deconstructing the governing spirits within these New Zealand,youth

justice population sites and practices.

The art of government in New Zealand youth justice today centres youth offenders

and their families in their roles and responsibilities as part of the wider society and

economy. Samoan families and Samoan youth offenders in New Zealandbecome

instruments of government in the proiect of their own rehabilitation. Matters of

culture become key tactics for goveming. Governmentality allows insight into the

complexity of the cross-cultural youth justice project, its tactics and spirits of

governing. Lr seeking to understand the conditions and/or spirits of goveming that

underpin the current management of Samoan youth offending, a brief history of

goverunent in youth justice is necessary.

The New Zealand Youth Justice System

Philosophical shifts in New Zealand youth justice

Upon colonisatioru New Zealand's system for dealing with youth offenders drew on

that used in England (Seymou41975). 1n1867 this involved the enactrnent of the
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Neglected and Criminal Children Actls (hereafter referred to as the 1867 NCC Act)

(Seymour, 1975:191). The types of children and/or young people that concerned this

legislation fell into two main categories: those that had predominantly'welfare' t5rye

needs (i.e. were neglected and destitute) and those that had'reformatory' typeneeds

(i.e. were engaged in what was deemed'criminal'behaviour). Those that were

deemed to have'welfare'needs were to be sent to industrial schools and those that

were deemed to be'crirninal' were supposed to be sent to a reformatory.r6 The

industrial schools, together with orphernages, were run largely by churches with

some central or provincial government assistance. Under the 1867 NCC Act those

children or young people who were sent to the industrial schools c;une under state

care; those who did not often fell under church or other type of non-government

charitable care.rT

Also under the 1867 NCC Act parents who no longer felt that they could control their

young Person could aPply to the |ustices to have their young person spend some

time at an industrial school (Seymour,lgTS:192). These'out of control'young

people who were sent to the industrial schools at their parents' request did not

exactly fit either the'criminal' or'destitute or neglected' categories of 'out-casf

young people. The problems of these young people were more behavioural than

criminal and how much was from neglect was difficult to ascertain. In any case,

these'out of control' young people confused the distinction of 'criminal' versus

rs This was Iargely based on the English Industrial Schools Act 1861.
16 Although a distinction was made in the 1867 Act in practice no reformatories were actually set up
(Seymour, 1975). Both types of children were s€nt to the industrial schools. Had they been set up the purported
difference between the two schools not only lay in the attitude that industrial schools were for the 'unfortunate'
and 'reformatories' for the 'criminal' (and so by implication the 'undeserving'), but also in the potential amount
of time that a young person might spend in these schools. Unsurprisingly, for those classified as 'criminal', their
institutional placement was for a term significantly greater than for those classified as 'destitute or neglected'.
This was because the term imposed on the 'criminal' young person was twofold: there was a term imposed by
the court as punishment for the crime committed and then there was a mandatory term to be fixed by-the court to
be spent in a reformatory programme. The two terms could not be collapsed and so were served one after the
other (see Seymour, 1975: 195).
17 In I E75 the NCC Act was amended to give the state 'loco parentis' rights for those situations where the
parents were deemed "of such immoral or dissolute habits as to be unfit to be allowed to exercise the rights of
parental guardianship" (Seymour, 197 5: 194).
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'destitute or neglected', highlighting the arbitrariness of this defining process. To

complicate matters further, there were also those young people who were both

destitute and criminal.

Under Pressure from those who found objectionable the mixing of "unfortunate yet

honest and respectable children with [children] inured to crime" (Seymour,1975:

196), the New Zealand government of the time decided to repeal the1867 Act and

replaced it with the Industrial Schools Act 1882 (hereafter referred to as the 1882 ISA

Act). Unlike the 1867 NCC Act the 1882ISA Act made no reference to reformatories

and so it effectively became the responsibility of the industrial schools to take both

kinds of young people. In fact the 1882ISA Act gave the industrial school managers

the responsibility of deciding which category the young person c;une under:

destitute/neglected or criminal. This did little to address the substantive concerns of

those who found the mixing of the two types of young people objectionable. What it
did do, however, was to shift the responsibility for deciding the young person's

status away from central government to the schools themselves. In placing this

responsibility on the industrial school managers and by extending the role of the

industrial school to include'reformatory programmes', the 1882ISA Act signalled a

change in governmentpolicy (Seymour, l97S:192). However, as Seymour (ibid)

implies, on closer analysis it was more a way of both redirecting some of the political

pressure and responsibility away from central goverrunent and at the same time

reducing the cost of government expenditure.l8 These early issues of categorisatiory

minimalisation of State intervention and cost still face New Zealand's youth justice

system today.

Over the course of time, from the 1882ISA Act to the present 1989 Childrery Young

Persons and their Families (CYP&F) Act, youth justice policies have taken many

18 Seymour (1975:197) notes that in the second reading of the Bill to the 1882 Act Mr T. Dick stated in
Parliament that "it was 'too costly' to have separate schools".
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philosophical shifts. Despite these shifts, the questions that guide youth offender

govefftment remain the same. That is, the questions of who constifutes a youth

offender; of who should deal with addressing, managing and preventing youth

offending and of how this should be done exactly. The 1989 CYP&F Act (see below)

marked a significant shift in New Zealand's thinking on how to deal with the general

problem of the govemment of youth offenders and youth offending.re

Prior to the 1989 CYP&F Act, New Zealand dealt with youth offending under what

was described as the "welfare model" (NZCYP$ 1996). The welfare model viewed

youth offending as a "symptom of family dysfunction" or as a"cry for help" (ibid).

This view developed from the belief that youth offending was pathological in nature,

i.e. caused by individual pathology, a family breakdown and/or community

disruption (NZCYPS,1996). It was believed that youth offenders were susceptible to

criminogenic factors (Andrews and Bont4 7994). This model argued that the family

was often part of the problem and so should therefore not be part of the solution.

Victim involvement was also seen as unnecessary to addressing the offending.

Instead appropriate address of the problem only required the knowledge of

professional scientifically trained juvenile offending experts. Appropriate

interventions were thus designed by these experts, especially by psychologists.2o

Under the welfare model when a young person offended and entered the social

welfare system, they were more often than not dealt with by these professional

experts, from entry through to exit (NZCYP$ 1995). The overriding presumption of

goverrunent underlying this approach was that it was the professional rather than

le In fact the 1989 Act was heralded as both radical and innovative across the world. It has now been
copied overseas; namely, in parts of Canada, Australia and England (see Morris and Maxwell , lggT).20 As was the emphasis pre the 1989 Act, especially up until the late 1970s, most if not atl of these
'professionals' or'experts' were trained according to the bio-medical tradition of treating such problems as
symptoms of a state of illness. The emphasis stemmed fiom a belief that it was possible to furd the cause of
youth offending behaviour in a manner similar to finding the cause of schizophreni4 for example. And so,
unsurprisingly, the problem of youth offending was viewed very much as a problem of mental health. The idea
that youth offending could be 'treated' was symptomatic of this emphasis.
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family who knew best how to deal with the offending behaviour of the young

Person.

With increasing worldwide critiques of both the biases of experts and professionals

and the gaps in bio-medical knowledge (Osborne,1992) as well Maori pressures for

culturally appropriate governing policies in youth justice, the New Zealand

goverrlment in December 1986 introduced into parliament a Children and Young

Persons Bill (the Bill) that was to replace the Children and Young Persons Actof 1974

and become the CYP&F Act 1989 (Lovell,1,993: Gershon, 2001.;ACYA, 2003). The

discussions leading up to the 1986 Bill emphasised the need to view youth offending

as part of normal adolescent risk-taking behaviour rather than as a symptom of

dystunction (NZCYPS, 1996\.

Under the'welfare'model, as the culture, or the family, of the young offender were

considered part of the problem, they were not included in the initial wording of the

Bill.

'.. the current bill fragments Maori strucfures of care and control and
weakens the whanau, hapu and iari structure. In so doing, it disregards the
Treaty of Waitangi and weakens Maoridom in general. It is not consistent
with the goals of a bicultural society (The Department of Maori Affairs
Submission to parliament cited in Gershon, 2001: 315).

In taking the concerns of the Department of Maori Affairs into accounl the final

version of the Bill that later became law took a significantly different emphasis to that

provided in the initial wording, by centring the family and the family culture as part

of the solution to youth offending. The CYP&F Act changed not only the way in

which the New Zealand state was to define the problem of youth offending and

youth offenders, but more pertinently, the way it was to define the government of

that problem.
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Under the CYP&F Act, the offender, offender's family, victim, victim support people

and relevant state officials were to come together to address the wrong committed.

This shift in legislative and poliry emphasis is more popularly described today as the

"youth justice" model. This model holds children and/or young people accountable

for their offending behaviour; encourages them to take responsibility for that

behaviour; allows them to "learn from their mistakes"; and attempts to assist them to

develop in socially acceptable ways within the supportive environment of the family

(CYFS, 2001). This was viewed by many internationally as a radical and innovative

move (Morris and MaxweII,1997). The radical and innovative aspects of the CYP&F

Act were seen to be the ways that the process of dealing with the youth offender was

to stay outside the formal court system, and to emphasise the relationship between

the youttr, the family and the victim. Accountability was to be gained through the

design and implementation of a radical and innovative process: the Family Group

Conference (the FGC). This process is based on the idea that the youth offender has

made a mistake, and that mistake may be seen as part of 'normal' adolescent

behaviour, and the best way to deal with it is to bring the offender face to face with

their own families and the victim, to help them to recognise their error, and together

to find ways to right the wrong and to understand the consequences of their actions.

The FGC produces a plan which records the conference, and the outcomes and what

the offender has to do.

For New Zealand the involvement of the family and the victim in finding the

appropriate solution to the problem of youth offending signalled a clear movement

away from the silo-based expert-driven welfare-approach of the pre-CYP&F Act era.

The move away from the'professional welfare based' approach was beginning to

happen elsewhere in the western world. For example, in Australia there were shifts

towards caring for young offenders in community rather than in correctional

facilities (]uvenile fustice Unit, 1995r. But what was unique to New Zealand in the

early 1.990s was the central involvement of famity and victims in the process of
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finding solutions to the young person's offending problem/s (Maxwetl and Morris,

1993; Moore, 1993; Morris and Maxwell,1997).

The CYP&F Act was also renowned as internationally radical for its recognition,

albeit if limited, of non-western dispute resolution practices, such as the traditional

Samoan ifoga (Tuala-Warrery 2002).21 The rich potential of the 1989 Act to capture

Polynesian cultural values was suggested early on in the life of the CYP&F Act by

Donna Durie-Hall and |oan Metge (1992:59) who asserted that of the seven family

statutes currently in force in New Zealand in the early 1990s the CYP&F Act was the

only one that "endeavours to recognise and support [Maori social policies and

objectivesl".2

For the above reasons the CYP&F Act marked a definite shift in the philosophy

adopted by New Zealand in the governing of its New Zealand-based Samoan youth

offenders. For the New Zealand youth justice system today, the Cyp&F Act

provides widely for both the state, communify, victims, families and youth offenders

to each come together to find ways to meet the aims of the youth justice provisions of

the CYP&F Act.

The institutional structure of the current system

In New Zealand today the youth justice system is defined by legislation passed by

parliament, the central representative body of governing for New Zealand society.

Generally speaking there are six main state bodies involved in the management

and/or prevention of youth offending: the Ministry of Police; Child, Youth and

2t Recognition of the ifoga is however limited to deciding the severity of punishment to be imposed on the
youth offender. There have been many instances, however, when the ifoga has been practised as part of the FGC
process whereby the offender and his/her family seek to show their genuine remorse and ask for forgiveness
from the aggrieved parfy (Tuala-Warren, 2002).
22 The other six they argue "serve a policy that is basically assimilationist [in design in that they ignore]
Maori socialpolicies and objectives" (Durie-Hall and Metge, 1992: 59).
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Family Service (CYFS); the Department of Courts (and by extension the Ministry of

justice); the Ministry of Education; the Ministry of Health; and the Ministry of Youth

Affairs. For those youth justice policies that may have a direct impact on Samoan

youth offenders, the Ministry of Pacific Islands Affairs may also become involved.

Of these six state bodie+ it is the first three bodies that have the most direct impact

on Samoan youth offenders and their families.

At present any (criminal) offending by young persons in New Zealand is dealt with

in the first instance by the Police and then CYFS under the provisions of the 1989

Childreru Young Persons and their Families (CYP&F) Act. The wording of s4 (f) of

the Act reads as follows:

"(f)Ensuring that where children or young persons commit offences:

(i) They are held accountable and encouraged to accept

responsibility for their behaviour; and

(ii) They are dealt with in a way that acknowledges their needs and

that will give them the opportunity to develop in responsible,

beneficial and socially acceptable ways...".

Under the CYP&F Act'children'are defined as "those aged under 14 years" and

'young persons' as "those aged between 14 and 15 years inclusive" (Spiea 2000: 101).

Those youth offenders aged17 years or over are dealt with by the District or High

courts under the provisions of the Crimes Act 1961, andlor Criminal ]ustice Act 1985

and presumed to be adults. This age-based definition of 'youth'means that on the

young Person's seventeenth birthday, ffiy custody orders made under the CYP&F

Act automatically expires, "regardless of the young person's wishes, maturi$r or

readiness for independence" (Ward 2000: 21).u L a.y case it is, as Spier (2000, 2002)

73 Trish Ward (2000:22) argues that when analysing the exit situations of those young people in CYFS
care or under CYFS custody, most lack "true preparedness for independent living", so that the CYP&F Act's
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notes, the young person's "age at the time of committing an offence, rather than the

age at the finalisation of proceedings" that is of importance to the CYP&F Act. This

means that, as was the case for two of the youth offender participants of this thesis,

the young Person could still have some involvement with the youth justice system

despite being over seventeen years of age.

The first of the New Zealand state services to deal with offence/s committed by a

young person is usually the Police. Generally speaking, currently the New Zealand

youth justice Process operates as follows (See flow chart diagram from the Youth

Law Project in Appendices, Appendix A). lA/hen a young person commits a crime

one of three things may ocqrr:

(a) the Police gives the young person a warning and may send out a letter

notifying the young person's parents/caregivers of the incident and may

arrange some alternative action such as an apology or reparation to go to the

victim and then the matter ends there; or

(b) the Police gives the young person a warning but may also require the

young person to participate in a youth diversion programme and then the

matter ends there; or

(c) the young person is not arrested but the offence is investigated by the

Police and if proven the young person is placed on a police diversion

Prograrrune; or

(d) the Police investigates the matter and then refers it to a CYFS FGC

coordinator to arrange for a Family Group Conference (FGC); or

emphasis on "chtonologically determined adulthood" seems futile and that "Fue preparedness for independent
Iiving" requires a shift away from age-based presumptions of maturity to a more "planned" and tailored exit
system. This Frnding is of particular significance to those young offenders whose custody with the department
stems from both 'care and protection' as well as 'offending' issues.
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(e) the young person is arrested immediately by the Police and is prosecuted

in the Youth, Family, District or High court, whichever is deemed most

appropriate by the Police, in consultation with the Youth court and CYFS.

The first two options ('a' and'b') are the least cumbersome and the offending

incident is dealt with almost immediately. The second two situations (options'c' and

'd') occur when Police feel that the young person needs more than just a warning but

does not need to go through formal Youth court procedures. In this situation the

Police will investigate the offence and ask CYFS Youth Justice coordinator to set up a

FGC so that the young person, his/her family and victim can come together to make a

plan which everyone agrees puts matters right as much as possible (CYFS, 1998;

2001). On the successful completion of the plan the offence committed by the young

Person is dismissed. If there is no agreement at the FGC then the matter usually goes

to the Youth Court for resolve. The third situation (option'e') is the most

cumbersome and usually involves the more serious offences and recidivist offenders.

In these cases the young person will go through the youth or family court process

and so be appointed a youth advocate i.e. a specialised youth court lawyer. If the

young person denies the charge there is a defended hearing and if the charge is not

proven then the young person is released from Police custody and is free to go.

However, if the charge is proven then the young offender under the CYP&F Act has

to attend a court directed FGC.

At this FGC the offender and his/her family are given the opportunity to address the

wrong committed, to apologise for the offence to the victim if the victim is present

and to come up with a FGC plan that is able to address the concerns of all involved in

the FGC process, from the concerns of the Police and the victim through to the

concerns of the offender and hislher family. It is usually at this point that a CYFS

social worker then gets officially involved.
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CYFS, through their FGC coordinators, are responsible for facilitating the FGC

process and through their social workers are responsible for ensuring that the FGC

plan is implemented and/or adequately monitored. Community intervention

Prograrnmes and other agencies such as schools or mental health services might also

then become involved as part of the FGC process. When the FGC plan is completed

to the satisfaction of the Youth court the Police charges are dismissed pursuant to

s282 oI the GYP&F Act. If the young person re-offendg depending on the

seriousness of the re-offending and on the level in which the offender first entered

the youth justice process, the Police may place the youth offender in a Police youth

diversion Programme or take hmlher straight through to Youth court or even (for

more serious crimes) through to the District or High court.

In the Family or Youth courts, there are four main'sentencing'options. Firstly the

youth offender could be placed "under the supervision of the Chief Executive of the

Department administering the CYP&F Act (currently the CYFS), or under the

supervision of any other specified organisation (by way of a supervision order) for a

period not exceeding six months" (Spiea 2002). Secondly, they could be placed

under a "supervision with activity order which requires the offender to undertake a

specified activity or progranune for a period of up to three months" (ibid). Thirdly,

they could also be placed under "a supervision with residence order" which places

the young person "in the custody of the Chief Executive of the Departrnent

administering the Act for a period of three months" (ibid). And lastly, they could be

placed under "a community work order" where "the young person undertakes work

in the interests of the community for between 20 and 200 hours" (ibid). All four

orders may be utilised at once or in whatever combination is deemed suitable by the

court.

Youth court convictions differ from District or High court convictions not only in

terms of the severity and type of sentences imposed but because Youth court
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convictions will not give the youth offender an official criminal record. Some notes

of a juvenile offending history might be made in the young person's CYFS or Police

files, particularly for recidMst offenders, but these notes will not form or contribute

to an official criminal record (NZCYPS,7996). The rationale for thig generally

speaking, is that children and young people are currently considered by the system

to be still maturing and so any offending behaviour committed during this time in

their development should be read as temporary (Burr, 2000; NZCYPS, 1996). In other

wordt young people should be given the opportunity to learn from their'mistakes'

and not be tainted by the temporary foolhardiness of their childhood/adolescence

(Lightfoot, 1'99n. The institutional structure of the New Zealand youth justice

system is therefore one that is today based on the explicit and implied provisions of

the CYP&F Act 1989.

Samoan Youth Offendin& New Zealand Youth fustice and Spirits
of Governing

The problem of New Zealand-based samoan youth offending is not

disproportionately high relative to the population size. But it appears that Pacific

youth are'over-represented'in serious (violent) offences. Because Maori youth

offending is significantly higtu solutions for addressing youth offending have

attempted to accommodate Pollmesian cultural strucfures of extended family and

reciprocity. This has meant that Samoan family strucfures have been bought into the

system. The CYP&F Act provides the legislative, institutional and philosophical

framework from which this youth justice system operates. The system recognises

that Polynesian youth offenders may have different care and control structures

available to them compared with others in mainstream New Zealand society. The

system also privileges the philosophy that youth offending is not a pathological

problem, but more a'risk' of adolescence.
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I approach my consideration of cases of Samoan youth offending through three

'spirits of governing'. In my attempts to understand from a range of positions what

was going on in each case and its management, the ways that the practices and views

of the participants were governed, I identified three key systems of meaning and

forces of government at work. These centred on the various'cultures' of

Government/ State policies and practices and ethnic culture. I called these three

'spirits of governing', the spirits of neoliberal risk management, culfural

appropriateness andfaaSamoa. In the chapters that follow, I spell out these'spirits of

governing' and their effects and tensions in the management and government of

seven Samoan youth offender cases.I show that elements of these spirits are present

within each case in competing ways. From in-depth case study analyses I suggest

that these three spirits of governing are embodied and multiply mobilised in all New

Zealand-based Samoan youth offending cases. I assert that to build meaningful

understandings of the points of tension that may arise when New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offenders and their families are processed through the current New

Zealand youth justice system, one must gain an understanding of the complex ways

that spirits of governing are deployed through the different governing strategies and

bodies at play.

Chapter Outlines

A detailed explanation of the key spirits of governing within the New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offender cases is offered within Chapters Three to Five of this thesis.

The second chapter provides an overview of the methodological framework adopted

by this study. Itbegins with an introduction to my own interest in the topic and my

stafus as an'insider' researcher. It outlines the seven cases and their selectiory

profiles the young offenders, their families, and the case workers, as well as the key

informants for the study. I describe the research process and the questions I used to
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shape the interviews. I discuss the challenges of doing cross-cultural research that

requires understanding of the cultural processes of collecting and disseminating

information.

Chapter Three introduces and discusses the dominant spirit governing the

management of New Zealand-based Samoan youth offender cases. It argues that in

New Zealand the spirit of neo-liberal risk management dominates all state funded

institutional bodies that currently work under the umbrella of youth justice. When a

Samoan young person offends and their offending behaviour is deemed serious

enough to gain the attention of the Police, CYFS and the Youth court, the case

becomes an official part of the youth justice system. Once the young person becomes

part of this youth justice system (i.e. he or she becomes an'official' youth offender),

his or her family is then also subject to this system. This chapter details how the

current youth justice system is shaped by neo-liberal principles of risk management.

In the management of New Zealand-based Samoan youth offender cases where New

Zealand parliament and law holds ultimate sovereignty this spirit of governing is

arguably the one of most influence over the management of New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offender cases today. It is for this reason that this spirit of governing

is explored first.

Chapter Four explores what I have termed the spirit of 'cultural appropriateness'. In

youth justice, this spirit of goveming emerges out of an explicit policy directive by

New Zealand youth justice policymakers for culturally appropriate service delivery

strategies, polices and practices. I argue that this spirit of governing can be

distinguished from the spirit of neo-liberal risk management for a number of reasons

most of which centre on the significance of discourses of culture and difference to

New Zealand social and justice service policies and practices. In the management of

Samoan youth offending cases, the politics of culture and difference combine with
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the politics of 'at-risk' population-based goveuunent, to form the spirit of cultural

appropriateness.

In Chapter Five I examine the final spirit of governing of concern here, the spirit of

faaSamoa. This chapter argues that in line with youth justice policy and practitioner

demands for cultural appropriateness emerges an'ethnically-specific' spirit of

governing. In Samoan youth offender cases this is the spirit of faasamoa. I argue that

this spirit of governing impacts on New Zealand-based Samoan youth offenders

through its influence over their ethnic identify and that of their Samoan family,

especially parents or caregivers. For many Samoans living in New Zealandtoday the

principles of their faaSamoa or Samoan culture define to a large degree their cultural

beliefs and practices - and oftenfaasamoa is in tension with youth culture. The

privileging of ethnic culture in the spirit of cultural appropriateness acts to prioritise

and mobilise the spirit of faasamoa in the management of New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offender cases. Like the spirits of neo-liberal risk management and

cultural appropriateness, the spirit olfaasamoa is important to the task of managing

Samoan youth offender cases in New Zealand today, especially to the task of

managing in a'culfurally appropriate' manner. This chapter explores the principles

of. faaSamoa and notes how they might come together to form a spirit of goveming in

Samoan youth offender cases by noting how they play out in the South Auckland-

based Samoan youth offender cases of this study.

Chapter Six provides a discussion of the multi-layered nature of these spirits of

goveming, how they intersect, are produced and reproduced, silenced and/or

negotiated within and across the various domains and discourses of youth justice. I

provide an analysis of the interplay between these three spirits of governing and

suggest reasons why an understanding of this interplay is important to the

development of nuanced social and justice service policies and practices - especially

for those that seek to prevent re-offending by attempting to address the needs of
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New Zealand's Polynesian criminal offending population. It reveals that the

management of youth offending cases is complex in ways that can be quite

overwhelming unless one is able to work through the tensions in the different

systems of meaning to ultimately'reach' the young person and their families - which

is what the Children, Young Persons and their Families Act 1989 promises. That

promise is not going to be realised unless people - including policy-makers - take the

time to engage with these points of tension.

The final chapter draws some overall conclusions about the claims made in the thesis

and refurns to the boy who "had a social worker. / he had a probation officer...",

whose father "sat in quiet solitude. / with his faraway look to home. / ... aware of ...

shame".
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CHAPTERTWO

METHOD OLO GICAL FRAMEWORK

The scientific spirit is one of exploration and adventure with the
unknowry not a dread of the mysterious - and its subsequent
mystification. At its best, science is the epiphany of human playfubress,
the antithesis of culture's dogged repetitiveness (Stein, L987a:!.4y').zt

The path that leads to a new vision of research has been paved with good
intentions and some bad practice. There are many barriers to doing Pacific
research. There are issues of Pacific peoplesb feeling over-researched,
issues of research not being valued as a useful tool by some members of
the community. I4/hile there is a legacy of mistrus! there is also a new
vision that has the energy to propel us into the future (HRC, 2004:7).

Introduction

The meanings and perspectives of the players in real youth offending cases provide

an expression of the forms of government at work in the management of Samoan

youth offenders. My'journey' to these players and their perspectives - and the

analysis which I bring to these voices - is a rather complex one, but worth relaying

here because it provides one basis on which to read the arguments of the thesis as a

whole.

24 This quote, and Howard Stein's work in this collection more generally (Stein, 1987b, 1987c), speaks to
the potential of science as a project for advancing knowledge in ways that can be both exciting and respectful of
ethno-cultural differences.
2s In New Zealand 'Pacific peoples' refer to peoples from the seven main Pacific island nation-states.
These include people from the islands of Samoa, Tuvalu, Niue, Tokelau and the Cook Islands, as well as the
Republic of Fiji and kingdom of Tonga. There are a number of other Pacific island groups such those from other
parts of Melanesia and Micronesia that also come under the umbrella of 'Pacific peoples' in New Zealand, but
make up a very small percentage (less than 2%) of the total pacific population.
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This chapter details the key philosophical and practical concerns that arose for me

during the course of doing this research. I start by locating myself as both an

'insider' and'outsider' in the research and then discuss finding my focus and outline

the'population' of concern. After that I introduce my research participants. I begin

with brief introductions to the youth offenders, their personalities, home lives,

offending histories and key relationships. I introduce the youth offender's family

and key youth justice workers as part of introducing the youth offender. These

descriptions are intended to make these youth offender cases'come alive'. Key

informant interviews are profiled next. Tables 5 and 6list the different types of case

study and key informant participants involved in this study. I end the chapter with a

discussion, as an'insider' researcher, of the issue of presenting and disseminating

research findings.

Locating myself as researcher

I am a Samoan researcher who has lived in New Zealand for just over 33 years. I

migrated to New Zealandwith my Samoan parents and three siblings at the age of

three. Over the years I have always been preoccupied with things Samoan, both in

terms of family engagements and study topics. Thus, it was no real surprise that I

wanted to do doctoral research involving Samoan people. Deciding on exactly what

I was Soing to look at was less clear. Given that I had done undergraduate studies in

law and sociology, it was perhaps inevitable that I would choose a doctoral research

topic that merged these academic disciplines.

Prior to the start of the doctoral research work proper I had become involved in a

number of social science and evaluation research projects targeting Pacific peoples.

These earlier projects ranged from a university-based study of Pacific students'use of

student services (Anae and Suaalii,1996) to Government funded studies such as one

looking at the transition of Pacific students from high school to tertiary institutions
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(Coxon et al, L998) and another examining what constituted a'successful'family

group conference (Adair et al, 1998). The latter was particularly relevant to the focus

of this doctoral work. At the s:une time I also became involved in research

evaluations of community-based Pacific programmes - a pregnancy support service

(Calvert, 1998) and a mentoring programme targeting South Auckland Pacific high

school students (McTaggart and Suaalii,2001). Each of these research and evaluation

projects Save me invaluable experience in doing social science research and provided

me with many useful networks for future research work. The accumulated research

experience and the resulting Pacific networks are things I appreciate more and more

as I become increasingly ensconced in the Pacific research world.

This earlier foray into social science and evaluation research instilled in me a taste for

doing'qualitative action research' (Munford and Sanders, 2003; Carr and Kemmi+

1986). This is qualitative research that has as its goal the need "to improve a

situation" (ibid: 263). Each of the research studies and evaluations noted above

sought to contribute to building an information base that could create meaningful

discussions about possible solutions or ways forward. Each were, only in a limited

sense'action' research - that is (a) "being concerned with improving a practice,

understanding or situation"; (b) "involving relating practices and understandings

and sifuations to one another"; and (c) "a deliberately social process" whereby the

"researcher attempts to discover how situations are constrained by'objective' and

'subjective' conditions, and to explore how both kinds of conditions can be changed"

(Carr and Kemmis, 1986: 180-133). This doctoral work sought to do these things.

However, because my work did not include the other side of action research

involving a formal "constructive/reconstructive" process of 'reflection-observation-

planning-acting' (ibid: 186), this work may not be, strictly speaking, 'action research'.

Nonethelesg it shares the goals of action research.
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I came to this doctoral work as a'Pacific/Samoan' social science researcher and one

who wanted to make a difference in the lives of 'Pacific/Samoan' peoples. In all the

research projects I have been involved in over the years I have always enjoyed

listening to people's stories and perspectivet and reflecting on the value of these to

understanding knowledge and practice (mine specifically, and the communities and

disciplines I am engaged in more generally). When negotiating research terms of

reference with contractors, or disseminating research findings to participants and

relevant community or Government bodies, I am always fascinated by the real

possibilities of research work for improving relations amongst people, ?nd between

them and their governing systems. It was perhaps this personal preoccupation with

'helping' people and the attraction of debating ideas that has seen me take the path I

have, both in this study and in my research career. In any case, I carne to this

doctoral work with a passion for grappling with questions about knowledge and

culture, especially where they concerned the interfaces of Samoan and New Zealand

worldviews.

In thinking about doing research with Samoan youth offenders I was faced with the

problem that I would probably be perceived as'outside' of their world. I was twice

their age; I was more than likely to be of a different gender (most Samoan youth

offenders are male, see Spier and Lastr, 2004:103); and had never really been

officially involved in the youth justice system (unless you count the one time my

sisters and I as teenagers got caught stealing chocolates from a local supermarket and

got let off with a warning by the kind police officer who then took us home to our

highly embarrassed and extremely angry parents). After completing interviews with

three Samoan youth offenders for the Adair et al (1998) study mentioned earlier, I

was encouraged that this 'outsider' status might not be so problematic. All three

Samoan youth offenders of the Adair et al study lived in Auckland. They each

seemed to warm to the fact that I was also Samoan, that I was from (i.e. grew up in)

Auckland, that I looked'young' (or more to the point, not too old) and that I had a
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similar Samoan upbringing to them (i.e. had very shict authoritarian parents who

believed strongly in the dictum, 'spare the rod, spoil the child').

In thinking about working with the families of Samoan youth offenders, my

experience with the Adair et al study also made me optimistic. With Samoan parents

I held a few qualities that worked in my favour. First, I was Samoan; second, I was a

mother and caregiver (to my teenage cousin at the time and ailing grandmother);

third, I spoke a reasonable level of the Samoan language (for a New Zealand-raised

child); and fourth,I was educated and apparently had a good reputation amongst

my ethnic and professional peers of genuinely wanting'to help'. These sarne

qualities were also generally attractive to the various youth justice workers and key

informants I spoke to as part of the Adair et al and other studies, especially to the

'older'Samoan ones. This gave me a reasonable amount of social capital going into

this doctoral research and in many ways gave me relatively more'insider' than

'outsider' stafus.

I do not seek to engage here in the complex and politically charged debates about

'insider' versus'outsider' statut except perhaps to note that I am both insider and

outsider in this work. Debates about the researcher's positioning in relation to her

subjects are important debates and contribute much to the exercise of building good

cross-culfural research. I use the terms to help locate me as a Samoan researcher in

this study and to affirm the value of research that always asks why and for whom we

are researching.

Finding a research focus

It was not until the final stages of the writing process that the exact focus for this

thesis, its argument, strengths and limitations became clear. I am told by many who

have already travelled this path that this is normal. The idea of doing this research
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began when one of New Zealand's Pacific research community's staunch advocates,

Moera Douthlett, suggested in 1998 that I apply to the New Zealand Health Research

Council (the HRC) for a postgraduate scholarship to do doctoral researdr. After

some deliberation I decided to take up the challenge. This was the beginning of the

process for finding ffte research focus for my doctoral study.

Drafting the application for the HRC postgraduate scholarship meant that I had to

find a research topic and focus that could develop my existing knowledge base26 and

perhaps more importantly could keep my interest for a period of at least three years.

I chose a topiczT and titled it "Community Govemance,Identity Formation and the

Mental Health of Samoan Youth Offenders". The abstract written for the doctoral

scholarship application offers some insight into what this topic meant at the time the

application was made. The abstract reads:

The proposed research comprises a qualitative study of Samoan youth
offenders (13-16 years) that have been through the youth court system,
and have participated in at least one family group conference and one
community intervention prograrrune. The research study will endeavour
to explicate the identity journeys of these offenders, and how (if at all)
community service providers are able to govem their joumeys. The
findings will assist in the development of strategies towards protecting
and enhancing the mental, physicaf social and cultural well being of "at
risk" young peoples and their families today (Suaalii, T.M,, HRC
Application99l25S).

According to the abstracf the research was going to be about Samoan youth

offenders. This did not change. In fact, this is what I first say the thesis is about

26 Extending my knowledge base at the time included not only advancing my sociological knowledge but
also my knowledge of Samoan things.
27 My choice of topic was based on my interests in sociology, law and health. I had just completed a
Master's degree in sociology, undergraduate studies in law and was currently, at the time of writing the
application, doing an assistant research fellow position with the Pacific Health Research Centre, at the
Department of Maori and Pacific Health, University of Auckland. lnlate 1997 I was involved in a study
conducted by the Centre for Child and Family Policy Research, University of Auckland, titled, What constitutes
the 'success' of a Family Group Conference and how does one evaluate 'successful' outcomes: a pilot project
(Adair, V., Dixon, R et al, 1998), where I interviewed three Samoan youth offenders and their family
representatives. My experience in this FGC research and in the Pacific research projects I was involved in at the
Pacific Health Research Centre played an important role in shaping my choice of topic for this doctoral study.
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when asked. The abstract notes that the study would also involve discussions with

the youth of{enders'family, their community intervention programme people, the

youth court system and those responsible for the family group conferencing scheme.

This also did not change. The Samoan youth offenders were then and now the

primary subjects of this study, but the input of family, state services and community

programme providers to the study was also important to the aims of the project. The

key concepts of 'community governance', 'identity formation' and'mental health'

provided the study with its somewhat broad conceptual framework. Analysis of

these concepts, what they meant to me then and how they related to each other,

provides insight into the process I took in refining my research focus.

The phrase'community governance'was one that sought to focus on the working

relationships between the state and community services, between these state and

community services and the family of the Samoan youth offender, and between all

these grouPs and the Samoan youth offenders themselves - in other words, the main

networks of governing associated with Samoan youth offenders today.z The notion

of 'community governance' assumed that these serviceg whether state or community

based, were each'community'entities. That is, each group within these sites

developed shared meanings and common sense practices and a sense of belonging to

the group. This'group based' governance was what I was fascinated by and wanted

to explore. My initial focus on'identity formation' reflected an interest in how the

identities of these Samoan youth offenders as Samoan youth offenders were formed. I

initially linked this to'mental health' - what impact the Samoan young person's

offending behaviour might have on their mental health and the mental health of

those responsible for their care and protection.

?8 | was particularly interested in the notion of 'community govemance' as suggested in the work of
George Pavlich (Pavlich 1996; 1999).
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The three notions of 'community govemance','identity formation' and'the mental

health of Samoan youth offenders' made a lot of sense as individual sites of interest

in this field. When brought together, however, they posed a number of

methodological and conceptual challenges - what sounded good in theory became a

bit of a nightrnare in practice when I tried to connect these large ideas in one project.

Amidst this methodological and conceptual confusion the one thing that was clear:

why I wanted to do this research. That became the reference point for organising the

chaos.

I wanted to do research that would give New Zealand-based Samoan youth

offenders an opportunity to present their versions of their youth offending story.

Because of the integral role that families play in the lives of young people I wanted

family members to have input into that story also. And because youth offending is

an official problem for the New Zealau;rd State, I also wanted to hear what the

different State and community intervention programme people who were involved

in the youth offender's case, had to say about their work with the youth offender and

his/her family. The focus of the discussion was therefore on the offender's youth

justice case and their offending behaviour. All discussion arising from interviews

with the different people involved in the youth offender's case, including the youth

offender, would be analysed for their comments on (a) the'community governance'

of youth offenders; (b) the 'identity formation' of youth offenders; and (c) the 'mental

health' of youth offenders and their families. Although somewhat wide, this

approach to the research seemed to make some sense and so became my initial

research focus.

Starting the Research

Taking the above initial focus as my guide I started the empirical research process

proPer by working out who my research population group were, who I needed to
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interview in that population group, and what my key research questions were going

to be.

The'Population' Group -'Youth Offenders'

To get a sense of the size of the population'samoan youth offenders'in New

Zealand today, recent statistical information about the population groups'New

Zealand youth', 'New zealand Pacific youth', 'New zealartd Samoan youth', 'New

Zealand youth offenders' and 'Pacific youth offenders' was accessed. Official

Government statistics and ministerial reports were the main sources of this

information (e.g. spier, 2002; NZR 2002; MSD, 2003,2004; spier and Lash, 20a4;

Statistics New Zealand,1998,2001a,2001b, 2001c; Davey, 1998; Thorns and

Sedgwick, 1997; Lovell, 1993). unfortunately youth offending records do not

disaggregate Samoan youth offenders from the larger Pacific youth offender

population group, therefore I focus here on Pacific youth offending statistics

available post the 1989 Children, Young Persons & their Families Act.ze

Youth offender population size

The proportionality of the New Zealand Samoan youth offender population may be

generally estimated by comparing total New Zealand youth with Pacific and Samoan

youth population figures and total New Zealand and Pacific youth offender

population estimates.

2e Because of the 'Court as last option' emphasis the CYP&F Act placed on youth arrests, the incidences
of youth arests by Police post 1989 Act dropped significantly. This makes comparing pre and post 1989 Act
Police youth (under l7 years old) apprehension levels inappropriate. The CYP&F Act provides the legislative
framework that defrres Youth Justice in New Zealandtoday.
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The New Zealarrdyouth population aged between 10-19 years of ages totals just over

half a million (538,242 young people, see StatisticsNZ, 2001a: 99). The Pacific and

Samoan youth populations for the same age group is 48,375 (ibid: 94) and 23,865

(ibid: 92) respectively. In percentage terms this means that Pacific and Samoan

young people aged 10-19 years make up 8.9"/" and 4.4% respectively of the total New

Zealartd L0-19 year old population group.

The New Zealandyouth offender population statistics derive from three main places:

the Police; CYFS; and the Ministry of fustice, Youth Court databases. The first

provides information on Pacific youth offending via apprehension levels; the second

provides information via FGC attendances by youth offenders; and the third

provides information via proved youth offender Youth Court cases. These three

sources provide a general estimate of what the general level of youth offending

might be in New Zealand today, and also what might be the comparative extent of

Pacific people's youth offending. Samoan rates of offending can only be estimatedin

general terms from these figures.

Statistics offered by these different sources are noted in tables 1 to 3 below. Table L

shows that during the 1990s, Pacific youth offenders made up approximately 8% of

the total Police apprehensions for under 77 year olds in New Zealand on average.

This compares with M.So/" and 46.5% for Maori3r and 'rest' of New Zealand (NZ

European and Other).

30 The l0-19 year age range is highlighted because the census divides the age brackets into 10-14 years
and then l5- I 9 years. The Police, Youth court and CYFS statistic data tends to use the 'under- 17' year old age
range.
3r Maori peoples are the indigenous population of New Zealand.
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Table 1,: Number of apprehensions of under-77 year olds by ethnicity, 1990-
1999

Table 2 provides similar ethnic breakdowns for the number of proved Youth court

youth offender cases recorded during the same ten year period. The table suggests

that on average Pacific youth offenders make up about 7o/o of. the total proved Youth

court cases for this time period.

Table 2: Number of proved cases involving young offenders by ethnicity,
1990-1999 (under-l7 year olds)

Source: Ministry of ]ustice (Youth Court) (cited in Autagavaia et aI,2000)

A recent study by Spier and Lash (2004:1.05) counted the cases of all l+19 year old

youth that were taken through all three courts (Youth, District and High courts) in

2003 (except those involving non-imprisonable traffic offences). They note that the

1990 r997 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 7999

Pacific
2267
(7%l

24J3
(8%)

2702
(8%) (8%)

6331 3578
(9o/"1

3s68
(8%)

3601
(8%)

2746
(6"/"1

2509
(6"/")

252L
(6%l

Maori
13588

(M%\
13682
(42%)

15382

(45"/")
18185

@s%\

19575

@6%\

20701

&8%\
2725I
(48Y")

21.124

(47"/")

20021.

(45%',)

20835
(48%\

NZ
European/
Other

74939

(4e%)
1.6332

(50%)

1 6289

(47%)

18749

(47%)

18888

(45'/")

18830

(M%)
19830

(M"/")
20784

(47%)

18809

(48'/")

24029

(46%)

Total 30794
(100%)

32457
(100%)

34373
(100%)

40097
(100%)

421.41

(100%)
43099

(100%)
4M92

(100%)
4/!654

(100%)
41339

(100%)
43386

(100%)

Source: New Zealand Police (cited in Autagavaia et af 2000)

1990 7991 1992 1993 1994 1995 r996 1997 1998 7999

Pacific
4C

(4%)
87

(8%)
93

(10%)
88

(9o/")

99

(ro%)
138

(10%)
150

(10%)
172

0Oo/")

168

d.0o/"\

159

(e%)

Maori
559

56yo)

643
(s6%\

561
(58%)

599

(61%)
675

(64%)
811

(se%)
87C

(60%)
105C

(s8%)
1013

$e%)
1030

(s8%)

NZ
European

/ Other

395

(40%)
4,22

(37%)

308

(32V"',)

299
(30%)

283
(27%)

479

(31,%)

424

(2e%)
576

(32o/")

5U
(31%)

585

(33%)

Total 994

fi.00%\

11,52

(100%)
962

(100%)
985

(100%)
1,057

(100%)
1358

(100o/")

1450

(100%)
1798

(100%)
L7L5

(100%)
1774

(100%)
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cases of Pacific young people aged'1,4-19 years made up 10.8% of New Zealand youth

offender cases in 2003. This provides the most recent estimate of the Pacific youth

offender population in New Zealand.

Table 3 suggests a similar picture. Of all the FGCs hetd in New Zealand during the

period 1995-1999, Pacific cases make up 9% of the total.

Table 3: Number and percentage of 10-L5 year olds attending youth justice
FGCs, by ethnicity, L995-7999

The size of the Pacific youth offender population in New Zealartd today is, from the

above statistics, probably between 7-1,0% of the total New Zealandyouth offending

population. Given that Pacific young people make up 8.9% of New Zealand's total

10-19 year old population group, Pacific youth offending would seem proportional to

their population size. On this basis one may speculate that the size of the Samoan

youth offending population would be half that of the Pacific rate, given that Samoan

population is about half of the Pacific population in New Zealand. On this basis,

Samoan youth offenders would make up about +5% of all youth offender cases in

New Zealand.

Type of offences

In terms of the type of youth offences committed by Pacific/Samoan youth offenders,

Table 4 below provides a breakdown of Police apprehensions of the under 17 year

1995 r996 1997 1998 1999
Pacific 596 (9o/ol 616 (9"/ol 567 (9"/"1 520 (9o/ol 559 (9Y"1

Maori 3720 (48%) 3088 (47%l 31s6 (50%) 2e70 (51%) 3707 (4e%)

NZ
European/Other

28M (43"/,\ 2824 (43Vo) 2646 (42'/,) 2325 (40"/") 2603 (4to/o'

Total 6s60 (100%) 6528 (1,00%) 636e (100%) 5815 (100%) 6279

(100%)
Source: Child, Youth and Family Service (cited in Autagaia et aI,2000).
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old age group by offence type for the year, 1997, for the whole of New Zealand.

Dishonesty offences3z for Pacific young people in this age group rated as the most

common offence type, followed next (but some way behind) by violence type

offences. What is of most interest in this data is that it indicates that the problem of

violent offending by Pacific youth is relativety high.

Table 4: Number and percentage of apprehensions of under-77 year olds by
ethnicity and offence type,1997

These statistics suggest that the'problem' of Samoan youth offending, seems more

likely to be about the type of offending that is occurring than a disproportional

amount of overall offending. Certainly the popular public view (and one perpetrated

in the media who pay a lot of attention to violent cases) of Pacific youth seems to be

that they are disproportionately responsible for particularly violent offences.

Because of the time and cost constraints of doing doctoral research that involved

conducting in-depth qualitative interviews, a decision was made to conduct case-

32 The "dishonesty" offence category includes "burglary; unlawful taking/converting of motor
vehicles/motor cycles; other motor vehicle/motor cycle offences; bicycle offences; theft ex-car; theft ex-shop;
other theft; receiving; and fraud" CNZP, 2002). The "violence" offence category includes "homicide; robbery;
grievous assaults; serious assaults; minor assaults; other violence" (ibid). Both are the main offence types ofthe
seven Samoan youth offending cases of this study, see Chapter Two.

Pacific Maori NZ
European/Other

Total

Violent 417 (15o/ol 210e (10%) 1783 (9"/r) 4309 (10Vo)

Sexual 10 (0%) 67 (0Y"\ 1,52 (1Y"\ 229 (1T"\

Drugs/anti-social 193 (7%l 1892 (9%l 3168 (1s%) 5253 flz%l
Dishonesfy 1.532 (560/"\ 1304s (62%l 10037 48%\ 24674 (ss%)

Property damage 329 (12Y"1 2175 (10%\ 2958 (74%l 5462 (12%l

Property abuse 203 (7"/"\ 1319 (6%\ 2204 ('t10/"1 3726 8o/"1
Administrative 62 (2) % 577 (2V") 482 (zVo) 7061, (2o/")

Total 2746
(100%)

21124
(100%)

20784
(100%)

M654
(100%)

Source: New Zealand Police (2002)
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studies and to focus these case studies on one geographical area - Auckland. This

decision was based on two main reasons: the practical reason of access (i.e. I lived in

Auckland) and the more 'scientific' view that the issues which arise in Samoan youth

offending cases in all areas throughout New Zealand are those common in Auckland

cases.33 As Auckland has the largest youth population in New Zealand

(approximately 160000 or 30% of the total New Zealandyouth populatioru see

StatisticsNZ,200Tc:100, 10-19 years old), I also decided to refine the case study focus

to an area within Auckland. This area was determined through examining the

organisation of CYFS offices. These were organised into two main areas: South and

Central Auckland. I chose the one with the greater numbers of Pacific cases, the

South Auckland CYFS area.

There are four CYFS offices within the South Auckland area. These are the Otara,

otahuhu, Manurewa and Papakura offices. s rhese offices cater to a wide

geographical area. Manukau city holds the largest Samoan population in this South

Auckland area. According to the 2001 Census findings, Manukau city is New

Zealand's third highest populated city (StatisticsNZ 2001b: 15). In terms of New

Zealand's Pacific residents, one in four Pacific peoples live in Manukau city

33 This view is based on my work as a researcher for the Centre for Child and Family Police Research in
1998 (see Adair et at, | 998) and as a senior evaluator for the private research company Evaluation Associates,
who were contracted by the Ministry of Social Policy (later Ministry of Social Development) from 2000-2003, to
evaluate their youth services strategy. This latter work involved reviewing Pacific CYFS case files auoss New
Zealand and interviewing Pacific youth offenders and their families across New Zealand.
34 According to the literature on "South Auckland", it is an area that is commonly understood to refer to
the "boroughs of Otahuhu and Howick and the cities of Papato€toe, Manukau and Papakura" (SARPC, 1981:13).
However, the label 'South Auckland' has also been extended to include the more rural areas south of the
Auckland metropolis such as that of Franklin, Waiuku, Tuakau and Pukekohe (Crothen and Macpherson,
1984:7: Burlon, 1989). Within the Manukau city area are the wards of Mangere, Otara, Manurewa and Clevedon
(Gatt and Afzal, 2000). In terms of the 'South Auckland' areas of concern to this thesis, it is the borough of
Otahuhu and the cities of Papatoetoe and Manukau (particularly its four wards noted above). In other words,
when using the term 'South Auckland' the thesis refers to the neighbourhood areas of Otahuhu, Papatoetoe,
Mangere, Otar4 Manurewa and Papakura" unless stated otherwise. Such a focus is due to the high concentration
of Samoans living in these parts of South Auckland (StatisticsNZ, 2001). The Otahuhu borough is officially part
of Auckland city, however, because it sits on the border of Auckland ciry and Manukau city, i.e. it virtuatly sits
next door to Mangere, Otara and Papatoetoe, it is often included, albeit unofficially, when making references to
South Auckland. In fact, in terms of the CYFS area divisions, the Otahuhu office forms part of the South
Auckland area offices. otahuhu also contains a large number of samoan residents.
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(StatisticsNZ,2001a). In terms of Auckland's youth population, South Auckland

holds 33.5% of its total (StatisticsNZ 2001c). For the above reasons, together with the

fact that South Auckland youth offenders seem to make the news more often than

their counterparts from other geographical areas (Brown, 2002;Harmer, 2002),3s

South Auckland was chosen as the site for the case sfudies.

The Case Studies

As stated in Chapter One in each case there were to be six different types of

interviewees: (1) a Youth Court youth advocate (or youth law lawyer); (2) a CYFS

social worker; (3) a Police youth aid officer; (4) a community intervention

Programme worker; (5) a family representative; and (6) the Samoan youth offender

him or herself. All six (or so) interviews clune together to make up the one story or

case under sfudy. These case studies provide the primary source for understanding

the views of the main'actors' (both in terms of the person and the institution)

involved in a typical New Zealand-based Samoan Youth court youth justice case.

The research was to focus on the Samoan youth offender's youth justice case. This

meant, as suggested already, that there were going to be a number of people

associated with one case that would need to be interviewed in order to gain a rich

qualitative understanding of that case. This provided for use of the case study

method (Tellis, 1997). The case study method seemed obvious here for as Tellis

argues the "case study is done by giving special attention to completeness in

observation, reconstructiorg and analysis of the cases under study" and "done in a

way that incorporates the views of the'actors' in the case under study" (ibid: 3).

Whilst it cannot be said that there is absolute completeness in the observation and

reconstruction of each case under study here, there is some substantial analysis.

3s The case of Ese Falealii, the Samoan young person who together with others committed the South
Auckland 'Pizza Parlour' and 'ASB bank' murders in 2002, is a case in point (Scanlon, 2OO2 p7, a-d). The
poem 'Oh Samoan Boy' written by Mua Strickson-Pua, quoted at the beginning of Chapter One, involves Ese
Falealii's case.
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Selecting the Cases

For the reasons noted above the Samoan youth offender cases were selected only

from South Auckland CYFS files. Ethical approval was sought and given from both

the University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee and the CYFS

Research Access Committee.s

The final number of cases involved in the case sfudy analysis is seven. At the time of

selecting the cases from CYFS files there were ten Samoan cases that met the research

criteria. That i+ the youth offender had gone through Youth courf had had a FGC;

and had been through or was attending a community intervention progranune. Of

these ten potential youth offenders, three could not be located and so were

eventually dropped. In respecting the confidentiality of youth participants, only the

key characteristics of the cases are described in Table 9 below. The table highlights

only the migration status of the youth offender; the'caregiver status' of the family

representatlelsy; the ethnicity of their CYFS worker, Youth lawyer and Police youth

aid officer; and the name of the community intervention prograrune interviewed.

Table 5: Case-Studies Sanple Breakdown

36 See appendices B, C, & D for copies of the Information Sheets and appendices E, F, G & H for copies
of the Consent fonns given to these Ethics Committees and to participants.
37 The persons interviewed here were the legal guardians of the young person. Except for young person
#3 who lived with a relative, the others were also living with this family representative at the time of interview.

YP

Code

Migration
Status

Family
ReP.

CYFS Soc

Worker
Youth
Advocate Youth

Aid

Community
Intervention
Programme

YP #1 Samoa

Born
Mother Samoan

& Pakeha
Samoan Pakeha Waipareira

Trust
Programme

YP #2 Samoa
Born

Mother &
Father

Samoan Samoan Samoan Campbell
Lodge Child
and
Adolescent
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Health
YP #3 NZ Bom;

migrated
oversea.s;

refum to
NZ

No
Interview

Samoan &
Maori

Samoan Samoan No Interview

YP #4 Samoa
Born

Mother Samoan Pakeha No
Interview

Cross Power
Ministries

YP #5 Samoa

Born
Mother &
Father

Samoan Samoan Samoan 'Courage 2
Change';
CYFS Family
Homes; A&D
Counselline

YP #6 NZ Born Father Samoan No
Interview

Samoan A&D
Counselling;
'Courage 2

Chanqe'
YP #7 NZ Born Mother &

Father
Samoan Samoan Pakeha Sent to Samoa

- attended
high school in
Apia; churdr
youth group;
village
functions.

Overall, 51 people were interviewed in the case studies. Some were interviewed

together with others, but most were interviewed alone. A fuller profile of each youth

offender is provided below.

The Youth Offenders

For confidentiatty reasons the seven young people are provided with pseudonyms.

The young people are named fane, Koby, Snug Spoc( Kelvin, |ack, Weysouth -
names some chose themselves. My biographical descriptions of these youths are

based on my interviews with them, their families and youth justice workers. I draw

both on my own perceptions, as well as family members' and youth justice workers'

perceptions of their personality, their home lives and key relationships. Information
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about their offending histories is taken from statements made to me by these

interviewees.

The life journeys of each of these seven young people span no more than 18 yeart

most of which have been spent living in Auckland, New Zealartd. At the time of

interview two of these seven young people were aged L5 years; three were aged 15;

one was 17 au-rd the remaining one was L8. There are six boys and one girl. All seven

young people at the time of interview lived in one of the South Auckland

neighbourhoods of Mangere, Otara Papakura and Manurewa. Apart from Spock,

who was living at the time in a South Auckland youth correctional facility, the others

lived with their families.

All seven young people had attended intermediate and high school in South

Auckland. Five out of the seven made it through to their fourth form year but left

before the end of the year. Of the remaining two, one started fifth form but was

unable to complete and the other completed but outside of New Zealand (in Samoa).

Five out of the seven young people had attended a South Auckland-based alternative

educational training programme. All seven spoke of wanting a paid job, but only

one actually had one.

The peers of these seven young people were mostly from their neighbourhood,

mainly from the street they lived on. For the two who expressed active involvement

in their church youth group, their peer group also included church friends.

Interestingly, these two young people were also the only fwo who spoke of having

mainly Samoan friends. The friends of the other five were mainly non-Samoan, most

were either Maori or from one of the other Pacific ethnic groups (such as Cook

Islander, Tongan or Niuean).
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In terms of street life experience, six out of the seven young people had experience

living'on the streets'. While five out of the seven had some involvement in a gang

(either in a street youth gang or an adult gang) only three suggested continuing

involvement. Of these latter three, one is now in an adult prison.

In terms of the offences committed by these seven young people most were of the

violent kind. These ranged from minor assaults to aggravated robbery. Offences also

included car conversion and illegally breaking into and entering a house. Most of the

offences committed by the seven young people were committed whilst under the

influence of alcohol and/or illegal drugs. Most (five) of these seven young people

also had anger management problems.

Only one young person was a first-time offender. His first offence, however, was of

a very serious nature - an aggravated robbery. The other six youth offenders were

repeat offenders, three at the very serious recidivist end and the others somewhere in

between.

Unsurprisingly, all these seven young people had 'problems with authority',

especially the Police, but including their parents. Despite thi+ four were extremely

deferential to their parents (at least when speaking of them to me).

Only two out of the seven young people had lived with both their biological parents

and siblings all their lives. Four were born in the islands (three in Samoa and one in

American Samoa). The remaining three were born in New Zealand. All of the four

born in Samoa were fluent Samoan language speakers. Of the three'New Zeatartd

born'young people, only one was a fluent Samoan language speaker.

All the parents and/or caregivers of the young people were first generation Samoan

migrants, whose first language was Samoan. Of the six parents interviewed some
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were in paid employment and worked either in the service industry (e.g. as a taxi

driver) or as a labourer (e.g. as a cleaner or factory hand). Others received a State

benefit. All six parent groups were regular Christian church-goers.

In terms of their relationships with their families, all seven young people expressed

having a close relationship with at least one member of their immediate family. In

only one case was there a discrepanry between the young person's and his

caseworkers' versions of his relationship with his family.

This provides a brief overview of the youth offenders and their families as a whole.

Table 9 details the different workers interviewed for each case, noting also the

specific community intervention progr€urunes experienced by the young people.

I witl now introduce each youth offender individually. As there is only one girl in

this group of severy I will begin my short youth offender biographies by introducing

her. The order for the boys will be from the least'problematic' to the most

'problematic' case. I define a 'most problematic' case as one that is seriously

recidivist. The recidivist status of these cases was suggested by the youth justice

workers involved in them. For the order of the boys' stories this means that the

biographies will begin with Kelvin, followed by Koby, Snug, jack and Weysouth, and

ending with Spock. I begin by introducing Jane.

Iane

Jane is a quiet, soft-spoken young lady. She seemed shy when she first started

answering questions but after a while she gained confidence and gave fuller and

more deliberate answers. Jane is the second youngest out of eight children. She was

born in Samoa but migrated to Auckland when she was of primary school age. She

czune to live with her eldest sister. She speaks fluent Samoan. Her parents migrated
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to Auckland later. When they arrived she went to live with them. At the time of

interview she had lived in New Zealand for about nine years, only five of these with

her parents.

At the time of interview fane was L8 years of age. The year jane arrived in New

Zealand she attended primary school and the following year went on to intermediate

school. She recalled enjoying these schooling years because of the friends she had

made. She also noted enjoying them because of a favourite teacher. She went on to

high school but left before completing her fifth form year. Most of her time at school

during this fifth form year was spent, she recalled, being mostly "out of it" (meaning

high on drugs or drunk on alcohol).

After leaving high school many of the goals Jane had set for herself during school

disappeared. Her social workers have put her into various courses, most of which

she has not liked. She suggested that her objection to attending these courses were

because she felt that they were, to use her own words, for "people who experienced

mental illness". When I asked her whether she thought she had a mental illness, she

replied, "oh welf nah, thafs what they think, but nah". In fact, she explained that

when first placed on these'community' courses she thought that her social worker

had played a ioke on her.

|ane has been diagnosed by the mental health system as someone who has

psychiatric problems. Of particular concern are her suicidal ideations. )ane is known

to her South Auckland child and adolescent mental health and youth justice workers

as somebody who merely threatens to commit suicide. The closest she has come to

actually attempting to commit suicide is to go to the top of a multi-storey building in

Manukau and tfueaten to jump off.
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Aside from Jane's'suicidal'behaviour, fane's offences were mainly for unlawfully

'breaking and entering' someone's house. According to Jane and her caseworkers,

this was usually done when she was'high'or'drunk'and needed a place to sleep

while on the streets.

Jane suggests that her offending began towards the end of primary school and

continues through to the present day. She is very nonchalant about her offending

behaviour, almost disconnected. It is easy to see how she might be diagnosed with

psychiatric disorders. Notwithstanding thiq there are moments in our discussion

where she also seems verv lucid.

Jane's father vehemently disagrees with the diagnosis thatJane has suicidal

tendencies or that she is mentally ill. He argues that jane's 'risky' conduct stems

rather from normal adolescent attention-seeking behaviour. He reasons that

teenagers misbehave when they rebel against their parents. The New Zealandlaw,

he contends, in overly restricting parental rights to discipline their childrery

exacerbates such teenage misconduct.

Jane's youth justice caseworkers agree that Jane's threats to commit suicide can be

viewed as attention seeking. However, they disagree with the reasoning offered by

Jane's father, noting instead that from their observations and discussions with Jane

and her family, Jane's offending behaviour, and perhaps even her suicidal

tendencies, are more about seeking acceptance from her parents and wider family

than about anything else. Even Jane herseU, when talking about her offending

behaviour, admitted that she craves the attentioru if not the acceptance, of her family,

especially her parents.

According to one of Jane's community intervention workers, fane is very streetwise.

When asked about going to prison fane commented that prison did not scare her
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because she had friends there. In fact, |ane and Weysouth were the only two that

had some involvement with an adult gang. Life on the street and in a gang ]ane

notet is both "hard" and "sad". As such it is a life that she would prefer not to share

with her family. She noted that when she goes'on the street' she ensures her

younger siblings or cousins do not follow.

For ]ane many of her friends are those she has met on the street. She suggests that

her friends are usually those who are not "too goody, goody" (e.g. church girls) and

definitely notPalagi (i.e. European New Zealanders). This implies that her peers are

mainly her South Auckland-based street friends. She stated that her closest family

member was her brother, who was a year younger than her.

This provides a brief insight into |ane's life, her family environment and the nature of

her offending. It gives a sense of who ]ane is. Jane's case has been with CYFS for

some years and is generally classified as'moderately problematic' (in terms of the

definition provided earlier). The next young person to be introduced is Kelvin.

Kelvin

Kelvin is a tall young man, of medium build, who was very polite and respectful

towards me. Kelvin lives with his parents, three siblinga a cousin and some

relatives. He is the third child of his parents' four children. I interviewed Kelvin at

home. They have a large family home. There was a closeness within their family

unit that was quite noticeable to me, looking from the outside. Kelvin seemed very

close to his parents and siblings.

When asked about his offending actions Kelvin was noticeably embarrassed.

Compared to the others his case was significantly more straightforward. His case

was that of the first-time offender. Unfortunately, however, his first-time offence
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was an aggravated robbery. It was a'group' offence (which apparently is common

for Pacific youth offenders according to the youth justice caseworkers interviewed).

The group involved Kelvin and four other boys from his street. Kelvin was the only

Samoan in their group of five. Of the other four boys, two were Tongans and two

were Maori. Kelvin was the one who was caught threatening to use a dangerous

weaPon (a golf club) on the victims of their aggravated robbery offence. According

to both Kelvin's family and all of his youth justice caseworkers, the offence was way

out of character. In reflecting on his case, his caseworkers surmised that the offence

arose out (a) boredom from staying home all day doing'nothing'; and (b) out of a

sense of 'wanting to appear tough' in front of his peers.

Kelvin went to Samoa for the first time lr:.2002as part of his CYFS FGC plan. All

those involved in his FGC rallied to keep his case from going to District court and

were successful. Kelvin spoke fondly of his time in Samoa and admitted to not

wanting to retum to New Zealand. Kelvin attended a Samoan high school in the

town of Apia (Samoa's capital), which was near to where he lived. For Kelvin his

time in Samoa was most memorable because of the relationships he had built with

his high school peers.

While in Samoa he also actively participated in church youth activities and assisted

with daily family chores. Kelvin noted that one of the things he liked best about his

time in Samoa was that he always had something to do. This usually meant he was

either in school or attending a church meeting or youth activity or doing some

'novel'household chore like feeding the pigs or hetping out at the plantation and so

forth.
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The seven'case workers' I spoke to in Samoa3s said that'coming to Samoa'was right

for Kelvin. This view was echoed by his New Zealand-based youth justice workers.

According to all these case participants, Kelvin's time in Samoa was made easier by

the fact that he was able to build good rapport with his auntg whom he lived with,

and most of his high school and church youth group peers (most of whom also lived

in his village/neighbourhood). This made settling into Samoa village life

considerably easier, even enjoyable, for Kelvin, so much so he did not want to refurn

to New Zealand at the end of his three months.

In fact, Kelvin's time in high school in Samoa was doubly successful because he was

able to gain confidence from achieving academic success. His high school principal

noted that he often came first in English class assignments. She noted that she

deliberately placed him in a class that would allow him to "shine a little but not too

much". This strategy, she contends, worked because it helped him to focus on his

academic work and gave him the self-confidence he needed to develop self-esteem.

She suggests that if he had remained in Samoa for the entire year (his FGC plan only

allowed him three months), he would have sat the fifth form school certificate ex€un.

She implied that had he done so, she was confident he would have passed. When I

asked Kelvin if he thought the same, he shrugged and replied somewhat

ambivalently, that he enjoyed his time at the school.

Unlike the other youth offenders of this study, Kelvin's relationships with his parents

and other family members were very stable. He was also the only one of this group

of seven who had no known history of alcohol or illegal d*g use. Of all the cases of

this study, his was the'least problematic'. The next young person to be introduced is

Koby.

38 These were: a retired Samoan police officer; a former New Zealand police officer (who is Samoan) now
residing in Samoa; a former New Zealand CYFS social worker who was at that time residing in Samoa; the high
school principal and her deputy principal; and Kelvin's two Aunts that he lived with while there.
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Koby

Koby is a young boy who seemed to me to have'a good head on his shoulders'. He

is of medium height and build. He was able to articulate himself well and seemed

focussed during our talk. He spoke confidently about his Samoan ethnicity and his

love for basketball. He is the third eldest of seven children. His family recently

migrated to New Zealandfrom American Samoa. He speaks fluent Samoan. His

family had (at the time of interview) only lived in New Zealand for approximately 6

years. He is L6 years of age.

Upon arrival to New Zealand he enrolled into an intermediate school. He later went

on to high school but only stayed one term before being expelled for violent

behaviour. He has since been on a range of altemative education courses. At the

time of interview he had just completed a computer course as part of his programme

with Waipareira Trust. He notes that he would like to return to formal schooling but

is not sure when. It seems that he is a generally likeable fellow, who has a good

relationship with his parents, siblings and wider family and good rapport with all his

caseworkers.

During his early years in New Zealand playing basketball was Koby's pride and joy.

His basketball skills were good enough for him to make it into the Auckland under-

L6 basketball team. His parents'religious convictionq however, prevented him from

playing competitively. Koby tells of how his offending behaviour seemed to make

his mother rethink her stance on competitive sport but that by then it was too late for

him, he was no longer interested in playing. Koby was instead now more interested

in finding paid work.

Because Koby migrated to New Zealand at 10 years of age he had to learn to adjust to

a new culture of friends, both in his school and neighbourhood. Unfortunately he
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did not settle very well into school life and so was frequently truant. In the

observations of one of his community intervention prograrnme workers, Koby's

offending was a combination of: not connecting with school; having little to keep him

focussed when at home; being involved in a street gang; and taking alcohol and

illegal drugs.

Koby's main offences (at the time of interview) were, compared to the othert

relatively minor. That is, they were for 'tagging' (putting graffrtt on public property)

and having possession of a weapon (a pocket-knife). when asked why he was

charged for having possession of a pocket-knife he stated that it was because he had

told the policemen who had stopped him on the street that night that he was going to

kill someone. When I asked him, who he was going to kill, he merely shrugged and

changed the subject. When I asked him why he told the police men such a thing, he

again shrugged and changed the subject.

When I asked his mother about the offence, she explained that that night Koby's

father had been attacked by two of her eldest son's 'friends'. These friends had come

to their place in the middle of the.ight, drunken and verbally abusive, demanding

to speak to Koby's elder brother. When her husband went to tell them to leave their

property they attacked him. She recalled that Koby was not home at the time. He

arrived home to find his father nursing a head wound. The next thing she knew, she

had to pick Koby up from the Police cells for possession of a dangerous weapon. She

tells that when she asked Koby what he was doing, he said that he was going to look

for his brother's friends to kill them. This provided some context to the offence.

Of the seven young people in this study Koby and Kelvin were the only ones who

actively engaged in church activities. Both have close ties with their immediate

family and both suggested their parents as the closest people to them.
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At the time of interview Koby has managed not to reoffend for over six months. His

case workers are optimistic about his fufure. According to his case workers Koby

seems to be maturing and as long as Koby is kept busy, away from his youth

offending peers and drugs and alcohol, he will have a good chance at keeping out of

the youth justice system. Finding some paid employment for Koby might well do

the trick. The next young person to be introduced is Snug.

Snug

Snug was born in Samoa but migrated to New Zealand with his parents and younger

brother when he was a toddler. Only to refum to Samoa a few years later and then

return back short$ after. All in all, Snug has been in New Zealand for about L0

years. He was at the time of interview 16 years old. Snug is a quief soft-spoken

young man of short height and medium build.

When I first met Snug it was early Friday evening, he had just arrived home (to an

emPty house) and he was drunk from drinking alcohol. During this meeting he was

very jovial. On our second meeting he was sober, less jovial and well dressed. Both

times he had a mischievous twinkle in his eyes. During both visits his answers to my

questions or prompts about relevant parts of his life history were candid but

cautious. On our second meeting his girlfriend was present. She lived with him and

his mother. According to his mother, this girlfriend is a positive influence on him.

Both Snug and his mother note that she is a Niuean girl.

Snug's mother works long hours and so is often not home when Snug gets in. Snug

tells that often he gets bored at home on his own and so goes out. His mother reports

that if he is not out with his neighbourhood friends he is at home with his girlfriend.

Snug's mother speaks very little English. This may account for Snug's fluenry in the

Samoan language.
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Snug has a very close relationship with his mother. Snug is very protective of her

and she of him. His mother told of how Snug said that he would help her pay their

household bills once he secured a paying job. This pleased her and she got teary-

eyed when sharing this with me. It is no surprise that he states her as the closest

person to him.

According to his mother, Snug's relationship with his father was very strained.

Snug's father was recently incarcerated for domestic violence (i.e. for beating Snug's

mother so badly she was in hospital for a few days). Snug has one sibling, his

younger brother. His brother lives with his aunt (his mother's sister) in another New

Zealand city.

Snug's mother explained that her husband was very strict on her sons, especialty

Snug and like many Samoan fathers he would beat Snug if Snug disobeyed him or

was slow to obey. Snug's mother finds that since her husband has been in prison

Snug seems more settled to her, most noticeable in terms of him being at home more.

She recalled that when her husband was around Snug would hardly be at home,

always out with his friends. Nowadays she reflects that when his friends visit he

would often ask her to tell them that he was not home. Snug was very reluctant to

talk about his father. The most he would say was that he no longer lived with them.

Snug first got involved with CYFS at intermediate school for minor juvenile

offending such as shoplifting. Later, in high school these offences migrated to minor

assaults. Fortunately his offending did not progress to any more serious types of

offences. While at one of his community intervention programmes, he was caught

stealing a CD from the bag of one of his other classmates. This resulted in him being

asked to leave the course. According to the course coordinator Snug was asked to

leave notbecause of the stealing per se but because despite being caught with the CD
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he continued to deny taking it. According to caseworkers, Snug's obvious lack of

self-esteem and deviant behaviour stemmed from his problems at home.

Snug was expelled from high-school before completing his fourth form year. He was

expelled for assaulting one of his fellow class-mates. His caseworkers note that he

has an anger management problem that again stems from his home environment.

When I asked Snug if he thought he had an anger problem, he argued that it was not

his problem but that of the "other kids who get (sic) smart". The only fond memories

Snug recalled from his formal schooling years was during primary school. When

asked what he enjoyed most about primary school, he stated that he had a favourite

teacher who was always kind to him.

Snug's case workers believe that Snug is more a follower than a leader. That is, he is

more inclined to be led into trouble than to be the instigator of trouble. Snug's

offences were committed only with others, usually with his street peers. According

to one of snug's case workers Snug seerrs "to be coming right" . He was sent to

Whakapakari (a boot camp for youth offenders on a remote New Zea\andisland) at

L2 years old. Snug confirms this and states that whilst he "was really bad back then"

things are getting better.

Snug e.joys sporf especially rugby. Right now, however, he desperately wants to

get a paid job. He talked of possibly doing carpentry work with his uncle and asked

me if I knew of any jobs he could do. Despite being described by his case workers as

a little "lazy", Snug seems genuinely willing to find work. His alcohol and suspected

illegal d*g use notwithstanding, Snug's future seems relatively optimistic. Snug's

family life has been deeply marked by violence. Even from my momentary glance

into his life this violence seems to me to have scarred him deeply. Despite this, with

the support of his caseworkers and his mother and girlfriend, he seems, at least for

the moment, 'happy'. The next young person to be introduced is Jack.
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Iack

|ack is a quiet, soft-spoken young man of medium height and build. At the time of

interview he was living in a CYFS boys' home. He was born in Samoa and migrated

as a young child (seven years old) with his mother to New Zealand. He seems more

comfortable speaking Samoan than Engtish. The interview is conducted almost

entirely in the Samoan language. Of the seven young people Jack is the youngest. At

the time of interview he had just turned 15 years of age.

Before entering the CYFS boys' home ]ack lived with his mother, stepfather and

sister. Jack has a close relationship with his mother and sister but like Snug his

relationship with his stepfather is very strained. When I asked him about his family

he replies that only his mother and sister are his 'real family'. He noted that his 'real'

father lives in Samoa.

This strained relationship between Jack and his stepfather is attested to by all his

caseworkers. They argue that it is clear from their work with Jack and his family that

there is no real connection between them. The mother, as one caseworker puts it, is

often caught between her love for her husband and her love for her son. There is no

doubting however, that Jack loves his mother. This is raised by ull his caseworkers.

When I asked him who he was closest to, he stated his mother.

The Maori house-parents of Jack's CYFS boys' home note that he has been with them

for over a year. This is too long they say. By the time I returned to the home to

interview the house parentq Jack had moved out of the home. During our

discussions about lack, the house parents mentioned that ]ack's mother used to visit

him regularly and then after a while she stopped coming altogether. The stepfather
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would not come at all. The house father developed a very close bond with fack, so

much so that he openly shed tears and became emotional when reflecting on his time

withfack.

Jack's tense relationship with his stepfather is, like Snug's, also characterised by

violence. This was recorded by one of his community intervention programme

workers and Police youth aid officer who both tell of their altercation with fack's

stepfather over the'lawn-mower' incident. The incident involved a sifuation where

the caseworkers had told Jack to ask his stepfather if he could use their lawnmower

to mow the lawn of one of the elderly ladies of their neighbourhood as part of his

'community hours' (i.e. part of the work he had to do for the community under his

FGC plan). Unbeknown to these two caseworkers Iack had not asked his stepfather.

when Jack and the caseworkers returned home aJter mowing the lawn, the

stepfather saw ]ack trying to sneak the lawnmower back into the shed. To use the

Police youth aid officer's words, the stepfather "blew a fit" and threatened to beat

Jack in front of the case workers. Both the officer and the community worker note

that if they had not been there Jack would have received a violent beating, judging

from the amount of verbal abuse his stepfather was issuing. While they agreed that

fack was in the wrong and should have asked permission, the caseworkers could not

understand the father's outrage given the reason why the lawnmower was taken in

the first place. The incident ended with the Police youth aid officer threatening to

put the stepfather in jail if he found out that the stepfather gave ]ack a hiding.

Jack's caseworkers note that a lot of Jack's offending occurs mostly when he is "on

the run". These offences were'survival type offences' according to the Police youth

aid officer. Th"y were things like shoplifting and'breaking and entering'for shelter

and food. Jack would either steal to eat or to sell things for people so he could get

money to survive on the streets. Jack, they note, has been living on the streets since
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he was 11 years old. His street life has also given him a taste for tobacco, alcohol and

various illegal'street'drugs. His sister, who is now about the same age, is now also

doing the same thing.

|ack's offences also include violent assaults. His latest assault offence was a

particularly severe one. When at a party he beat up an lS-year-old boy so bad that

the boy ended up in hospital with badly damaged eyes. According to Jack's Youth

court youth advocate this was Jack's first serious offence. The judge was ready to

putJack into jail but one of his caseworkers managed to convince the court that

putting him into jail would probably exacerbate rather than address Jack's violent

behaviour.

When I asked Jack why he gave the boy a hiding in the first place, he replied that the

boy'got smart'. Jack proceeded to explain that he had also given another young man

a hiding for the s:une thing. He acknowledges that he may have an anger problem

but is understandably at a loss for what to do about it. His time at the CYFS boys'

home with the Maori house-parents seem to have been a positive experience for him

and he speaks fondly of them. He acknowledges a love for rugbR something that the

house-parents raised as one of his strengths. Like Snug and Koby he too wants to

find some paid work so that he can make some money and be independent. In the

house-parent's opinion, Jack craves his parents' love and a stable family life -
something that can also be said of Jane and Snug. All those interviewed as part of

]ack's case speak fondly of him and are at a loss for how best to readr his mother

without upsetting his stepfather. The next young person to be introduced is

Weysouth.
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Weysouth

Weysouth is a handsome young man of medium height and build. He was, like alt

the others, well-mannered and respectful towards me. Like Koby and fane he also

carne from a large family. He was in the middle of seven children, namely the fourth

child. Throughout my interview with him, and even on the phone when we were

arranging a time and place to meef he exuded self-confidence. During the interview

discussion he needed little prompting to talk.

Weysouth is 17 years old. He was born in New ZeaTand and has never been to

Samoa. He speaks very little Samoan but can understand common pfuases and

instructions. He lives with his father, step-mother, two younger step-sisters and an

older brother.

According to all involved in Weysouth's case, including Weysouttr" his main

offending problem was anger related induced by his excessive alcohol consumptiory

a habit that began during his intermediate school years. Weysouth claims that he

drank to "forget". When I asked him what he was trying to forget, he replied,

"everything". By 'everything'I assumed he was referring to his parents' divorce

during his intermediate school years as revealed to me by his father and case

workers. 14/hen I asked him when he was first exposed to alcohol he replied that he

used to watch his older brothers drink (most of who, he noted, were also part of a

Samoan adult gang, one he also was involved in). He admitted to not being able to

control his behaviour when he got drunk. He stated that he drank "so that [he] could

be happy, forget", however "instead [he] just got angry". He noted that he used to

go to high school to drink with schoolmates. When he got drunk he would pick

fights with anyone for any reason. He recalled that while his school mates would

drink only during weekenda he drank everyday '2417'. To buy alcohol he and his
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friends would put their lunch money together and then sneak out during recess to

purchase it and then come back to school and drink. At seventeen years old

weysouth is just coming to terms with his drinking and anger problems.

Weysouth tells of how he is well-known to the Police in his neighbourhood. He

notes that he would always try to pick a fight with them while'under the influence'.

One time during an altercation (while surprisingly not intoxicated) he threw a knife

at a Police officer. This he explained was because the Police, who was looking for

him at his mother's house, forced their way in. He recalls being so angry at the

Police officer for harassing his mother that he picked up the closest thing to him,

which happened to be a kitchen knife and threw it at the officer. This landed him a

charge of attempted murder.

Weysouth has been in and out of CYFS boys'homes since intermediate school and so

has had sporadic involvement in the formal schooling system. His recollections of

formal schooling was mainly about meeting up with friends and getting drunk.

After waking up on the street pavement one day in his own vomit, he decided to

clean up his act. Through a cousin he managed to find and keep himself in steady

employment. He has also managed to find and keep a steady girlfriend and he has a

good relationship with his latest social worker. For Weysouth the future is looking

relatively optimistic. He kept talking about being "free" and how this was the

longest he has been "free" , out of the CYFS system, out of a boys home and/or jail.

Weysouth's maturity and confidence is overwhelming for someone who has only just

(in the last year) become'straight'. But by this stage i. *y fieldwork I am almost

thankful for the positive energy he gives out. He presents a mature attitude to

controlling his drinking and preventing his reoffending. He states that he is ready
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for the change. He has built a good support group around him (his girlfriend and

mother in particular). Together with their help he has learnt to limit his drinking to a

few beers, with friends, only on Safurdays.

Weysouth's relationship with his parents seems a little more complex than the

others. Like the others there are tensions, and like most of the boys the tension is

mostly between him and his father. When deciding who to live with after the

divorce, Weysouth chose to live with his father and continues to do so through to the

time of interview. This presents an interesting dynamic to the parent-child tensions

of his case.

In terms of the seriousness of Weysouth's offences, his are high and have been going

for longer than Jack's. But the case considered most problematic out of the seven

studied here is Spock's.

Spock

Spock is a young man of short height and stocky build. He was at the time of

interview living in a CYFS correctional facility. Spock has had a tumultuous family

life. He was raised mainly by his maternal grandmother until her recent death.

According to his caseworkers Spock never knew his biological father and never

really knew his biological mother. From my interview with him, however, he stated

that he was closest to his biological father, who he claimed had died the previous

year. From both his caseworkers and Spock it seems that after his grandmother's

death Spock lived intermittently with extended family.Interestingly, Spock spoke

very little of his grandmother. He admits to looking after himself mostly. When

asked whom he felt closest to, he stated being closest to his biological father.
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Spock has had a long history of offending. As a result of this, his ties with his

extended family have more or less become severed. The family member, an aunt,

who Spock had reconunended I speak to, declined to be interviewed. She was the

sarne family member listed on CYFS's books as the family contact. She had initially

agreed to be interviewed but when I rang her home to double check that she was still

okay to do the interview, her son stated that she had changed her mind. Spock

reported having an older brother and sister and a half brother.

Throughoutmy interview with Spock he seemed unsettled. His tone during our

interview was often harsh and accented by street jargon. During our conversation

there were times when he would relax and seemed to let his hard-edged tone soften.

When tatking about the Police and one of his social workers however, Spock would

immediately become defensive and accusatory. According to his caseworkers, Spock

had a big problem with authority. He swore at Police officers and at his Samoan

male social worker. Spock pointed out that he and this social worker did not get

along.

Uke many of the others, Spock's offences were often committed whilst under the

influence of alcohol or drugs. He recalls one offence where he put a screwdriver to

someone's head while the person was sitting at the wheel of his car. He stated that

he was 'out of if (drunk) attd that he had taken a fanry to the car and wanted to go

for a drive in it. So he walked up to the car and threatened to kilt the driver if he did

not get out of the car and give him the keys so he can go for a ride. He finds that

"borrowing" cars (as he puts it) is "better" (or easier) than owning one.
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Most of Spock's recent offences are of a serious nature. Among his many proven

offences were aggravated robberies. He boasted of how he and a friend were caught

by the police with firearms in their car and of how he had just bought these.

At one of Spock's FGC+ Spock displayed excellent Samoan language competenry

(for a 'New Zealand born' child) much to the surprise of many of his caseworkers.

Spock is a long-term offender who, according to a number of his caseworkers, has

learnt to play the youth justice FGC game well. That is, he understands how to work

the FGC system and can come across as quite remorseful. Some contend that he

might well be remorseful at the time he is caught or at the time of the FGC, but that

this remorse is unlikely to last. To prove their point they note that in a matter of

months after one FGC he reoffended another sixteen times. These caseworkers note

that the only constant or stable force in Spock's life has been'the street'. Thaf they

argue, is what he knows best and where he seems to have the most control.

SpocKs friends are made up mainly, if not only, of his street friends. Spock, in taking

the rap for some of the offences committed by his street friends, explained that

"thafs being a mate". Interestingly, he notes that all his mates are Pacific Islanders

("PIs"), not Samoans, he says. Spock prides himself in being tough. He likes to be

the kingpin. In fact he sees himself as the ki.gpi. of the correctional facility he

currently lives in. He states that he helps the staff to keep the other'inmates' in

control "because everyone listens [to him]". When I asked him how he keeps the

others in control, he replies that they know they will get a hiding if they do not do as

he says. Since primary school, Spock has been in and out of juvenile correction

facilities and boys' homes. By high school he was more street smart than many of his

peers. His Youth court youth advocate notes his intelligence and suggests that it is a

shame that he has not been able to positively nurture that intelligence.
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Together with a love for fast cars, Spock admitted a love for sport. His favourite

subject at high school, he said, was PE (Physical Education). Apart from sports he

had no other interest in school. These more'physical' subjects were of similar

attraction to the other youth offenders.

It might be said that of the seven cases Spock's case is the most problematic because

he had the most difficult upbringing. This would be wrong. I cannotbegin to

measure what is or is not'difficult'. But I can suggest that despite the differences

amongst the young people's stories, there are similarities. All seven cases involve

some level of physical violence imposed by parents on their children. All cases

involve some desire by parents and youth offenders for understanding. All cases

involve Samoan caseworkers trying to help the family and the youth offender in

various wavs.

Spock's case concludes the youth offender biographies. In addition to these case

study interviewees, I also spoke to several key people who helped to contextualise

the workings of the state sector and the wider context of state sector management in

youth justice.

K"y Infonnant Interviews

To gain an initial understanding of the political, organisational and cultural context

in which these case studies were located, I conducted key informant interviews. Kuy

informant interviews, as suggested by Totich and Davidson (2003: 131), usually

involve "representatives of those communities" where insight is sought into the

structure of the culfures and groups under study. These key informants listed below
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were chosen for their knowledge of two main areas: Samoan culfure and New

Zealand youth justice.

The overall number of key informants interviewed was thirty-six.3e Each of these key

informants listed below were able to give insight into different aspects of Samoan

culture and/or of New Zealand youth justice and/or of Samoan youth offending more

generally.

As a whole, these key informants provided usefuI background information for not

only understanding the cases but also for understanding the literafure review

findings.

The list of key informants is as follows:

Table 5: List of Key Infor:nant Interviews

1. chair of samoan Advisory Council & Matai of Feasoasoani rrust (x1)

2. Manager of Pacffic Health & Former Manaqer of MYC{ (x1)

3. Senior Sargeant, Waitakere Community Constable Programme, Police Pacific
Responsiveness Programme (x1)

4. Police Pacific Liaison Officer in South Auckland (x1)

5. Clinical Psychologist, Pacific Motu Trust (Akl) (x1)

6. C&P4t Social Worker / YSS Soc Worker (x2)

7. YJa2 Coordinator & Former Pacific Social Workers Assoc. Chair (x1)
8. Social Worker for Waipareira Trust (East Tamaki) (x1)

9. Youth CourtPacific Community Liaison Service Officer (x1)

10. Psychologist & Pacific Forensic Psychology Student (x1)

11. Former Manager of South Auckland Fesoasoani Trust (x1)
12. Youth Advocate, Manukau Youth Court / Chair of the Pacific Commtrnity Youth

Court Resource Panel (x1)

13. Community Constable Intervention Proqramme (Central Akl) (x1)

14. Otara Community Wardens / Former Policeman in Samoa / Former Teachers in
Samoa (x2)

re There are twenty-nine positions listed in Table 8 above but thirty-six persons were actually interviewed.
The difference is made up of those positions that had more than one person interviewed. These positions are
highlighted by way of noting the number of persons actually interviewed in the table.
40 MYC is an acronym for Manukau Youth Centre.
4t C&P is an abbreviation of 'Care and Protection' (social worker).
42 YJ is the acronym for Youth Justice.
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15. Police Youth'at risk' Programme Manager & Former Social Worker now Youth
Worker (x2)

L6. National Coordinator of Police Responsiveness Progranune to Pacific (x1)

17. National Manager of Youth Justice Portfolio, MPIA (x1)

18. Area Manager for South Auckland CYF (x1)

19. Youth Court Judge, Member of Pacific Communitv Youth Court Resource Panel fx1)
20. Youth Lawyers, Youth Law Advocates in communitv from Youth Law Inc. (x2)

21. Member of Pacific Community Youth Court Resource PaneL Committee Member of
Pacific Social Work Trus! Committee Member of Manukau Community Trusb
Committee Member of ASPIRE (x1)

22. Chatr of Pacific Community Social Work Trusf Former Probation Officer; Former
CYF Social Worker (South Akl) (x1)

23. Manager, Better Way Prograuune for American Youth Offenders, Saoluafata, Samoa
(x1)

24. Mapusaga o Aiga, Apia, Samoa (x1)

25. Secretary to Justice & Probation Officer, Dept of ]ustice (x2)

26. Former Secretary to Justice & Solicitor (x1)

27. Senior Policy Analyst, Ministry of Iustice (x1)

28. Senior Policy Analyst, Department of Corrections (x1)
29. Youth Forensic Service, Chitd and Adolescent Liaison Service (x3)

Key informant interviews also helps to triangulate or corroborate (Yir1 1989), even if

anecdotally, findings suggested by relevant literatures. It:r this case, they proved

useful for sounding out how the statistical data presented by goverrunent and

academic studies resonated with the practice of those engaged in the'on the ground'

delivery of services to Samoan and/or Pacific youth offenders and their families.

While statistics in this field are often met with suspicion (as are researchers in the

field!), the key informantsa3 argued that there was a lot of 'truth' in the statistics,

particularly in terms of the suggestion that New Zealand-based Samoan youth

offenders are mostly concentrated in the South Auckland area and commit a

disproportional number of violence-type offences.

43 In particular those key informants were from Community lntervention Programmes, Police, CYFS and
Youth Court. Most of these key informants held managerial and/or senior policy analyst positions within their
organisations.
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Fieldwork process

Arranging the case study interviews depended first on gaining appropriate ethical

approval. Once approval was receiveda contact was made with the relevant CYFS

South Auckland area manager, and then with the relevant South Auckland office site

managert followed by the relevant South Auckland office youth justice team

supervisors. There were four CYFS South Auckland office sites involved here; i.e.

the Otahuhu,as Otar4 Manurewa and Papakura offices. Once contact was made with

the appropriate youth justice team supervisor I was able to then meet with these

supervisors in person and gain access to a list of cases that might be suitable for the

purposes of my research. Of the seven cases finally selected, two came from the

Manurewa office; two from the Otahuhu office; one from the Papakura office;45 and

two from the Otara office. This provided the final composition of cases from which

to gain some in-depth insight into the complexities of governing New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offenders today.

After deciding on the types of participants needed and working out how I was going

to make contact with them,aT I wrote a guide for the interviews. The design of this

guide was informed by previous ethnographic work using the life story interviewing

method (Olson and Shopes,1991; Anae et al, 2000). One of these studies, by Anae et

44 An approval letter was sent to me both from the University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics
Committee and the CYFS Research Access Committee. The chair of the latter committee also sent an email to
the relevant CYFS South Auckland area manager to inform him of their approval of my research. This latter
support was vital to the success of my research.
45 The Otahuhu office also took clients from the Mangere area. [n fact, in 1999 the Mangere CYFS office
was closed and their cases were sent to the Otahuhu office.
46 The youth offender case located in the Papakura office at the time of interview had only just moved
there from another part of South Auckland. The Samoan population in Papakura is very low compared to the
other CYFS South Auckland areas.
47 That is, I was to go through the social worker responsible for the case at the time to make first contact
with the youth offender. The protocol was that the social worker would contact the young person to let them
know who I was and then I would contact the youth offender and hisAer family myself. The seven youth
offenders I made contact with all agreed to participate. Except for the one family member who did not agree to
participate in the study, all other family members consented to them and their young person participating in the
study. The family member who declined was not the caregiver for their youth offender. In fact this young
person was over the age of sixteen years at the time of interview and so had legal authority to give individual
consent.
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al (2000), involved carrying out in-depth interviews with eighty Auckland-based

Samoan people on their views of the roles and responsibilities of Samoan men in sex

and reproduction.as The study used the focussed life-story interviewing method

(Olsen and Shopes,'1,991). A focused life story interview approach was able to not

only be respectful of the sensitivities associated with such a topiq but also provide

some guarantee that the discussion would focus on the topic at hand. The

researchers' state:

Focused life story interviews...are very appropriate for a sensitive topic like
reproduction as they encourage a reflective, narrative style where the
research participant sets the pace, and the interviewer listens, clarifies,
probes, and, evenfually, brings up any topics which need to be covered in
the interview that have not arisen spontaneously in the course of the
conversation. Unlike a general life story interview, however, a focused one
does not try to explore all aspects of a person's life. Rather emphasis is
placed on the focal topic while other aspects are seen as valuable context
within which the focal topic is to be understood (Anae et al,20OO:8).

Furthermore, the design of this study highlighted the need to have Samoan

interviewers carry out the interviews with its Samoan participants. The study noted

that, in the research team's experience in conducting research with Pacific peoples,

Samoan people "would be more comfortable" having an interviewer of "the same

ethnicity" and "gender and [of] (roughly) the same age" (Anae et a1,2000: 6). The

reason for this ethnic, gender and age matching approach was, they suggest, to

reduce the barriers to open discussion between the participants and interviewers.

The point about reducing the barriers to open discussion is relevant to all research

interview cases. The suggestion that there may be a need to match interviewer and

interviewee by ethnicity, gender and age may follow from this. But activating the

need to'ethnically, gender and/or age match' is contingent on first assessing the

particular cultural and political sensitivities of the research setting and of the space in

which the research is to be conducted (Snook, 2003; Spoonley, 2003; Anae et a\,2000).

48 I was one of the researchers for this project and so was heavily involved in the interviewing of
participants and the analysis and writing up of the qualitative research frndings. Because of my involvement in
this research I became familiar with the focused life story interviewing method.
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For my own doctoral work, gender and age differences may have been key

differences between me and the youth offenders, some of whom were male and all of

whom were younger than me. As hoped the young offenders saw me as'not too old',

and that, together with my being New Zealand-raised seemed to create a rapport

that may not have otherwise been present if I had been'Island-born' and much older.

The gender difference did not seem to be a barrier to good communicatioru coupled

with the fact that the questions we discussed were not particularly'sensitive'in

gendered terms.

Research Questions

In adopting the focused life story interviewing approactu I organised the topic guides

for the youth offenders slightly differently from those for the family and case

workers. This was because the focus of all case sfudy interviews was on the vouth

offender and his/her case.

For the interviews with the youth offenders I began with the key events or times in

the young persons' lives. I asked questions about where they were born; when they

migrated to New Zealand and where they lived on first migration (if relevant); who

their family members were; which primary school they first went to; how they found

their primary school years; which intermediate school they went to; whether they

attended high school; whether they attended church; and so forth. The next set of

prompts/questions spoke more directly to the youth offending incidences and youth

justice system. These usually involved asking questions such as "how did you

become involved in the youth justice system?"; "how long have you been involved

with the system?"; "what are your views on your youth justice case"; and so on.

Basically,I used this'order' of questioning to help keep the interview focussed but

tried to let the flow of conversation occur as naturally as possible.
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For the interviews with family representatives and the case workers the focus was on

their experience ol and perspectives on, the young person's lifg and his or her case.

The direction and pace of these interviews was similar to that of the youth offender

interviews.

Except for two youth offenders who had a second interview, all other interviewees

were spoken to once. At least five different perspectives were collected on the

Samoan youth offender case. This provided a rich picture of the compleity of the

context in which the'spirits' governing Samoan youth offending operate in these

New Zealand-based Samoan vouth offender cases.

After Fieldwork

Organising data

After collecting (via audio-tape)ae the interview data from the case study and key

informant interviews, the task of transcribing and then thematising this data

followed.

The interviews were often conducted bilingually; i.e. in the English and Samoan

languages. Most interviews were entirely in the English language but a number of

interviews (mainly with parents and Samoan key informants) were conducted

mainly in the Samoan language. For confidentiality reasons I transcribed all the

interviews. To check my Samoan language comprehension and spelling I gave the

transcripts, stripped of identifiers, to Samoan language'experts'.il

4e See copies of Consent forms in appendices E through to H, which note that consent was also sought for
audio-taping the interview. Only one participant, a parent, declined to have the interview audio+aped. Hand-
written notes were kept of the interview instead. These were later typed into a computer word file.
s0 Namely my parents, Makerita Suaalii and Leauanae Makiasi Suaalii, who trained and taught as teachers
in Samoa during the early 1970s before migrating to New Zealand. My mother Makerita is today the principal
of the Seventh-Day-Adventist primary school in Siufaga, Savaii, Samoa. My father, Leauanae Makiasi Suaalii,
also lives in Samoa today. Both are actively involved in the teaching and writing of Samoan language in either
the school or church setting. Their level of'expertise' was appropriate for the purposes ofthe task desired of
them here. I have myself, now been involved in a number of research projects (Anae et al, 2000; Agnew et al,
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The interview data once transcribed and translated into English, was then

thematised according to the key theme areas that the study began with and

according to any other themes emerging from the data.sl The final theme areas

selected for initial organisation of interview data were quite general. These were:

a

a

o

a

a

o

o

a

a

State governance;
Community governance;
Family governance;
Youth governance;
Cultural appropriateness;
State responsibility;
Community responsibility;
F amily responsibility;
Youth responsibility;

Church involvemeng
Child versus parental rights;
Being Samoan;

Schooling; and
Relationships.

a

a

o

o

o

The general theme areas that the study began with were the first nine, with the

remaining emerging from the data.I made an initial distinction between governance

and 'responsibility', not because I distinguished conceptually between these but

because I wished to draw my own attention to the ways the informants spoke about

'responsibility'which they did, often. I later integrated both of these themes into the

various forms of governing at play in the cases.

2004;Tiavaasu'e et al, 2005) where I have translated Samoan language verbatim into English. The extent of my
knowledge of the Samoan language is however limited. Thus, the exercise of 'checking' for comprehension and
spelling is, like the value of editing, something that is necessary for the development of good research practice
and good 'report' writing outcomes.
5r This is in line with the objectives of 'grounded theory' research (developed by Strauss and Glaser,
1967) which finds that "the theory generated in qualitative research first emerges out of, and is then organized
around, a burgeoning explanation of the data' (Davidson and Tolich, 2003: 104). The main object of grounded
theory research as suggested by Neuman (1997:334) is that researchers are to "remain open to the unexpected,
are willing to change the direction or focus ofa research project, and may abandon their original research
project, and may abandon their original research question in the middle of a project" (ibid).
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Reviewing the research focus

At the same time as I was sorting through the interview data, I was also sorting

through the mountain of academic and popular writings I had accumulated on my

research area as well as on other related subject areas. This moving back and forth

between primary transcript data and secondary literafure meant that I needed to be

careful about the types of inferences I drew from one or the other, making sure that

any inferences drawn were justified, wherever possible, in terms of the method used

and claims made. This proved easier said than done, particularly when I was at the

same time trying to define the exact parameters of my concepfual framework.

Notwithstanding this, the process was not in vain and in fact proved to be quite an

'adventure' in the manner suggested by Stein ('t987a:34/) at the opening of this

chapter.

IAtrhile reading and re-reading this pile of transcripts, academic writings and popular

media discussions, I was also presenting work-in-progress seminars and conference

presentations on the thesis work to various audiences (mostly Pacific research and

social science audiences). The latter exercise helped not only to refine my

understanding of my topic and research focus but also helped to inform various

interested communities about what I was doing and why. In preparing for a

presentation for the 2002 HRC Pacific Health Research Fono lmeefug] t c€une to the

realisation that what I was mostly interested ln, and what was mostly talked about in

the interview dat4 was'governance'. The issues of mental health and identity

formation were, it seemed, not of equal standing. It was at this point that the

working title, "Community Governance,Identity Formation and the Mental Health

of Samoan Youth Offenders", was dropped. In its place came, "The Competing

Spirits of Goveming the Wellbeing of Samoan Youth Offenders", which was later

refined to, "Competing'spirits of Governing' and the Management of New Zealand-
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based Samoan Youth Offenders Cases". The changes in working titles reflected the

changes in research emphases during the life of the thesis.

The enduring heart of the research project was always my positioning as a'samoan

researcher'. As a self-consciously Samoan researcher I am most often guided ir *y
choice of research topics and approaches by *y Samoan cultural worldviews and

ongoing responsibilities to family and wider communiry. To acknowledge that one

is a'Samoan researcher' (as opposed to a researcher who happens to be Samoan) is to

assert that there is a very real relationship between one's ethnicity and one's research

practice, and that that relationship can and does influence the direction of one's

research. To admit this is to move away from treating science as only an'objective'

practice, unrelated to the researcher's ethnic culture, and towards the more exciting

promise of science as flexibly but rigorously capable of respecting/reflecting the

diversities of people and their lived realities. This is the promise of all types of

learning, as Stein (1987a) suggests, including scientific learning.

Having to take a particular focus means it is harder to give explicit voice to the many

substantive issues raised by the various participants. This is a dilemma that faces all

research projects, but it is always one that, as a Samoan researcher attempting to

reflect the concerns of Samoan speakers, I find particularly difficult. Nevertheless,

after analysing the problem of New Zealand-based Samoan youth offending

according to the sources accessed for this study, I took up the specific focus on

'spirits of governing'in the belief that the focus would contribute to a more nuanced

understanding of the problem of governing Samoan youth offending in New

Zealand today. This became the research focus for this thesis.

Presentation and dissemination of research findings

There are different ways in which research findings can be presented and

disseminated, each with its own logic. Concerns about presentation of research
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findings involve dissemination concems and vice versa. This subsection raises some

of those concerns.

In order to tell this methodological story in as coherent a manner as possible, I

deliberately chose to present the preceding discussion about the research process in

what seems an overly linear fashion. To do otherwise would have been too

convoluted. I note, however, that the process of carrying out research is not a linear

exercise. To talk about the presentation and dissemination of my thesis findings at

the end of this discussion is not because I think that it is something that should only

be thought of at the end, but more because it fits better in the flow of this

conversation.

Bames et al (2003) note that the issue of disseminating and presenting social science

research is in academic circles today more pronounced than ever before. The reason

offered is more political than epistemologica| i.e. that the push comes from political

concems for'evidence-based' government policies and programmes, and research is

actively sought and funded to help provide this, rather than from any independent

shifts in academic social science practice. In any case, as pointed out by Barnes et al

(2003) the current debate on the importance of disseminating and publicly presenting

one's social science research findings to audiences beyond the traditional academic

community has (re)ignited more sustained research interactions between academic

and wider'community stakeholders'. In New Zealand this can be attested to in the

Pacific research field by the number of government funded research tenders put out

over the last five years that encourage building research parbrerships between

academics, local govemments or district health boards and local Pacific'community'

representatives (Macphersor; 20031.se In these cases, thinking about how the

52 The Ministry of Health, Ministry of Social Development, Ministry of Justice/Department of
Conections, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Ministry of Education and Ministry of Pacific lslands
Affairs each put out collaborative or individually funded tenders for research work that has encouraged these
kinds of partnerships (Macpherson ,2003).
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research findings will be presented and disseminated is expected to happen at the

beginning rather than merely at the end of the research process.

Discussion of plans for presentation and dissemination becomes part and parcel of

the research design phase. And where'feedback'activities are built into the initial

research concepfualisation process and used to guide the direction of this process,

dissemination and presentation are by no means a methodological afterthought.

It is the understanding that community consultation and involvement is something

which is integrated throughout the research process from beginning to end, that this

thesis promotes, for two reasons. The first is ethical i.e. it provides research

integrity; and the second is ethno-cultural, i.e. it demands recognrtion of the

importance of ethno-cultural concerns to people's wellbeing.

'Respect' and'reciprocity' are often quoted as key cultural principles rnthefaasamoa

or Samoan ethnic culture. In research terms, preliminary dissemination of research

findings involving Samoan participants is highty recorrnended in keeping with the

principles of the Samoan concept aafealoaloa'i - i.e. the concept that there exists

sacred bonds amongst people that must be respected/reflected by ensuring

dissemination is conducted and conducted in a way that honours their tnafla or

personal integrity. To do successful research with Samoan people who hold these

cultural principles requires respecting these principles. Such principles have been

adopted by the New Zealand Pacific Health Research Council Committee in their

guidelines for Pacific health research (I{RC, 2004) and by a number of Samoan

researchers themselves (Tamasese et aL,'1,997; Tupuola, 1994; Lima 2004; Tiatia 2003;

Tiavaasu'e et al, 2005; Anae et aI,2000). Here the ethical concerns of mainstream

New Zealand social science (Davidson and Tolich, 2003: 81-33) coincide with the

culfural concems of both the Pacific HRC committee and of Samoan researchers.

That is, that respect, reciprocity and protection of the knowledges transferred and
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relationships established between the researcher and the researched are seen as both

ethical and cultural imperatives. Part of the reason for recognising that

dissemination and presentation concerns are core to the methodological exercise is

the fact that if they are not, principles such as respect, protection and reciprocity

become easily undermined. Advocates of the philosophy that presenting and

disseminating research are core parts of the research exercise argue that to suggest

otherwise is to run the risk of conducting research that will be both inappropriate

and inaccessible (HRC, 2004:24. Without adequate funding, however, appropriate

dissemination and presentation can not be fully realised.

These pragmatic concerns are also core to the concerns of action-based research. The

aims of action-based research (Munford and Sanders, 2003) also seem to coincide

with those of Samoan research (Tamasese et aI,1997; Tupuola, 1994; Lima 2004) -
namely, that the decision-making process of action-based research, whereby the key

grouPs to a problem come together to find ways to solve that problem, resonates

with the aims of the Samoan faafaletui model for Samoan research suggested by

Tamasese et al (2005) and Leauanae Makiasi (personal communication).s3 Like

53 Faafaletui is translated in research terms to refer to the object ofconducting a focused group discussion
(2005). The thesis refers to two different explanations of the term/concept faafaletui. First, is that offered by
Tamasese et al (2005). Second, is that offbred by Leauanae Makiasi (personal communication). As is the nature
of oral histories the potential to have many different explanations for the origins of a term or concept is not
unusual. The explanations offered by Tamasese et al (2005) and Leauanae (personal communication) agree that
the term refers to having an in-depth and focussed discussion or meeting with a group of people about a specific
issue or problem. They differ, however, in terms of the origins and meaning of the term 'lai'. This is best
ilf ushated by breaking the temt faafaletui tnto its constitutive parts. Faa is a prefx that in this case means 'to
be'. Fale refers to one or more houses. ?nai according to Tamasese et al (2005) refers to the act of weaving,
whereby 'to tui'is to weave. They explain thatfaafatetui refers to "the critical process of weaving (tla) together
all the different expressions of knowledge from within various groupings ffalel"(ibid:302).

Leauanae sources his understanding from family orators and from a text he had read, of which at the time
ofour discussion he could not recall the exact name of. In any case his explanation understands the term 'tui' to
refer to the name of a family, i.e. the family of Tui. This explanation suggests that the term faafaletzi derives
from a celebrated story about a family in Samoa, the Tui family, who lived during ancient Samoan times. The
story tells that the family consisted of a number of brothers and one sister. The sister, named Ma'a, as the only
sister, is said to have been spoilt by her parents. Her brothers became quite jealous of the sister. Whenever the
father went fishing he would always make sure that he brought something special back for his only daughter.
Whenever the brothers went fishing they were always instructed to bring something special back for their only
sister. The brothers' jealousy got to such a level that one day they plotted to get rid of their sister. The story
goes that they took her out to sea and she was left to die. In searching for their daughter the parents called a
meeting with their sons. This meeting was intense and focused for obvious reasons. The meeting was held in
the fale or house/houses of Ini. When the brothers admitted what they had done there was great sorrow and
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action-based research, the strength of the/aafaletui model lies in the opportunity

given to all involved in the'problem' to come together to talk and find ways to solve

the problem. In action-based research the researcher is "overtly political" (Munford

and Sander+ 2003: 19) and the appropriate process for finding solutions is seen to be

that which takes a "bottom-up" approach (ibid). Ttre faafaletui model, especially

when adopting theaafealoaloa'i principle, certainly does not predude this possibility,

although the overtly political standpoint is perhaps less pronounced.s Each of these

models and/or philosophical frameworks is of value to this thesis, not only in terms

of locating where the thesis sits in terms of the tasks of research dissemination and

presentation, but also in terms of developi.g a methodological framework. This has

evolved as the project developed.

To present the research findings of this thesis, preliminary disseminations were

made to audiences in person, by speaking at different conferences and/or seminar

type forums. These'in-person'presentations helped to connect this research and the

researcher (myself) with'the community' (both the Pacific research community and

remorse. The tone and purpose of the meeting therefore became intense in a sombre way. The meeting then
took on a closed dimension, meaning that continued participation in the meeting became extremely selective. ln
research terms this suggests that not just anybody should be invited to join the focus group meeting and
protocols for making invitations should therefore be strictly adhered to. This, according to Leauanae Makiasi
(personal communication), was his understanding of the origins of the term/aafaletui. In his opinion this
explanation helps to make sense of its common usage at times when families are to deliberate over what to do for
a funeral or other types of sombre events. This story he suggests also contextualises the Samoan saying: "aa
nofofale le aiga Sa Tui ia Ma'd'literally hanslated to mean, "the family of Tui are meeting to discuss the
disappearance of Ma'd'. Today this saying is used in a metaphoric sense to refer to the meeting of groups to
discuss an important event. This saying, according to Leauanae, alludes to the story given above, which in turn
gives nuance to the notion/aafaletui. Whilst thetermfaafaletui does indeed refer to a 'focused' group
discussion, Leauanae suggests that it is a focused discussion forum that is often very selective of its participants.
In other words, invitations to participate nfaafaletui focus group discussions, at least in this second
interpretation, are often closed invitations.

Notwithstanding the sombre origins suggested by the second explanation,/aafaletui as a research method,
using the conceptual contexts suggested by either Tamasese et al (2005) or Leauanae (personal communication)
is noteworthy, not so much for advancing the focus group method per se, but more for advancing knowledge of
the cultural nuances associated with the task of deciding whether to use focus groups as a research tool and how
and why one might do so. Developing understandings of the cultural nuances of methodological approaches or
methods in the manner undertaken here is what is meant in this thesis by developing 'culturalty responsive'
research frameworks. In this sense thefaafaletui is theoretically and can in practice be a useful tool in the
development ofgood Samoan social science research.
54 Detailed critical theoretical analyses of this model have not yet emerged in the literature and because
such a discussion falls outside the purview of this thesis, it is premature at this point to suggest that the model
also promotes an overtly political agenda. But as suggested above, the possibility of reading this into the aims of
the model is certainly not precluded.
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the social science community) in ways that helped to keep it'grounded' culturally,

theoretically and methodologically. The danger of not having social science research

and researchers'grounded'in the communities they research is that claims may be

made that are of no relevance to the lives of the'research subjects' and thus uptake of

any research will prove difficult. This has been the basis of criticisms against much

research on indigenous and other minorities (Smith, 1999; Suaalii and Mavoa,200l).

Another danger is that without community dissemination and feedback, researchers

will lack a useful check on the research process and methods.

In terms of deciding on how best to present the final written text of the thesis, the

main concem was whether or not the participants'Samoan language verbatim

should be kept as part of the main text. Because I seek to contribute to the

production of local knowledges, as per the aims of action-based research, then the

ideal was to keep the language verbatim in. After some consideratioru a compromise

was reached where the Samoan verbatim is kept in the text but as footnotes. This

means that the meanings of original language verbatim texts (as opposed to

translated texts) are still accessible to the reader, and Samoan language readers can

also assess the different kinds of meanings that arise between original texts and their

translations.

Limitations of the Research

The methodological limitations of this research are the limitations of any qualitative

research focused on a small number of participants in a field. This study cannot and

does not seek to be representative of the views of all involved in the management

and/or goverrunent of Samoan youth offending in New Zealand today; nor of the

views of Samoan youth offenders in New Zealand. It cannot and does not seek to be

exhaustive or authoritative in its claims about social science research in youth justice,

culturally responsive researctr, or Samoan research. I use the case studies as
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rePresentative of typical Samoan youth offending cases. Having looked formally

(Adair et aL,1998; an unpublished research study of youth services strategy) and

informally at a large number of such cases over some years, I am confident that these

cases are not atypical. These cases provide the basis for the discussion of my theory

of competing spirits of governing Samoan youth offenders in New Zealand today,

and my argument about the effects of understanding these competing spirits on the

'good' goverrunent of Samoan youth offending in New Zealartd.

I also acknowledge that for this study no interviews were held with any'New

Zealandborn' (or second generation) Samoan parents. The views of such parents

may have provided interesting points for comparison with the first generation

Samoan migrant perspectives of the parent population group i. *y study.

Unfortunately, I was limited to the parents of those cases that were available to me

from the South Auckland CYFS offices at the time I went in to do my fieldwork, and

none of these were New Zealand-bom. The responses of New Zealand-born Samoan

parents to youth offending would be an interesting variable to include in the

selection of cases in future work in this area.

Conclusion

The methodological framework for this thesis draws on the guiding principles of

qualitative research, action-based research and the Samoan aafealoaloa'i. In

explicating the research process undertaken in this work,I have sought to emphasise

the importance of developing transparency, integrity and methodological rigour in

Pacific social science research. Official Govemment statistics helped to provide a

general outline of the size of the wider'samoan youth offender population' from

which the cases were drawn for this study, and to ascertain the size and nafure of the

'problem' of Samoan youth offending - which, as I showed, is not disproportionate
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to population size. The statistics also helped justify the delimitation of cases to the

South Auckland area.

I have indicated here how conducting cross-cultural social science research that is

both rigorous and culturally sensitive is philosophically and methodologically

challenging. As an'insider' and 'outsider' researcher in this doctoral work, my

attempts to engage and mobilise local methodological knowledges through concepts

such as aafealoaloa'f might well be considered overly ambitious. In many

circumstances this is very ambitious. But in other ways it can be a positive space

through which cross-cultural work, which hopes to have some meaning, can flourish,

even if through debate and criticism. It might be said that the key issues of cross-

cultural engagement and understanding governing in the methodological terrain

traversed by cross-cultural researchers are no different from those operating on the

terrain of youth justice work.

The next chapter begins the exploration of the three'spirits' of governing which I

argue govern the management of Samoan youth offending in New Zealand, and

which - sometimes in invisible but always powerfirl, ways - shape the complex

meanings within which some Samoan young people and their families come to

understand their public troubles. The first'spirit', that of neo-liberal risk

managemenf can be seen as the dominant'spirit' in the field. The chapters following

take up other'spirits' and their multifaceted relationship with the dominant neo-

liberal meanings and practices.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE SPIRIT OF NEO-LIBERAL RISK MANAGEMENT

Not ideas, but material and ideal interests directly govem... conduct. Yet very
frequently the "world images"...created by "ideas" have,like switchmen,
determined the tracks along which action has been pushed by the dynamics of
interest (Weber, 1958: 280).

...[T]he [Samoan] family needs to take control here as opposed to the
State, because the State imposes those things [i.e. youth justice
prograrnmes and policies] for a reason, because they want to make the

[Samoan] community [responsible], but at the same time they want [the
Samoan young person] to take some responsibility. [But] that is not going
to happen in isolatiory it's going to happen as awhanau,, as a village. But
when you explain that to our [Samoan] parents, in the context of our
[Samoan] culture, there's no difference. [They say] 'We do this in the
village setting arryway, we bring everyone out, we get resolutiory
everything works out and we all work together'. And in essence thafs not
an informal process but a formal one. 'We're just reviving what we
already know', [they say] (Samoan Community Intervention Programme
Worker).

Introduction

The political discourse, or spirit of governing, known as neo-liberalism seems to be

eve4rwhere (Larner, 2003), and certainly it predominates in the systems governing

youth justice. For our purposes here particularly, neo-liberal 'speak' may be found in

official State governing policies and in local discourses of managing the self. This

chapter, while ultimately adopting a goverrunentality reading of neo-liberalism,

briefly explores some of the key variants of neo-liberalism (Kelsey, 1997; Larner,

2000b) - particularly in relation to my reading of the significant place of what can be

called 'neo-liberal risk management' in the government of youth offenders in New

Zealand today. My discussion on neo-liberal risk management as a spirit of
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goveming focuses on issues of service delivery within social services generally and

youth justice specifically.

I argue that while the spirit of neo-liberal risk management dominates the State

funded institutional bodies that currently work with Samoan youth offenders and

their families, it does so not simply as a coherent form of 'top down' Governing (with

a capital G), but through dispersed'governing tactics'that allow for a spirit of

governing that is constantly contestable, multiple and contradictory. This chapter

explores various ways of understanding this spirit of governing and the conditions

by which the current New Zealand social service and youth justice system embodies

these understandings at both policy and practice levels - and therefore the way the

system impacts on the youth offender and their families. I highlight how these

understandings might be read within the wording of CYFS policy and practice

guidelines and in the various 'real-life' situations of my 'cases' - Jane, Kelvin, Koby,

Snug, Jack, Weysouth and Spock - and in the various perceptions of key informant

interviewees.

Neo-liberalism, Risk Management and New Zealand Youth
justice

Neo-Iiberal risk management in New Zealand youth justice is made manifest in the

set of ideas, practices and processes used by youth justice managers and frontline

caseworkers to identify "at risk" youth populations and to manage or govern their

youth offender cases. This section explores the discourses of neo-liberalism and risk

management and notes how they might inform an understanding of neo-liberal risk

management as a governing'spirit', tactic and/or technique within New Zealand

youth justice.
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Conceptualising Neo-liberalism

The word 'liberal' derives from the Latin 'liber', meaning 'free', from which the term

'liberty' also comes (Barnhart and Barnhart, 1977:1206). A notion of the 'free' person

underpins both classical and neo-liberal theories about the rule of Governments or

the State. Classical liberalism "focuses on concepts of individual autonomy and

private property, and argues that the sole legitimate function of government is to

defend these" (Wikipaedia, <accessed online: http: // en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Classical liberalism>[2O ]anuary 20061). By and large, these tenets of individual

freedom and autonomy and private property ownership continue relatively intact in

modern day articulations of liberalism, including the various strands of neo-

liberalism present in twenty-first century New Zealand politics (Larner,2003; Thorn

and Sedgwick,1997 ). The role of Governments and/or of the (nation) State in

defining marketplace relationships, especially in the purchasing or delivering of a

social service, however, is played out in different ways in'liberal' and'neo-liberal'

thinking, theoretical assertions, policies, ideological assumptions and/or dispositions

of rule.

In liberal Welfare States, such as in New Zealand (especially pre 1984), the State

operated on the presumption that a key part of its duty to its subjects included the

redistribution of wealth from the rich to the poor (including access opportunities to

healttu educational and other social services). This was considered fundamental to

liberal welfare philosophy. This did not necessarily mean, however, that in order for

there to exist a Welfare State that the State must be the body through which welfare

services were delivered. In continental Europe, welfare services are funded by the

Welfare State but delivered through a combination of voluntary, private and/or State

services (Bonoli, Dgn. The essential features of the liberal welfare system involved

the existence of a centralised State body responsible for protecting individual

freedoms on the one han4 and ensuri.g a minimum standard of living on the other.
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Within this Welfare State goveming model, official goveming discourses presented a

predominantly' top-down' type mentality of rule.

The introduction of notions of governing'from a distance' (through emphases on

'communif', for example) solidified, as Rose suggests (1996), the transformation of

the liberal Welfare State to what has become regarded by many as the modern'neo-

liberal' State (Kelsey, 1993). It is this process of transformation that has given rise to

new (or neo) forms of liberalism (neo-liberalisms), such as the'advanced liberalism'

Rose (1993;1996) or the'indusive' liberalism articulated by Craig and Porter (2005).

For the purposes of my work, my use of the concept'neo-liberalism' is generic and

incorporates each of these'new' forms of liberalism insofar as they illustrate a

movement (partial or total) away from traditional state welfarism, to a rule of

Soveffunent that adopts the formal and informal disciplines of free market eco-

politics on the one hand, and a'social' self-government agenda on developing self-

actualising subjects (in the manner suggested by Larner (2000b), O'Malley (1996) and

Rose (1996) ) on the other.

In terms of the'social' self-government agenda, Rose's (1995\ work on the'social'

attempts to understand how neo-liberal thinking, or'advanced liberal'mentalities of

rule, might reconfigure the social. He suggests that the (re)emphasis given to

localised forms of governing by the neo-liberal project - especially 'govemment by

community'- endeared greater allegiances to the governing strategies of the State.

This'governmentby community' (rather than by'the social') encouraged active self-

responsibility through the empowerment of local authority structures. He states:

"The human beings who were to be govemed -men and women, rich and poor -
were now [in advanced liberalism] conceived as individuals who are tobe actiae in
their own goverrunent. And their responsibility was no longer to be understood as a

relation of obligation between citizen and society enacted and regulated through the
mediating party of the State: rather, it was to be a relation of allegiance and
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responsibility to those one cared about the most and to whom one's destiny was
linked" (1996:330).

This'government by community' afforded neo-liberalism - a predominantly

economically-driven politics of rule - a specifically localised agenda that

reconfigured the'social'. This meant that it did not extinguish the sociaL rather, it

changed its meaning and so its value as a tool of govemment.ss Rose's findings in

his search for answers to the question of a possible "death of the social?" (L996)

provides an important contribution to understanding'neo-liberal' thinking policies

and/or Prograrnmes seemingly present in youth justice in New Zealand,. Neo-

liberalism's reach into and impact on youth justice is made possible in New Zealand

by virtue of the fact that as a'reason of State' it was able to engender support from

subjects (including indigenous subjects) by revising its'top-down' message and

creating new tactics of government, e.g. re-energising its vocabulary of community

and individual prosperity by emphasizing and making translatable community and

individual empowerment into self-government and self-acfualisation terms they

would find palatable.

This new type of govelrunent - government by communify - Rose argues, transforms

subjects by giving them new expert statuseg and re-activating them towards being

accountable for their own futures. Individuals, families and communities alike,

rather than society, are thus re-energised through this new vocabulary and

technologies of rule (modelled on the efficiencies of the marketplace) to be agents of

change, to find security and prosperity for themselves and their families,

communities and even for society at large. hr this sense, neo-liberalism might be

conceived as constituting the shift away from rule by direct State govern:rnce

55 For as Rose points out although the "hold of 'the social' over our political imagination is weakening' in
favour of notions of the 'community' (notably more technical and valorised notions), it is not, as he argues, "of
course...a question of the replacement of 'the social' by 'the community"' for'othe spatialization and
territorialization ofpolitical thought does not proceed in such linear sequences." (1996: 353).
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through'top-down'bureaucratic measures, to rule through more dispersed forms of

liberal government. I4/hat is new is the transformed role of the State in its

relationship to its subjects, their futures and the attendant market-place. It is this

conception of neo-liberalism that characterises my understanding and use of the

term.

Larner (2000b) helpfully poses three possible ways for viewing neo-liberalism: as

Policy, ideology or governmentality (in the Foucauldian sense described in Chapter

One). Lr her paper titled "Neo-liberalism: policy, ideology, goverrunentality"

(2000b), Larner argues that neo-liberalism is "...both a political discourse about the

nature of rule and a set of practices that facilitate the governing of individuals from a

distance" (ibid:6). It is helpful to explore these three conceptualisations in some

depth.

Larner explains that the most conunon conceptualisation of neoliberalism is as "a

Policy framework", i.e. as a set of uni,fied principles that favour a market system

relatively unencumbered by State intervention (2000b:6). These principles are often

quoted as including ideas about'market liberalisation','free trade','limited

[G]overnment', 'narrow monetarism', 'deregulated markets' and 'fiscal restraint'

(Kelsey, 1997; Thom and Sedgwick,1997). To view neo-liberalism'as policy' is to

assume that these principles join to form a coherent programme of ideas and

practices. Policy options that espouse minimalist State intervention by encouraging

more family and community responsibility (Larner, 2000a), or the privatisation or

subcontracting of State services (Thorn and Sedgwick,1997; Kelsey, 1993), or the

collaboration or partnering of State and community agencies (Larner and Mayow,

2003; Macphersory 2003), often mobilise the idea of neo-liberalism as a set of unified

principles. As people are most exposed to State forms of governing through

utilisation of State services it is not surprising that'neo-liberalism as poliry' is the

most conunon description (especially within the social service sector).
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Political historians, when describing New Zealand's movement from one State form

of governing to another, often assume an approach to neo-liberalism as ideology

(Thom and Sedgwick,1997). In these accounts the move to adopt a minimalist State

approach to policymaking and programme delivery in the early 1980s in New

Zealand meant having to make shifts away from dominant welfare-based ideology.

Larner argues that to conceptualise neo-liberalism as ideology is to suggest that neo-

liberalism is more than poliry, that it includes "the wider range of institutions,

organizations and processes" considered to exist within the realm of governing

(2000b: 9). In drawing on the work of Stuart Hall on Thatcherism, she suggests that

this approach to understanding neo-liberalism takes a more'sociological' (or

Gramscian) basis. That is, that neo-liberalism "is not simply a system of ideas"; that

its power is not simply restricted to the State; and that it is a phenomenon that "is

only achieved through an ongoing process of contestation and struggle" (Larner,

2000b: 10). The notion of ideology adopted here is that of a totalising system of

beliefs, which like policy in its more limited sense, assumes a coherent internal logic.

Believing that this internal logic is coherent and unified is one thing; strategically

invoking it as unified and coherent to gain political leverage is another. The latter

case seems more in line with the idea of 'neo-liberalism as governmentality'. This

understanding is implied in the works of Rose and O'Malley cited earlier. Before

moving to an explanation of neo-liberalism as goveffunentality it is useful to briefly

highlight some of the historical 'facts'that have contributed to the emergence of the

'spirit' of neo-liberalism.

Thorn and sedgwick (7997) suggest that neo-liberalism, as a form of state

governance in New Zealand, begins from 1984 and continues to the present day.

1984 is cited as the moment in history that New Zealand embarked on its'neo-

liberal'project, implementing what is intemationally known as the'New Zealand

Experiment', i.e. adopting what Kelsey refers to as a "model of pure neo-liberal
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economic theory" Q997:1). The fundamentals of this theory include the principles

cited above. Larner notes that New Zealand gained international recognition for its

adoption of this model, not only because of the "depth and rapidity of the

[structural] reforms" it demanded, but also because its adoption seemed "to involve

the direct application of a clearly delineated model" (2000b: 14), something that

Larner suggests is problematic if one is to understand the wider phenomenon of neo-

liberalism. Nevertheless, this'New Zealand experiment' (as these reforms came to

be known), marked a noticeable change in governing direction from a spirit of

governing founded on welfare ideology to one founded on neo-liberalism.

Two external events :ll:.1973 have been cited as key triggers for the later emergence of

the'spirif of neo-liberalism in New Zealand. These were the world energy crisis and

Britain's decision to join the EEC (the European Economic Community) (Kelsey,

1993). Both events had a huge impact on New Zealand's national economy. In fact,

they effectively saw the demise of the'historic corporatist compromise' set during

the early Welfare State era by the 1935 Labour goverrunent (Thorn and Sedgwick,

Dgn. The compromise involved a coalition amongst "capitaf labour and State to

ensure economic growth, full employment and welfare provisions in return for a

moderation of the wage path and industrial co-operation" (ibid: 176).

These governmental innovations suggest that the Labour Government of 1935 was in

some ways as eco-politically'innovative' as the Labour Government of 1984 who

introduced the neo-liberal'experiment'. In 1935 the Labour goverrunent, in

recognising a need "to broaden the economic base of New Zealand", instituted a

"regime of import substitutiory licensing, tariffs and the encouragement of domestic

manufacturing and assembling" (Thorn and Sedgwick,1997:176). This new regime

operated during an economic period of industrial growth, where union power was at

its height. By 1984 economic growth had slowed considerably, union power was
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increasingly undermined and New Zealand was looking for a way to decisively

address its economic slump and mounting internal social problems.

Thorn and Sedgwick note that by the 1980s the "ideological underpinni.gs" of the

Welfare State were eroded and the "collective memory" of "libertarianism" lost

(1997:180). A change seemed imminent. The Labour Government of l984therefore

carne into power at a time in New Zealand's political history when the need for'new'

direction was openly touted. The extent of the change imposed on State services by

this Government was, however, to have consequences more far-reaching than

anyone first foresaw - especially the decision to deregulate the market and privatise

public servicestr (Thorn and Sedgwick, L997:182).

The 1984 Labour Government created a more'free market'type social services - it

opened the social services market by removing itself as primary provider (especially

in terms of telecommunications, power supply and social and housing services). In

support of this, the 1984 Labour Government (and subsequent Governments)

lowered tariffs and removed amended and/or created legislation (such as the

Employment Contracts Act L991\ that would assist or hinder in the creation of 'free-

enterprise'(Thorn and Sedgwick,1997:182). These changes created deep ideological

shifts that emphasised a greater reliance on the markef a split in the State's role as

funder and provider, and a new style of State management and organisation - one

shaped by "agenry and public choice theories" - for the new'neo-liberal'New

Zealand State (Thorn and Sedgwick,1997; Larner, 2000b).

Since 1984 there have been various modifications to neo-liberal discourse. In a2002

speech to the London School of Economics, New Zealand's current Prime Minister,

the Honourable Helen Clark, leader of New Zealand's fifth Labour Governmenl

s6 The decision to extend the jurisdiction of the Waitangi Tribunal to hear claims dating back to 1840 and
to incorporate into State sector legislation the Treaty of Waitangi had significant impacts on the spirit of cultural
appropriateness (see next chapter).
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continued to espouse the virfues of neo-liberalism but with a more cautious tone

towards minimalising State intervention. She stated,

"Today's social democrats operate in an environment where it is critical to maintain
the confidence of business for the nation's economic health, and to carve out the
nation's competitive niche in the intemational economy. That calls for
macroeconomic policy and for the State to take a leadership role in strategies for
economic development using the full ability it has to facilitate, coordinate, and
broker and to fund powers to maximise investment and participation in education
and skills training.

The state can also define values which are important in the nation's development.
In the New Zealand govemment, we believe in promoting innovation and
enterprise to build economic prosperity and also in being collaborative,
compassionate and inclusive" (Clark, 2002: 1).

While the politics of the'liberal' (1890-1935) and'welfare' (1935-1984) eras were seen

as largely c/ass issues, the politics of the current'neo-liberal' era (1954 to present day)

are characterised as being more about identity (Thorn and Sedgwick,1997:151 181).

This latter era generated interest groups that included women, Maori, Pacific

peoples, peace activists, environmentalist+ gay rights groups, child rights'activists

and so on. According to the idea of neo-liberalism as ideology, the style of

management or governing in this new era of State governance, while accounting for

the new emphasis of these interest groups (in being more inclusive and

collaborative), still promoted (even if unwittingly) a'them-us' or'top-down' type

relationship. The'inclusive, collaborative'neo-liberalism Helen Clark seemed to be

pushing is one that reads as ideology, but ideology that seems open to negotiation.

This'inclusive (neo)liberalism' is arguably the most recent edition of neo-liberalism

being'practised'in New Zealandand is, as suggested by Larner (2003:510), one that

seeks to promote the virfues of proactive market engagement but via the somewhat

ambiguous notion of collaborative'partnering'. This is explored a little further in the

next section on'Neo-liberalism and State services in New Zealand'. Suffice to say

here that while the current form of neo-liberalism seems to be open to modifications
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its emphasis on the abitity of the market to create an'efficient', 'enterprising' and

'self-acfu alising' economy and population remains.

To think of neo-liberalism only in terms of policy or ideology limits the possibilities

of (positive) intellectual and political engagements in resisting hegemonic powers as

suggested by O'Malley in his work on'indigenous governance'. Larner (2000b;2009)

in advocating for a perspective of 'neo-liberalism as governmentality'challenges this

limitation and suggests that the'tactics' or'techniques' of neo-liberalism as a political

project (like any other political project) can be opened up through the analytical tools

of governmentality to reveal a governing phenomenon that is more flexible and

encomPassing (of Powers and knowledges beyond those of the State) than one might

first realise. I take up Larner's notion of neo-liberalism as goverrunentalify,

particularly seeing neo-liberalism in terms of discourses of 'freedom of choice' or

'free market enterprise' where the individual communities and ,the people,

understand themselves as responsible and self-actualising agents. Neo-liberalism is

usefully seen as referencing all three conceptualisations - as poliry, ideology and

Soverrunentality. But I agree with Larner that neo-liberalism is most usefully

conceptualised as a political-economic discourse rather than as (solely) policy or

ideology. This enables, as Larner (2000b) suggests, active critique that can facilitate

nuanced understandings of the differences or gaps between normative guidelines

and'real' experiences. In other words, this view of neo-liberalism is

methodologically useful in -y study of the processes of youth justice today, and it is

the interpretation I take up in this work.

Neo-liberalism and Social services in New Zealand

Social services (including employment services) were perhaps the hardest hit by the

1984 Labour Government changes from welfarism to neo-liberalism. While

welfarism promoted full employment and social welfare support for citizen+ it did
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so on the assumption that women would stay at home and embrace motherhood

rather than work in the labour force, that the nuclear family was the "ideal social

arrangement" and thatPakeha (European New Zealanders) cultural ideologies were

the norm (Thom and SedgwichlggZ:177).

In terms of state services, a'neo-liberalism as goverrrmentality' lens shows the

development of a'hybrid'health system that was, as Larner points out "less a result

of design from above than'skilful improvisation' from below" (Fougere's work cited

in Lamer, 2000b: ln. In this new'neo-liberal' health system the separation of the

State as funder (e.g. Ministry of Health and District Health Boards) and the creation

of health providers (e.g. private hospitals, primary health organisations or

community-based outpatient services) was hoped to create a market that would

provide more efficient services at less cost. Thorn and Sedgwick (1997:1.82) observe

that just over a decade later (by 1996), the reality is far from the ideal. Th*y state,

"...waiting lists are still long and the new [providers] have not yet overcome the
problem of debt. This has led them to seek restructuring through staff reductions
and rationalisations of activities, including the closure of some rural and small
town hospitals and wards in larger centre hospitals,, (ibid).

The issue of 'freedom of choice'was cited in neo-liberal health and social service

policies as a key reason for deregulating the health and social services market. In a

recent study looking at patient choice in breast cancer screening policies in Australia

Willis (2004),like Larner, advocates for the value of the,neo.liberalism as

governmentahty' lens to unpacking the'on the ground' workings of neo-liberalism.

Using the breast cancer screening case, Willis argues that the issue of choice, namely

'informed choice'may be ovenrthelming for patients when one considers what has to

be weighed up and the type of knowledge that is required in order to do so

effectively. For example, weighing up "the positive outcomes that may be obtained

from screening (such as early detection)" on the one hand, and on the other

considering the "negative outcome[s] (inaccurate test results, harm from radiation or
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unnecessary intervention)" that may also occur becomes almost impossible (ibid: 2).

Solving health and health service problems does not necessarily get easier merely by

having access to more knowledge or by restructuring/ reorganising State or

individual responsibilities to enable more choice.

In terms of State housing under the neo-liberal regime, the State no longer provides

subsidised housing for low income families, instead they provide accommodation

supplements (Thorn and Sedgwicb'1,997:182). The New zealandHousing

Corporation that formerly handled'State housing' is now a privatised corporation

called Housing New Zealand that on their website advertises itself as a provider of

"good quality, affordable homes", who also happens to be "the [G]overnment,s main

advisor on housing, and services related to housing" (see http://www.hnzc.co.nz).

Six out of the seven youth offenders of this study lived in a State home and their

families each receive some kind of Government accommodation supplement to

support their housing needs. As such these families are hugely dependent on State

support and so are often the primary victims of any State restructuring reforms.

However, while specific analysis was not conducted of how the restrucfuring of State

housing services may have impacted on these families in this study, it is unlikely to

have had a significant effect, because most of these families were within the'low

income' threshold used by Housing New Zealand to determine eligibility for

housing accommodation supplements. That is, after the restrucfuring many'State

housing' tenants (including myself during the mid to late 1990s) continued to live in

their'State houses' and although the rent may have increased according to new

market levels, this would have been offset by the accommodation supplements many

low income families received.

In terms of unemployment, the reforms saw a significant shift in policy and practice,

placing more conditions on the receipt of an unemployment benefit. While the State
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would continue to support the unemployed worker to find work by supplementing

him or her with an income (the unemploymentbenefit) the unemployed worker had

to be registered with the Work and Income Support (WINZ) service (contracted by

the State to deliver this support) and attend a'skills-based' training programme or

short course (of their choice - selected from the range offered) organised by WINZ to

help them develop appropriate skills for relevant markets. WINZ would also act as a

broker of services advertising jobs and directing appropriate clients to prospective

employers.sT The reform that led to the establishment of WINZ advocated a shift in

philosophy that supports the idea of actively creating an'enterprising'workforce

through proactively'presenting' opportunities for the unemployed to choose from.

All the youth offenders of this study wanted a job. With their limited education and

lack of self-esteem most will end up, like their parents, in labour or service type

industries- For many unemployed youth today the WINZ reforms occurred before

they were born and they are only just becoming involved in the system. Some of

ttreir parents, on the other hand, as service and factory workers have felt the effects

of these industry reforms.

In the education and child welfare system, parents and children today are perceived

as equally responsible for shaping their own futures. This was the same for those

seeking career or professional development. State restructuring in these sectors, as

noted by Thorn and Sedgwick (1997:182) gave those "who were previously bound

by their rule books and so constrained from exercising initiatives" the opportunity to

s7 In I 995 WINZ launched the first edition of a new newsletter called "Enterprising Communities". The
newsletter is part of the new WINZ enterprising communities project. This project is described by MSD as a
grants scheme that will "help community organisations to design and implement projects that wili create skills
and job opportunities for people who are finding it hard to get work" (sei: http:// www.workandincome.govt.nz
/support-communities). The 'enterprising communities' grants scheme replacis the community employment
grants scheme formerly available from the Department of Labour. ln epiil 1995 a 'Working ior Families,
package was also introduced by WINZ, a package "designed to make it easier to work and raise a family',.
These packages continue the neo-liberal philosophy of Uuilding enterprising individuals, families and
communities.
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now take decisions and'own'their actions. parents, childrery young people and

workers alike are today each governed as much by themselves (in the standards or

goals they set for themselves) as they are by the standards of their supervisors,

counsellort Parents and/or peers (professional and social). Performance markers

such as'key performance indicators' (KPIs), contrachral outputs, personal goals and

best practice guidelines are examples of the'governmental techniques' at work in

these sectors.

In welfare philosophy, dealing with the above social issues is often said to be done in

terms of "social justice, social security and the public good" (Harris, 200'1,:2). In neo-

liberalism addressing such issues involves quite a different language - the language

of personal responsibility, independence and choice. In youth justice these may be

read and embodied in and through'governmental evaluations'on how best to

develop 'proper' youth behaviours, 'responsible', 'accountabre' youth and

'appropriate'youth justice Programmes, services and policies - youth NOT'at risk'.

Under the neo-liberal regime, New Zealand youth justice (namely, the Police md/or

CYFS), like WINZ and Housing New Zealand., does not provide actual social work

services (such as youth offender rehabilitation programmes) (CYFS, 1999;CypS,

1996). Instead, it engages in a'new style' of youth offender management - that of

brokering and monitoring social work services. On the ground this usually plays

out as follows. In a typical Youth Court youth offender case, the CYFS and Police are

initially contacted; they then assess (separately or together) the severity of the youth

offending problem and decide on what action to take; CYFS then assesses the youth

offender's rehabilitation needs; and then CYFS and Police make the appropriate

referrals. These involve referrals to linked State agencies (such as the Youth Court

youth advocate services; State mental health or alternative education services; and so

on) and/or to relevant community-based intervention programmes (most of which, in

New Zealand, are State-funded). Here I explore this youth justice management case
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a little further, using a more specific analysis of the discourses of neoliberal risk

management.

Neo-liberal risk management and Youth Justice in New Zealand

Managing youth offender cases in the modern youth justice arena incorporates'risk-

based social management' techniques or technologies (O'Malley,1998; Rose, 1996).

The juvenile crime prevention agenda of the current youth justice regime in New

Zealand includes the management of youth offending through techniques of targeted

population surveillance (i.e. use of risk-assessment and wellbeing screening tools for

example) and interagency collaboration.

It also involves, as Rose (7996) points out, the redefinition of professionals, experts

and community, each of whom operate not so much accord.ing to traditional models

of accountability but to a new administrative "logjcof risk minimization". He states:

In a range of domains, social workers, psychiatrists, doctors and others have been
allocated accountability not so much for the cure or reform of clients, patients and
other problematic individuals, but for their administration according to a logic of risk
minimizati on (199 6: 349).

In the case of Pactfic youth offending, the need for (more effective) community

involvement and interagenry collaboration is evidenced respectively in the

establishment of the current Youth Court Pacific Community Liaison Service, Youth

Court Pacific Community Resource Panel (based in South Auckland, see Deparhnent

of Courtg 2002) and cultural experts. The service and panel were, according to the

Youth court judge interviewed (see comments at page 154), set up as a direct result of

the current Labour Governmen{s Reducing lnequalities (formerly the Closing the Gaps)

initiative aimed at reducing Maori and Pacific social problems. In my interview with

the Youth Court Pacific Community Liaison Officer, he stressed that the focus of his

work was on making the Youth court system clearer to Pacific families and on liasing
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between these families and Youth Court, as well as with other youth justice State and

community intervention services. The establishment of this service while meeting a

perceived need also provides another instrument for the surveillance of risk.

The power and knowledge of the social sciences and the availability of that

knowledge to the 'consuming public' helps to extend the gaze of both the State and

its objects on each other and themselves (Larsen, 1,999). New perspectives, directives

and techniquet for evaluating individual, family, neighbourhood and/or community

life and the availability of 'self-help' or'how-to' manuals for families and

individuals, each enable more space for negotiating external surveillance, enhancing

self-government and minimising risk of harm.

Personal and social responsibility are considered central techniques in the

management or Sovernment of personal choice and risk (Larner, 2000a). Improving

patient/client/consumer access to knowledge allows for'informed' choice. The sarne

works in the case of managing risk. Like insurance, managing risk of reoffending

requires access to personal information and use of technologies of self and external

goverrunent (Litton, 1982).

The issues of 'risk management' and 'informed choice' in youth justice (and social

and health services more generally) are modem problems. They assume that all

knowledge is valuable; that people have the right to access that knowledge; that

people have the capacity to take on that knowledge, with all its complicatedness; that

effective collaboration between relevant bodies is always possible; and that without

this people's lives would be worse off (Willis, 2004). Entire industries have emerged

around these issues. In many respects while they both enhance and complicate lives,

they also Sovern them in new and more contingently interactive ways (O'Malley,

1ee8).
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In neo-liberal discourses of risk management and informed choice, techniques and

technologies of the self require that individuals engage with "expert knowledges,

submit to particular practices and internalize values and norms consistent with...the

dominant [neo-liberal] ideas of the day" (Willis, 2004: 3). In youth justice this

requires a form of governing that is flexible enough to incorporate the consumer's

freedom of choice without risking a loss of face as a viable goveming'ethos'. In the

contemporary New Zealand scene this, I contend, involves the spirit of neo-liberal

risk management.

The restrucfuring of youth justice services incorporated the move from a'welfare' to

'youth justice' system as described in Chapter One. In both systems, youth offending

is considered a social failure - a lack of appropriate risk management. hr the former

'welfare' system the failure was primarily a result of 'dysfunctional'families. In the

latter (neo-liberal) 'youth justice' system the 'failure' is located in the youth offender

and also in the systems set up to manage risky behaviours. With recidivist offenders

especially, such failure is often articulated as the result of a lack of 'self-

responsibility' and the inability or unwillingness of (recidivist) youth offenders to

take up the opportunities made available to them (Larner, 2000b) and to manage

their own risky tendencies. This is illustrated in the discussion on the theme of 'self-

responsibility' as noted within the youth offender cases. Before engaging in an

analysis of these cases I briefly examine understandings of 'risk management' and

'interagency collaboration'.

Risk management

As Rose points out: "the problem of risk provides us with a point of entry for an

investigation of these novel'post-social' strategies for governing conduct" (1,996:

M0). Graham Scott (2001) notes that the knowledge base and personal drive of State

sector managers (including youth justice managers) are to achieve excellence in their
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Performance as managers and that such drive is vital to gaining successful

management outcomes. He states:

The philosophy of the public management system is to rely on the specific
knowledge of managers who are motivated to achieve excellence within a
framework of incentives devised by central agencies, involving
transparent decision-making processes. Central agencies require
managers to demonstrate that they have clearly established performance
goals and have the systems in place to focus their efforts in achieving
those goals and in monitoring and reporting progress in a transparent
manner (Scott, 2001: 185).

Risk management in the neo-liberal State sector is about the effective (or efficient and

transparent) management of potential opporfunities and adverse effects in

populations. In the management of youth'at risk' and youth'at risk'prograrunes,

efficiency and transparency translate into effective case reporting and service

delivery management. Management at the coalface of youth'at risk' progranmes

(Singh and Whitq 2000), like any other coalface work, is something that, as Wilson

and Yeatman point out, "has to be oriented strategically and resourced accordingly

for the objectives to work effectively" (1995: x). The tools for achieving effective risk

managemenf whether in youth justice or elsewhere, are both strategic and material.

Material risk management tools include assessment instruments. These instruments

are core to determining inclusion or exclusion in the'at risK population group. Thuy

are also core to determining how best to govern'at risk' cases and prevent

reoffending. Studies assessing the needs of the'at risk'youth population recognise

that it is a group that has multiple needs and interrelated problem behaviours and

that these needs and behaviours "are not likely to be successfully addressed by

single-response, stand-alone initiatives" (Morley and Rossm an,7998:1). In view of

the type of initiatives needed to address the needs and behaviours of New Zealand-

based Samoan youth offendert multi-level responses and inter-collaborative efforts
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of youth justice strategies and progriunmes are considered important (CYFS, 2000;

DC,20A2; NZP, 2003).

The'at risk'youth population is commonly understood as those children or young

people who "through low self-esteem or poor social skills are prone to become

involved in crime, suicidg domestic abuse, drug and alcohol abuse, early pregnancy

and school absenteeism" (MRSC,2004). While this population often comes from low

socio-economic backgrounds there is a significant number that are from high income

earning families (Morley and Rossman, 1998). In an ecological analysis of 'at risk'

children and youth, McWhirter et al (1993:6) zuggest that'at-risk'-ness denotes "a set

of presumed cause/effect dlmamics that place the individual child or adolescent in

danger of negativefuture euents" (italics in original). McWhirter et al (1993) make a

correlation between exposure and risk. That is, if a child or young person is exposed

to certain conditions, a corresponding potential risk of later problem behaviours

develops. Conditions may include "a specific behavior, attitude or deficiency" (ibid)

such as "youngsters who use tobacco" who are then'at risk'for alcohol abuse,, or

"children or adolescents who use illicit drugs are [then] 'at risk'for illicit drug abuse"

(ibid). These conditions, correlations and analyses suggest that the youth "at risk"

population is in fact a very wide group from various backgrounds, and who under

the youth'at risk'management system, may be subject to intense internal (or self-

subjectification) and external scrutiny (or societal regulation) (O'Briea 2001).

In the modem risk society, insurance is accepted as a normal part of modern

everyday living (Giddens, 1999,1994). With exposure to myriad media images of the

dangerous and the risky (i.e. dangerous and risky persons and situations) protecting

oneself and one's children has become a nonnal part of modem everyday life (Scott

and ]ackson,2001'; Scott and Williams,1992;Tait, 2001; Brownlie, 2001). Constantly

scrutinising one's behaviour and choices is thus an equally common part of modern
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day living. Sudr scrutiny is based primarily on the management of risk (Scott and

Williams, 1,992).

In youth 'at risk' caset as noted by Scott and Jackson (2001: 15), the "fusion of risk

arxiety with protectiveness leads to a preoccupation with prevention, and a need for

constant vigilance in order to anticipate and guard against potential threats to

children's well-being" (ibid). This risk-protection-prevention rationale resonates

with New Zealand's current youth justice managemenfs preoccupation with 'early

help' strategies against youth offending (CYFS, 2000).

Risk management in New Zealand youth justice focuses on the prevention of youth

offending and reoffending (Singh and White 2000). Maynard et al (1999) note that

intervention prograrunes in New Zealand seeking to deal effectively in the

prevention of criminal (re)offending today (adult and youth) usually adopt three key

principles to guide their work: the principles of 'risk','need' and'responsivity' (ibid:

223). These three principles are perceived as central to the New Zealand youth

justice risk management agenda.

The risk principle assumes that "intervention is most effective when it targets

individuals who have the greatest risk of further criminal offending" (Maynard et al:

ibid). For youth offending this principle seeks to define'at risk'population groups

and provides some parameters for the'intervention programme logic' and

management of intervention strategies.

The need principle assurnes that "there are certain aspects of an individual's

functioning - such as substance abuse and criminal attifudes and associates - which

should be targeted by interventions in order to reduce subsequent offending" (ibid).

This principle argues that " akey feature of these 'needs' is that they are potentially

changeable" (ibid). That is, they are not fixed and may differ from one young person
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to the next. Needs assessments have become a requiremenb in youth justice,

scientifically tested instruments (such as the Cage,ts Kesslerse and Wellbeing*

screening tools, see CYFS, 2000) are used to identify, assess and monitor needs.

Current youth justice practice involves the ubiquitous implementation of these needs

assessment tools (usually on entry into the system and again when making referrals

to other services or when discharging a case) (Levine et aL 1998; CyFS, 2000).

The third of these principles, the responsivity principle, involves the idea that

"offenders will be most affected by interventions that are matched to their particular

learning style" (Maynard et aL,1999). In other words, the principle presumes that

youth offenders will respond best to those intervention progranunes that consider

the youth offender's individual educational, social, economic and culfural

background (McKay, 2003; owen, 2001.; Farrow, r99s;Daniels and D'Andrea, l99s;

Matangr, 1995).

In the practice guidelines for CYFS in1999, its mission statement notes that the work

of CYFS is to "improve outcomes of 'at risk' childrery young persons and families

through early help" (CYFS, 1999). In 2000 the importance of screening tools to

achieving these improved outcomes was explicitly recognised in the CYFS 2000

practice manual. This manual provides copies of these screening tools for CYFS

workers. It also provides best practice guidelines for understanding (a) youth

offender motivations for change; (b) the importance of relationship building skills; (c)

cultural appropriateness markers for working with youth offenders, especially Maori

and Pacific youth offenders; and (d) appropriate assessment processes. The

publication asserts that the purpose of the manual is to "inform CYFS social workers

or associated services, of current best practice with regard to recognizing and

This is a screening tool for alcohol and drug dependency levels.
This is a screening tool for psychological wellbeing.
This screening tool tests for general wellbeing.
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providing effective interventions for young people'at risk'of adverse outcomes,

[and includes] screening assessments" (CYF$ 2000: 6). Through these guidelines the

service echoes neo-liberal values of managing risk through implementing early

intervention strategies and ensuring effective interagency collaboration.

Interagency collaboration and FGCs

The need to establish effective collaborations with the youth offender, his or her

family and relevant sectors or agencies is made necessary in youth justice by the

Family Group Conference (FGC) process. The FGC process - developed in New

Zealand - is the site where each of the key players in a Youth Court youth justice

case come together at the same time. The CYP&F Act's emphasis on working with

families wherever possible ensures that New Zealand-based youth justice case

management today involves prioritising family involvement in youth offender cases.

Hoult (1'99n argues that the level of complexity involved in a youth offender case

determines whether the case and its FGC require high, medium or low levels of

m:rnagement. Working with families and understanding youth offender and family

dynamics is part of the list of factors important to the management of a case raised by

Hoult. These factors include:

the type of dynamics involved between youth offender and his or her

family or support people;

the type of access available to youth offender and his or her family or

support people;

the type of resources available to staff;

the type of interfaces' that need to be looked after; and

access to victims (Hoult, 1997:28).
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FGCs are a modern tactic for managing the risk of reoffending. CYFS is responsible

for managing the FGC process, monitoring FGC plans and as well responsible for

managing the purchase of social work and/or youth rehabilitation services @urr,

2000; DC,2A02). To assist in the management of New Zealand-based youth offender

cases, CYFS youth justice and Police youth aid services attempt to work together,

under memorandums of understandings (MOU) between departments or by other

means of interagency collaboration. The aim is to find the best solutions for the

youth offender, his or her family and the victim/s.

In the FGC process, the youth offender is brought face to face with his or her victim

and their support people (if they decide to attend the FGC). The restorative justice

aims of the FGC process is to impress on the youth offender the extent of the wrong

his or her youth offending behaviour has caused. The FGC process provides the

youth offender with the opportunity to show remorse and for the wrong to begin to

heal. The FGC model ultimately aims to help prevent the youth offender from

reoffending. This model is recognised overseas as one that emphasises the need to

keep children and young people with their families and in their communities (White

and Wyn, 20O4; Cunneen and lA/hite, 2002:323; Schmid,2001).

In 2000 the CYFS youth justice system became CYFS youth services. The name

change reflected two things, the first of which was the widening of CYFS youth

justice work to include 10-12year olds and to include those behavioural problems

not strictly seen to be part of the care and protection portfolio (Burr,2000). And,

second it reflected a change in job emphasis, i.e. from being a social work provider to

becoming a social service broker. This second role is believed to allow CYFS to more

efficiently carry out its service contracting and/or managerial responsibilities. For

example, front line CYFS youth justice workers either facilitate or monitor FGCs or

FGC plans, both at the family level and at the intra and inter sectoral or agency
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levels. CYFS youth justice management, on the other hand, control the contracting or

brokering of social service work, which includes setting service delivery

specifications and monitoring contracted service delivery outcomes. State-funded

community-based providers deliver the acfual social work service.

This social service management arrangement was enacted through a process of State

'consultations'with relevant State social service workers, community providers and

families (DSW, 1998; MSD 2003). In my interviews with key informants who were

either youth justice State or community-based service managert the split of State

services away from social work provision to providing contracting/brokering

services has led not so much to the establishment of an entirely new market (with

new workers) but to the movement of workers from one side to the other.61 Because

of New Zealand's relatively small social service provider market the creation of these

'neIM' services was more a theoretical than practical reality. For some services this

challenged the collaboration ethos as many services became quite protective of their

patch.

The neo-liberal goal of developing efficiency through'brokering and contracting ouf

of services assumed that such contracts would be attractive to a sufficient number

and type of youth justice social services to give rise to the sort of competition needed

to get an adequate selection of appropriate services. It also assumed that those who

would engage in the tendering process would have the requisite capital (both in a

Marxist and Bourdieuean sense)62 to be able to effectively negotiate with the

6r While the set up or establishment of these private comrnunity-based services were new, the people who
ran them were often ex-State social service workers whose experience with the State sector gave them a
competitive edge in the market, both in terms of networks and knowledge. As Kelsey (1993, 1997) points out
the ethical line was often bluned in these movements.
62 Capital in a Marxist sense refers to the modes of production owned by the bourgeois or capitalist classes
in sociery (see Marx, 1958; for an application of Marxist theory of capital in the New Zealand context see work
by Bedggood, 1980). Capital in a Bourdieu sense refers to "any resource effective in any given social arena that
enables one to appropriate the specific profits arising out of participation and contest in it. Capital comes in
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State/contractor on terms suitable to themselves as social service entrepreneurs and

to the needs of their youth offender clients. According to my informants this was by

no means the case, at least for Pacific youth offenders and especially in terms of

finding Pacific (non-family) caregivers willing to take on a Pacific youth offender.

The next section explores how the themes of neo-liberal risk management, those of

self-responsibility, interagenry collaboration and risk, play out in the seven South

Auckland-based Samoan youth offending cases under study in this thesis.

The spirit of neo-liberal risk management in South Auckland-
based Samoan youth offending cases

In the South Auckland-based Samoan youth offending cases of this study the

principles of neo-liberal risk management are most evident in the narratives of

polirymakers, professional experts, and caseworkers, and in the narratives of a few

Samoan youth offenders.

The discussion in this section is divided according to the three theme areas:'self-

responsibility'; 'interagency collaboration'; and'risk'. The theme of self-

responsibility illustrates the focus of neo-liberalism on self-governmenf on the

development of a'spirit' of 'enterprise' and on the belief that one has to'take up' the

opportunities available in order to succeed in life. Taking up these opportunities are

necessary for the development of free and self-actualising citizens capable of

appropriately engaging in society and adding to a prosperous economy. The theme

of interagency collaboration supports the message of self-government and

responsibility. It also suggests that by being inclusive and working together,

effective solutions can be developed and owned by the people themselves without

three principal species: economic (material and financial assets), cultural (scarce symbolic goods, skills and
titfes) and social (resources accrued by virtue of membership in a group"(Wacquant, 1998:221).
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having to rely on the State. Finally, discussion raised under the theme of risk

illustrates the flexibility of neo-liberal risk management. It notes how in the Samoan

youth offender case understandings of risk can quite comfortably include Samoan-

specific interpretations. I begin with the theme of self-responsibility.

Theme 1: Self responsibility

Kelly (2001: 29) suggests that taking responsibility in the neo-liberal youth justice

order is to encourage individuals, groups and communities to "freely and

rationally...conduct themselves". Notions of free and rational conduct involve self-

reflexive behaviour. Conduct engaged in deliberately, with a clear purpose in mind

and free from'top-down' constraints. This free and rational self engages with the

enterprising self. Self-responsibility in New Zealand youth justice aims towards

developing free, rational and enterprising selves who can be responsible beneficial

and socially acceptable to'society'.

Turning youth offenders from being constrained, irrational individuals into rational

and free beings requires in the first instance gaining some level of commitrnent from

the youth offender to the reality of being 'responsible'. Achieving that commitment

seems critical to the youth offender then taking up the opportunities that youth

justice may present their way. Weysouth tells of his struggle to make such a

commitment. The story of this Samoan youth offender provides nuance to the task of

making responsible youth offender selves.

At the time of Weysouth's interview, his case was near discharge from the Youth

court and he was at a point in his youth offending career where he had had enough

of the youth offending lifestyle. He wanted a change. At this time in his life he had

some paid full-time work, was earning a living, was controlting his alcohol

consumption and was in a stable relationship with his girlfriend. Each of these

factors helped to condition his new perspective on life and what he wanted out of it.
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Taking responsibility was for Weysouth about him taking control of his life. In the

excerpt below Weysouth tells in his own words about some of the events leading up

to him taking responsibility for his future. His narration of his story highlights his

journey from being a teenage drunk to being a'recovering'alcoholic, and whose

sense of elation over being 'free' from the youth justice system is hard to miss. We

talk and he tells:

YO:63 well, the only person that really helped me was [my current cyFS social
worker = Xl. But I was ready for the help too. And she gave me all the
help I needed, she set me free and now ifs good to be free, I'm always
thankful because I'm free. Coz the day of my last court case, I was
supposed to go to Christchurch to do some rehab, [inl a new building
[thafs] just been built. It's like a mansion [but] it's a rehab. It's got the
drug and alcohol on both sides.I was into alcohol not drugs, but they
even put me under drugs and alcohol, just in case. They reckon I was
taking it, but I wasn't.

INT: So has your case been discharged then?
YO: No, not really...Still waiting for X to finish my report.
INT: Were you at any of the boys' homes?
Yo: Yeah. X wanted to keep me in there once a little bit longer, she was

punishing me.
INT: Why?
YO: oh, because I was playing up in the homes. she used to punish me, she

used to just like'oh yeah...'(Both laugh)
INT: So how did you feel about that?
YO: WeU, I wasn't huppy about that at all it made me even more angry.

Every time I used to see her [intervention programme coordinator] and
this other man [intervention programme co-ordinator's assistant] ...
Every time I see them walk in at the boy's home, they used to make me
pay. I couldn't um, because the lady that owned the house [house
parent], she knew that I hated them. She used to take me to my room
and she used to talk to me before they came into the house, because she
could see them walking up the long driveway. And, she would say to
behave myself, because if I played up they [the house parents] would
blame it all on me, thaf s what she was saying, and then I was going, oh
yeah, yeah. But every time I used to look at that man...man...because
he used to make everything hard for me. FIe'd say,'are you going to be
good'? That's what he'll say to me, and I'll say, 'I'lJ,try'. 'Oh well', he'll

63 The coding system for interviewees is as follows. The full titte is spelt out for all interviewees with
single quotes. Where a discussion excerpt is provided acronyms or abbreviations will be used as follows: YO =
Youth Offender; FAM = Family Member; SW for CYFS social workers; PYA for Police youth aid officer; LAW
for Youth Court youth advocates; CIP for community intervention programme workers; KI for all key
informants. This coding system is adopted for editorial convenience. The code for the interviewer is INT.
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go.'Oh welf you'll have to stay here for a couple more weeks'. They
used to punish me like that.
What did they want you to say?
They want me to say, yes I will do my best...but I couldn't say that
because you can't change over night but thaf s what he wants. That's
why I was in that system for years! Nah, but with [my current CYFS
social worker] she was only joking when she would try to punish me,
she was like doing it for the best, she was making me think...but that's a

hard way to test anger, man. Coz they really pushed if they pushed the
limits. But that was good because she changed me for the best and it
didn't take her long neither, I was with her for one year and then now
I'm free. This is the longest that I've been out, I'm been made free. [...]
I reckon it all depends on the person if they want to change coz I didn't
even lnow that I wanted to change until someone made me change
Who was that?
Oh my girlfriend. She helped me change and then this is me now. As
soon as I came out (of prison), she heard what happened and then she
told me all this stuff and then ever since then I've been free.

INT: lA/hat sort of stuff?
YO: She tells me stuff like, why do you want to do this? Why do you want to

do that? What do you see in this? And, in the end I see nothing. Yeah, I
see nothing. She puts me on her own curfew, yeah. I don't mind coz ifs
helping me for the best and soon I'll be able to really get on my two feet.
But if I do lose her then at least I already know what I'm expected of
doing.

INT: So you want to do it for yourself?
YO: Yeah. I want to prove to all those police officers because everyone of

them [in South Auckland] know me, every single one of them. I had to
work this out for myseU coz I had to change for myself because my Dad
didn't know what I was going through. He didn't have a clue.

INT: Did all these people working with you work also with your family?
YO: Nah,I wouldn't allow them. Coz it would make it harder for me.

Because some stuff I didn't want my Dad to know.
INT: Like what sort of stuff?
YO: Like sometimes when he talks to me, he pushes it and in my head I'm

going crazy.
INT: What about working with your Mum?
YO: Sometimes, but they have to tell me what they're going to talk about.

Some stuff I don't want my mom to know either. Because ifls different
from ...because where I've come from it's hard because everyone is just
hying to get into your face...(Weysouth)

Within Weysouth's narration of his story intersecting themes of self-surveillance,

self-reflexivity, risk management, punishment and individual freedom emerge.

Themes of self-surveillance and individual freedom come through in the form of self-

INT:
YO:

YO:

INT:
YO:
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reflexion whereby Weysouth reflects on his journey and notes a desire within himself

to change his offending ways. Risk management is implied in Weysouth's comments

on the punishment and rehabilitation strategies used by his caseworkers. The

complexity of his case seems high as we gain some nuanced insight into the tense

family dynamics of his home life. Taking responsibility, making a free and rational

decision to change was suggested by this young person to be a matter of 'do or die'.

Fortunately for him the conditions of support were right for him making a positive

and self-motivated change. Determining appropriate preventative measures is

complex and may differ from case to case, but neoliberal demands for the self taking

some responsibility in shaping their future is well-received in this case.

Determining at what point in a case the self-governing message might take hold is of

interest. The statement below made by Jane offers insight into how Samoan youth

offenders might internalise the virtues of self-responsibility in more complex ways.

Unlike Weysouth, Jane takes a more nonchalant attitude towards her offending

conduct. Whilst on the one hand she takes on board the idea that she "should be the

one to take care of 7t" because it is her "problem", in the earlier breath she also

suggests that she doesn't really care who helps her because she "didn't ask for them

to come and help" her. The contradiction in her comments is perhaps an indication

of her own internal struggles with the self-responsibility message. A struggle

exacerbated somewhat by her own home/family circumstances. At this point in time

fane is not ready to fully absorb the help offered by her youth justice caseworkers, let

alone the self-responsibility message. She states:

Like to be honest with you, I don't really care who helps me because I
didn't ask for them to come and help me and that. IAnd] come to think of
it you know, who am I to ask them, coz I reckon that it's my problem [my
offendingl and so I should be the one to take care of it (Jane).

Samoan youth offenders taking responsibility for their offending actions (or being

accountable) is a theme reiterated by the Samoan parents interviewed in this study.
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In the quote from one Samoan parent provided below, the parent suggests that

Samoan youth offending will only stop when the Samoan young person decides that

they have had enough. This is typical of Samoan parent responses to this issue in

this study. What is not so typical is his next line of reasoning. He suggests in the

quote below that official State prevention strategies should focus directly on the

Samoan youth offender, not via the family. That is, that it should be the state rather

than parents or extended family that should take responsibilify for rehabilitating the

youth offender. In his line of reasoning this is to protect the family. In this case the

Samoan parent understands that his son's youth offending problem is taking drugs.

This parent states:

There's no stopping him unless he wants to stop himsetl to give it up.
Thafs what I said to my wife, he will not stop offending until he's had
enough and/or something makes him realise thathe shouldn't be doing it.
As for taking him from family person to family person, well...the only real
place that wiII help him is the youth programmes that are specially
designed for people Iike him. If he goes anywhere else it's hard, I mean
how can he go to others (family), when we are his parents? [...] One of my
sister in laws and her husband said that they were going to take him, they
were going to pick him up from the boys' home and take him, but they
came and then went without doing so. well, thafs the point I guess, it's
hard for them to take this boy because he would be a bad influence on
their kids, especially in terms of drug use, because he takes drugs...flacKs
Parent Translation mine).s

The CYP&F Act's ideal of keeping the child with the family is, as shown in the above

case/ not an ideal for all families. This challenges the assumption that Samoan

families' privilege family (including extended family) responsibility (Maxwell et af

2004), an assumption explored more in the chapters on the spirits' of cultural

a Original Samoan text: "O la'u tala lena efai i le matou aiga, se'iloga ua malua malie le ta tama, pei ua
iai se meo e happen i lona olaga, poo se meafaapena [faatoa mafai ana tuu le solitulafonoJ. Ae o le mea lea o
le ave ifea mafea, tasi a le nofoaga e saogalemu ma sefe ai, ma maua ai se isi a'oa'ogafaaopoopo mo ia, o i ile
polokalameiaaleyouthleaefai,aeqluuiseisiames,olealemeaoleamafainapopoleaileisitagatalea
e le'o sana tama, aefaapefea ta'ua lea e ona le tamaiitiiti? [...JO lea ua leva na latou iloaina, pei o Ie tagata
sa'oaia,olaeilonamafaufauefaapea,esduoiamailalofaapitoaesaueavatuletama. Iaoainate
leenaina...aua na leva na iai le alii (i le CYFS hone)...na o maifo'i le tama'itai ma lona to'alua mai lalo, fai
mqi e o e qve. Ae tate'i atu lea a ei i...la, o /epoint lena. Pei e te taga'i mai, e lefaaleaga e q'ubute avatale
tama leafaifo'i mafaata'ita'iga leaga ia latoufanau, aemaise i le mea lea o le drugs ma mea ia..."
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aPProPriateness andfaaSamoa. Working with the Samoan family in this case means

working with these parental views. These cases provide evidence for the claim that

working through what self-responsibility might mean for each Samoan family is

important as one should never assume that all are the same. This is one of the'on the

ground' challenges of working with the family-oriented assumptions of the CYP&F

Act.

For the most parf the importance of family to healing the wrong committed by the

youth offender is supported by most of the caseworkers interviewed in this study.

For one Pacific community intervention worker, working with families of youth

offenders is often about restoring the "control" back to the parents. The (neo-liberal)

presumption here is that in New Zealand the State has usurped too much of the

parents' responsibilities and that the State needs to hold back and support parents to

parent effectively. The Pacific community intervention worker suggests that the

support she gives to parents is about enabling them to address their child's youth

offending issues in a safe and supportive environment (providing of course that they

want to and/or can). She argues:

I am one of those people that totally believe that children needs their
families, children heal through their families, regardless of what type of
family you have, there has to be a family member there who can provide
that nurturing for their children. I mean if we're there to support the
family, we need to do some of these things but give it back to the family.
The families are capable for looking after their own families. But we need
to kind of support, give some support to the family, enable the family to
address some of these issues. ...this is what we need to do, you know, we
need to kind of empower the parents to [parent] . . .[we need to] give back
the control to the parents...(Pacific community intervention prograrune
worker).

Privileging family involvement in youth justice cases resonates with neoconservative

claims for protecting the family institution and reviving the ideal of family, where
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families depend on each other rather than on the State. Holding the young person

accountable or making them responsible for their offending conduct is in this logic as

much about the family taking responsibility - at least for supporting the youth

offender's rehabilitation - as it is about the youth offender taking responsibility for

his or her offending conduct. hr this case neo-liberal and neoconservative aims seem

to converge.

The valuing of family, of issues of accountability rather than guilt or innocence is one

of the strengths of New Zealand's youth justice system according to one Youth court

judge. This judge suggests below that youth and family accountability is beneficial

for all in the long term and provides the youth offender with a chance to right the

wrong he or she committed without having to face the harshness of adult sentencing.

The presumption here is that a young person makes mistakes and opportunities need

to be given to right those mistakes. O^Iy when those opportunities are exhausted

should incarceration be an option. The judge presumes that the youth offender will

be able and willing to take up these opportunities. He states:

Well the reason I like the youth justice area is because it is not so much
about guilt or innocence but about accountability and when a young
person has done something, they have got to be accountable for what
they've done. That gives you a cue to hold them accountable as is
appropriate. So you don't have to go down a politically correct and
careful path about cultural understanding necessarily, what you have to
do is to empower those in the family and the support people for the

Person that has done wrong to [hold the youth offender to] be accountable
in the way that they think that person should be accountable and is
sensible to the victim. It is not that we don't send many [young people] to
prisory we do. There are one or two, but by the time we do they've gone
through all the interventions that we've tried to bring about in the youth
justice system and by and large the advocates know that we've come to
the end of the road (Youth CourtJudge).

Instilling in the young person the seriousness of his or her offending conduct is the

task of youth justice caseworkers and family and their support people. In situations
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where the family unit has broken down, frontline youth justice caseworkers,

especially CYFS social workerg Police youth aid officers and community

intervention programme workers take on more of this responsibility. For many

caseworkers the message of self-govemment involves impressing on the young

person the need to'shape up'or'face prison'. For some youth offenders facing going

to prison is not a deterrent. This is evidenced by ]ane's comments. She states:

INT: Does going to prison bother you?
YO: Nah, not really. I reckon going to prison is just part of it. I know people

who have gone to prison, a lot of them [are] my friends. I hear stories. It
doesn't scare me at all (Jane).

Notwithstanding this, for many New Zealand-based Samoan youth offenders whose

offending is more a one-off activity than a career, the thought of going to prison is

indeed a deterrent.

In an attempt to find strategies to impress on youth offenders the need to change

their offending behaviour a number of youth justice caseworkers use the 'coming of

age'issuetr to filter the self-responsibility message (Ward, 2000). This is evidenced

by the comments of one CYFS social worker noted below. This social worker, in

reflecting on his work with one of the Samoan youth offenders of this study, recalled

some advice he gave, where he suggested to the Samoan youth offender that (among

other things) he had to "get accountable" for his (offending) actions because of "the

fact that he was getting close to furning seventeen". He states:

I remember that I tried to instil in [the young person's] mind, one of the
things was the fact that he was getting close to tuming seventeen [years
oldl and that he would be gefting accountable for his actions. And, at the

65 This refers to the fact that Youth court cases deal only with the under-17 year old age group.
Once the young Person turns 17 years of age they are deemed adult and their offending case will be
heard in the District court under the adult criminal justice system.
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same time for him to start thinking positively for what he can achieve or
not because of the fact that he was mixing and mingling with the well-
known offenders around that area. And, he would need to open his eyes
and see where he was heading in life rather than being um, just following
the crowd (Samoan CYFS social worker).

Taking responsibility in the neo-tberal risk management environment of New

zealarrd youth justice today seems to involve pushing the message of self-

responsibility in whatever manner and form. The message merges easily with neo-

liberal/neoconservative notions of family responsibility, community responsibility

and free speech (Williams,2004). All three themes are noted in the two quotes

provided below. The first is by a Pacific community intervention prograrnme

director who runs a successful youth rehabilitation progranune in South Auckland

that targets Pacific and Maori youth offenders. The second is a quote from a Samoan

Youth court youth advocate whose practice over the years has been modified to give

Samoan youth offenders more space to express their opinions freely to her without

fear of family retribution. They state:

Generally speaking we have got probably about a8O-90% success rate of
people going into the programme. At the end of the day it's going to
really be up to the person, you know. You do as much as you can, you
enrol them, you take them in, you give them transport passes or whatever,
but in the end they have to take the responsibility (Samoan Community
intervention prograrnme worker).

I believe in voice for young people and if we're asking them to take
responsibility for their action+ then we also have to ask them for their
opinion about ways in which they can do that, rather than continuing to
impose things on them (Samoan Youth court youth advocate).

These two quotes both endorse the value of family and of youth offenders taking

responsibility for their actions. The latter acknowledges the importance of free

speech principles to gaining Samoan youth offender trust. This is not, according to

this Samoan Youth Court youth advocate, about privileging the Samoan youth
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offender's voice over his or her family, but about providing a type of advocary for

Samoan youth offenders that is realistic to their current needs. This latter point is

what gains'buy-in' to the self-responsibility'message'.

Theme 2: Interagency collaboration

Interagency collaboration is a theme that speaks more directly to the neo-liberal aims

of gaining efficient and transparent public or state services (Larner and Mayow,2003;

Graham Scott, 2001). It also speaks to the ability of or need for these services to

include family and youth offenders in the'management' process. For the Samoan

youth offenders of this sfudy a concern over inefficienry and lack of transparency in

the delivery of youth justice services emerges most when the youth offender has

become familiar with the system and is expecting a certain outcome.

In assessing the work of his CYFS social workers Spock noted that in his opinion

these social workers did not do their work properly. Interestingly, i. his opinion, it

is the social worker's job to learn how the Youth court judge thinks and to use that

knowledge to frame their Youth court case reports appropriately. He argues that

because of this lack of social worker competency his stay in the youth residential

correctional facility has been unnecessarily prolonged. The fact that he himself may

have something to do with his prolonged stay seems beside the point. Spock states:

Yo: The social workers and that could've done heaps better, but um like [they
could] think properly because man they just come here and fuck me up,
thafs why Im here, like people like X and that and the professionals. Like
when the judge requests a report and they [the social workers] should think,
like how the judge thinks,...like they know it's not enough [what the social
worker's written in their report] to convince the judge that you know...

INT: So it's like they're not doing their job properly?
YO: Yeah bro. They should know how to set it out. They should know what the

judge will or will not accept (Spock).
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The inclusion of youth offenders in youth justice decision-making processes is part of

its accountability ethos (ACYA, 2002). As pointed out by one community

intervention prograrnme expert, including youth offenders in various'management'

Processes of their case allows for appropriate'buy in' from the youth offender. This

'buy in', she suggests is important to teaching them "how to govern themselves".

She states:

...what services could do is negotiate with the young person about their
treatment journey or their process around that treatment so that the young
person feels like they are somewhat goveming [the process also]. They
have a part in the govemance. And it's sort of like they have some control
over their treatment and some buy in because that young person at some
stage has to leam how to govem themselves and that has to be instilled
(Pacific Youth Alcohol & Drug Psychologist).

Getting'buy in'from the youth offender coupled with co-operation from the family

and from appropriate support people and state agencies to parts of the programme

requires some'buy in' to the overall youth justice programme.

For the Police, 'buying in' to the programme of interagency collaboration is

important at the policy and management levels insofar as it helps to develop a

"common reporting framework". This is attested to by the senior Police policy

analyst interviewed for this study in his comments below. He states:

Well what we've tried to do is that even though it may not be completely
relevant in terms of Police offending, we are trying to align ourselves with
the work that has been done by other agencies so that we can have a

conunon reporting framework (Key informanh Samoan Ministry of Police
senior policy analyst).

When examining the comments made by a frontline Police youth aid officer

however,'buying in' to the programme of interagenry collaboration, for frontline
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Police at least, seems a little more complicated. Whilst at the managerial level

interagenry collaboration might be ideal, at the practice level it may often prove

frustrating to the point of avoidance. This frustration is implicit in the words of this

Police youth aid officer who suggests that interagency collaboration is sometimes a

lot of "PC (politically correct) crap". From his vantage point interagency

collaboration, whilst it may sound nice in theory on the ground is often associated

with a lot of political and personal biases. He suggests that for policies like

"interagenry parhrerships" to work on the ground the attitudes of management, at

both the intra and inter agency levels, holds a lot of weight. If management is pro

the policy, he suggests, then the policy is likely to "work just fine". If they are not,

then implementing the poliry is often fraught with difficulties. He states:

Well with departrnents ifs like that, well it's not the whole deparhnent but
the individuals within the department that look at Police as enemies. But
we're supposed to be agencies working together. Yeah, we're supposed to
be an interagency partnership and all this sort of PC crap. But a change of
management and the whole attitude changes. So if we get someone there
that is really pro-Police then we work just fine, but as soon as we get
someone in there who is very anti-Police and blah, blah, blah, then it
changes again (Samoan Police youth aid officer).

While this may present a somewhat simplistic account of the conditions upon which

the interagenry collaboration scheme may or may not work, the'truth' of his

experience for him as a frontline worker cannot be denied. The frontline experience

of many caseworkers of managerial policies are, as Graham Scott (2001) noted,

motivated in large part by the knowledge base and personal drives of their

managers. Managing the risk of policy flops is therefore as much about managing

managerial'buy in' or co-operation and its impact on frontline practices as it is about

anything else.
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The Police youth aid officer's scepticism over the benefits of interagency

collaboration is echoed in the comments of the Youth court judge below. Here the

judge suggests that the success of the youth justice system is marked more by the

Sains made by getting youth offenders and family to turn up to Youth Court in the

first place and by getting them to participate in youth justice processes (such as the

FGC) than about the youth justice system itself becoming more cohesive. He states:

I don't think that the success of this [NZ youth justice system] has been
cohesion. I think the success has been marked in various other and very
apparent ways. For instance, for the young people coming to court and
understanding why they are there and how the system works. And an
understanding on the family's part that they've got to be part of the
process and that ...shame should not keep them out of court. It's an
understanding that they can get a better outcome if [they] attend court and
buy into the process. It's an understandi.g by the family or aigathat
there...is a responsibility which goes beyond the immediate parents
(Youth court judge).

With the reach of youth justice covering at least four different sectort each with its

own hierarchical structure and poliry directives, gaining interagenry collaboration is

not easy. In the neo-liberal regime where interagenry collaboration or partnerships

intend to facilitate the development of responsible selve+ such collaborations or

parhrershiPs can easily become part of the common-sense rhetoric of modern

government.

Theme 3: Risk

To manage the risk of Samoan youth offenders reoffending the New Zealand youth

justice system has designed an elaborate interagenry youth justice youth services

prografirme. Core to this programme are risk assessment procedures and tools.

These tools and procedures involve assessing for risk-taking attitudes; adverse home,

neighbourhood or school conditions; history of abuses; and so on. These risk

assessment procedures actively involve both the youth offender and his or her
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family. Often these assessments seek to locate where the youth offender might be on

the self-governing continuum, one which arguably starts with those that have

absolutely no level of personal responsibility to those with very high levels of

personal responsibility. In reflecting on why she offends (mainly breaking and

entering offences), Jane suggests in her comments below that she fits somewhere in

the middle of the proposed continuum. She states:

Well, like every time that I do it (offend), well I think about it first and
then I do it. Like I think, should I do it? Is it worth it? That sort of stuff.
Then I end up doing it anyway (Iane).

|ane's somewhat nonchalant attitude towards offending was shared by the other

Samoan youth offenders of this study. In managing this nonchalance or mock

bravado, CYFS and Police youth justice caseworkers often find that they have to take

a step back and try to understand the Samoan youth offender from where they are at,

at this time in their lives, in the gpes of home circumstances they live in. Jane's

Samoan Police youth aid officer argues that adolescence is a very frustrating time for

young people because often they are trying to find who they are. But he suggests

that "at the end of the day, everybody can be everything that they can" and that they

should "take the opportunities" they get. He states:

I think it's the person themselves, they being the master of their own
destiny. But at the end of the day, everybody can be everything that they
can I guess. That person has to take the opportunities that [one] gets.
Well it's hard for these kids because you know, you may take them out of
their comfort zones, put them into a prograrrune and they'll do really well
in a programme and come back and then the frustration of being with
their mates...And, looking at the age group that we work with too, sort of
as far as criminal offending, 1416 years, that's an age group where they're
trying to find their own identity. They're trying to also be a part of the
crowd and then all of a sudden you've got the good people trying to say:
'well, thafls not the way, this is how you do if and take you and make you
(Samoan Police Youth Aid Officer).
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The idea that people, including young people, are "master(s) of their own destiny"

connects with neo-liberal notions of individual self-government and risk

management. Like the issue of interagenry collaboration, for some Samoan families

the issue of risk management, of managing the'at risk'behaviour of their Samoan

young people, is one that falls squarely within the responsibilities of the child and his

or her parents.

In the rationale of a number of Samoan parents in this study, it is the role of Samoan

parents to counsel and offer advice to their children and it is the role of the Samoan

child to obey. Where the Samoan child does not obey then responsibility for their

offending actions is, according to one of the Samoan parents of this study, not that of

the parents but solely that of the child.6 Within the Samoan responsibility paradigm

offered by some of these Samoan parents (discussed in more detail in Chapters Five

and Six), Samoan youth offending is a marker of bad Samoan parenting. And, for

some of these Samoan parents, bad Samoan parenting in New Zealand is a

consequence of bad New Zealand law. That ig because the New Zealand legal

system gives children "too muc-h freedom" and takes away too much parental

control, the risk of bad parenting and youth offending is high. This line of reasoning

is taken from a number of Samoan parent transcripts however, the comments made

by one Samoan parent (noted below) enunciates the points they offer most succinctly.

This Samoan parent states:

lAlhen I talk to him I say that I've been down the road that he's going
down now. There is nothing that he is doing that we as adults don't
already know about. So when we tell him he shouldn't do this or that i/s
because we are protecting him from making the same mistakes, because
we know that that road is no good. So I blame the law for his continued
offending. There is too much freedom for children (in New Zealand). So

the state can take them (his son and daughter). It safeguards me. I didn't
tell him to go out and commit crimes...he did that on his own, of his own
free will. Young people should not be engaging in such things but

See Chapter Five for a more detailed discussion on these Samoan parent and child roles.
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because there is no...there is no power given to parents, the power resides
with the state/law, this is where the problem occurE why young people
get into trouble (Jack's Parent translation mine).rz

The spirit of neo-liberal risk management, while flexible enough to

resPect/incorporate the views of Samoan parents, may find resistance at some levels.

For many families of Samoan youth offenders, the risk of youth reoffending is

something to be controlled. Who and how that control should be exercised,

according to the spirit of neo-liberal risk m€lnagement, is 'inclusive' of different

cultural perspectives - especially so if one adopts a view of neo-liberal risk

management as more a contingent technique of government than a fixed poliry or

ideological position.

Conclusion

'Neo-liberalism as policy' is important to this work because much of the spirit of neo-

liberal risk management exists in youth justice poliry statements or directives. 'Neo-

liberalism as ideology' is also useful, for it backgrounds the broader context of these

poliry directives. 'Neo-liberalism as governmentality', which I have found useful as

a perspective here in considering the risk management of youth offending, opens up

helpful avenues not only for examining the restructuring of Welfare State processes

as Larner (2000b: 6) argues, but also for observing the discourses of power and

knowledge that circulate within contemporary neo-liberal sites of governing'at risk'

youth and their families, such as the Family Group Conference.

67 Original Samoan text: "because I always i taimi uma laoa ou te tautala Ai, 'o mea uma na e fai e

outou, e pei a o Ie ao i le oaaiga a tagata matutua, because o mea sa tatou o mai ai fo'i tatou i tatou olaga. Ae e

lefaapealanatatouomaiai,aenamafaiilaaalonatatoualoesemaiai. Maele'iiaitatouimelna,auaana
faapea e fai fo'i e tatou o laiti mea na, tatou te le...pei la o le main fault a, i to'u mafaufau, o fulafono..,e tele a
mea e saogalanu ai latou, sefe ai ma taita ma le solitulafono ona o latou amioga ia e fai. E pei a Ie main point(a)
lsna i lo'u mafaufau. E tau le mafai e se isi ona onosa'i i le tupu mai, tupu mai. E le'i fai atu maua e alu e fai. O
le tamnitiiti a ia ma le tulaga la e iai lona mafaufau na alu ai fai Ima mea. E le tatau na fai e tamaiti se mea ae

because ele'oiaile, le'oiaisepower imatua, olepower oIetulafono,uaalaaionafaaletonutamaiti".
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The governing relationship between the neo-liberal State and its individual subjects

is conceived as a discursive relationship, one that is not simply a'top-down' or

'them-us' type configuration. Rather I see it as a relationship that is constantly

reconfigured through ongoing and multi-layered processes of contestation and

struggle for meaning and dominance. hr youth justice this manifests in the various

'policy', 'management' and 'frontline' struggles to prevent youth reoffending by

working' collaboratively'.

Working collaboratively across six different participant groups can be challenging at

the best of times. Under the crrrrent New Zealand youth justice system engaging

families in the process of preventing youth reoffending is imperative to its restorative

justice aims. Often this means having to oscillate, as Muncie (2004: 1.31,) notes,

"around, but also beyond, the caring ethos of social services and the legalistic ethos of

responsibility and punishment" (italics in original). The spirit of neo-liberal risk

management arguably oscillates in this sphere, in this way, moving in and beyond

where necessary.

Neo-liberal aims of developing free and self-actualising individuals who can govern

their own conduct is mobilised by youth justice workers, youth offenders and family

members alike through discourses and themes such as self-responsibility,

interagency collaboration and risk. As Lamer shows, neoliberalism gives form to,

and produces, these discourses through the creation of spaces, states and subjects

that can hear and embody their virtues, sometimes promoting them as their own.

Governmentality helps us to rethink these discourses, themes and spirits of rule or

governing in ways that can open up sites for struggle on the one hand, and

empowerment on the other.

In this study, viewing neo-liberalism as governmentality allows insight into how the

spirit of neo-liberal risk management pr<lvides space for other less dominant but
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equally important spirits of governing. The next chapter explores the spirit of cultural

aVpraprinteness, describing the conceptual underpinnings of this spirit and noting

how it plays out in the cases of the seven youth offenders of this study. Neo-liberal

risk management accouunodates and promotes this spirit of governing in social

services sudr as those involved in youth offender management, and through i!
provides sPace for the spirit of faasamoa, which is the subject of the chapter after the

next.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE SPIRIT OF'CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS'

Youth offending needs to be understood from the various contexts surrounding
it. And any model of practice must also have the same. Culture throws a different
dimension that has to be treaded carefuIly. It is easy to use/abuse culture in such
an endeavour because it is the in thing to do. The use of culture must be carefully
investigated and applied. Culture cannot explain everything and [is] certainly not
a panacea. As I see it, culture is a mechanism for understanding and a process
that can facilitate rehabilitation of an offender. It is one of the elements but not the
element. (Former Samoan Social Work Lecturer, School of Social Work, Massey
University).

The approach to juvenile justice adopted in New Zealand ...emphasised the need
to keep children and young people with their families and in their communities.
The model emphasises...Cultural appropriateness - [i.e.] services and procedures
are to be appropriate to the background of the people involved (Cunneen and
White, 2002:273-274, itahcs in original).

Yeah, you do need 'culturally appropriate' [policies]...because a lot of the parents

[of Samoan youth offenders] that I deal with in the FGC they think in Samoan.
And so in order to help them to help their families you need to identify with what
their perceptions are, how they have been brought up. (Samoan Youth Court
Youth Advocate).

Introduction

Many Policy and 'best practice' statements in the management of youth offenders

refer to'culfurally appropriate'practices and policies. I have named the orientation

and impetus underpinning youth justice statements which call for such appropriate

youth justice management practices and policies the'spirit of cultural

appropriateness'. In this chapter, I explore notions of culture and cultural

appropriateness and note how they have effect in the cases of the young people, and
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in particular how they produce certain policy orientationt as well as initiatives such

as the employment of 'cultural experts' and 'ethnic matching'practices. The spirit of

cultural appropriateness can be distinguished from the spirit of neo-liberal risk

management in its privileglng of 'culture', rather than the'market', as the core

institution goveming the self. This is made explicit through youth justice poliry

statements, and as well, youth offender, case worker and parent narratives.

I claim that in the management of Samoan youth offender cases, dominant

interpretations of culfure and cultural appropriateness privilege particular notions of

culfure, namely'traditional' ethnic culture. Like the previous chapter, this chapter

adopts a'governmentality' lens to help unpack the conditions of governing implicit

in the workings of this spirit. I note how three themes of cultural appropriateness,

'culture in law';'culfural competency and culfural expertise'; and'ethnic matching',

are mobilised in the cases of the seven vouth offenders of this studv.

As O'Malley (1996) su ggests,'indigenous' or'culturally-specific' forms of

goverrunent are to be found in this'spirit' of cultural appropriateness. Th"y include

notions of 'localized' government or 'govemment by community' as suggested by

Rose (1996, discussed in Chapter Three). These articulations of 'cultural

appropriateness' underpin what O'Malley refers to as the "indigenization of social

control", whereby policies of "self-determination" (manifest in claims for'ethnic

matching', for example) are assumed achievable "by providing colonized subjects

with the forms of government associated with self-determination in the liberal state"

(1,996:374),

Cultural Appropriateness in New Zealand Youth fustice

Youth justice policies require that the ethnic cultures of youth offender clients are

considered or made translatable (in the sense suggested by O'Maltey, L996) in the

formulation of appropriate strategies for preventing offending or reoffending (DSW,
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1988; CYFS, 2000). There are two different conceptualisations of the'cultural' at

work in the ideals of cultural appropriateness: the notion that the'cultural'is'fixed'

and the notion that it is'fluid'. Culfure is sometimes understood as fixed in the sense

that it is invoked as a concept that has a set of unified and coherent principles that

are innate and incommensurable and continue throughout time. At other times,

culture is assumed to be fluid, in the sense that it is also a concept that is employed as

more flexible contingent, evolving, permeable, messy, dispersed and multiple. Both

of these conceptualisations have strength and logic. I agree with Virginia

Dominguez's (1992) analysis - that'the cultural'in cultural appropriateness is a

strategic construcf a goveming tactic, technology or technique, that at times adopts a

fixed conception of the culfural and at others a more fluid one. The theoretical and

practical value of this strategic understanding of the cultural is explored in this

chapter. I refer to the work of Andrew Sharp (1995) and Virginia Dominguez (1992)

to help frame my exploration of the cultural in'cultural appropriateness' debates,

and my contention that the various social constructions of culture appear at different

times for political purposes.

Conceptualising Culture

When talking about the'cultural' within assertions of bi-, mono- or multi-culturalism

in New Zealarrd, Andrew Sharp (1995) argues that'culture' can be conceptualised in

two distinguishable and maybe incompatible ways. The first is to conceive of

culfures as "self-generated orders, incommensurable with others"; the second is to

conceive of culfures as more messy and permeable (Sharp 1995:112). Culture as a

"self-generated [order] that is incommensurable with others" can:r, he argueg be

found in the ways in which some Maori frame their discussions of Maori culture.

This conception of culture is most pronounced when exploring Maori claims of

sovereignty or self-determination (Awatere, 1984). Such claims are heightened by

the combined existence of four key positionings (listed in no particular order): (a) the

positioning of Maori as tangata whenua (indigenous peoples) in New Zealand; (b) the
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positioning of the Treaty of Waitangi as a recognised legat document in current New

Zealand domestic law; (c) the positioning of the history of New Zealand colonial rule

as immoral and unjust; and (d) the positioning of the protection of indigenous and

ethnic minority rights as a key and accepted responsibility of international governing

bodies (Awatere, 1984; Thorn and Sedgwick,1997). Each of these four positions has

assisted and continues to assist Maori in their conceptualisation and invocation of

culture as an incommensurable, unassailable and fixed construct.

Sharp (1995: 117) argues that Maori assertions of culture suggest that culture is'self-

justifiably valuable'in the sense that it "contains its own reasons for valuing itself"

and for asserting incomparability with other cultures in New Zealand. In other

words, if cultures are incommensurable the relevance of drawing comparisons with

other cultures can always be dismissed. Howard (1990:259) suggests that this

categorisation of culture, specifically ethnic culture, in terms of sameness and

difference is more "an instance of human propensity" than an instance of ethnic

distinctiveness. Dominguez (1992) also notes that culture, or'the cultural', is

something that is perhaps better viewed as a political construct rather than as a

distinct phenomenon or ideal. As a political construct, it is a concept and/or body of

ideas and practices open to constant modification, selective practice and definition.

Dominguez does not deny Howard's suggestion that invoking the'cultural' as fixed

and incommensurable is a human tendenry. In fact, in her work on the messy side of

culfural politics to be discussed further orL she comes to much the same conclusion.

Sharp has a view of the cultural as politically strategic and therefore as fluid. He

argues that culture is an "ensemble of complicated ways of living that people just

happen to have, and share" (Sharp, 1995: 117,I19). He suggests that whilst group

traditions exist, these traditions do not remain fixed for all time; rather, they adapt to

be able to meet the different demands of new living conditions or work

environments. This more fluid notion of culture is not closed to the inclusion of alien
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or foreign exigencies, and so more realistic, he suggest+ of building the types of

interculfural communication pathways advocated for by bi- and multi-culturalists.

So: culture can be conceived of either as a fixed set of practices and beliefs that are

impenetrable by the outside and so always authentic in design, or as a more fluid set

of practices and beliefs, that while capable of retaining a core set of values and

traditions, is nevertheless not averse to modification where politically, socially or

economically necessary. It is the relationship between these two conceptualisations

of culture that needs to be examined to understand the complexities of the politics of

culturally appropriate government - in youth justice or elsewhere in New Zealand's

modern social services where cultural appropriateness is popular. The work by

Dominguez in her paper titled "The Messy side of 'Cultural Politics'" (1992)

provides useful insights into the politics of culturally appropriate government. In

this work Dominguez argues that the cultural is inaoked rather than just l'+ and is

invoked for both political and personal reasons.

Invoking Culture

In thinking about culture in this way, as something that is'summoned' for particular

purposes rather than something that just ls, one becomes conscious of the

multifarious dimensions and purposes of culture in modern day settings. This is a

point well made by o'Malley (1996) in his work on indigenous governance.

In analysing the situation of the Jews in Israel, Dominguez makes some probing

analyses into the complex ways in which culture is used in highly politically charged

multicultural settings. She notes that within cultural politics, culfure is usually

invoked to make two main types of differentiations. That is, to differentiate between

'high culfure' and other class culfures on the one hand; and to differentiate between

'ethnic minority culture' and more dominant ethnic cultures on the other (1992:24).

In New Zealand these'high' and'ethnic minority' conceptions of culture are found
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in the formal existence and naming of various Government ministries - the Ministry

for Art+ Culture and Heritage the Ministry of Maori Development and the Ministry

of Pacific Islands Affairs. This use of 'culture' is class based. Culture in general

terms, Dominguez contends, relates to class assumptions of elite practices (such as

the high culture of ballet, opera and theatre), while 'ethnic culture' is usually found to

refer to scales of civilisation or development.

To suggest that culture is invoked is not to suggest that it is not real for people.

Rather, it is to make the claim that the idea of culture is used in multiple ways and

for multiple purposet even within an ethnic group. This approach to interrogating

the concept and use of culture, Dominguez argues, is not a questioning of "the

honesty of those who invoke culfure when they do so" but more a questioning of

"the seeming transparency of the reference to culture". Dominguez offers four key

questions for deconstructing this seeming transpar ency ('1"992: 21.-22).

Dominguez asserts that it is instructive to ask when is it "that certain things get

called'the culture'and others do not" (ibid:21). She finds that cultural arguments

are often invoked by certain parts of society to explain a social, political or economic

reality for all within that group, regardless of whether or not it is in fact true for all.

Examples of this use of the idea of a shared culture as an explanation of a reality can

be found in many ethnic minority assertions of the incommensurable boundaries of

their culture or cultural identity. This framing of culture is also embedded in

religious and nationalist discourses. Such arguments form the basis upon whidr

State or Government policies specifically targeting particular ethnic or cultural

groups are founded.

When'culture' and'cultural policies'become part of everyday governing discourses,

Dominguez (L992:23) suggests that the cultural has at this point achieved a level of

naturalisation whereby its promotion as a real entity is taken for granted and often
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left unproblematised. In other words,'cultural' policies operate on an internal logic

that draws from predominant understandings of culture and cultural difference; this

occurs in a way that creates a common sense status for certain understandings of the

cultural that silence or problematise resistance. So Dominguez's third question about

when "govemments make a point of developing and articulating an explicit'culfural

policy', while others do not" might be seen to refer to the point when a particular

cultural policy invokes certain accepted conceptions of culture.

The fourth and last question Dominguez asks in probing the apparent transparency

of the term culture in social policy is: when is it "that reformist or revolutionary

Soverrunents call for social, economic and/or political change by earmarking culfure

as a pre-eminent arena for their struggle" (199222X Ethnically-based cultural

policies are distinguishable from other goverrunent policies not solely on the

invocation of innate ethnic differences but also on the basis of ethnic minority

struggle for political, economiq legal and social recognition. What Dominguez

suggests by her fourth mode of questioning is that the power of cultural policies

depends on an understanding of culture as separable from other aspects of society,

and on its reification (or essentialisation) as a fixed homogenous unified whole.

Cultural policies then become privileged and 'special' and, in this sense, 'the cultural'

becomes separate from the economic, the social, the educational and takes a position

in relation to these in poliry - as augmenting, or being failed by, them. The same

may be said of cultural traditions.

In New Zealand, Cheyne et al (2000: 50) talk about two main kinds of cultural

traditions characterising the basis of the society. These they describe as Pakeha

(referring to Western liberalism) and the indigenous culture (referring to Maori

ethnic culture). In making this distinction, they suggest that the two traditions are

oPen to cross-fertilisation (ibid). In explaining the nature of these traditions, the

authors argue that they are'ideaf in that they "represent a pure form of a
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constellation of values that is not necessarily to be found in exactly this form in the

real world" (ibid). In this case, the culfural as tradition can be perceived as an

ideological construct.

Cross-fertilisation ocqrrs most effectively in intimate inter-cultural spaces where

people of different cultural values are brought together, either by marriage or other

socio-economic, legal or political arrangements, to live and work. The daim of

purity in these hybrid spaces or ethno-cultural intersections is therefore, as Cheyne et

al suggests, not always possible. On the other hand, although it is accepted that

cross-fertilisation may change the form of cultural traditions upon contact and over

time, it does not necessarily follow that underlying values and principles will also

change.

Like issues of class and gender difference within cultural boundaries, issues of 'the

traditional' versus'the contemporary' provide an important layer of complexity to

concepfualisations and/or invocations of the cultural. This layer is evident in many

instances of intra-ethnic intergenerational conflict (Anae, L998; Tiatia, 1998). In the

Samoan migrant case, for example, claims of ethno-culfural differences between New

Zealand-born and Island-born Samoans are used as evidence of the tension between

fixed and fluid interpretations of the culturalwithin ethnic cultures (Fairbairn-

Dunlop and Makisi, 2003). These intergenerational differences of culture, Sharp's

unpacking of conceptions of culture, Dominguez's suggestion of the invocation of

culture and Cheyne et al's note on New Zealand traditions are each relevant to

developing understandings about the complexity of 'the cultural' in the spirit of

cultural appropriateness in New Zealand youth justice.

A question is whether culfural appropriateness should be seen merely as a political

tool of the spirit of neo-liberal risk management or something that is in tension with

it. In this work I contend that the spirit of cultural appropriateness has an energy,
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Power and body of knowledge that can be distinguished from, even if related to, the

spirit of neo-liberal risk management. To trace this spirit it is useful to explore the

way'cultural appropriateness'has been articulated in New Zealand social poliry.

Cultural Appropriateness as Policy

Cultural appropriateness in health senrices

Of all the social service sectors in New Zealand, health has been the most proactive in

terms of developing'culturally appropriate'policies for Pacific peoples. By the late

1990s, policies pertaining specifically to Pacific peoples were explicitly available

within Ministry of Health policy guidelines. The most commonly cited'cultural

appropriateness' policy statement relevant to Samoan peoples is that provided in the

Ministry of Health's 1997 Making a Pacific Dffirence: strategic initiatives for the health of

Pacific people in New Zealand document. The relevant policy statement is quoted in

full below. The language used assumes .rn ethnic-specific understanding of culture,

and suggests that there is enough homogeneity within the'Pacific' ethnic

communities mentioned to be able to provide "culturally appropriate and relevant

health services" for that group. The statement reads:

Culturally appropriate health seruice prouision
That the heath sector provides culturally appropriate and relevant

services to Pacific people in strucfures, settings and languages that Pacific
communities can identify with and use.

That the health sector provides culturally appropriate and relevant health
services to Pacific people with special consideration to be given to the diverse
individual communities (Samoan, Tongan, Cook Island Maori, Frjian,
Tokelauans, Niueans and TuvaluErn communities).

That the health and education sectors actively recmit Pacific people to
train as health professionals.

That health services for Pacific people are delivered by health
professionals who have the knowledge and skills to respond to the needs of
Pacific people (MoH, 1997:1.4).

This statement assumes that it is possible to construct a unified perspective on

"culturally appropriate and relevant seryices" to Pacific peoples in New Zealand.
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The poliry statement is silent as to how health professionals are to carry out these

culturally appropriate and relevant health services. The assumption is that the

operationalisation of the policy will rely on practitioners making a judgment about

culture on a case by case/organisation by organisation/sector by sector basis, being

mindful of demographic, geographical and political and other differences. To

understand how the framing of this policy statement came to exist and its current

force in New Zealand health, social and justice services, it is useful to consider the

'cultural safety','culfu ral competency' and'ethnic matching' debates.

Cultural Safety

The formal institutionalisation of 'culturally appropriate'policies in New Zealand

can be traced back to the nursing debates about (ethnic-)'cultural safety' in the late

1980s and early 1990s (Ramsderq 1992\. Within both nursing training curriculum and

employment policies, trainee nurses were expected to develop'culturally safe' skills,

and the nursing council was expected to find ways to recruit qualified nurses who

had these'extra' skills. This privileging of ethnic'culture' reflected national and

international criticisms of monocultural nursing practices (Taylor, 1998).

In1995 the Nursing Council of New Zealand (NCNZ) published a document that

defined'cultural safety'as a process of making reflections on and gaining an

understanding of not only one's own culfure, but also that of those'other'ethno-

cultural groups that the nurse has to deal with in his or her work. This required that

the nurse is both'awue'of and'sensitive' to not only the importance of ethnic

culfure to patient care and recovery, but also to his or her own nursing practices.

Such awareness and sensitivity is perceived as necessary to safe practice. The

internal logic of 'cultural safety' assumes that the tasks of nursing another are

relational and culfurally defined. 'Culfural safety' as a policy demands practices that

are internal (involving practitioner self-reflection) and external (involving sectors,
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organisations and practitioners assisting each other to become aware of and

responding to the worldviews of people - mostly patients/clients - of a different

culture or ethnicity from themselves) government. In becoming aware of one's own

ethno-cultural assumptions and in being sensitive to the ethno-culfural assumptions

of others (namely patients in this case), nurses will be able to develop and carry out

better (safe) nursing practices. The goal and logic of 'cultural safety' thus pivots on

two assumptions: first, that culture in the nursing context is conceptually different

from other practice components within nursing; and second, that before the addition

of the'culturd', nursing practices were'unsafe'. It is this latter assumption that

raised the most resistance to the model in wider health and social service circles.

The'cultural safety'logic is depicted in Figure L below. This figure is taken directly

from the Nursing Council of New Zealand's (NCNZ) 1996 publication. It includes

the NCNZ's explanation of each phase. This model of 'culfural safety' is promoted

within nursing training institutions and staff development programmes. Through

this model the NCNZ actlely promotes a spirit of culturally appropriate

government that assumes that is it possible for different cultural groups to appreciate

cultural differences. The model is as follows:
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Figure t The NCNZ "Process towards Achieving Cultffal Safety in Nursing
and Midwifery Practice" Model (Nursing Council of New Zealand,,1996z9l

Cultural Safety
is an outcome of nursing and
midwifery education that enables safe
service to be defined by those who
receive the service.

Cultural Sensitivity
alerts students to the legitimacy of difference and begins a
process of self-exploration as the powerful bearers of their own
life experience and realities and the impact this may have on
others.

Cultural awareness
is a beginning step toward understanding that there is difference. Many people undergo courses
designed to sensitise them to formal ritual and practice rather than tle emotional, social, economic
and political context in which people exist.

Through this model the NCNZ privileges nurse-practitioners' cultural sef-

understandings, echoing the Jewish-American psychoanalytic anthropologisf

Howard Stein, who, in the late 1970s, stated that "the first place the clinician must

learn about ethnicity is in discovering one's o\ryrI" (Stein, 1987c:11). Not for

"solipsistic self-indulgence", he argues, "but for heightened self-awareness" (ibid).

Like the NCNZ, Stein explains that these goals of self-awareness are "relational not

narcissistic". He states:

The final goal of self awareness is not merely the ability to separate self from other.
That goal is relational, not narcissistic. Just as insight'unfreezes' the clinician-
hainee [relationship], so its presence in a clinician-patient relationship can help
likewise to'unfreeze' the conflict areas behind the patienfls ethnospecific style of
complaint, illness attitude+ and the like (Stein, 1987c:1,1).

The goal of self-awareness promoted by Stein and the NCNZ is to develop what

Stein calls "a genuine respect for [cultural] pluralism" (Stein, 1987c:2), so that service

workers (nurses, doctors or caseworkers) have what the NCNZ suggests are
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approPriate "skills to work with all people who are different from themselves"

(NCNZ 1996:12). The claims made about'the cultural'by advocates of 'cultural

safety' seem to express assumptions about culture as more fluid than fixed - that is,

that cultural understanding is not a matter of simply coming to know about the

other, but to be aware of (cultural) difference, artd therefore of the possibility that one

needs to be open to different ways of doing things and thinking about those

everyday taken-for-granted practices. This conception of the cultural in cultural

appropriateness also underpins health sector discussions on'cultural competenry'.

Cultural Competency

Cultural competenry is the latest institutional development of cultural

appropriateness in the New Zealand Pacific health sector (Tiatia and Foliaki,2004).

Like the addition of the'cultural' to safe nursing practices, the'cultural' in culturd

competency assumes a need to separate and highlight this form of competency as

distinct from professional or core workforce competencies. And, as with cultural

safety, to be competent when working with the ettrrically different patients, such as

Pacific patients (or'clients'), culture is ethnically defined. Recent cultural

competency work in Pacific mental health reflects these assumptions (Foliaki and

Tiatia 2004; Suaalii, T.M and Samu, K 2005).

1n1999 a New Zealand national mental health workforce development co-ordinating

committee (NMHWDCC) produced the report A Competency Framntorkfor the Mental

HealthWorkforce. This report defined competency as:

...the general athibutes (knowledge, attitudes and skills) [used] in an integrated
approach to realistic tasks. These attributes are used in combination to bring
together disparate things (abilities of individuals derived from combinations of
attributes) and the tasks that need to be performed in particular situations. They
also incorporate professional judgement (NMFIWD CC, 1999: 7).
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These general attributes and the need for professional judgement combine to help

define what this committee considered core or professional competency. The report

offers a detailed list of what it terms 'basic core competencies' that involve generally-

framed prescriptions of what "every mental health worker will be able to do" (ibid:

12). The first basic core competency that the committee describes is noted as follows:

Every mental health worker will be able to:
1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of mental health, mental illness

and mental health services
Performance *iteria
1.1 Demonstrate knowledge of mental health and illnesq treatnents and services

including alcohol and drug services.
't.2 Integrate knowledge of societal, cultural, psychological, environment,

spiritual and belief systems that influence mental health and illness into
practice (ibid: 12).

The committee recbmmended that these competencies form the basis of competenry

standards for the profession or service. Best practice guidelines, educational and

training curricula and sta-ff performance appraisals, they sugges! could each be

based on these core or professional competenry guidelines. In this list of basic core

competencies is included the requirement to "demonshate culturally appropriate

practice" (ibid: 13). The performance criteria listed for this competency are described

as follows:

3 Demonstrateculturallyappropriatepractice
Performance niteria
3.1 Apply the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi to mental health services.
3.2 Recognise the impact of the mental health service on a consumer's belief

system.
3.3 Establish and maintain a supportive relationship with consumers and their

families/wh€ulau or significant others.
3.4 Evaluate own practice in relation to cultural appropriateness.
3.5 Identify own cultural value base and its impact on that of the consurner.
3.6 Avoid imposing own belief system on the consruners and others.
3.7 Recognise and respect the differing values and beliefs of individual

consumers and groups (ibid).
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This list of performance criteria seems to echo the view of the NZNC's cultural safety

guidelines. The cultural is also understood here as involving one's self-awareness

and relationships with culturally-different others, rather than any rigid prescriptive

sets of 'cultural norms'or'traditions'which need to be sfudied and remembered.

The work in this report has been included in various ways in current mental health

sector Policy. In 2002 the Pacific Mental Health and Alcohol and D*g Services

(PMHADS) group - a provider for the Waitemata District Health Board (WDHB) -
decided that there was a need to explicitly detail what might be meant by'culhrral

competency'for them as a'Pacific' group. This led to the organisation of a

conference in 2002 and then a series of ethnic specific'cultural competenry'

workshops for the five larger Pacific groups, i.e. for the Samoan, Tongan, Niuean,

Cook Island and Fijian communities.

In this Pacific mental health cultural competency work the initial aim was to provide

a list of key Pacific cultural competencies upon which a prescription of Pacific-

specific cultural competency markers could be made. The first lot of findings from

this Pacific mental health cultural competency initiative is offered in a draft report

circulated last year by the WDHB (Tiatia and Foliaki 2004). In this document the

authors expand on the explanation of competency above and draw on the recently-

published Ministry of Health's National Pacific Cultural Competencies Framework

(MoFI, 2003) to highlight three main reasons for why "health professionals and

health service providers should be culturally competenf' (ibid). These are quoted as

follows:

1. Culture and language have a significant impact on influencing the way in
which Pacific peoples choose to respond to, and access health services;

2. Pacific language and culture are key skills required in order to work with Pacific
peoples accessing health services; and

3. Respect for the values and beliefs of Pacffic peoples and families are central to
their wellbeing (Tiatia and Foliaki, 2004: 5).
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In short, the markers of cultural competenry noted are "Pacific language and

culfute", "respect for the values and beliefs of Pacific peoples" and the centrality of

families to Pacific wellbeing.

The report also provides a list of key elements and performance indicators for

District Health Boards. This is to a large degree evidenced in Table Tbelow which is

an excerpt from Tiatia and Foliaki's current (2004:12-13) work on designing

measures for developing cultural competencies within the District Health Board

setting. The table has five different domains; only the first three are provided as an

example of how the authors define cultural competency at the organisational level:

Table 7: Tiatia and Foliaki's Measures for developing Culfural Competencies for
Pacific peoples in a District Health Board Organisation (Tiatia and Foliaki,2OO4:
r2-r3l

Domain Activity Measures/Indicators
Governance Invite Pacific peoples with

relevantknowledge and
skills to be part of

tovemnnce.

Number of Pacific peoples
in the organisation's

Sovernance.

Management. Recognise that cross
culfural competency is an
important component of
management.

Provide management
development support for
Pacific staff.

Number of Pacific people in
management positions
within the organisation

Policies and practices to
ensure that communication
between Pacific peoples
and the organisation is
effective.

Employ staff with Pacific
language abilities, with the
language abiliry recognised
as part of the staff
member's function and
recognised in
remuneration.

Number of staff who are

competent in a Pacific
language.

Job descriptions that
identify this competency as

part of a professional
function.
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Acknowledgement of
language competency in
remuneration.

The table demonstrates how cultural competency is conceived of in the current

Pacific mental health poliry sector. It suggests two possible readings of cultural

competency. Firsf that cultural competency equntes with having Pacific people

present in governance and management positions within District Health Boards.

Second, that having Pacific peoples within these positions willimproue cultural

competency within these organisations. Both these readings suggest that the

'cultural'is either only understood by Pacific peoples and so onlyPacrfic peoples

should advise on govemance or management matters concerning Pacific clients

and/or staff. Or that the cultural isbest understood by Pacific peoples and therefore

people of Pacific ethnicity should be the first point of call for advising on such

matters. If we can interpret Tiatia and Foliaki to be saying that only Pacific peoples

should be advisors or managers of Pacific clients or staff, then the assumption is

clearly that the'cultural' is conceived of as fixed and incommensurable. If they

consider that it ispossible for non-Pacific people to be appropriate as advisors for

Pacific people then their definition of culture and cultural competence is ambiguous.

On the one hand it seems to suggest a compromise whereby the authors may well be

assuming a fixed conception of culfure and cultural competence, but realise that

operationalising such an assumption is unrealistig and so make room for a 'next best

option'. Or on the other hand, it may be that the authors find in favour of a

conception of culture as more fluid and negotiable.In this case, the demand for

Pacific staff becomes more a ploy to increase Pacific workforce opportunities in

management and governance domains. Either way there is considerable room for

interpretation and contestation. And we have not even canvassed the issue of the

'Pacific' competency of ethnically-Pacific people - that is, it cannot be automatically

assumed that because one biologically has a Samoan parent for instance that one has

Samoan language or cultural knowledge. And we cannot assume that a Fijian person
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will be culfurally-competent in issues related to Niueans, for instance. Nor have we

considered the problems with the use of the homogenising term 'Pacific'or the fact

that there is no such thing as a'Pacific language'. If one was to draw any conclusions

about conceptions of the cultural in cultural competency policy from this, it could

only be that 'the culfural' is ambiguous, unclear, shifting and encompasses both fixed

and fluid elements. This means that the concept is always used at the (political)

service of those who utter it! This comment is supported by the work of Rose (1996)

and O'Malley (1996) on the appropriation of the language of competence in the

processes of defining'community' and'indigenous'expertise, and the ability of this

'expertise' to work alongside those of the liberal State.

Ethnic Matching

I have suggested that one reading of Tiatia and Foliaki's definition of cultural

competency is that Pacific peoples must be'serviced'by Pacific peoples to ensure

culfurally competent service. This is, in other places, understood as'ethnic

matching'. Ethnic matching refers to the matching of workers to clients by ethnicity.

This practice emerges in the health and social services sector as an expression of

'cultural appropriateness'poliry. Ethnic matching is a practice used in sectors

ranging from health to organisational management (Elliott and Smith,2001) as one of

the techniques or tactics used to operationalise cultural appropriateness policies. For

some, this tactic is founded on the belief that culture is indeed incommensurable and

that only Samoans (say) can provide good services for other Samoans. For others it is

simply'strategic essentialism' (Spivak, 1988) - a political strategy to improve the

power and authority of the (ethnic) group through the invoking of an essential

sarneness shared by all in a named (ethnic) group.

jen Tsen Kwok argues that shategic essentialism is something that usually occurs "if

there are direct racial threats to the citizenship and identity" of a racial or ethnic
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group and so making it necessary for ethnic communities to band together (Khoo et

aL,2004:158). In the fight to preserve ethnic histories or past cultures and identities,

strategic essentialism has also been invoked (to some degree) in the Pacific to argue

for'Pacific culture' (Hempenstall,1999). This strategic use of culture valorises

culture in the sense suggested by Dominguez (1992) and illustrates the blurriness of

the distinction between perception and reality. Strategic essentialism contributes to

the difficulties of theorising'real life' articulations of culture, and often marks the

struggle in negotiating how best to define cultural appropriateness'on the ground'.

At the policy and management levels, where political agendas, ideological positions

and budget constraints for operational costs are constantly scrutinised, cultural

appropriateness claims for ethnic matching and cultural competencies are carefully

monitored for fear of being labelled'discriminatory' or'racist'.

Ethnic matching as a mechanism of the spirit of cultural appropriateness has

produced a number of different initiatives. Of most note for our purposes here is the

formal employment of cultural advisors, experts or supervisors by many health,

social and justice services today. In accepting claims for culfural competency,

finding and/or haining workers in these competencies requires short, medium and

long-term measures. The employment of cultural advisort experts and supervisors

form part of these measures.

Pacific 'cultural experts' have been variously called matua's or elders and/or culfural

consultants. Some hold permanent fuIl-time positions within a service, others are on-

call. Cultural consultants, unlike matuA, are not necessarily elderly. Cultural

consultants may be young in age but have acquired through work experience and

westem qualifications a depth of knowledge in'the culture' (e.g.expertise in the

68 The term 'malua' in Samoan has several current meanings. Firstly, it can refer generally to an elderly
person who has wisdom and experience in ethno-cultural matters; secondly, it can be used as an adjective
describing the fact that a person has aged or seems older; and lastly, when pronounced as mdtua, the term
becomes a specific reference to one's parents in the plural.
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language and history) that allows them to operate as a cultural consultant to

goverrunent and other services. In some ways the distinction betweenmatua artd

cultural consultants may be said to lie in the distinction between'traditionaf and

'contemporary' knowledges of the cultural. In youth justice the need for'traditional'

and'contemporary''cultural experts' emerges in many sites - in the work with

families, in the facilitation of FGCs and in the provision of 'culturally appropriate'

rehabilitation pro granunes.

The formal existence of 'cultural experts' in New Zealand youth justice can be

attributed to the wider context in which the spirit of culturally appropriate

goverrunent emerges in health and social services. Samoan cultural experts are

defined across health, social and justice services as people who have a depth of

experience and knowledge of their Samoan ethnic culfure, usually the language. In

Polynesian contexts these'traditional' cultural experts are usually peoples from the

older generation, many quite elderly. In the gerontocratic hierarchy of Polynesian

cultures age is a marker of wisdom. When cultural experts are employed in the

healttu education, social or justice sector they generally take on roles that involve

providing'ethnic cultural' supervision for more'junior'workers or assisting a

worker in the performance of appropriate cultural protocols when meeting with

certain groups or hosting particular events.

The next section explores themes of culturally appropriate government in the

practices of justice, beginning with the question of how culture sits generally within

'criminal law'. Following that I consider the workings of culture in the field of youth

justice.
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Culture and Criminal justice

The relevance of culture to justice in New Zealand was most forcefully argued by

Maori. Because of the disproportionately high representation of Maori peoples

within New Zealarrd's criminal justice system (both adult and youth), Maori have

made substantive claims about the monoculturalness of New Zealand justice

(Colbert, 1987; fackson, 1990,1988). Such claims informed the discussions on the

merits and demerits of the Bills leading up to the enactment of the 1989 CYP&F Act.

Of all the various criminal and family legislation in New Zealand, the CYP&F Act is

commended by Maori as the only legislation where the legislature clearly defines the

need to formally recognise'culfural difference' in the law (Durie-Hall and Metge

1ee2).

Colbert (1987) notes that in a1986 report by the advisory committee on legal services

to government, the committee had received many submissions criticising the

criminal courts as racist, monocultural and/or culturally insensitive. As such, the

committee strongly reconunended that, as a pre-requisite to their appointrnent to the

criminal courts, judges should receive "specialist training in the cultures of the

Pacific Island and Maori peoples" (ibid: 32). The need for the "specialist training"

assumes a need for, and thepossibility of, cultural awareness and sensitivity and

cross-cultural relationships suggested by'cultural safety' and'cultural competenry'

advocates.

In criminal law practice, culfure has been invoked as grounds for a defence against

certain crimes. In New Zealand cases invoking culture as part of a defence in

criminal law have been largely unsuccessful. There are three formal legal defences

usually used to argue culfural beliefs and practice. These are: (a) provocation; (b)
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domestic discipline6e and (c) colour of rightTo (Colbert, 1987:37). Each of these

defences has been raised in New Zealand courts by a number of Samoan

defendants.Tl The defences of provocation and domestic discipline apply the test of

'reasonableness'. In the former case it is the test of a'reasonable person', whilst in

the latter it is the test of 'reasonable force'. ln the defence of 'colour of righf the test

is for 'honest belief' (Colberf 1987:37, 48,51\.

In the defence of provocation Brown (1964) argues that the reasonable person test

was in English and New Zealand courts measured according to what an Englishman

finds reasonable (cited in Colbert, 1987:38). This defined the standard adopted, for

provocation at least, along ethnic lines. In the case of R o Tai72, the court suggests that

reasonableness is measured according to what might be 'reasonable' in terms of the

views of an'ordinary' New Zealander who accepts "current New Zealand

standards", bearing in mind that New ZealNtd is a country that is "of markedly

mixed racial origins with a substantial Polynesian minority". The court states:

By 'ordinary person' is meant, nafurally, an ordinary New Zealander - not one of
exclusively British blood or background. We have in this country a population of
markedly mixed racial origins with especially a substantial Polynesian minority.
Whathas to be contemplated by the trialJudge (and later th" jrty) difficult though
that may be, is an ordinary person in terms of that mixed society, one who could be
expected to react in the way of people who commonly accept current New Zealand
standards react.re

6e Domestic discipline usually refers to the disciplining of children by parents or legal guardians and
invokes the s59 Crimes Act l96l test of 'reasonable force'.
m Colour of right is defined in s2 of the Crimes Act as referring to "an honest belief that the act is
justifiable, although that belief may be based on ignorance or mistake of fact or of any matter of law other than
the enactment against which the offence is alleged to have been committed".
71 See R v Tai 119761l NZLR (New Zealand Law Reports) 102; R v Erick [1985] NZ RL (New Zealand
Recent Law) 347; R v Matafeo and Matafeo [996] BCL I186; Tugaga v Police l3 TCL 5/7; (1996)26
WWLR (Victoria University of Wellington Law Review) 418; R v Maulolo [996] BCL (Butterworths
Common Law) I128; CA 129/96; and R v Fuirnaono, Unreported District Court Judgement; Otahuhu District
Court, Auckland, NZ; 14 July 1995 (Date of Sentence): Judge P I Treston presiding.
72 Supra ft.4.
71 Supra ft. 4, p107.
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The case of R u Tai involved a Samoan defendant named Joe who had killed his ex-

girlfriend named Taepato, who was also Samoan. Joe argued that his act of murder

was provoked because Taepato had successively rejected his pleas to talk over their

differences and because she had publicly embarrassed him in front of others. His

anger towards Taepato began with events that had occurred before the day and time

of the murder. In raising the defence of provocation his counsel attempted to argue

that:

A tendency towards a slow build-up of passion...is a characteristic of Samoan
people who are by nature'slow burning' [-] the anger of Samoan people takes
longer to reach its peak than is the case with Europeans. ...[It] is traditional or
customary for rejected Samoan men to assaul! or even kill, the other party to a
marriage or like relationship when it is broken up in circumstances such as here
(NZL& re7 6 lll:1,0s1 06).

The court rejected this submission arguing that "it is wholly insufficient to establish

anything in the nature of an accepted custom or practice in contemporary Samoa.

Secondly, in its essence, the submission confused the existence of a native practice in

another country with the existence of a characteristic in an offender himself bearing

on reaction to provocation" (ibid: 106). Notwithstanding the merits or demerits of

the arguments suggested by counsel or the court in this case, the conception of

culture promoted by both lines of reasoning assumes a level of predetermined

fixedness. For the court interpreting section 169 of the Crimes Act 1961 (which

codifies the defence of provocation) involves having regards to:

...a person with the power of self-control of an ordinary person, but having
nevertheless some personal characteristics of his own, which are proper to be taken
into account, so that his reaction to provocation is to be judged on the basis whether
the provocation was sufficient to bring about loss of self-control in an ordinary
person who nevertheless possessed as well the special characteristic of the offender
(NZLR, 7976111:106).

The point of debate here centres on what constitutes the'special characteristic of the

offender' and whether cultural dispositions may suffice as special characteristics, and
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if so, which ones. Given the relatively high proportions of assault-type offences

committed by New Zealand-based Pacific youth offenders, the suggestion that

Pacific youth may be more disposed to excessive forms of physical violence than

other youth may be worthy of further study. The final subsection in this section on

'cultural appropriateness as poliry' considers culfure in the governing field of central

interest here, youth justice.

Culture and Youth Justice

In tracing the place of ethnic culture in adult criminal law, one gains a sense of how

ethnic culture might be read in youth justice. The notion of 'culturally appropriate'

goverrunent in CYFS youth justice can be traced back to Maori criticisms of the 1986

Children and Young Persons Bill (the Bill) as raised in Chapter One. The arguments

made by Maori in youth justice, as in adult justice, centred on the Treaty of Waitangi

and the promotion of biculfuralism in New Zealand government (Gershon, 2001). In

the framing of the Bilf Maori argued that appropriate consideration of Maori

structures of child care and controf implicit in Maori social institutions of whanau,

hapu and fari could not be made without significant changes to the Bill. Although

these concerns were echoed in Pacific criticisms of mainstream New Zealand

constructions of family as nuclear (Meleisea and Schoeffel, \998; Gershon, 2001), little

published evidence is available of these criticisms by Pacific peoples of the Bill.

The Bill's final form, the 1989 CYP&F Act, was lauded nationally and intemationally

as the most persuasive approach currently available to addressing the complex issues

of managing youth reoffending. The CYP&F Act's most recognised innovative

feature was its FGC model. As noted by Cunneen and White (2002:274)inthe

opening quote to this chapter, the FGC model emphasised, amongst other things, the

importance of cultural appropriateness.
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As in other social service sectors, claims for'culturally appropriate'policies in youth

justice were claims about the significance of the ethnic culture to the youth and their

familieg and about the relevance of cultural competencies and/or ethnic matching to

working effectively with Samoan youth offenders and their families.

In CYFS, the privileging of Pacific ethnic culture in deparhnental policies can be

traced to the often cited 1996 Lalipublication (DSW, 1996). Like the 1997 N,d.lrristry of

Health's Making a Pacific Dffirence document, the Department of Social Welfare's

(DSVV) Lnli document is still used by Pacific CYFS social workers as the site of

reference for cultural policies in CYFS youth justice. In this publication the DSW

espoused the notions of cultural awareness and sensitivity advocated for by the

NCNZ's cultural safety model. As in discussions of cultural safety, the DSW finds

that gaining cultural awareness and sensitivity requires a "shift in attifudes and a

revision of the cultural assumptions which underpin social poliry and planning of

service delivery" (ibid: 7). In the Lali document the Department of Social Welfare

States:

Statement on Policy and Seruice Deliuery
The Departrnent of Social Welfare aims to be an organisation that is culturally aware
and sensitive to the needs and aspirations of Pacffic Islands people. It accepts that
this involves a shift in attitudes and a revision of the cultural assumptions which
underpin social policy and planning of service delivery. It is not simply a matter of
adding a Pacific Islands flavour to existing assumptions. The challenge is to ensure
that our advice to Govemment, and our service delivery planning addresses Pacffic
Island's people's needs in ways that are appropriate for each Pacific Island grouping
(DSW, 1996: 7, emphasis mine).

Although the Deparbnent does not go so far as to articulate the NCNZ's need for

'cultural safety', the logical extension of the Departnnent's use of the term

'appropriateness' may include safety. The cultural needs of CYFS youth iustice

clients are, as in healtlu provided as the yardstick for measuring culfurally

appropriate or culturally safe services. The above cultural poliry statement
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continues in effect in CYFS's current practice environment, and together with the

2000TowardsWellbeficg practice document, they provide policy guidelines for

working with Maori and Pacific youth offenders and their families today.

In some New Zealand CYFS offices, especially in South Auckland, youth offender

cases are mostly allocated by'ethnic population groups'. These allocations are made

according to three main ethnic groupings: Maori, Pacific and General (includes

mainly Pakeha cases, but also has a number of Asian and Indian cases). In most

CYFS offices, youth justice staff are few, both in terms of ethnic representation and

overall numbers and especially when compared to their'care and protection' social

worker colleagues. Because of their small numbers, youth justice CYFS caseworkers

often work across etluric groups. An attempt is made wherever possible, according

to CYFS staff interviewed in this shrdy, however, to match the youth offender with a

youth justice social worker of the same ethnicity. The spirit of cultural

appropriateness, manifest as ethnic matching, has meant that, in its 2003 Pacific

Strategy document, the Ministry of Social Development (MSD)74 notes the need to

recruit more Maori and Pacific staff into its CYFS workforce.

The Police, as a law enforcement agent, has tended to take a similar stance to that

adopted by the courts in invoking culture in Police poliry. And, like the courts, the

Police too have come under the same criticism of monoculturalism. The importance

of ethnic culture to Pacific peoples in Police work is today reflected in the framing of

its 2004 Working together with ethnic communities - Police ethnic strategy towards 2010

report, which states that as part of its strategy for "increasing communify safety and

preventing and reducing crime" it seeks to gain a "better understandi.g" of the

"diverse communit5r it serves and to be culturally sensitive with people from

different cultural backgrounds in order to successfully interact with them" (New

The CYFS is, since 2002, now under the Ministry of Social Development (MSD).
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Zealand Police, 2004:4-5). Outcome Two of this strategy is titled: "Culturally

appropriate strategies ... implemented with ethnic communities, that increase

community safety, prevent and reduce crime, road trauma and victimisation" (ibid:

5). In order to achieve this outcome the Police intend to involve "Ethnic Liaison

Officers and ethnic community representatives in strategic planning processes"

(ibid). The role that these officers and community representatives would play

involves "clarifying strategic and police tactical responsibilities to achieve [stated

strategicl outcomes" (ibid). This Police document illustrates the pervasiveness of the

spirit of cultural appropriateness in New Zealand policing practices and governing

policies today - a spirit also evident in the courts, at least in the Manukau Youth

court.

The Police and the courts had traditionally shied away from ethnic specific

policymaking. But with the Clark-led Labour goverrrmen( s Reducing Inequalities

initiative (Humpage,200'/,; Macphersory 2003),7s State institutions were forced to take

a more culturally-aware stance. In the Youth court setting this is evidenced by the

comments made to me by a Youth court judge who suggests that if it was not for

"the change of government" in 1999 andits Closing the Gaps initiative (later called

Reducing Inequalities), the efforts of many involved in South Auckland youth justice to

set up a Youth Court Pacific Community Liaison Service /D,C,2002) may never have

been realised. He states:

...the logical start of it [the Youth Court Pacific Community Liaison Service] was a
Pacific Justice focussed conference which was in Wellington and I think it was 1997.
And at the end of that there was some very good sfuff done on meaningful
interventions for Maori and Pakeha, and I said afterwards to the then principal youth
court judge, 'that was very, very good but I didn't hear about Pacific young people
and in Auckland we have very, very high crime and I wonder why we are not

75 Macpherson (2003) notes that in January 2000, the Prime Minister created the Cabinet Comminee on
'Closing the Gaps'. This initiative, amidst political criticism about the connotations of such a title, later became
refured to what is today known as the 'Reducing Inequalities' initiative.
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focusing on what good interventions could ocflrr and what support networks are

available for Pacific young people'. And he said in his characteristically helpful and
um energetic way,'well, if you think it is a problem you go out and solve if . So we
formed a committee in Auckland, we...and that consisted of Ida Malosi, Sandra
Alovifae, Simativa Perese came into it later on, and we had Mike Fulcher from the
Police and Graeme Vincent from CYFS. And we really put in the hard yards, no
question about that, we got all these other people and we formulated the policy, we
held a big seminar up in Papatoetoe and then we did the one in Porirua. But what
then happened after that was not much, still a lot of talking, still a lot of thought, then
there was a change of govemment, and that comes out of with me going over in
April I went over to Samoa with Mark Gosche and that was helpful. And then I
think the goverrment really, in those days it was called'Closing the Gaps' and all the
govelTunent deparhnents were told to come up with policies. The courts had its
policies in place for Maori but it didn't for Pacific. And it [the youth court] seized on
this as an opportunity to convert five years into a positive project for its'Closing the
gaps' responsibility. So almost ovemight the courts said,'what can you do, what can

you put together, we need something, something should happen'. So suddenly it
was all happening and within a very short space of time. [So] Kevin approved a

project in Auckland, which saw on a trial basis a Pacific Youth Court Liaison Officer
and a resource fono. And now they've finished work with CYFS. So I personally
took this to be the change of government, the new fresh air that was brought by the
change of government and the fact that this government has always perhaps, well
Labour govemment has always tended to be a little more socially aware. So the
climate certainly was good and I think it continued in that way" (Key informant:
Youth court judge).

This comment brings to light the suggestion that cultural appropriateness policies are

as much about finding culturally-specific solutions to dealing with youth reoffending

as they are about ensuring culturally appropriate service delivery practices (such as

gaining workforce competency and creating culturally safe practice environments).

The point may be already implicit in the delivery practices of some seryices.

Nevertheless, in the exercise of unpacking the various concepfualisations of culfural

appropriateness it is worth my stating this point explicitly.

Many of the programmes that have evolved out of the political climate alluded to by

the Youth court judge above were designed and State funded on the assumption that

ethnicity is the core part of a young person's needs. The option of sending Pacific

young people to their'home island' to gain some (cultural) perspective on their
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offending behaviour is sometimes adopted by youth justice caseworkers (and

adopted in one of the Samoan youth offender cases of this study). This practice

Iegitimates to a large extent the importance of ethnic culture to youth identity.

Each of these sectors, from health and social work through to the courts and Police,

invoke a conception of culfure in their respective policies that reflects the focus (or

core business) of their respective sites. Each of these sites link into the work of youth

justice and so their definitions and applications of culture influence the practice of

cultural appropriateness. The multiplicity of meanings associated with articulations

of poliry ideals such as cultural appropriateness is most realised 'on the ground' in

attempts to operationalise these ideals. The next and final section of this clrapter

explores how various articulations of cultural appropriateness play out in the South

Auckland-based Samoan youth offender cases of this study.

Cultural appropriateness in Youth Offender cases

In the seven youth offender cases of this study the themes of culturally appropriate

government are evident in most of the narratives of those interviewed. Three main

themes relevant to the spirit of culturally appropriate government are highlighted for

discussion below. These are the themes of 'culfure in law', 'cultural competencies

and cultural expertise' and'ethnic matching'. This section is divided into these three

theme areas. The first theme came from the narratives of parents, Samoan

caseworkers and Samoan cultural experts. The second and third themes derived

from the narratives of each of the different types of groups interviewed. For

example, the second theme was mainly informed by caseworkers and key

informants, but also involved comments from one youth offender. The third theme

was informed by most of the youth offenders, parents, caseworkers and key

informants.
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Theme 1: Culture in Law

As argued in the earlier chapter on the spirit of neo-liberal risk management, the law

holds sovereign power over the youth justice system and defines the parameters for

State service operations. This sovereign stafus is suggested by parents and

caseworkers in their claims that they are "bound" by the law. In many of the

participant narratives of this sfudy, culture is perceived as secondary to the law. The

issue of parental discipline and the tension in many Samoan families between

parents and their offender child lies in parental perceptions of a lack of parental

rightg and youth offender assertions that their rights against being physically

punished is protected by New Zealand law. As is the case between most of the

youth offenders in this study and their parents, this tension is exacerbated by the lack

of communication between them. This lack of communication is not peculiar to

Samoan cases. Indeed it affects most parent-teenager relationships. Nevertheless, it

is a tension that is raised by a number of case study and key informant participants

in this work as an area that requires some deliberate focus where rehabilitation

interventions privilege the need for families to work with their young offender and

vice versa. For caseworkers to assist in the CYP&F Act's ideal of bringing families

and youth offenders together, finding ways to deal with these tensions is important.

This is implicit in the comments of one Samoan community intervention progranune

worker, who states:

...the reason why our parents are resistant and hurt in many of these cases, is
because there are young people who have gained some knowledge of the system
and its laws and with every little thing they threaten to ring the Police. So parents
are afraid to discipline their kids or to take any responsibility for them. So we need
to find ways to make it clear to both the parents and their children what exactly is
the relationship in law and in practice between the rights of parents and the rights
of the child, because to me, they are linked and what links them is
respect...(Samoan community intervention programme worker: Translation
mine).zo

76 Original Samoan text: o'...o le ntea, flenal na ala ai ona afaina ai manatu ma hurt o tatou molua, onq ua
iai tamaiti ua latou malamalama i le tulafono, so every little thing efai, [vili IeJ Police. O le mea la, ua matua
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Underneath this tension between Samoan parental and Samoan child rights in New

Zealand are, as implied in the quote above, claims that the New Zealand law and its

institutional structures are monocultural. Calls for the sensitisation of the judiciary

and Youth court system to the importance of ethnic culture in the lives of all those

involved in the justice system, including staff, echoes the calls for cultural

appropriateness in social services. In my interview with a Youth court judge he

suggests that with the inclusion of the 'cultural orientation strategies' for judges (see

quote on page 160) and with the appointment of a Youth Court Pacific community

Iiaison service and resource panel at the Manukau Youth Court (as mentioned earlier

in this Chapter), there is gradual acknowledgement amongst the judiciary and in the

courts system generally, that there is a relationship between ethnic culture and the

practice of law. This acknowledgement is testament to the reach of the spirit of

cultural appropriateness.

Theme 2: Cultural competenry and cultural expertise

Cultural competencies are distinguished from core or professional competencies in

youth justice management. There is much debate over the difference between them.

In social services a lack of cultural competency is argued to be both an individual

and organisational problem (Taylor, 1998; Williams, Dgn. The issue of cultural

competency in youth justice is no different. For some Samoan youth justice

caseworkers the issue of culfural versus professional competency lies in their

attempts to balance what they perceive as their competing ethnic and professional

responsibilities. For one Samoan Youth court youth advocate this lay in her attempt

to give a voice to the Samoan youth offender and at the same time to his family.

Here she implies that the tension between cultural and professional responsibilities

fefefe matua efai ni meq i tamaiti ia. E tatau onafaamalamalama i tamaiti ma matua Iefesootaiga o n$tts ia, e
keep i le, e afoi lele, e tusa efusi i lerespec\ ioe".
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becomes most pronounced in her work as Youth court youth advocate when the

Samoan youth offender's viewpoint differs to that of his or her family. She states:

As a Samoan lawyer in the early years there was temptation to do that (try to get
balance between youth offender and family voice) and I don't [do] that anymore.
As a Samoan thafs not something I'm comfortable with but I have professional
obligations. Most people have respected that in the main, that I'm what they call
the youth advocate,I'm a lawyer for the young person. I know in the faaSamoa

that you know, it's a bit of a sell really, you have to sell the judicial system to these

people and yes we will try to work together to do the best thing for your boy, but at

the end of the day the judge requires me to talk to him and find out what he wants.
And most Samoans ...th"y understand that this is not Samoa and even though I am
Samoan, I'm still um as bound as they are by the law and I believe in that (Samoan
youth court youth advocate).

For many Samoan caseworkers who participated in this study, cultural

appropriateness also implies professional competenry. From the perspective of one

Samoan CYFS social worker interviewed, cultural appropriateness is something that

"depends on the social worker [or caseworker] to deliver...as best as they can". To

do this, she suggests that team supervisors need to understand what might be meant

by cultural appropriateness, at least in terms of departmental policy guidelines. She

states:

I think if s hard because the person that oversees you isn't really all that

[competent], doesn't really understand those documents or those issues [i.e.
cultural appropriateness documents or issuesl. I think it's hard to...I mean we can
talk about cultural appropriateness and that, but when it comes to delivering them,
they can talk about it till they're blue in the face. Yeah, I think that depends on the
social worker to deliver it as best as they can (Samoan CYFS social worker).

The suggestion here is that a caseworker needs to be professionally competent first

before attempting to also be culturally competent. This privileging of professional

over cultural competency reminded me of comments made to me by a former

Samoan CYFS practice manager who stated that "Samoan social workers need to be

reminded that they are social workers first, and then Samoan or what have you".
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Culfural competency in this sense is understood to be separate from and not prior to

professional competency. Notwithstanding this, the point remains that cultural

competency is a skill-level recognised by CYFS management to be part of its

professional social work skills.

Cultural competency is also a key factor in working with the issue of shame in

Samoan families, especially for the parents or caregivers of offenders. Shame is cited

by many of the participants of this study as one of the main barriers to Samoan

family involvement in the New Zealand youth justice process. Knowing how to deal

with the cultural dimensions of this shame factor is a recognised part of the

argument, if not for cultural competenry then at least for cultural awareness or

sensitivity training.

In the case of Youth court judges, training judges to be'culturally appropriate' is

more about training them to be culfurally aware or culturally sensitive than

culturally competent. Different strategies have been deployed to help do this. One

strategy that the Palagi Youth court judge interviewed in this study found very useful

was the inclusioru in his orientation training as a judge, of an evening spent with a

Pacific family. In his case this involved spending an evening with a Fijian family in

the highly Pacific populated city of Porirua. He states:

Oh...I remember one evening for instance when - see i practiced law in Porirua and
so there are many second and third generation pacific families there... but I... one
night [during our judges' orientation course] we were eaclu it had been arranged,
there were eight of us on the orientation course and we [were] all dropped off at a
Pacific family and we were expected to be with that family and leam its ways in the
space of an evening. And my family was Fijian. But we all each did that. Now that
was very, [there was] a lot of foresight in that. So,I think the answer in there is that
there is an increasing awareness that these things are important (Key informant:
Palagi Youth court judge).
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At the organisational level developing cultural and/or professional competency is

also about collaborating with other related sectors. This includes developing

networks across cultural and mainstream groups. In fact, as the Samoan senior

policy analyst for the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs argues below, the success of

some Pacific-specific programmes are, according to their programme personnel, as a

result of their ability as a service and as service workers "to work together with

mainstream". He states:

...a lot of my talkings (sic) with Pacific people out there, Pacific people who think
their progranunes are successful; they say that they think they have been successful
because they have been able to work together with mainstream. And others would
say, 'thafs true'. (Key informant: Ministry of Pacific Islands Affairs Samoan senior
policy analyst).

Part of the philosophy behind the development of cultural competency, at least in the

social services, is the desire to develop services that are "multicultural" (Oxending

n.d.). In youth justice the type of 'multicultural' services desired are those that are

able to respond positively to the needs of a range of clientele. This clientele is

predominantly Polymesian. The argument for a predominantly Polynesian-focussed

youth justice service sector is compelli.g if ethnicity is a key factor to addressing the

needs of these youth offenders. Ma.y argue that this is the case (Maynard et aL,1,999;

Oweru 2001.; Autagavaia et al, 2000). The debate lies in whether to formulate and sell

intervention packages based on ethnicity with the presumption that it addresses

culfure as the primary need; or on the basis of 'need'where ethnic-culfure is merely

one of the many characteristics of a person. Either way, the desire for a level of

culfural awEuenest if not competency, in'on the ground' youth justice casework

remains. As such, the spirit of cultural appropriatenest as inclusive of cultural

competency, awareness and sensitivity claims, is evident in youth justice caseworker

practices. This is despite the complexity of the operationalisation of these cultural

claims and particularly given the predominantly fluid presumptions of culture

evident in the spirit of cultural appropriateness. The tension and debate between
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cultural and professional competenry is ongoing, but many inroads have been made

(such as those in Pacific mental health) towards opening up safe spaces for debate.

I have already mentioned that the call for culturally appropriate service delivery

gives rise to a call for cultural expertise. In youth justice, cultural expertise privileges

expertise in traditional ethnic culture where fluenry in the ethnic language and an

understanding of ethnic customs is considered paramount. This is confirmed by

many of the Samoan caseworkers I interviewed for this study, and by the research of

Tiatia and Foliaki (2004). Such a view of expertise, which centres a more fixed notion

of culture as a traditional body of knowledge, raises several complex issues for

workers in youth justice, particularly those who are called 'cultural experts'. Being a

cultural experf according to a Niuean community intervention programme worker,

does not result from being'trained' in a manner similar to receiving formal

educational qualifications. It is more a status that is earned through life experience

and cultural service. She states:

I'm a [child and adolescent family therapist] practitioner for about 14 years now
Sailau and I've never assumed that I can deal with all the Niuean families.I still do
not see eye to eye with Niueans ay. I have no idea sometimes...I'm very fluent [in
my Niuean language] and I know most of my culture and customs and the values.
But that doesn't mean that it gives me the expert either, when I'm dealing with
older people I still have that respect and you know, and I have to find a way, how
do I address with this persory and it keeps me on my toes as well and how do I
maintain, me as a professional person, how do I maintain that but also maintain the
respect I have with these people but also address these issues, these difficult issues

without losing their respect, my respect for them and vice versa, so ifs a skill.
...They'll ask you fust, what experience do you have, what qualifications do you
have? Or they'll look at you in age and they will assume thaf you know, you are

not old enough to have it [the expertise] (Niuean community intervention
prograrune worker).

The formalisation of the role of cultural experts in social services in New Zealand is

testament to the significance given to culfure, namely ethnic culture, in the
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development of the type of culturally competent, culturally appropriate intervention

programmes sought by youth justice policymakers.

Theme 3: Ethnic Matching

I have also mentioned the strategy of ethnic matching as one which expresses the

spirit of cultural appropriateness in social services. The value of 'ethnic matdring' as

a poliry or practice in youth justice is best assessed by examining how it works 'on

the ground'. As suggested by one Youth court youth advocate, it is a policy or

principle that should not be "set in stone". In fact, she points out, to see it as a fixed

policy can become a hindrance to achieving its goal of delivering appropriate youth

iustice services to Samoan clients. The relevance of ethnic matching for Samoan

youth offender cases, she suggests, has to be the relwance of ethnic matching to

Samoan youth offenders. This is because the ultimate goal of youth iustice services is

to prevent Samoan youth offenders from reoffending. Working out how useful this

aim is to the exercise of 'ethnic matching' for Samoan youth offenders is not easy and

may differ from case to case. But in each case the'buy in'of the youth helps realise

the potential of ethnic matching as an intervention strategy. She states,

I think it hinders when people see that [ethnic matching] (as a) policy set in stone. I
think that's the biggest hindrance, when people get so bloody minded about it that
they can't see that maybe a Samoan person isn't the best for this boy at this
particular stage. Like we're wanting to take these young men on a journey and it
may be that you get ethnic specific at some time down the track but not like right in
your face. lThey] are so disconnected frorn [their] people and so you need to blah,
blah, blah...ifs a bit like trying to sell religion! Ifs kind of like on a par really for
our young people, they are so divorced sometimes from both religion and culfure,
that it's like you're trying to preach to them...(Samoan Youth court youth
advocate).

There is a presumption in the logic of ethnic matching that ethnicity can be separated

(at least in theory) from other caseworker qualities, especially personality. In

determining an'ethnic match', gender and age tend to also be factored into the
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ethnicity equation, but not always. As noted in the next chapter on the spirit of

faaSamoa, because Samoan ethnic culture is gerontocratically hierarchical and gender

conscious, matching for ethnicity in Samoan cases would mean matching also for

gender, age and/or hierarchical status.

Weysouth's Samoan CYFS social worker, in her attempt to address his father's

request for a "culturally appropriate" alcohol and drugs counsellor, found one who

was Samoan and male. Due to workforce and timing constraints, finding someone

who was New Zealand-born and of the same generation as Weysouthwas not

possible. The'age' or'generational' factor was, however, important to Weysouth.

His Samoan CYFS social worker tells:

Because I asked him (Weysouth), I said,'oh how's it going?'How is your
counselling going?' He goes, 'oh he's a bit old, ay'. I said, 'what do you mean he's
a bit old?''Oh he's an old man', he goes. I said,'Remember he was a teenager too
once, you knod. He goes, 'but he's an old man'. I says, 'hey, what was the request
from your Dad and yourseU? You wanted a culturally appropriate counsellor and I
got you one, so don't complain, just get there!' I used to laugh, I said, 'don't think
just because he's too old you can't talk to him, that's what his job is, don't take it as

you know, you've got that cultural thing about your elders and that, but go with
the frame of mind that he's your counsellor, just off-load' (Samoan CYFS social
worker).

In fact, the time spent by the'Island-born' Samoan alcohol and drugs counsellor with

Weysouth was minimal. This counsellor was also the counsellor forJack. The

counsellor noted that he was able to build better rapport with Jack than with

Weysouth. Jack and the counsellor both being 'Island-bom' may have contributed to

the counsellor's ability to build easier rapport with |ack than with the'New Zealand-

born' Weysouth. This raises a point of tension within understandings of cultural

appropriateness fromwithin an ethnic group. This tension centres on the layers of

culture within ethnic identities (Anae, 1998).
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Making a distinction between these different layers of cultural identities within ethnic

groups is of interest to the Ministry of Police, or at least to their Samoan senior policy

analyst who suggests that the model of culture currently assumed in the cultural

strategies adopted by the Police is one that privileges the Island-born identity. This

he speculates may not be appropriate for New Zealand-born Samoan youth

offenders. He states:

Well I think it is um when we talk about culturally appropriate practices, um the
Police tend to apply those culturally appropriate practices to both the NZ-bom and
Island-bom and often to the detriment of dealing with either group. That's my
observation. ...in the Police we really need to identify the importance of family and
church, look at the differences, like I'm really hot on the differences between
(Island-bom and NZ-bom)...we're trying to apply the same model to NZ-bom
youth offenders. I'm not sure that it is appropriate. (Key informant Ministry of
Police Samoan senior policy analyst).

However, whilst there are differences between New Zealand-born and Island-born

Samoans, one New Zealand-born Samoan community intervention programme

worker suggests that it is the differences between PakehalPalagi (i.e. mainstream New

Zealand Europeans) and Island-bom Samoans that are great, and greater than

between'New Zealand-born' and'Island-bom' Samoans. He states:

I'd say that the NZ-bom are different from the Island bom and they will never be
the same. And, we[ Island-bom and Pakeh4 they [Pakeha] won't understand
where they're [Island-born are] coming from, neither would you expect would be

[the case] vice versa. But if you've got NZ-bom and Island-born, the NZ-born, th"y
can understand both. ..." (New Zealand-bom Samoan community intervention
programme worker).

Weysouth's claim that his Island-born Samoan alcohol and drugs counsellor was

"too old", and the fact that fack was able to build a rapport with the sarne counsellor,

suggest that perhaps "too old" should be read as "too Island-born"? In terms of

youth offender responses to the ethnic matching practice, except for Weysouth, most

responded somewhat ambivalently. When I asked Weysouth what he thought about
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'ethnic matching', his response was that "sometimes that is wrong" because in his

view Samoans "are going to look at it in their tradition". We discuss:

INT: What do you think about Samoan young people having Samoan workers
onlY?

YO: I thjnk sometimes that is wrong.
INT: Why?

YO: Because sometimes ifs wrong, because um most with Samoans with
everything, they are going to look at it in their tradition and so thafs why I
did choose a Samoan social worker (first) but my next wasn't supposed to be

one, but then I got (social worker 2) and then they go, oh do you want to talk
to the social worker and see if you want to keep her? Because at that time I
really didn't used to talk much,I was too lost in the head, then I said to her,
oh yeah, I want to talk to her then, yeah I was talking to her and she was
making me laugh and so (I said) 'oh yeah, I'll keep her then'. [Both laugh]. I
reckon iust someone who understands you mainly. Really because sometimes

they look at it like yeah traditionally and then they bring it into NZ and they
try to start here (Weysouth).

Weysouth's comments suggest not only that he might be resistant to Samoan

traditions but also that he might perceive being'traditional' as being'not like him'.

An ethnic match for youth offenders like Weysouth is perhaps more about getting

someone who has identity markers like him - namely Samoan, New Zealand-born,

young and male. For the others it seemed to matter little what the ethnicity of the

caseworker was, what seemed more important was that, as Koby states, "...they

don't put [you] down".

For the Samoan parents of this study, all of whom are more fluent in the Samoan

language than in English, the ethnic matching principle is openly welcomed. These

parents assert that language is for them a key barrier to being able to work effectively

with non-Samoan speaking caseworkers. For most, as argued by the New Zealand-

born community intervention programme worker noted earlier, having a New

Zealand-born Samoan caseworker who has been raised in a Samoan family

environment, is more helpful to these parents than a non-Samoan caseworker. The
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two quotes below are typical of the comments received from the parents in this study

about the value of 'ethnic matching'for them. They state:

It is very important, [ethnic matching] is very important because whenever I go to
goverrunent departments, here in New Zealand,I always hope that I will come

across a Samoan worker, because it makes things easier. Because even though we
know some English, but it's not at the level that allows us to convey exactly what
we mean. So to talk in the Samoan language is easier for us. But you also have the
problem where you have Samoan workers who understand the Samoan language
but can't speak it very well... (Samoan parent: father: translation mine).z

That's right, yes, they were going to give us a Maori case manager, but I said'no, I
want a Samoan case manager'. Because to me, even if the Samoan worker has

limited Samoan language ability, but if they were raised in a Samoan environment,
he or she will understand our Samoan context in which Samoan children are raised

and will understand the nature of Samoans. So to me, even if we are talking in
Englistr, it is the upbringing and the values associated with that upbringing that
makes us Samoans, the nature of Samoans, that if they were brought up in that
environment they will understand. Palagis won't understand those values, that
upbringing, because they haven't lived it. But a Samoan, who even though they
may have not developed the language ability, but they have respected their parents,
they were raised in the Samoan values of respecting their parents, they will
understand and they can help and will want to help us. Others have found it hard
to work with some of our own Samoans for various reasons. Some have said that it
is our own Samoan workers that are quite unbending about the New Zealand law,
which is also about them not being able to explain to parents, in ways that parents

can understand and appreciate, the position of the law or of their own professions.
That is why there is some resistance to having Samoan workers. So if the Samoan
workers were able to communicate better with parents, what their role is, what
their jobs entail and what this means for the [Samoan] parent, there might not be so

much resistance from parents towards having Samoan workers work with them...
(Samoan parent: mother: translation mine).ze

n Original Samoan text: "...e taua, ese Ie taua o le mea lena, aua o taimi umo ta te alu ai i matagaluega i
Niu Sila ta te talosia lqva ou te alu atu, ou te tau atu i se Samoa, efaigofie, aua e mo'i lava ua iloa e tatou
tautalafo'i i Ie igilisi, ia, aepei e i ai a naiupu tqua, ae misifo'i. E misi ma cve ese ai le taua o Ieuiga o le mea
lea ou te tau mafai atu i ai, o le le atoatoa o le [gaganaJ, ma ola le maua aifoi le upu sa tatau na tautqla aga'i i
ai. Ae pei o Iefaasamoa ia, efaigofie, efaaofi ma ...|a, ae o le isifaafitauli lea e tula'i mai, e esefo'i le o mai o
Samoa, ia aefaigata, e le mafai na tautalafaasamoa, e mqlamalama a, se le msfai na tautala."
n Original Samoan text: "E sa'o na sau le Mauli case manager, na oufai i ai: 'leai, a leai se Samoa, ou
te le mana'o i se isi o outou e sau'. Ia, na alu loa si teine..., ou te mana'o au ia, e sau se Samoa, even a e laitiiti
lano gagana Samoa, oe o lona tupuaga o le Samoa. E malamalama lelei i le tulaga o le tamaitiiti Samoa, ma
lona ia natt$e Samoa... Ia, o le mea la lea ou te naunau ai i le Sqmoa. E tusa poo lefegagui i le atoa tamaiti, ia
poo leafoi ou te malamalama i le nanu, ae o le natura ou te tilotilo i ai, i Ie nature o le Samoa, aua e le matua
malamalama le palagi ile talaagaole Samoa ia. AeasauleSqmoa, safaalogo i onamatuaaect, emafai ana
[malamalamaJ.., ma efesoasoani malosi a Samoa. Ona o isifoi uafaitio uafiu i le galuluefoatasi ma Samoa
ona o le a ma le a, q e alonu o la efaatino le latou galuega, pe tonufoi, pefaigata ona latoufaamanino mai le
agqga o Ie latou aganuu, aua e iai u isi metua uafaitio, uafai mai: 'ua solomuq i social workers Samoa ona nttu
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There were mixed reactions from the Samoan caseworkers in this study about the

issue of 'ethnic matching'. Whilst many felt that in some Samoan youth offender

cases ethnicity on its own does not make a lot of difference, when they reflected on

their own practice as Samoan youth justice caseworkers, they often noted that for

them'being Samoan'provided an "understanding of where the families are coming

from". One Samoan Police vouth aid officer states:

I think no, it doesn't really matter. But I do admit though that being of Samoan

descent um you do have a, more [of an] understanding, of where the families are

coming from (Samoan Police youth aid officer).

For these Samoan caseworkers the value of ethnic matching as a practice if not a

policy lies in its potential to minimise the risk of caseworkers culturally affronting

their Samoan clients. In the youth justice case the cultural affront is more often than

not to the Samoan parents than to the youth offender client. This understanding of

cultural appropriateness and of the value of ethnic matching is implicit in the

comments of the Samoan Youth court youth advocate below. He states:

Um, has it been helpful to have an all Samoan approach? Yes it has, um because

the etiquette is observed and people are kind of communicating using the proper
etiquette. Especially like you are dealing with [young person A] and her parents
are very traditional. [Young person B's] Mum and Dad are very traditional. But X
(who is Samoan) was the Youth Justice coordinator, but he can't speak Samoan. So

what we do is we bring in an interpreter. So, to that extent I guess if you're having,
even if you have a YJ coordinator who is a palagi and a lawyer who is a palagi, you
can still use your interpreter. But I found that because you can understand the
language [so] you can cut to the heart of the matter so much more effectively,
because the etiquette is right, the way in which you speak to somebody [is right].
You couch what you are saying in a culturally appropriate way, so that draws them
out to take a bigger part or role in the FGC, so yeah, I'm a fan of it (Samoan Youth
court youth advocate).

e support le tulaga o tulafono q Niu Sila'. Ae ona o le le malamalama o matua i le agaga moni o galuega a
tagata ia, o le latou Iefetagofifoi e matuafaqmanino i mqtua,... anafaamanino e leqi se nufesili, e leqi se

faitio".
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Ethnic matching is without doubt a key part of what is understood as'culturally

appropriate' practices'on the ground'. The importance of the Samoan family unit to

youth justice case management, and the importance of ethnic matching to Samoan

parents, means that the principle of ethnic matching as a key practice of cultural

appropriateness is, as the same Samoan Youth Court youth advocate notes below, "at

this juncture...important". He suggests that the value of ethnic matching and

culturally appropriate practices lies in the ability of the Samoan caseworker to "help

them [the Samoan parents] to help their families". He states:

I think that at this juncture ethnic matching is important because of the conflict, in
ten or fifteen years' time it may not matter...The conflicts of old and new;
traditional and contemporary; New Zealand-born and Island-bom [may see things
change]. Over 50% of Samoans are now New Zealand-born and most of them
youngi so you've got parents who were brought up in Samoa now t ying to bring
up children in New Zealand. If s a completely different environment. And that's the
traditional side and then you've the contemporary side. So in order to reach those

parents, because the FGC is about the family failing to look after [their young
personl and [is about] help[ing] this young person...yeah, you do need culturally
appropriate. I mean...because a lot of the parents that I deal with in the FGC they
think in Samoan and so in order to help them to help their families, you need to
identify with what their perceptions are, [with] how have they been brought up"
(Samoan Youth court youth advocate).

Discussion within each of the three themes on'culture in law','cultural competency

and cultural expertise' and'ethnic matching', together with policy statements made

by the various social health and justice departments or ministries surveyed, give

evidence of the existence and play of the spirit of cultural appropriateness in youth

justice.
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Conclusion

Culture and cultural appropriateness increasingly feature in youth justice. Culture

features as predominantly ethnic-culture, and as both fixed (as in knowledge of

tradition) and fluid (as in negotiated and understood cross-culturally). Culturally

appropriate policies in youth justice require, as Dominguez (1992: 23) points out, "the

objectification of 'the cultural"' as ethnic; "the clarification of cultural terms of

reference" as ethnic; and a "belief in the culfural characteristics of a country and its

cifizens" as ethnically distinguishable. In youth justice this positioning of ethnic

culture is more than evident. While, as Dominguez contends, people (especially

minorities) may debate "the merits and demerits of including specific things under

[the] rubric [of the culturall" (7992:25), they will continue to invoke it with all its

presumptions of sameness and shared understandings as a strategic social and

political tool through which to "think, act and fight" with (ibid: 21). In this sense, it

is easier to understand how the need to separate the cultural from the professional,

or the economic, or from other identities, emerge.

The spirit of culturally appropriate government draws on different ways of thinking

about culture. The various ways of conceptualising culture raised in this chapter

reflect the messiness of the politics of culture, the messiness of human desire for

culture and of the varied role that culture plays in forming group and individual

identities and alliances, particularly in the field of youth justice in New Zealand.

Samoan peoples in their attempt to assert their ethnic distinctiveness have benefited

from the privileging of ethnic culture in definitions of cultural appropriateness

policies. Maori notions of culture underline many of the assertions made by Samoan

caseworkers interviewed in this sfudy about the importance of Samoan culture (the

faaSamoa'S to claims of cultural appropriateness in the management of Samoan youth

offender cases. This privileging of ethnic culture in the spirit of cultural
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appropriateness provides space f.or the faaSamoa to become an equally important

spirit of governing in the case of Samoan youth offenders. The next chapter explores

the principles and themes within the spirit of. faaSamoa.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE SPIRIT OF FEESANIOA

...The Fa'a-Samoa (sic) creates its own complex system of conflicting social
pressures. All Samoans know what this means. Everyone complains about it to
their relatives, friends and even to strangers who are ignorant of the system. But
despite this, very few Samoans have totally departed from its practices; and it
matters not whether they live in Samoa, New Zealand, USA, Australia or any other
part of the world, they always take it with them. It is an integral part of their lives.
Samoans love their Fa'a-Samoa, despite all its alleged faults and ambiguities (Ioane,

1983:527\.

The fa'asamoa (sic) is: go to church, be a good Samoan, and that means to try your
best at educatiory and looking after family, and go to family functions, plus that
we've got to look after them [family, especially parents] when they're old (New
Zealand-born Samoan participant, cited in Anae, 1998).

Introduction

The spirit of.faaSamoa in governing youth offenders in New Zealand lies in its deep

location within the ethnic identities and practices of Samoan peoples. Loosely

translated as 'Samoan-ness', the spirit of faaSamoa is felt even by those who admit to

having limited competencies in the Samoan language and/or cultural practices. This

is implicit in a comment made by one New Zealand-born Samoan who stated that:

"Though my'Samoanness' may notbe outwardly manifested in ways other than my

physical appearance and my limited practice of gagana (sic)[the Samoan language]

and faa'Samoa (sic) [the Samoan ethnic culture], it is inherent in my spirit".Te For

Samoans in New Zealand, thefaaSamoa lies within our histories and experiences as

Ana, 2000: cited ftom http: //www.pacificdaughters.org.nzlwaves.html.
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migrants from Samoa and so in our identities as Samoan New Zealanders. s0 From

the growing literature on Samoan ethnicity in New Zealand (Macpherson, 1984 1991';

Tiatia 1998; Aiono-Iosef.a,2003; Fane, 2003; Samu,2003) and from the stories of

participants in this study, thefaasamoa and'being Samoan' in New Zealand means

something different for Samoan young people growing up in New Zealand from that

understood by their Samoan parents and elders, most of whom were bom and raised

in Samoa. Anae (1998,2003) and Tiatia (1998) suggest that New Zealand-bornsr

Samoans are often caught between cultures - the faaSamoa culhxe of their parents

and the/aaNiuSilas2 (or New Zealand) culture of their peers. Between thisfaaSamoa

80 As is the case with many immigrant peoples the immigrant ethnic identity (Samoan) often precedes that
of their'adopted' society (New Zealand). However, it is acknowledged that there may also be cases where
Samoans in New Zealand refer to themselves as New Zealand Samoans, where being New Zealander comes
before being Samoan. Current academic and popular discussion (Anae, 1998; Pacific Waves Conference
discussion, 2000) suggest that it may be useful to think of the degrees of affiliation to the Pacific/Samoan 'New
Zealand-born' and 'Island-born' identities by using a continuum. Lesa states (2000), "initially our position on
this continuum is determined by our parents. Some Samoan parents instil in their children a strong sense of
Faasamoa (sic) and equip them with the necessary skills to participate appropriately. Unfortunately too many
Samoan parents did not do this instead believing that understanding oneself as a Samoan was not as important as

having the requisite skills to be ready for the Palagi (New Zealand) world and others probably thought that they
will automatically know the language by being born Samoan" (quoted from webpage: http://
www.pacificdaughters.org.nzl waves.html). Discussions by 'New Zealand-born' Samoan authors in Fairbaim-
Dunlop and Makisi's (2003) book, Making our Place: Growing up PI in New Zealand seem to afTirm such a
continuum. David Fane (2003:242-250), a notable Samoan/New Zealand actor/comedienne/playwriter, notes in
his chapter that whilst during his formative years he was very skeptical of the faaSamoa, today, particularly since
his close brush with death, he has a renewed respect for it. He states: "My own family's collective love and

strength throughout the ordeal has impressed upon me the true and loving aspect of fa'aSamoa (sic) and with this
new understanding I've softened in my attitudes and leamt to listen" G,249-250).
8r Often the label New Zealand-born also includes those who may have been born in Samoa but were

raised in New Zealand for most of their formative years. This is understood to be the case in the work of both
Anae and Tiatia cited above. This is the understanding also adopted in this thesis unless stated otherwise, The
term 'Samoan-born' refers to those born and raised in Samoa unless otherwise stated.
a2 T"hetermfoaNiusila can mean different things: first, it can refer to mainstream New Zealand culture;
second, it can refer to a Samoan inflected New Zealand culture; or third, it can refer to a New Zealand inflected
Samoan culture. In a working group discussion I attended on Samoan ethics and political philosophy held at the
National University of Samoa in June 2004, an interesting discussion on the concept of 'faaSamoa faaNiuSila'
arose. Here a well known Samoan orator" Agafili Tuitolovaa, brought the two terms together,faaSamoa

faaNiusila, to describe what he suggested was an interesting adaptation of thefaassmoa currently practised in
New Zealand. Here Agafili was referring mostly to the changes made by New Zealand-based Samoans to the

faatau ritual. Traditionally in Samoa, thefaatau is a ritual where Samoan matai or chiefs (usually tulafale or
orators of rank from a village or district) "contend for the privilege of being spokesman or speaking first in an

assembly" (Pratt, 1893: 135). In New Zealand this was also traditionally the case. However, over the last
decade or so, noticeable changes have occurred to the way in which this ritual is carried out in New Zealand-
based Samoan events. Instead of tulqfale contending for this privilege, the privilege is now being usurped in
New Zealand by the church and its offices. In this contextthefaatau contest is not between those of chiefly rank

but between those ofrank within churches. The protocols for engaging in the contest therefore changes the

fiaditional chiefly protocols normally associated with the ritual. This adaptation poses interesting implications
for the development of thefaasamoa in future, especially in metropolitan cities like Auckland which has a large
and still growing Samoan population who still vigorously practise 'thefoasamoa' or at least their version of it.
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andfaaNiuSila aregenerational and cultural differences.s3 The extent of these differs

between families and individuals and is usually reflective of the differences in

subjective individual experience and family (nuclear and extended) positionings in

society. Understandings of faasamoa or the spirit of faasamoa are therefore often

different not only between a samoan-born parent and his or her New Zealand-born

child, but also between samoan-born and New Zealand-born samoan colleagues'&

Whether this difference is merely a consequence of age or is something more is

reflected on in this chaPter.

This chapter is about the spirit of faasamoa and what it means to - and how it is

manifest in practices of - the different people involved in a Samoan Youth court

youth justice case today, that is, New Zealand-based Samoan youth offenders' their

parents, their caseworkers, New Zealand youth iustice policymakers and the Samoan

cultural experts that these caseworkers and policymakers draw on'

The first part of the chapter details what might be meant by'being Samoan' and by

the umbrella conceptfaasamoa. The second part discusses how these collective

understandings of the faasamo&and of 'being Samoan' come together to form a spirit

of governing in New Zealand-based Samoan youth justice cases.

Agafili noted that he witnessed this new practice to the faatau in New Zealand many times during visits to New

Zealandover the last few years where he was invited to utt"nd family functions. This is a practice he flnds

extremely problematic und it i. one that he suggests is mostly found in New Zealand, hence, his naming of the

pracncefaasamoafaaNiusila. Herehe suggests that these adaptations do not discount the origins of the practice

or ritual but do alter the ability of these adipled rituals to continue and pass on past identities and ethnic

meanings to future generations. Others in the workshop agreed wittr trim and it became an interesting point of

discussion. This highlights the dynamic nature of thefaaiamoa andthe impacts thatthefaaNjus/a is having on

it. This would make foi interesting comparison with the practice of faasamoa in America and Australia' where

there are also large Samoan communities.
83 These generational and cultural differences may be found in most, if not all, migrant group settings'

84 This latter situation is implied in the practice that sometimes happens at New Zealandnational and local

pan-pacific conferences where separate discussion groups are offered to its Samoan-born (also known as island-

forn) and New Zealand-born Samoan participants. fn.i" demarcations between 'island born' and 'New

Zealand-born, may also be found in the workplace (especially in informal settings) and even in (Christian)

church settings (eg. in the establishmenr ofEnglish speaking Sabbath school or Sunday school classes)'
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Being Samoan: Samoan Identity and Culture in New Zealand

Being Samoan

As socialisation theorists have long pointed out (Chodorow, 1978) gaining a sense of

'who I am', of one's identity as a Persory as a male or female, as a Samoan oI New

Zealander or both, begins in the home, within the family. The home or family

environment is often the first, most powerful and intimate site for instilling in

children a sense of identity, belonging and ethnic culture. To extend simone de

Beauvoir's famous saying, "one is not born, but becomes a woman" (1964) to the

ethnic case, one may well suggest that for Samoans, they are not'born' Samoan but

rather'become' Samoan.

poststructuralists have argued that identities or subjectivities are formed through

contestation between dominant frameworks of meaning (Weedory t997,2004)'

Common sense knowledge about one's self is constifutive. That is, it draws on what

Weedon describes as, "conscious knowledge and experience" (1997:72)' This is

knowledge that is grounded in assumptions about normality and difference. Harris

(2001) and Weed on(I997'ypoint out that a Foucauldian analysis of the formation of

human subjectivities is an exercise of power in contemPorary society that produces'

through the surveillance of conduct, notions of what is a normal (and abnormal),

moral (and immoral), and cultured (and uncultured) self (HarriX 2001: 3). In this

sense, it may be argued that Samoans come to know through the processes of

normalisation and contestation of discourses what it is to'be Samoan' today'

,Being Samoan' is a state of being that reflects an ethnic identity that is conceived of

in multifarious ways, is constantly negotiated and so is always a site of potential

potitical struggle. This Chapter explores the specifics of this identity and comes to a

focus on the spirit of faasamoa in relation to Samoan youth justice management'
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As suggested in the cultural competency and ethnic matching discussions of the

previous Chapter, 'being Samoan' is invoked as being able to know, hold, reflect

and/or practise ethnic markers.s The debate surrounding the nature and degree by

which one'becomes' is of interest for it helps to record what these markers might be'

In noting the debate I do not seek to take one side or the other, but to suggest as

many others have (Fairbairn-Dunlop and Makist 2003) that one's state of (ethnic)

being (or becoming) is permeable (Sharp, 1995). It is not fixed. It develops. And its

development depends on environmental (geo-physical, social, politicaf material and

historical) contexts and individual and collective subjectivities (i.e. on the negotiation

of discourses of self and societal regulation) (Weedoo 2004).For Samoan individuals

in New Zealartdthis state of 'being Samoan' may differ from time to time. One may

consciously hold one sense of what it means to be Samoan in New Zealand at one

time in one's life and then another at another time. Whatever the case, the first site

for learning of one's ethnic identity, for learning about ethnic values and morals, is

often the home, where parents/caregivers provide their children with their first

exposure to meanings of their worlds-

Samoan elders, writers and scholars alike argue that'being Samoan', whether in New

Zealand.or in Samoa, is about knowing and living (i.e. practising, engaging,

performin g) one' s faasinomaga or (samoan ethnic) identity (Fanaafi, 1997 ; Tamasese,

2005b). That is, knowing their genealogy, their ethno-cultural history, their

connections to other Samoan people (especially kin) and to the land of their

ancestors, and engagitrg in the practices, customs and/or traditions associated with

that land, ancestry and communal or kin identity (Faanaf i,1997; Tamasese,1994,

2003,2004b;Figiel, 1996).In the Samoan context the knowledge and practice of one's

faasinomaga is the knowledge and practice of faaSamoa'

8s Often these markers include language, ancestral land and kin ties, aesthetic patterns (such as dress, food

tastes, behavioural mannerisms, protocols and etiquettes) and religion (De Vos, 1995)'
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To gain a closer understanding of the spirit of faasamoa as it operates in New

Zealand-based Samoan youth justice it is useful to consider the constellation of

meanings and symbolic links that surround New Zealand-based articulations of the

faasamoa. Unpackin gthe faasamoa through the Sovelrunentality lens, I contend, is

also useful as it helps to develop a more critical analysis of the fansamoa arrd of

articulations of 'being Samoan'. To view the spirit of fansamoa and'being Samoan' as

discursive entities is to suggest that they, like neo-liberalism and being culturally

appropriate, could be conceived of as tactics or techniques of government that

influence the individual in ways that involve both'bottom-uP' and'top-down'

processes. In the management of Samoan youth offending and youth offenders' the

fluid exchange of ideas and techniques for governing recognises the multiple and

contesting voices and roles that samoan youth offenders themselves give to the

practices of government in youth justice. Before I engage directly with the'markers'

or 'techniques' of the spirit of faasamoa, it is helpful to briefly discuss the 'New

Zeatand Samoan' urban youth identity.

'New Zealand Samoan'urban youth identity

The sense of cultural identity and community that some Samoan youth offenders feel

towards'being Samoan' is wrapped up in notions of being a New Zealand-based

,Pacific urban youth (N/IPIA, 2003). From my discussions with the samoan youth

offenders from this and other studies (Adair et al, 1998; unpublished Ministry of

Social Development study), music, especially'streef music such as hip-hop or raP

for example, is often a good marker of what they affiliate with'culturally'. The

cultural significance of this Pacific/Polynesian identity to samoan youth in New

Zealpyd.today is noted by a number of Samoan music artists (as recorded by Zemke-

White, 2001) of this genre. ]ohn Sagala of the music grouP Losttribe, makes

distinctions between what he claims is the negative Afro-American gangster identity
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of American rap music and the positive Polynesian identity invoked by south

Auckland rap and hip hop artists. He states:

'Our identity is everything' states Losttribe's Johnny Sagala; "'and our identity is

Polynesian. We're not going to go out there and'represent' for America' We live in

South Auckland and our life style is totally different to anything that is rapped about

in the States. We're not interested in gangster rap' We'd rather use our energy in a

positive way because that's how we live. We want kids to look at the television and

see us being us. We want them to think 'we're Polynesian as well', and be proud

about itl (cited in Zemke-White,2001,:237).

Indeed, the sense of being a'Pacific/Polynesian South Aucklander' is, at least for

south Auckland-based samoan rap or hip hop artists, founded on a sense of being

part of a broader group of Pacific peoples in New Zealand on the one hand

(Macpher son,1996;2004) s6 and on their exPeriences of growi^g tP in the 'poor' (or

economically deprived) side of Auckland/New Zealand on the other (Anae,2004)'

This sense of New Zealand based Samoan youth community and identity is

predominantly urban-based. For Samoan South Aucklanders the reality of living in a

predominantly Polynesian neighbourhood that is also situated in a predominantly

economically deprived area often produces a cultural identity that reflects that reality

(Anae 2004).

Macpherson (1996: 138-139) suggests that growi.S uP in New Zealand today means

for many samoans growing up with a far more mixed social network than that

experienced by their parents. Like Anae (1998;2004), Macpherson (1996;2004) notes

that the influence of.thefaasamoa of.these parents on their children is still evident

today.

85 That is, having similar cultural and political issues/experiences to that of their Polynesian cousins from

Tonga, the Cook lslands, Niue, Tokelau, Fijiand Tuvalu^ Striitly speaking Fiji lies outside the 'Polynesian'

label and is recogrized more as a Melanesian group, however, inNiw Zealand the difference is usually conflated

and politically thi voice of Fijians are generally incorporated into the 'Pacific' or'Polynesian' label'
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The cultural identity of New Zealand-based samoan youth offenders draws from

both the culture of their parents and the culture of their urban surroundings, i'e' that

of their peers, schools, church and/or neighbourhoods' In poststructuralist terms, the

cultural identity of these offenders are constituted by the discourses of these

surrounding+ including discourses of self. To problematise New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offending is to incorporate these various perspectives on self and

culture and to recast them in different ways to analyse the points at which these

perspectives privilege some knowledges over others and subjugate resistance or

discontent. A key part of this recasting exercise - at least for this study - is to find

ways to make spaces for open and meaningful critique of spirits of governing in this

case the spirit of. faaSamoa.

The next section unpacks in detail the'markers' or'techniques' of faasamoaimpltcit

in the contemporary spirit of. faasnmoa in New Zealand. This involves a close

examination of four key themes. These are the themes ot aigaor family; faaaloalo or

respec! usita'ior obedien ce; artdfaaKerisiano or 'Christianity'. My discussion of these

themes draws on empirical and research literature findings. For the purposes of

clarity I assume in this Chapter a level of fixedness in my discussion of the various

faasamoa'markers' raised and a conception of thefaasamoa as ideology'

Unpacking the spirit of faasatnon in South Auckland-based

Samoan youth iustice cases

Before engaging in a discussion on thepas amoilProPer, a distinction is made here

between traditional and contemponry faasamoa. TradittonalfaaSamoa assumes a

fixed existence of core values and beliefs and social and political institutions. These

values and institutions were founded on a particular conception or story of the

origins of Samoa and Samoan human society (Meleisea, l987;Tamasese, 1994,2004a)'

According to Samoan oral history Samoan human existence began in Samoa
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(Meleise4 l9il7;Tamasese ,2004a). There was no great migration from Asia or South

America. Rather, there was a God, a great anthropomorphic God, namedTagaloasT'

this God created earth and man. Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese8s tells this story of

creation as follows:

In the Tagaloa mythology, the earth is the consequence of the Big Bang, i'e' the

separation of Lagi (heaven) and Papa (rock) and human life originates from genns

(ilo). ...In samoan mythology Tulf (Plover), Tagaloa's messenger was sent down to

earth and discovered the Samoan islands. Here he introduced varieties of plants and

trees. After Samoa, the plovers did the same for Tonga and Fiji' Then the plovers' by

Tagaloa's command, designed the figure of Man from germs and they were sent to

populate these three islands (Tamasese, 2004a:3)'

Tamasese argues that for samoan PeoPles "Tagaloa is more than a tradition: Tagaloa

is mythology; history; culture and heritage" (ibid). He notes that in contemporary

samoa, samoan culture, its lands and chiefly titles are ultimately founded on the

Tagaloastory of creation. In fact thisTagaloa heritage, he suggests, forms the basis of

the traditional Samo anfaalupega(the genealogical record or village constitution used

to substantiate claims to chiefly titles and/or customary lands which provides the

traditional ranking system and protocols for chiefly, village, district and/or national

representations) (Kramer, 190L; Tamasese, 199 4, 200 4a, 2004b).8'

For most first generation Samoan migrants to New Zealandthe traditionalfaaSamoa

provided much of the ideological base for their ethnic beliefs and values' This

s7 Tagaloaas the main anthropomorphic God is well-known throughout Polynesia' Tamasese (2004a: 3)

notes that ..iagaloa... is pre-emineni in Samoa and Tonga and is the pre-existing Creator in Tatriti' ln East

Polynesian cosmology he is equal with other fust-order gods"'

EB This is Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi.
8e Faalupegarefers to..the ceremonial style and address ofa person or social group traditionally

associated with a certain area (N.B. such a style and address usually includes a specific refe1e19e to the most

important titles or kin-groups in strict order of precedence)" (Milnir 1966: I l6)' Meleisea (1995: 23) explains

further that ,,the political ,t-.turc of each levei of organisation was and still is validated and afffmed by its

faalupega. . . The faalupegaserves as a constitution, iod ulro summarises, in a few set phrases, the origin and

the order ofprecedence oi"a"fr ofthe constituent chiefly titles ofeach village' There are-faalupega for

individual titles, for groups of titles (as in the case of oritor groups), for the-nuu, for districts and for the nation'

.-.The nuuwas the nrndainental political unit [of Samoan soiiety], and its polity comprised the residential or

core members of a number of ,aiga. Many viliages were furtheizubdivided tnto pitonuu [or subvillages] but

acknowledged a single body ofchiefs and orators"'
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ideological base included in the maln, allegiances to the aiga (or extended family' clan

or kin network), to the faamatni (or chiefly system) and thep asamoa (Samoan cultural

beliefs, values and protocols).

Christianity was first introduced in samoa in 1830 (Macpherson,1997). By the 1950s

when mass migration out of Samoa to New Zealand and other Western metropolitan

countries began (Krishnan et aL,1994), Christianity was well entrenched in the

cultural and religious mores of Samoan immigrant peoples' Adopting Christian

beliefs and values meant replacing Tagaloa with Jehovahe0 and ensuring the demise

of ancient rituals and practices associated with the Tagaloa traditions (Tamasese,

20o4a,2005a). By adopting Jehovah but retaining the faamatai or chiefly ranking

system contemporary Samoans developed a somewhat compromised allegiance to

the Tagaloa heritage.

The importance of Christianity to contemporary Samoan life is evidenced by two

main things: the Christian pastor's rise to power and status in contemPorary samoan

cultural affairs in and out of Samoa (Kose, Z}}L;Schoeffel, 1995\ and the

entrenchment of Christianity in the western samoan lg62Declaration of

Independence.el The Power of the pastor and the entrenchment of Christian

principles in the founding Constitution of Samoa are mediated by what is referred to

in Western Samoa'sez Declaration of Independence as "samoan custom and

tradition". Here the role of the pastor is meant to complement the role of the chief'

Even after independence with the set up of the samoan central sovelrlment or state,

chiefs kept their traditional rights to make executive decisions on behalf of their

eo Jehovahis the Hebrew name for the Christian God. Jehovaft in the Samoan bible is translated as leova'

el The relevant passage of the Declaration reads: "whereas the Leaders of westem samoa have declared

that Western Samoa should-be an Independent State based on Christian principles and Samoan custom and

tradition".
sz Western Samoa offrcially dropped the 'Western' in 1999 and is now referred to as Samoa'
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village polity.nr The pastor was to provide spiritual counsel to its church members

and to the village council where requested. Often such counsel would also influence

political matters. Here Samoan custom and tradition are expected to work together

with Christian principles to provide the governing framework for the samoan nation'

the samoan family and village. The church and state are explicitly linked in

contemporary national and local Samoan governing affairs. This formal marriage

between Cfuistianity and the traditionalfaamatai or chiefly system is in practice and

in theory a complicated one. Itr any case it is a marriage that presented a change to

the traditi onal faaS amo a sY stem.

For some Samoans, especially those living outside of Samoa in places like New

Zealand.,the church has become synonymous with thefaasamoa' The marriage

between thefaasamoa (traditional Samoan custom and tradition) and thefaaKerisiano

(Christian customs and usages) in many migrant settings has led to a merging of the

two. Over time traditional Samoan customs and practices have been adapted to suit

the new migrant setting. Church offices and ranking systems have in some cases

begun to override traditional Samoan chiefly ranking systems, rights and/or

privileges. These changes or adaptations may begin subtly but over time becomes

quite noticeable. The merging of thefaasamoa andfaaKerisiano and the development

of slight changes and/or adaptations to traditi onalfaasamoa together presents what I

refer to here as contemporcry faasamoa. Contemporary faasamoa is therefore an

interesting mix of allegiances. To subscribe to the contemponry faaSamoaisto

subscribe to the notion that thel asamoainvolves the aigaor kin network andfaamatai

or chiefly system and as well Christian values and institutions'

e3 The Village Fono Act 1990 recognises the right of chiefs to govern village affairs according to Samoan

custom and tradition as noted in the constitutions of each village. Macpherson (1997:42) notes that "The Act

allowed every village fono [or council] to exercise uny po*., 
-o, 

authoiity in accordance with.the customs and

usageofthatvillage(Section3.2)'. Thewellpublicii"i tssrmurderofNuutaiMafulu'achieffromthevillage
of Lona, in the Fagaloa district of Samoa by an untitled man acting on the instructions of the village council

raised a lot of speculation over the Village Fono Act, with many predicting that it wouldbe amended' This

however did not eventuate. Macpherson- (1991: 47-48) notes that whilst Samoans, in and out of Samoa' were

shocked at the events, many were still supportive of the traditionallamalai or chiefly system'
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Aspects of both traditional and contempotary faasamoa canbe found in the

discussions provided by various participants below on what may constittfiefaaSamoa

and the spirit of faasamoa in New Zealand. Collectively participants raised four main

theme areas to describ e ttrefaasamoa. T]I'tese were (in no particular order) the

importanc e of aigaor family or kin networks; second the importance of principles'

such as faaaloalo or respecf third, the importance of the principle of usita'i or obeying

one,s parents or elders; and lastly the importance of FaaKerisiano or Christianity'

To provide wider context to participant articulations of these four main themes it is

useful to first trace anthropological understandings of the key concepts involved' The

next discussion provides a focused outline of what the literature says about the

themes of. aiga, faaaloalo, usita'i andfaaKerisiano and then provides comments on how

participants of this study spoke of these same themes'

Theme lz Aiga- Immediate Family Settings and Kin Netwofks

Aiga as Family

The social institution of aigais invoked. as the key institution of thefaaSamoa

(Meleisea l997;Macphers on, 1999;Suaalii, 2001). It encapsulates Samoan

understandings of family. As Meleisea (1995: 23) explains, aiga refers to "kinship in

all its dimensions". In traditional Samoan times, aiga or kin groups "were

nonlocalized cognatic corporations" as described by the missionary George Turner

(cited in Macpherson, 1999:73). In simpler terms, Macpherson (ibid) states that aiga

were "groups [that] consisted of all people who were bound by kinship to the land

and the chiefly title". In traditional Samoa belonging to an aigawas critical to one's

survival. Meleisea (lgil7)points out that being an active part of an aiga was critical

because ,,it was the basis of access to land and other resources" necessary for access
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to shelter and food. Macpherson (1999: 74) notes that according to samoan custom

and tradition, because Samoans from birth "inherited membership rights in their

mothers' parents' and fathers' parents' aigr" it was rare (theoretically at least) that a

Samoan would be without access to land and other resources.

In traditional Samoan times the head of the family, usually amataior titled chief, had

the overall responsibility for maintaining and managing family, village and/or

district harmony. Parents or family elders had the responsibility for ensuring

harmony within immediate family settings. Parents and family elders were to ensure

that their children and other close kin members carried out the instructions of their

family matai.In modern samoan times this is still by and large the case. Matai

instructions were usually based on collectively made decisions regarding

appropriate family contributions to local village or church affairs or to extended

family fanlauelaaeor crises and/or events such as funerals or weddings.ea This

collective matai-based decision-making system ensured extended family

involvements in mostfaalaaelaoe. For many Samoans today living in and out of

Samoa, faalaaelaoe, the aigapotopoto or extended family and the/aamatai were core

parts of the aiga enterPrise.

Aiga,Nua and the Collective Identity

Life in the Samoan village as a Samoan child was therefore very much about life in

the extended family context. This gave rise to a collective identity where affiliations

to aigaor family and.nuuor village (especially natal vitlage) were seen to be part and

parcel of being Samoan. This collective identity is explicitly referred to in the three

quotes noted below. The first quote is by samoan paramount chief Tuiatua Tupua

Tamasese Efi; the second is by Samoan Samoa-based female poet and writer Sia

Milner (1966: 103) defines thetermfaalavelaveas "anything which interferes with normal life and calls

for special activity (N.B. a wide range of events, ranging aom a weading to a canoe lost at sea is covered by this

concept)".
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Figie|es and the third, by two New Zealand-based Samoan family therapists and

social researcherA Kiwi Tamasese and Carmel Peteru. Each of these Samoan authors

defines the samoan individual self as sitting within the aiga, nuu and national

collective. They state:

I am not an individual; I am an integral part of the cosmos. I share divinity with

my ancestors, the land, the seas and the skies. I am not an individual, because I

share a foy' with my family, my village and my nation. I belong to my family and

my family belongs to me. I belong to my village and my village belongs to me' I

belong to my nation and my nation belongs to me. This is the essence of my sense

of belonging. ...These are the reference points which define who I am, and they are

the reference points of other Samoans. Any service which seriously wishes to

address our [well-being] must take these into account (Tamasese,2002:9)'

'I' does not exist

I am not
My self belongs to me because 'I' does not exist

'I' is always'we'
is part of the 'aiga'

a part of the'nuu'
a part of 'Samoa'
(Figiel, 7995:27).

Samoa's traditions and protocols explain the nature of the Samoan being as that of a

relational being; that is, the Samoan Person does not exist as an individual. There is

myself and yourself. Through you, my being is contextually meaningful and

wirole. Through myself, you are given primacy in light of our collective identity

and places of belongin glfaasinomagal, o]ur genealogical lineage ftupuagal and our

roles, responsibilities and heritage ltofigal,...It is difficult because there is no such

thing as a Samoan person who is independent (of others) ltuto'atasil "' we can try

and explain ttrepaligiconcept of self but this is futile. We will eventually return to

the connections between people [aafealoaloa'f]. You cannot take a Samoan out of

the collective context (Tamasese et aL,1997:5)'

es The New ZealandBook Council describes Sia as Samoa's first woman novelist. It states: "She is a

Samoan novelist and poet whose work is published in New Zealand. Her first book Where I{e Once Belonged'

won the Best First Book Award in the South East Asia/ South Pacific Region of the Commonwealth Writers

Prize in 1 997" (see : http: //www.bookcounc il.org.nzlwriters/fi giel.htm l).
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For these different Samoan authors, most of who are Samoan-bom and raised' an

affiliation to aiga, nuu artdnation is integral to their'being Samoan', to their sense of

self, their samoan identity and culture. This location of the samoan self within the

family, village and national setting can be described diagrammatically' This is

shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Location of samoan selfAndividual within Family' village,

Church & Nation

Figure 2 not only hightights how the Samoan self or individual sits within the

Samoan family, villagA church and nation contexts but also suggests that in order for

the Samoan individual or self to make contact or associate with Samoan state bodies

they first have to go through the aiga. The same would seem to apply if state bodies

wanted to make contact with the individual (the Samoan youth offender individual'

for example). The suggestion here is that the umbilical cord is never fully severed

Samoan Nation / State / Church
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between a Samoan child and his or her aiga, nuu and country' For New Zealand-

based Samoans this is'true' for the tie between Parentt caregivers and their

children.e6

The diagram also suggests that the sPace between the Samoan chil{ his or her

Samoan parentt extended Samoan family, village, church and the Samoan State is

relational; i.e. understandings of the sPace between the self and others is always

dependent on the type of formal and informal relationships one has with the other

and their rank and status to each other, including age and gender differences

(Tamasese et aL,1997).

As suggested by the Samoan authors to the above three quotes, in adopting this

relational samoan self there can be no such thing as an individual Samoan identity in

the Samoan context (traditional or contemporary). This presents a nuanced reading

of the'we-consciousness' of thefaasamoa and of the way roles and responsibilities

may play out between the Samoan child and his or her Samoan parents, extended

family and other Samoan socio-political institutions, including the village and the

State. Being Samoan in the contemPorary context, whether in Samoa or New

Zealandis, using this model, seems to be something that involves allegiances to one

or more of the following: the aigaor family unit; the nuu ar village polity; the lofa or

church gfoup; and/or to samoa, the mother nation. These allegiances while always

contested are nonetheless argued to be always present and inextricably linked'

Aiga and the Faamatai

In contemporary Samoa the faamatai or Samoan chiefly system is the political arm of

the aiga. It also acts as a body which through its continued practice is able to

s6 This is alluded to by one of the Samoan youth offenders of this study who states that being

Samoan involves having to help one's parents when he gets older'
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preserve ancient Samoan family genealogies and histories (Vaar, 1999; Tamasese'

2004c). In Samoa thefaamatai persists because (a) over eighfy percent of Samoan

lands are still held under customary title (Fanaafi, 1956);ez @) the Village Fono Act

1990 affor ds the faamatai withwide powers; and (c) the Samoan Lands and Titles

Court in Samoaes demands knowledge and practice of thefaamatai. Inmigrating to

New Zealand samoan migrants brought with them their faamataiwithmany to the

present day holdin gmataititles and continuing to honour their matai responsibilities

in both New Zealand and Samoa (Macpherson, 1999). With air travel prices

becoming cheaper over the last two decades matai residing in New Zealand have

been able to travel back and forth more frequently, especially when defending

challenges to aigalands and titles cases in samoa. This relatively free movement

between Samoa and New Zealand is especially useful to the task of continuing ties to

thefaamatni, to aiga, nuu andfaasamoa generally'

Fanaafi (1986) describes thefaamatai using the "socio-metric wheel" model (see

Figure 3 below). The hub of the wheel, she explains, is the group or council of matai

(includes both male and femal e mataiss)who generally make decisions like a board of

trusteeslm on behalf of the family or aigaand/or village Polity or nuu (Fanaafl 1986)'

Fanaafi argues that in ancient samoan times the wheel only had two spokes; that of

e7 ln the mid l9g0s Fanaafi (1986: 103) noted that "the Land Registry of the Lands and Survey

Department of Westem Samoa shows that customary land forms 8 I per cent or 567,000 acres ' ' ' of all the land

in Western Samoa". The situation has changed little today'

This is Samoa's busiest court. It is set up by parliamentary mandate under the Land and Titles Act

l9g l. lt was specifically set up to address .*.t itg"tding Samoan customary lands and titles disputes'

e Although traditionally matai weremostly males there are increasing numbers of female matai livng

both in New Zealand and Samoa.
ro0 Vaai (1999: 43) argues that the analogy befween matai rcsponsibilities and the responsibilities of a

trustee is not always uppropiiut, and can be problematic. He explains that for example,'lhe abolition by

[Samoan] 
parliament undei section 9 of the raf<ing of Land Amendment Act l9?0 of the effect of the decision of

theLandandTitlesCourtinthecase of InreSeuianutafal1959-1969]WSLR229,which-declaredtheinterest
of matai in land to be qualified, was an illustration of a .election by traditional leaders of a Western legal

principle relating to the obligations of a trustee which the Supreme Coutt had applied to payment of

compensation money to maiaf'. The point is well taken, however, for the purposes of this thesis' like Fanaafi

(19g6) I use the analogy here only insofar as it highlights the fact that theri does exist a type oftrust relationship

between a matai and his atga.
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theTama'ita'i or daughters and that of the Aumagalol or sons of the chiefs (Fanaafl

1997:8). These two groups kept the wheel of thefanmatai or matai system intact and

working. In more recent times the wheel developed two more spokes; that of the

Faletua and.Tausi(or wives of matai group) and that of Fanau Laloaaoa or those

children of mataiwho are not part of the Aumaga or Tama'ita'i groups'1o2 This socio-

metric wheel, as provided by Fanaafi (1986;1997),looks like so:

Figure 3: Fanaafi's (1985) socio-metric wheel of the Faamatai

Vaai (1999) explains that the role of mataior chiefs and orators in the aiga ate

important for they are responsible for overseeing the good conduct of their family

members. If a member of his or her family were to commit any wrong, especially

any grievous wrong against a member of another family, samoan custom and

r0r Aumagausually refers to the group or collective of untitled unmarried men in a village' Meleisea

(19g7: 7) notes=that thei'au*ago*"rr-th" mqlasi o le nu'u ('the strength of the village'), its army, fishermen'

horticulturalisrs, cooks and spJrtsmen". Cote (lgg7) finds tirat unlike the 'aualuma (its female equivalent) the

aumagawas seen by missionaries to be of more use to building the type of economic and social structure they

desirJd and so the aumagawas not as actively negated by missionaries.

r02 Interestingly, Fanaafi (19g6: 103-109) omits discussion of the fourth spoke, thatof Fanau Lalovaoa'

However, in her Samoan tanguage book O le Faasinomaga (1997) shedescribes the same socio'metric wheel

and includes this spoke. She notes that children of the matai group or fanau lalovaoa included those youngsters

who were for whatever reason not part of the Tama'ita'i or Aumaga groups but who did at times join village or

family decision-makingprocesses. Vaai (1999: 40-41) in citing Fana'afi;s above 1997 work suggests that in the

Land and Titles Court inlreasingly the volce of thisfanau laloiaoa group is being heard as a legitimate group

that have ..rights to be consult.Jin rutt.r, of title succession". Agiinst the recently imposed (since 1990)

backdrop of universal suffrage in Samoa recognition of this spoke nthefaamatai system is interesting'
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tradition suggests thatmataiwould risk their lives to right the wrong committed and

to protect the reputation of their families (Vaai, 1999;Tuala-Warren, 2002; Tamasese'

2003). And, they would do so by performing the traditional Samoan public apology

ceremony of the ifoga (ibid).103 In keeping the peace amongst families the Nau o Matai

or council or body of mataiis assisted by the Nuu o Tama'.ita'i or committee or body of

daughters/sisters of the village.ls Both are engaged in overseeing the proper

utilisation of family lands and other resources as well as ensuring harmonious

village and/or family relations.l0s

During traditional samoan times the power and authority of t}|lefaamatailay in the

spiritual connections between matai (alii or sacred chiefs and tulafale or orator chiefs),

between mataiand the nuu or various village entities (including the Nuz o Tama'ita'i'1

103 As explained by vaai ( l ggg: 30) the i/oga process involves the matai and other members of the

offender,s family trumUiing themselves under a flngmat, placing themselves at the mercy of the aggrieved

family. He claims that "the possibility af a matai dying ai the hinds of an aggrieved family is. quite real' even

today" (ibid). For more information on ifoga see also the recent work of Tuala-Warren (2002) and Tamasese

(2003).
r& Fanaafi implicitly suggests that in ancient times the daughters of chiefs or tqmaita'i as a group formed a

political entity simiiar to it ut oittt" Nuu or Fono a Matai,with its own structure and ceremonial ranking system'

The role of these ..daughters" was complementary to that'of matai and was one that largely involved helping the

Nuu o Mataiwith the smooth running of ttre viltage. Sisters or daughters like matai were believed to hold sacred

qualities. This was implicit in their rol., a* Feag-aiga(loosely tranilated to refer to a title or honour held by

someone who is believed to have the sacred pow"er Io u.t * clnciliator in times of discontent) with a capital F'

Something that Tuiatua iupua Tamasese Efi suggests relares to "tlr.e brother/sister relationship, which is

recognised culturally, socially, potitically and hiiorifically" (email communication,20/02/2006)' There are only

a few villages that continue tL use the Naa o tqma'ita'i framework. My natal village of Saoluafata is said to be

one of two villages in samoa today that still gives some weighting to the Nuu o lama'ita'i' The other is

Sapapalii in Savaii. The Nuu o fama'its'i,according to Tuiatua lupua Tamasese Efi' used to be a feature of

every village, but with the influence of Christianity ind modernforms of government has lost much of its social

and political significance (email communication, iUiO). r am indebted to Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi, Malepeai

Ieti Lima and to my mother Makerita Suaalii, *hor" natal village is also Saoluafata in Atua, Samoa, for the time

they took to discuss this entity with me.

r05 In heated situations wherein emotions might run high, Fanaafi notes that it was the role of the itupa o

tqmaitaior the daughters of the village to "keep thi peace". F anaafi (-1997: 12) makes the point in Samoan that

the daughters of the village or the itupa o ,o^iiroi i, po" ma le auli loosely translated to mean the peacekeepers

(l am indebted to my *oih.r, Makerita Suaalii for her assistance in translating this concept). In Samoan Fana'afi

(1997: l2)notesthat: "Otamaitai natttu iai le nafaoletausigaolefilemu. I totontto aiga, iupuo lenuu' e ave

atu lava i le irupa o tamaitai upu ma te tofa e filemu ai. IJa li taua l-enei va i le tele o nuu i ona po nei, ae o lo o

iai afioaga o lo o mamala ai pea Nuu o tama'ita'i, ma lausi pea lo latou va ma le Nuu o Matai' O se aiga e iai

pea tqmaitai e malqu i ta latiu nafa lenei o le pae ma le auli, o se aiga manuiq lea i aso o le talutalufou ma le

pesi mai o suiga tetele o le olaga" (ibid). Loosely translated this means: "Daughters of the village are given the

duty to protect the harmony of family and village life. According to village custom and tradition this is a sacred

dury. Today it is rare to f,rnd this entity, the /Vui o Tama'ita'i,but it does exist. For those families or villages

that still retain the Nuu o Tama'ita'i,theirrole is one of keeping the peace. If they carry this role out well this

*itt put them in good stead to face tire many different life chaltenges to come" (Translation mine)'
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and betwe enmatai and aigaor family. In Samoa and New Zealand today thefaamatai

continues relatively intact (Macpherson, 1994. The persistence of the traditional

power and authorial structure of the/aamatai, as Macpherson (2002) suggests, owes

more to the flexibility of the ideology of aigaand the moral community around it

than to anything else.

Aiga as a GerontocracY

Notions of rank and authority within the immediate traditional and contemporary

samoan family setting can sometimes mirror that of thefaamatai. Thatis, those senior

in age and rank in one's immediate family are often afforded status and respect in a

manner similar to that offered to matai.1ffi In the Samoan context seniority in age is

also often equated with wisdom and experience. It is believed that those who

disrespect their elders will be cursed and experience misfortune'lo7 The respect

afforded peoples of senior age and of chiefly rank creates a gerontocratic system of

authority (Macpherson, 1999). Here the authority of parents, elders and chiefs are

rarely questioned (at least publicly) by the young and untitled and often

unquestioned for fear of both physical and spiritual reprimand (Macpherson'\999;

Freeman, 1983). The oft-quoted Samoan saying that "it is the duty of children to

obey their parents no matter what their age" is to be understood within this

gerontocratic frame.

The viltag efonoor council of chiefs is the main goveming body in Samoa for sorting

local village disputes (Macpherson, 1999:89). In New Zealand, samoan disputes that

did not involve breaking a law are usually sorted between the Samoan families

106 For example, elders and matqi arcoffered their meals fust; offered the best seat in the house; their

instructions are rarely questioned and so forth. often those senior in age hold higher ranking matoi tilles' A

p.rron can be bestowed with more than one matai title. The higher ranking tittes are ury1lly offered to a person

after that person has given due service to the family. Lesser ranked titles can be offered first to test the person's

ability to give due service.
r07 This is implicit in the Samoan ctfise malsmalua (mala meaning curse and matua mearLing parents or

elders), usually imposed by parents or elder family members on their children or younger family members

(Tiavaasu'e et al, 2005).
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involved, withmatai and/or a church pastor facilitating the reconciliation process'

For more serious offences appropriate New Zealand state bodies may also need to be

involved, namely the Courts and Police. In New Zealand the sovereignry of the New

Zealandlaw, and involvement of non-Samoan state governing bodies in New

Zealand-based Samoan youth offending cases, puts pressure on the sovereignty of

the aiga and. matai.The New Zealand.CYP&F and Criminal Justice Acts108 alleviates

some of this Pressure by recognising the importance of the extended family to

Polynesian cultures and by acknowledging the ifoga $ performed) in the sentencing

of Samoan youth and adult offenders (Gershon, 2}}'L;Durie and Metge' 1985)'

From this literature review the aiga is an extensive and integral part of the Samoan

identity. It involves configurations of family that involve more than just the

immediate or nuclear family model. The aigainvolves an identity of family that

makes material connections between the Samoan individual, his or her immediate

family, extended families and/or Samoan village/s and/or nation'

Participant Experiences and Articulations of Aiga

For the Samoan participants of this study a commitrnent to one's aigais for some

more a case of immediate family first and others second, i.e. village church or nation

second. For Samoan New Zealanders a commifment to one's extended family in

New Zealand and in samoa is something that is filtered through a commitment to

the immediate family. As one gets older and/or becomes more involved in Samoan

family decision making processes, equal commitments to immediate and extended

family may well increase.

For those Samoan youth offenders of this study whose family or home lives were

stable, a commitment to family (immediate and extended) came relatively easily'

Namely sl6 and s 5 of the Criminal Justice Act 1985'
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Having stable families and a commitment to immediate and extended aiga was the

case for only two of the seven offender cases involved in this study' This level of

instability amongst families of youth offenders is not surprising in view of evidence

presented by various psychological studies (FergUson et aL,1993)' In fact to be

officially labelled a youth offender implies that the young Person may be

experiencing difficulties in the home. That is, that there may be a clash of cultures or

a clash of expectations between the samoan parent/s and his or her delinquent child'

Or, as one Youth court youth advocate put it there may be a 'lack of identitS/ or

disconnections amongst the discourses of self available to the youth offender' That

is, the youth offender lacks a secure identity where they do not know or seem to have

no firm footing in either their Samoan or New Zealand communities' Their problems

as Samoan youth offenders might be interpreted as problems produced by these

discursive disconnections. This Samoan Youth court youth advocate states:

LAW:
INT:
LAW:

INT:

LAW:

For some of our trouble kids, if s a lack of identity'

If s not a clash of identities?

No, for me it's a lack of identity, because it pulls every which way'

they go home and ifs traditional you are expected to do this, that and

the other and be this, that and the other. But when they're out with

their friends and so on, it's a different culture, so they have a lifestyle.

so they haven,t settled or dort't have an understanding of either

world?
yeah, or if they have it,s without guidance, so if they've settled for

instance into urban life, it's without parameters for living (samoan

Youth court Youth advocate).

Whatever the case, the family or home environment plays a central role in socialising

the Samoan young persorL in instilling within them Samoan parental and cultural

beliefs about what is or is not good conduct for them as Samoan young people' and

for provid,ing them with the appropriate "guidance" or "parameters for living"

suggested by the youth advocate above.
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There are Samoan youth offenders from stable homes or family environments

(nuclear and extended). This was the situation in Kelvin's case' From caseworker

accounts Kelvin was merely "i. the wrong place at the wrong time" (see Chapter

Two for a fuller profile of this case). Kelvin's family or home environments (both

nuclearandextended;roswere,fromallthoselookingfromtheoutsidgttoyl|gn

compared to the other six cases, extremely stable. From my interviews with this

young person's parents (both biological parents),lr1 who were married now for over

twenty years, samoan values and betiefs about the importance of- aiga were held in

high regard. According to the Youth court youth advocate involved in this case,

Kelvin "had all of that intuitive Samoan-ness going on about him'' Kelvin was a first

time offender. The one-off offence he had committed was aggravated robbery' On

the scale of youth offences this is one of the more serious and so he was facing prison

unless a suitable alternative could be found. The Youth court youth advocate was

praising of the CYFS staff who came up with the alternative' This was a well-

thought-out FGC plan that was eventually accepted by the court. This plan involved

send.ing Kelvin to extended family in Samoa- Police and medical checks were

cond.ucted on the people to whom he was to be sent. The case was also placed under

the supervision of a former New Zealand police officer of standing who now resided

in Samoa.

In the youth advocate's opinion sending this young Person to extended family in

Samoa was by no means alr easy option. On a range of fronts it was hard' It was

going to be hard for the young person, who in her opinion was "so New Zealand-

born,, to adjust to samoan village life. It was also goin8 to be hard for the people in

rog The youth advocate in this case told of how her wider Samoan networks spoke highly of both the

nuclear and extended familY.
1r0 That is from the perspectives of the caseworkers and myself who are on the outside looking in'

lil It is with great regretthat the father of this young person, who so kindly and generously gave of his

time, was unable to see thJ final version of this thesis befoie he passed away. I will always beindebted to you

and your family fo. Vo* g.nriosity of time and warmth of spirii. Faafetai tele lava mo Ie alofa mai i lenei

su'esu'ega ma iafaamanuia le Atua i Io outou aiga'
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Samoa to ensure that they monitored his programme in accordance with their

arrangements with New Zealand CYFS and the Youth court. It was also hard for the

Youth court because the court was taking a risk in placing their faith in a system

outside of their immediate control. Thankfully in this case the risk was well worth it'

The youth advocate states:

[This] case was a beautiful example of Youth Court in action and it was a good

recognition by GYFS that in order to keep this young Person out of prison, they

couldn't provide the kind of programme that would be acceptable to the Court' But

what I really appreciated in that case was the recognition by the Departrnent

ICYFSI tt ui*" can't provide a suitable programme here in NZ that the Court

would find acceptable, therefore if you come up with a Progranune that is based in

Samoa, we will endorse it. And it was endorsed by the chief social worker and he

wasn't sent to oblivion, it was a really tight and well thought out plan' The

interesting issue in that case was this boy was so NZ bom, so conditioned to the

Nikes and the ... everything about him. And, um, Samoa had to be sold to him in

many respects, and I thint< if we're truthful about it he went there to avoid prison

rather than having this epiphany in his life, where he thought I need to recorurect or

I need to go back io *y roots. Because his roots are South Auckland. So it is always

a dilemma as a youth advocate when you suggest to New Zealand-born' you know'

'an altemative to prison is that you know you go to samoa, Tonga or whatever" But

there was roor"thi.g about this kid, where I though! yeah, you could survive over

there and he clearly has (Samoan Youth Advocate)'

Through this experience of being sent to Samoa for the first time to a stable extended

family environmenL Kelvin was able to engage with his samoan culture and identity

in ways not available to him in New Zealand.rr2 Going to Samoa gave him an

appreciation of aiga. Kelviin's case highlights the best of the samoan alga system' It

was with Sleat regret and reluctance that he returned to New Zealand at the end of

his three-month prograrnme there.

1r2 In particular because most of his peers were involved in qutalavou (church youth programmes), aumaga

(village youth programmes), school and family activities and spoke the Samoan language on adaily basis' this

New Zealand-born Samoan youth offender alio became involved in these programmes and activities and in

,pruf.ing the Samoan funilug". He noted that he enjoyed his time in Samoa because he was constantly busy'

doing different things, fro'm ieeding the pigs with hii uncles after school, to'tasa-ing the vao" (cutting

ourrlto*n grass) with village youti, to pfaying the role of Jesus in his church youth Christmas progralnme'



Kelvin's case illustrates the outcomes possible when there are connections between

the spirits of governing involved in a case. Kelvin's remorseful conduct was

reflective of 'good conduct' and so worthy of being supported by the governing

spirits of the State and family systems set up to monitor him. In Samoa he continued

to display conduct that was worthy of being rewarded, according to the ideological

systems in place in the Samoan environment. Kelvin's success in Samoa was perhaps

a result of the congruence of the modes of governing deployed there and in his New

Zealand,home environment. The convergence of these modes of family ties and

obligations combined with the freedom to develop away from parental and New

Zealand,state scrutiny could foster outcomes such as gaining more'self-esteem'

lead.ing to school success, the prevention of reoffending and the rallying of all -

family and caseworkers - to help in his case. These outcomes may be indicative of

the success of the various techniques of self-government at play'

The other side of Samoan family life is not as rosy - a situation no different in other

ethnic groups. Domestic or family violence has been cited as one of the causes of

iuvenile delinquenry fergusson and Horwood ,1993'). In the Samoan gerontocratic

culture where the shaming of one's family and/or elders is severely punished' the

incidence of 'excessive' physical disciptine or family violence in Samoan families is

perhaps unsurprising (see chapter six for further discussion on this point). The

impact of excessive discipline or violence on young people is, like the phenomenon

of shame, complicated. It can deter offending behaviour, as Weysouth suggests

below, or it can teach child.ren that (excessive physical) violence is normal'

I think the reason why all the kids are like this [offendhgl, is just because of the

way that they are brought up. It's not their own choice but it helps because thafs

;usitite giving them thatbalkground and then once they hit that age when that

tackground comes in they take it into their own hands. Thafs what I've found'

um, the only reason, why, um - I',m not blaming my Dad - but that's where it

started from, coz (sic) every time he would smash us, then that was like giving us a

good sign, when you have kids smash your kids too (Weysouth)'
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At the time of interview, Weysouth's case was on the verge of being discharged from

Youth court and he was going to be'free' as he put it. His family life involved the

separation of his parents during his primary school years and the abuse of alcohol

within the family. By the time I interviewed Weysouth he seemed to have had

enough of being a youth offender. What is interesting in this case is that despite

Weysouth's clashes with his Samoan father,lr3 he continues to live with him' In facL

when his parents divorced during his primary school yeals weysouth chose to live

with his father and continues to do so to this day. His father likewise acknowledges

his frustrations with his son, but despite these, he states that it is his role as a father

to continue to be there for his son no matter what'

This sense of commitment to one's parents, to one's immediate aigA, ot to one's

children, is the importanc e ot faasamoa to the youth offenders and parents of this

study. More often than not Samoan parents or elders attempt to deter Samoan young

people from youth offending by constantly reminding them of the burden of shame

that they would bring on their family, especially on their parents but sometimes also

their Samoan nation. This burden is intensi-fied, it seems, within the collective ethos

of samoan society. Here the communal living of samoan life can be a panoptican

bubble that for New Zealand-based Samoan adolescents seeking to find and express

their individuality is easily pricked, with or without family problems. In unstable or

dysfunctional families this burden of shame is sometimes weakened. Nevertheless it

is a burden that is a major deterrent to Samoan families seeking appropriate help'

This is noted in the comments of one PatagiYouth Court youth advocate quoted

below. She states:

113 This Samoan youth offender notes that his relationship with his father is often a volatile and violent

one. He states: "Like sometimes when he talks to me, he pushes it, and in my head I'm going crazy' And I don't

want it to come to that day. [lnterviewer: you don't want'him to know what's going through your head?] Yeah'

because he would take it in a different way and then he would put it into that way that would want to make

someone want to go craz]. So that's why I always have to wulk u*uy, I always walk away when he talks to me'

because he sees the anger in my eyes anO in -yiody. [lnterviewer: Lut doesn't that make them even more mad

when you walk away?l yeah, Uut stitl I just wak uni .iu* the door, I give the warning sign, don't come past this

door. So now, I think that he's just staying out of my business"'



I think one of the strengths and weaknesses of the Samoan culture is the concept of

shame. on the one hand itmakes samoan peopte very proud but on the other it

makes them hide their problems because they don't want to have the shame of

people knowing about them (Palagi Youth Advocate)'

At this stage in the lives of the youth offenders, their commitment to aiga is not so

much to the ideology of. aigabut to the reality of needing the (emotional) support of a

close network of people. One of the Samoan youth offenders I had interviewed for

the Adair et al (1998) study on Family Group Conferences noted that the importance

of family was made apparent for him during his court aPPearances' During these

times he states that it is one's immediate family rather than one's friends that will be

there for them, through "good and bad"' He states,

...after six months on the streets...I',d sleep in parks, I joined the KCB [a Tongan

youth gangl, they were like a second family, but they weren't there for me at court'

Friends aren't there for you in certain thing+ but then they feel like your family, but

your farnily are there through the whole thit g, good and bad... (samoan youth

offender, Adair et al, 1998: 25).

Impressing on Samoan youth offenders the importance of aiga in any sense other

than that of the immediate family is difficult, given their youngage and often hard

life circumstances. For the youth in this study aigais a complex entity that is more

about one's immediate family ties and responsibilities than anything else' For as

Koby puts if family to him is "important in every way" and important because' as he

states: "I know, there's that thing in Samoan that when you get older you help out

your Mum and Dad, yeah I know. It's all good"'

The notion of having responsibilities also to one's extended family, church or village

falls beyond the immediate realities of many of these youth offenders' The

importance of the aiga (tnclusive of the nuuor village, lotu ot church or Samoa) is
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something that preoccupies not so much the sensibitities of the New Zealand-born

Samoan youth but more those of their parents' and the'older' Samoan generation'

Aigalsa fundamental Samoan institution that centres on the idea of having care-

giving roles and responsibilities beyond one's immediate family' Macpherson (1997:

82) notes that "a range of reasons from self-interesf through [to] a lack of familiarity

with alternatives, to acceptance of the principles fof.'aigal" can explain the

commitment held by samoans outside of samoa to the ideology of aiga and to the

faasamoamore generally. The aigain its narrowest and widest senses is a Samoan

institution that has been described as the foundation or backbone of Samoan society

(Macpher son, l999;Meleisea, 1987,1988a, 1gg8b, 1gg5). Tlne aiga in New Zealand

today incorporates both immediate and extended biological family configurations,

and as well those family units formed through friendships, church fellowships,

neighbourhood or work or other associations. For New Zealand-bom samoan youth,

whether a youth offender or not, the aigaplays an important role in creating a spirit

of 'being Samoan'.

Theme 2z Faaaloalo -'to respect, honour and serve (unselfishly)'

Faaaloalo like aigais often cited in the literature on the faaSamo4 as one of the core

principles of the faasamoa (Mallfa,1988; Tamasese ,2003; Mulitalo-Lauta, 2000; Anae'

1998). Faaaloalorefers to Samoan understandings of honour, respect, deference and

courtesy (Milner, L966:1.6;Pratt,1893: S0). It is a principle or quality that is usually

used interchangeably with the principle aaa (LuL 2003) and often associated with the

principles tautuaor self-less service, alofa ot love and compassion and mamalu or

dignity. Faaaloalo is also a unidirectional'expectation', usually expected from the

young or untitled persons toward eld.ers or the titled. This expectation is captured in

the often quoted Samoan saying: "E tatau ona lfaaaloalo ma] aaa tamaiti'i tagata

matutua(children should honour/respect their elders)" (Milner,1966z 37; translation

in the original).
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Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese unpacks the terms/a aaloalo and auafurther. He states that

"faaaloalo is alo mai and alo atu" meaning literally "face meeting face" (Tamasese'

2003: 4). He argues that "once there is loss of face there cannot be a meeting of faces

and therefore the basis of which/a aaloalo is premised disappears" (ibid)' The notion

of faaaloalo in thelas amoa vnd'erscores protocols of respect and deference that are

enacted whenever people come together. Schoeffel (1995) also notes that

surrounding notions of aaa and faaaloalo arebehavioural systems that are critical to

the dignity or mamaluof different titles, Sroups or Persons within Samoan society'

She writes,

The dignity and honour (mamatu)of a group or its representative is acknowledged

through behaviour that is referred to in Samoa asfaaaloalo (respect and deference)'

The qualities of dignity, honour, respect and deference are considered to [be] the

fundamental ingredients of the [Samoan] social order (Schoeffef 1995:87)'

In sum,/a aaloalois a principle, behaviour or practice often invoked as central to an

understanding of thefaasamoa and,samoan behavioural patterns and protocols'

Faaalaalo andTautua

Part of giving respect to one's elders and chiefs is giving selfless service' In the

Samoan culture or faasamoa this self-less service is commonly referred to as tautua'

Tautuais defined as the service of one to another. Strictly speaking it is, likepaaloalo'

unidirectional, moving from the young person to the parent or elder person or from

the untitled to the titled. Often it is the service of a chitd to his or her parents; the

service of an untitled Person to his or her chief; and so on (Pratt, 1893: 290; Milner'

L966:245-246).This is captured in the oft-quoted Samoan saying: " O le ala'i le pule [ol
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le tautLtn",meaning: "The way to (gain) authority is through (faithful) service (i'e' the

way to become amataiis first to serve amataifaithfully)" (Milner, 1966:245\'1ta

Whilst tautuais described here as service given faithfully, it also implies the

operation of the quid pro quo prtnciple as suggested by Tim o'Meara (1997)' The

expectation of a quidpro quo relaionship is implicit in Unasa Felise Vaa's explanation

of tautuaprovided below. Here Vaa differentiates between tautua and English

servanthood. He suggests that the difference between the two lies in the samoan

service or tautuabeing rewarded with the bestowal of a title of rank and prestige that

in the English case can only be bestowed by birthright. vaa states:

Non-matais (sic) had to render their services which could be described as feudal in

nature, though it should be remembered that the Samoan form of feudalism is not

the same u, *u, practised in Europe for instance, in the Middle Ages' One big

difference is that in Samoan society a'serf'could succeed to a matai title by having

proven himself loyal to his matai. Moreover, he must have carried out all his

obligations to his matai fully and selflessly. ln the European system, a serf was

bom into his position and could never hope to be a Lord (Yaa,1978:124)'

These understandings of. tautuaoffered by Vaa, O'Meara and Milner are founded on

traditional samoan understandings that all peoples are descendants of the gods,

including Tagaloa (Tamasese, 2005a). As such no one has any more or less right than

any other person to achieve status and rank. Rank and status are things that one

earns not things one is born with. Th"y are reflections of one's self-less service to

humanity and the spiritual order. That is, to the aiga, to the nuu, to the nation and to

the gods. Those who have rank and status are those who have given tautua' What

they receive in return is mamalttor the dignity of rank and status amongst their peers,

within their family and nation and in the eyes of their spiritual gods. one's mamalu

is reflective of one's tautua. The quid pro quo suggestion here is not in terms of the

idea that'only if you give me something then I'll give you something back in return"

r14 The translation is offered by Milner and the parentheses used in the quote are used in the original'

Italics have been inserted.
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Rather it is more akin to the Christian tenet, 'do unto others as you would have them

do unto you'. The measure and emphasis of service or tautuais not the receiving but

the giving. This underscores claims that the/a asamoais a culture of self-less giving'lls

Practising tautuain modern Samoan times, in Samoa and New Zealand' has meant

adjusting to the material conditions of the modern day' Today tautuanot only

includes traditional Samoan notions of service through providing work'in-person'

but also service through monetary and other material contributiont either from one's

own'pocket' or from, as Schoeffel points out below, the 'pockets' of one's children or

other dependants. Schoeffel states:

Nowadays, a woman may be able to channel large amounts of cash to her own

'aiga,drawn from the earnings of her own children and their spouses, in order to

create a claim of service (tautua) to particular titles on behalf of her children

(Schoeffel, 1995: 105).

Here tautuato one's extended family can be earned indirectly, through the direct

tautuaof parents or other family members on your behalf or through your

contributions to the general pool of resources offered as the tautua of the parenf

elder or wider collective. The point here is that whilst the value and principle of

tautuapersists in the modern day, the manner and form in which it is carried out has

changed or been adapted to meet the new living conditions of the present day'

Giving constant service or tautuato one's family is a life-long commibnent' For

Samoans it is seen as the ultimate sign of a child's respect and honour of their family,

especially their parents. It is understandably however a quality and/or expectation

that can give rise to many tensions and/or fall-outs befween Samoan parents and

their children. Freeman (1983) allud.es to this tension in his discussion on Samoan

r15 My Samoan parents and elders often make this claim. It is also a claim that underscores the point raised

by Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi (2000: l) that the "Faasamoa begins and ends with atofa" ' Alofa n this claim

can be interpreted as 'self-less giving'.



adolescence. In the quote below he suggests that for some of those Samoan

adolescents that he came into contact with, practising tautua- particulatly tautua

without question (which is the expected practice) - was often highly stressful' Here

giving service to parents and, aigawas for some of Samoa's young more a case of

,,servitude" or resented service than selfless service. He notes:

These adolescents would tell us of the tensions between themselves and their

parents, and of their emotional distress during altercations with their families or

when they were heavily dominated by someone in authortty' One 17-year-old girl'

for example, who wrote down for us in her own words the story of her life,

described her feelings of intense resentment at being beaten by her mother, and her

distress at what was often said to her, adding that her life and that of others like her

was merely one of servitude (Freeman, 1983: 259)'

The young girl's experience cited by Freeman above suggests that the ideal of what

O'Meara (1997:162) calls the "cycle of tatttuA" with its suggestion of a quidprl quo

principle is in practice, at least between children and Parents or the young and elders

today, often fraught with tension. In New Zealand this has led many Samoan youth

to rebel against the wishes of their parents, whether reasonable or otherwise

(Macphers on,1997). The notionof tautua as quidpro quo seems on its face contrary to

the purported ideal of giving selfless service. In this case the discourse of tautua

seems at odds with the discourses of youth. Despite the resistances tautua evokes, it

remains a core part of the spirit of faasamoa, whether in Samoa or New Zealand' It is

also principle or value often cited as reflective of the level of one's alofa ot love and

compassion for others. This leads me to a brief discussion of the invoked

relationship betweenfaaaloalo and alofa (love or compassion).

Eaanloalo and. Alofa

If one gives tautua and faaaloalo to one's parents, aiga, village, church and so forth'

one is often said to be full of atofaor love, kindness and/or compassion' The Samoan

principle of alofais argued to be more than the expressing of an emotion' It is

something suggested as more akin to the notion of agape (Mulitalo-Lauta, 2000)'
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Mulitalo-Lauta (2000: 22) notes that atofaas a Samoan quality is more than just the

expressionof love and compassion; it is also the committed and selfless act of showing

this love and compassion. In support of this he cites an oft-quoted Samoan saytng "e

le nA,o upu ma talo, a'o mea faatino e iloa ai le alofa- it is not iust words, but action and

commitment which truly demonstrate love, compassion and concern for others"

(ibid).

Alofo,unllke faaaloalo or tautua, is expected to flow freely between the titled and

untitle4youngpersonandold,parentandchil.d.Toshowrespectistoshowlove

and compassion and vice versa. Atofa andfaaaloalo areused to extol the virtues of

Samoan practices such as osi aiga.rl6

Alofomight also be described as a gift (Pratt, 1893: 72\. The association between

grftirg and love is captured in the term meaalofa, meaning"a gift of love"' Tuiatua

Tupua Tamasese Efi, in his keynote address to the PasifikaMedical Association in

Auckland, New Zealandin 2000, argued that"Faasamoabegins and ends with alofa" '

He notes that the relationship between peoples, between the parent and drild and/or

alii and, tutafale (chiefs and orators) is one founded on alofa' Alofo is what drives a

commitment to parents, to c-hildren, to aiga, to nuu, to the lotu, to Samoa and to the

faasamoa. He argues that from alofa come faaaloalo or respect and honour' tautua or

selfless service and,mamalu or personaf family and national dignity' He argues:

Faasamoais founded on alofa. Alofa is fundamental to the parent and child

relationship, as it is to the matai andfamily relationship, and the alii and tulafale

relationship. ...Once alofa isestablished, then, like the proverbial yam plant' many

116 This phrase is often used to refer to the generous support give.n by members of aigato immediate and

extended family faalavelave or other family need"s. I urn gtui"fitt to nil.iu Suaalii, Faasi'u Gaee and Masuisui

Junior pereira for their time and willingnejs to discuss thii concept with me. Each suggested that the concept

relates to the atofaof a family member to his/her extended family, usually manifested h glguinU of material

support by that family member to extended family faalavelave. bsi is translated by Pratt (1893: 95) as meaning

the act of making a covenant or sacrifice. In this;;nse osi oiga is generally about 'giving material support to

one,s family,. Mulitalo-Lauta (2000: 24) also notes that "thJphilo-sophical basis of this value losi aigal derives

from the principle of tautud''
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shoots will sprout. Service, respect, courtesp consideration, sacrifice, is founded on

alofa (Tamasese, 2000: 1).

Like anything teaching or learning alofa, faaaloalo and/or tautua requires access to

appropriate resources, skills, quality time and good examples. All of which in the

busyness and financial constraints of modern Samoan life, in Samoa and New

Zea?and,,are often difficult to find. The principle, value and/or practice of faaaloalo

and the associated principles, values and practices of atofa andtautua, operates within

the collective ethos of the aiga, faamatai and,faaKerisiano' They are inherently

relational in the sense described by Tamasese et ar (lggr) earlier and form the basis of

Samoan parental and elder expectations of good conduct from their children' These

principles, values and/or qualities, together with the other Samoan values' principles

and practices such as osi aigaptovide the basis for defining approPriate child' youth'

parent, matai,male and female (wife, sister, husband and brother) self and group

conduct.

Participant Experiences and Articulations of Faaaloalo

Faaaloalo, alofa and tautua(love, respect, deference, honour and courtesy and giving

selfless service) are Samoan qualities or values that are invoked by Samoans to define

their faaSamoL, atleast in the ideal. In participant narratives, this description was

expected to be most evident in the talk of Samoan parents, Samoan caseworkers and

Samoan culfural experts. This has proven to be the case' This was expected because

their value as ethnic markers, qualities or principles is often better appreciated with

age and life experience.

For the Samoan youth offenders of this study their experiences and/or articulations

of Samoan values suclr as faaaloalo, alofa and, tautua are implicit in their experiences or

recognition of (a) their responsibilities to their parents or family and; (b) of samoan

hospitality protocols, including the use of respectful Samoan words'
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Koby's suggestiory raised earlier, that there is an expectation ("that thing in

samoan,,) that he as a samoan child will'help' (tautua to) his parents when he got

older reflects the presence and power of these'principles' or'discourses'in the

subjectivity of this samoan youth offender. spock recognised the relationship

between the use of respectful Samoan words in Samoan hospitality situations and the

faasamoa. This was raised in our interview as follows:

What do you understand of faasamoa?

Do you mean all the words?

WeIl yeah.

Well, like everything? Well, yeah, nah"'don't know"'you mean how

they call all those peopte to come and eat and stuff? Like [I know] only

some, but I don't know how to say the speech for them (Spock)'

Spock was the one Samoan youth offender in this study who despite being New

Zealand-born was very articulate in the Samoan language' Of the seven Samoan

youth offending cases involved in this study his was deemed by all the caseworkers

interviewed to be the most problematic. His home life was very unstable' He never

really knew his biological parents. He was raised by his maternal samoan

grandmother before she passed away a couple of years before our interview' He was

about fourteen years when she passed away. She had taught him the Samoan

language. He had a long history of juvenile offences both in New Zealand and

Australia.rrT According to his social workers he had severe anger management

problems. It was suggested by a number of caseworkers that he might have mental

health issues also. This case seemed to be the exact opposite of the case of the one-

time New Zealand-bom Samoan youth offender who was sent to Samoa' i'e'

Kelvin's. For Spock, despite his apparent grasp of the Samoan language and cultural

trz This Samoan youth offender was interviewed in the Weymouth Correctional Facility for Youth

Offenders. He was at the time awaiting a Youth court decision ui to whether to move his case to District Court

or not. When I attempted to do a follow-up interview with him a few months later I was told that he had been

moved to Mount Eden prison in Auckland.

TNT:

YO:

INT:
YO:
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protocols, his caseworkers argued that he lacked an affinity with the'ideals' or

'virtues' of the principles of. faaaloalo, tauttta and alofa. The inference being that he

lacked the spirit of faasamoa. This lack of appreciation of the true 'spirit' of these

principles was suggested by his Samoan youth court youth advocate' She states:

The interesting thing about [this Samoan youth offender] was thathis Samoan was

beautiful. His spoken samoan was beautiful and he did these really heartfelt'

articulate apologies in Samoan to his family, to one of the matai that was there [at

his FGCI and to one of the victims who was samoan and who spoke to him in

Samoan. And lthe youth offender] spoke to him [the victim] in Samoan and it was

the most po*".fut thing, but so insincere (Samoan Youth court youth advocate)'

For this youth offender, respect for authority was unsurprisitgly low' When

scolded by one of his Samoan CYFS social workers for constantly reoffending,

Spock retaliated by challenging this social worker to a fight' When I asked him

about this altercation with his social worker spock replied rather indignantly: "he

talks to me like I'm his son or something". This comment hints at a point made by

one of the Samoan cultural experts interviewed in this study who claims that

Samoan young people today only listen to their parents and/or peers' The

authority of any other Samoan elder, even an aunt or uncle, no longer has the

weight it used to have. This cultural expert suggests that this is something that is

problematic and can be addressed by enrolling New Zealand-based samoan youth

in Samoan cultural Programmes. He states:

well it,s like, this generation of samoan young people growing up today, it seems

that they have one main source of authority that they listen to, their parents' The

authority of other elders, such as older cousins or aunties, are not as strong' There

are some who will listen to their elders but mostly it seems that they do not' And, it

seems that the young people today tend to be more influenced by their peers than

their parents. gecauie *h"r, you have a Samoan young Person, they associate with

p"u., fro* other cultures at school, these peers tell them things that may well

influence them against the teachings of their parents. So parents have to teach their

children well in the values of our Samoan culture. If parents are unable to do this'
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then parents should enrol their children in cultural Programmes that can give them

appropriate instruction (samoan cu I tu ral experh translation nrine)' t ta

Respect or faaaloaloby Samoan young people today for Samoan elders and/or

authority figures (including parents) seems, especially amongst youth offenders' to

be something that depends heavily on their family circumstances and whether there

has existed for them older Samoan role models who could show them whatfaaaloalo

or respect, alofa or love and compassion, ot tautua or sel{less service means' For most

of the offenders of this study having such role models available to counsel them was

often not the case. One of the Samoan CYFS social workers interviewed in this study

argued that often the parents, caregivers or elders of these offenders are not spending

the quality time needed for these youth to learn about what gving respect to elders

means and what being Samoan involves and so on. He argues that this lack of

quality family time and/or lack of family stabilify (or the disconnection of

appropriate discourses), together with the protection of youth offender rights, often

makes it difficult for'these' New Zealand-based youth offenders to appreciate these

Samoan ideals. He states:

There is a whole lot of factors that um you can think of (regarding lack of respect

amongst some samoan youth offenders). I think number one thing would be the

family ay, if it lacks in the family then, if the parents are more concemed with other

stuff in life and have no quality time with their kids, whereby they get together and

share, have the time to be able to sit down and share with them and talk with them

in regards to such things as respect [or] what are the values that we hold dear to

[orl what makes a samoan a samoan? why should I be proud of being a samoan?

Yeah....I think [another] one of the things would be, that influence young people

nowadays, is schools, their educatlon ay... the what do you call it, the freedom of

speech, yeah. Whereas, if I may recollect my ownupbringing there was no such

uri"g as freedom of speech, ay (samoan CYFS social worker).

r1B Original Samoan lext:. "...leaga o le tupulaga lea e soifua nei pe tasi a le latou agaga o matuq' ae o se

cousin, poo ,re aunty, poo ai, e omai mi qai 
^af 

ie mJa ia latou, e le fia faalogo' E iai le tagata e Jia faalogo' ae

iai [foiJ le tagata e malua le ffia] faatoga. ...O te mea mo'i a lena. Ua lefiafaatogo i ni mataa" ua o tstaa i

latou uo, uafaalogo i uo. Mqnaluafoi iinei, e sau o le samoa ae lalanoa i le Msuli ma isi ituaiga tqgata i aoga'

ona ta'u mai lea o mea a o latou aiga, ...ave ese lloa ma mafoufauga lea na omai ma latou mai Samoa' o Iefai o

y"o*,. to, ma o le mea la lena e tauilefaia o le soaoga o 
^ituo 

io latoufanau, a le mafai, ia vaai loa ni

polokalame e ave iai..'"-
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Older siblings could also play an important role in teaching younger siblings the

virtues of faaaloalo, alofa and tautua. For many samoan families this underlines the

use of older siblings in childrearing functions. Often older siblings can also help

younger siblings cope with the stresses of Samoan life and parental expectations'

Like their parents, getting younger siblings to respect older siblings often meant

older siblings imposing physical force. For weysouth, who had a violent and volatile

relationship with his father, his relationship with his older siblings was similarly

violent and volatile. In his case respect was something that was earned through

violence or demanded by physical force. when discussing his relationship with his

siblings Weysouth noted that the respect he earned from them was gained through

having to fight them. We discussed this as follows:

INT: How about your older brothers? Did they help you and give you advice and

stuff about that?
yo: ob they used to give me a hiding too. [Both laugh]. They used to beat me

up and so that's why I go to sleep, yeah'

INT: While you were 4runk? Bit of a waste of time beating EP a oga (drunk), ay?

YO: Yeah, that's why every time I used to come back they'll wait till one whole

[wrong] move that I do and then they will all attack me, they all start

attacking me. Coz I think they enjoy it'
INT: Were they oga (drunk) at the time?
yo: Nah, nah, they just, if my dad tells them, get him, then they all come and get

me'Buttheylikeittoobecauselcanhearthemlaughing.
INT: Like is it power or something?

YO: Oh they just attack me at the same time, I don't know who to go for first'

INT: That's a bit unfair?
YO: Yeah
INT: So whaf s it like now?

YO: Oh, ifs gone good now coz a lot of respect rve earned from them now, but I

had to leam respect in another way, I had to fight them to make them

respectme,becauseeverytimeifl,mscaredorsomething,tllvy
something, they would keep on trying to pick on me until I ' "

INT: Were they trying to make you hard or something?

YO: Nah, they lust want to be the boss, be the boss, the one who is trying to tell

whoever wins they can go, go make me this, go make me that, coz the other

one is scared. So i kept on trying and trying but I never won, never' But

then my brothers lusiteft me alone. And my dad even told them,'one day
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youaregoingtoloseto[your]brother,,cozhe,swayolderthanme
(WeYsouth).

Learning to respect his older siblings, or any other authority figures for that matter'

at this time in his life means something quite different for weysouth than that

suggested by the'idealised' understandings of respect or faaaloalo by'the literature''

This may well be the case for other New Zealand-based Samoan youth offenders or

for Samoan youth more generally, and highlights the different age-specific and

context-bound meanings and interpretations that can be associated with ethnic

cultural principles and/or core values. It also indicates that defining the governing

spaces within families or the home is always contingent on the configuration of its

ruling discourses or sPirits.

Despite the everyday challenges of attempting to live the ideals of thefaasamoa, New

Zealand-based Samoan cultural experts and Samoan-born parents insist on instilling

in New Zealand-based samoan young people the virtues of faaaloalo, alofa and tautua

as they understand them. These parents and cultural experts argue that this is

imperative because such principles and values are the foundation of the/aasamoa artd

of "who they are". Here these parents and cultural experts echo the sentiments

raised by the many Samoan authors quoted above (for example, Tamasese' 2000;

Fanaaff 1gg7). when armed with an appropriate appreciation of these samoan

values and principles, the culfural experts argue that Samoan youth offenders will no

longer steal, assault or "do any bad things"' Thuy contend:

The basic foundation of our [Samoan] culture is respec! respect youn8 people,

older people, vice versa. So thafs why we want to approach our yolrng people here

in New Zealand.,[through] our [samoan] culture to respect. once they [samoan

youth offenders] know *fto Ut"y are, they don't steaf they don't assault [and] they

ion't d.o any bad things. Because they know that if you do something wrong that is

the shame of your fa-ily, Mum and Dad and your country as well. Thafs what we

want to put in the minds of those young people [Samoan youth offenders] that we
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Samoans are different from other grouPs and we believe in our own culfure

(Samoan cultural exPerts).lte

Like any other parent-child relationship, the relationship between the Samoan young

person and his or her parents is significant in the lives of both. It is a relationship

that has been viewed as a governing tool in itself, goveming parental and child

conduct. For parents to say that if their child commits a crime it means that their

chitd does not love or respect them, as one Samoan parent suggests below' is overly

simplistic. But it is a sentiment that takes nuanced meaning when read within the

gerontocratic and collectively-based frame of Samoan parent-child relations as

discussed above:120

Youth offenders have to try to'down' their offending behaviour; otherwise they

will get their punishment. Youth offenders have no respect for their parents' no

love. So theirparents have to be strong and try to help these young people' because

there are parents who say they don't know what else to say to their youth offmding

children, they are sick of being shamed in front of social workers' So what I'm

saying is, (tomy children),'if you know that you are going to do something wrong,

don't do it because you love us, your Parents' (Koby's parent: translation mine)'tzt

These participants' experiences and articulation s of. faaaloalo and its associated

Samoan values or principles of tautua and atofahelps to unpack and'ground' the

spirit of faasamoa in aspecific real-tife contemporary New Zealand-based samoan

space. It is a higruy contested. space but nonetheless real.

rle The verbatim in this quote was actually said by one cultural expert but another lTo* cultural expert

was present also for the interview and was constantly otOaittg in agreement to what was being said' Hence I

make reference to what is being said in this quote initre ptural even though it was specifically said by only one

person.
r20 The parent cited below frames her sentiments in a mode typical of Samoan-born parents who subscribe

to a style of gerontocratic Samoan parenting that privilegel, 
"t FTt 

publicly, the voice of the Samoan parent or

elders and thi shame of the Samoa; collective over the voice of the Samoan child'

12r Original Samoan text: .....o le tagoto lea e taumafai la e down le aiga lea, se iafaa.taunuuina lqva i le

tupulaga lea (youth ofenders) le valoaga. Leai se ava i matua. (Ja leai se alofa"'O le mea la lea' mataa' ia loto

tetele ma taumafai matosi ia|aaitiifia ;upulaga ia.-.aua ua i ai isi matua uafai mai ua uma upu' ua leiloa

foi.-.na o le tigaina...na o Ie ligaina efaafesaga'i ma neisocial workers"'ma maasiasi i ai"'Le uiga o le tala'

soo se mea lava tou te iloa o li a outoufiia, ie iu ane i le leaga, aua ne'i outoufaia, leaga tou te alolofa i o

outou matud'.
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Faaaloalois a core principle of thefaasamoa. Together with the principles of alofa and

tautua,one gains insight into the value system that informs and guides invocations of

thefaasamoa as ideology and practice. Alofais more than the expression of love and

compassion, it is and is perhaps more so the act of carrying out that love and

compassio n. Tautuais the selfless service given by the young and untitled to their

parents, elders or chiefs who have status and rank in Samoan society' A number of

samoan authors, cultural experts and caseworkers note (as noted above) that all three

principles give body, soul and meaning (or mind) to thefaasomoa, its institutions and

practices.

Despite modern day challenges these principles, like the/aamatai artd aiga

institutions, have managed to stay relatively intact. Their persistence in the modern

migrant context owes much to their ability to adapt to their new conditions' This

ability to adapt is similar to that of the faamatai, which as Macpherson eloquently

(1999:90) describes are like "bamboo in a hurricane" which "may continue to bend

with the wind and withstand the stresses to which it is subject". From suggested

accounts of Samoan parents, caseworkers and cultural experts, the spirit of faaSamoa

would seem to advocate that New Zealand-based samoan youth offenders should

first learn of the importance of Samoan cultural principles such asfaaaloalo' tautua

artd alofa,like the importance of the aign andfaamatai institutions, in their homes or

family contextt from parents. This is the pre-requisite, they suggest' to producing

'good' Samoan subjects.

Theme *llsita'i -'to Obey'

lLsita'iin the Samoan language and culture means "to obey" (Pratt, 1989: 104) and

often to obey without complaint, especially public complaint' The principle usita'iis

separated here from faaaloalo, tautua and alofabecause it speaks more directly to the

subject of conduct. In the logic of the mother quoted earlier, if a samoan child
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commits a crime it not only reflects their lack of love or atofa for their parents but also

their lack of obedience. In other words, in samoan parent-child discourse, usita'i,

obeying one's parents (and sometimes despite the unreasonableness of their

requests) is to show alofa, faaaloalo and tautua. lJsita'i underlines Samoan

understandings of 'good' conduct.

Good/Bad samoan conduch Amio Leaga, Amio Lelei and Atnio Faatomfualii

Good conduct is often described in Samoan circles as amio lelei (mearung good

conduct or behaviour) (Shore, 1982) or amio faatamfralii (meaning chiefly conduct or

behaviour) (Freeman, 1983). Such behaviour includes conduct that reflects

humility.rz In raising good children, Samoans seek to quell exhibitionist behaviour

for fear that this would make them selfish and arrogant and shirk their collective

responsibilities (Mageo, 1gg4). The importance of humility, i.e. having a humble

heart (Ioto maualalo'S andhumble 'spirit' (aga malu)l8, is seen as central to developing

the type of. atofanecessary to adequately perform one's cultural responsibilities to

one,s Samoan parents, aiga, nrru and any other Samoan collective of note or

relevance. A samoan measure of one's good conduct or reputation is implicit in the

oft-quoted samoan saying: e itoa gofie Ie tamaalii i lana tu ma lana savali (meaning, a

person of chiefly qualities is easy to discern by noting his or her conduct)'tza *"

measure lies in the definition of chiefly qualities'

Bad conduct is conversely often described as {tmiyleaga (\terally meaning bad

conduct or behaviour). such behaviour includes any exhibitionist, arrogant selfish

tz2 Humility is usually translated in Samoan as agqn a/a (literally meaning of humble or low spirit) or /oro

maualalo(literally meaning to have a humble or lowerieart) but can ilso be translated x faaaloalo in certain

contexts.
tz3 The terms loro maualalo wrd aga malu, strictly speaking, refer to different things' That is' the former

literally translates to refer to being of lowly or humble'heurt o, pirtonality, whilst the latter refers to being of
.calm behaviour'. Nevertheless, in modern and more common usage the concePts are often used

interchangeably. For the purpoies of the above point, they both intimate states or conditions of humility'

whether mental, emotional or behavioural.
124 Translation mine.
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or self-praising tyPe conduct. So as the success of a Samoan child is heralded as a

collective Samoan ot aigflachievement, so too are their failures. In a discussion I had

with Samoan author and lecturer on thefaasamoa Tanuvasa Tavale (cited in Suaalii,

2001: 172),Tantvasa noted that samoan young people learn from birth the

importance of good and bad conduct and the impact that such conduct can have on

parents and the wider Samoan collective. This technique of instilling in children

from birth a sense of collective resPonsibility ensures that it becomes common sense

by the time they are Youth.

samoan codes of conduct are also gender and age specific. This is the case in samoa

and in New Zealand. In traditional Samoan timet good Samoan girls were

measured by their ability to (a) remain virgins before marriage and (b) to obey their

samoan parents and elders (schoeffel,l99l;suaalii, 2001). Falling outside of these

codes of conduct induced severe (often physical but also spiritual) punishment' If a

Samoan girl was to breach these codes of conduc! especially that of remaining a

virgin till marriage intense shame would befall her family. The dignity or mamalu of

Samoan families were in traditional Samoan times heavily associated with the

dig.,ity artd. mamalu, thegood conduct, of unmarried Samoan daughters - especially

those of rank.rr These daughters or taupou or sa'o tama'ita'i represented the pride

and good standing of Samoan families. Protecting this dignity was one of the core

responsibilities of. a taupou's brothers or male kin. These traditional Samoan

gendered beliefs and social ascriptions privileged daughters as feagaigai'e' as family

peacemakers or protectors of the aa tapuiaand/or as the political, social and honorific

holders of the sacred status given to sisters (Tamasese, 2005a;2004b)'125

lzs Daughters of rank are in Samoan custom refened to as Sa'o Tama'ita'i,similar to the 'First daughters

and First lady, concept used in the American presidential system. These Samoan daughters of rank usually hold

taupoutitles, which are titles bestowed on the daughters ofhigh-rankile chiefs by their extended family

representatives for her service and/or h", p*"ntr; Lrvice to ti'e extended fumily, village and/or nation' These

titi", ur" sacred and come with specific roles and responsibilities.

lzb Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese argues hatthefeagaiga canbe conceived of in two ways: (a) as feagaiga with

a capital .F, referring to the specific sacred Urotfrerfs[teistatus and covenant; and (b) as feagaiga with a small 'f
referring to the va tapuia iiicncan generally be understood as a sacred bond, i'e. such as that which may exist
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In the contemporary New Zealand-based Samoan context gendered codes of

behaviour are arguably not as strictly adhered to' In the main, this is a reflection of

the migration of goveming discourses between Samoan generations in New Zealand

(Suaalil 2001). Within the beliefs of the Samoan parents, caseworkers and cultural

experts involved in this study there lingered a commitment to thefeagaiga' As such'

trarditional Samoan gerontocratic prescriptions of. usita'ipersist in modern New

Zealand-based Samoan settings, but in gender-specific ways.

In the collectively-based gerontocratic system, Samoan youth foolhardiness or youth

offending is often oversimplified and seen as merely a case of youth rebellion and/or

disobedience. Obviously it is often more than a case of disobedience' What that

'more' might involve is complicated and depends on case circumstances'

Nevertheless this discussion on the principle of. usita'ihighlights another dimension

of the spirit of.faasamoa in New Zealand.

Participant Experiences and Articulations of Usita'i

Boredom or a desire to be with peers was raised by the samoan youth offenders in

this study as reasons for disobeying their parents. This is evidenced in some of

Koby's comments below. Towards the end of the excerPt, Koby hints at an attempt

to balance or reason the overly strict codes of behaviour his parents impose on him'

His comments suggest an unconscious internalisation, if not acceptance, of the

collectively framed gerontocr aq of faaSam1a. In answer to my various questions' he

replies as follows:

INT: Do you understand Samoan values and stuff?

YO: Yeah,likeusita'i?
INT: Yeah.

in other relationships such as between parent and child, man and environment and so fontr (email

communicati on, 20 I 02 12006).
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YO:

INT:
YO:

INT:
YO:

INT:
YO:

Yeah,Iknowthoseones.Likeusita'imeansyoulistentothem
[referring to parents] and that.

Is that easy or hard to do?

well it,s hard if you've got something to do and like they want you to

do something else. Like when you want to go out and they want you

to moa (mow) the aao (lawn)'

Are your friends forcing you to go out or get into trouble?

Nah, it,s not becaus" or.y friends are forcing me. It,s |ust I just think,

oh yeah, go out. ['m iust bored, just nothing to do around here'

Sometimes I don't think I just do what I want sometimes. Sometimes I

think,ohthey(myparents)wereright'Ishouldn'thavedonethat'
Yeah, sometimes I think like that, like oh I deserved that (getting a

hiding), then I come around (i.e. stop'offending')' Like when I'm not

allowed to go and that,I sneak out.

How is your relationship with your parents?

Yeah, they like look out for me. sometimes they are strict, maybe too

strict, brrifo, good reasons. Like to go to church and that' But I'm

like, oh yeah, do whatever (KobY).

For some Samoan youth offenders it may well be that their youth offending

behaviour is a consequence only of normal adolescent boredom or mischievous risk-

taking behaviour. Jane's father believed this to be so in his daughter's case'

According to Jane's father, Samoan teenagers know that in New Zealand they can get

away with lighter penalties than in Samoa and they know that they are protected

from (physical) punishments by the New Zealand law, so they play up' But they also

know, he contends, that once they turn 18 years old and continue offending that they

then risk going to prison. The penalties imposed on youth offenders in New Zealand

he argues, coddle them. But he reasons that once the child matures often they see the

wrong they are doing and change, often of their own accord' He argues that this is

so in his daughter's case. He states:

I know my daughter well...but in New Zealand young people have rights, so when

they play up, they get into mischief, normal adolescent mischief, the law and its

enforcers make more of it than need be. When she tums eighteen years, you watch

her behaviour will change, because she knows that's when she won't have the

protection of the Youth Court anymore. Because then if she reoffends she'll be sent

to p.ison. so as soon as she tums eighteen years old, she'll behave' In Samoa we

don,t have this thi.g where if the young Person plays up they don't get disciplined
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or punished. Ifs not disciplining for no reason, the discipline is appropriate and

because there was a wrong committed. But here in New Zealand if a parent

implements this discipline they get sent to prison. That's the law' RiSht now [the

young person] has been really good. That's because she's getting older, more

mafure (Jane's parent: translation mine)'tzz

The notion that the New Zea\and,system coddles Samoan youth offenders is

supported by one of the Samoan cultural experts interviewed' This salne cultural

expert occupies a position of rank in the New Zealand-based Samoan council of matai

who give cultural advice to various New Zealand govelrunent bodies' He states:

In Samoa physical discipline was sometimes used to help teach children what to do'

In New Zealand,this is frowned uPon. But the New Zealand system does not seem

to have a better altemative. The alternative they have is prison or the youth

correction facilities. well, these facilities are not able to give these young people

cultural perspective that the village and family setting in samoa can give' often

young p"ople are having a holiday in these places. They don't get to see role

models, matai or chiefs who are successfully leading their families. When I was

growing up in samoa I was always physically disciplined by my parents and elders

but in that context in Samoa I leamt the value of family, of respecting my elders, mY

parents, my extended family and so forth. I have never forgotten those values

(Samoan cultural expert: Translation mine)'tza

One Samoan Youth court youth advocate suggests that given the number of serious

offences committed by Samoan youth offenders in New Zealand (at least in terms of

her own cases) that perhaps Samoan youth are engaging in more than just normal

adolescent risk-taking behaviour. She suggests that for many Samoan youth

tn Original Samoan text: "O lo'u af$ne lea, ou te masani iai...o tulafono o Niu Sila e iai rights o tamaili'

[o le mea leal e ulavavale ai...pau a o lo iatou faalogogata. A-sefulu fitu, sefulu valu loa o tausaga' uma le va

puipuia lea. Aua e iloa e to^oiti a ulavsvale tio,foipiipui. O rimaiti, o latoufaalupega lea' o le ulavavale' ae

a matutua loa, sefulufitu loa o tausaga, uma loa'le uiavavale. Aua e iloa e Ie tamaitiiti"'o Samoa e leai se mea

faapeaafaalogogataelesasailemiatatau.Aeoiinei,eqvematuailefalepuipui,taluolerulafonoaNiuSila''O 
ie taimi neiia-nofo lelei, e le pei o aso la. Uafaasolosolo ina matua..." -

rzl Original Samoan text: "O le sasa o lefanau e lagona ai Ie m_ea e talau nafai, ae te mafai la na osi ai le

rulafono aNiaSila. Esalesasaotamaiti. Ia, o Iemeatitea, eleailaselatoufaigaofaiitamaitileaetupu
mai..., aua e Iefaapea ua iai se latou tulafono, a agasala le tamailiiti na cve lea"' e ave efalepuipui' e leai se

uiga. Ae e leai se meafoi, efaapea, e ave iina e a'ia'o ai, faatonu ai, pe avatu ai ni matai Samoa' o la e vaai i le

aganuu ma Ie tausiga o aiga Samoa efaatonu qi, ma a'oa1o ai, mafaasala ai' Ae afalepuipui' ia e pau a lea e

tafafao tamaiti. Pei o lefalepuipui lea sa oufai ai le latotr [polokaiamefaaleaganuu] lq : I uisa la o le ta

talanoaga, o le tulaga e tatail onafai. Aua o le mea lea e tipufaapea ilamaiti nei, uafefefefoi maUa efue' ona

o tulago na. O lo'u olaga e tai [gauiJ o'u lima ma ta'e to'i uitt i'le fue o au e o'u matuq ma tuagane o lo'u tina'

ma tuafafine o lo'u tama. ta, ai o tei tana ou te iloa alofa, ta te atifa i lo'u tamq ma lo'u tina ma tuagane o lo'u

tiia, iinafafine o lo'u tama, ta te iloafaaaloslo ma aua... "(Samoan cultural expert).
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offenders there are anger management problems that stem from years of pent-up

frustration or resentment towards their home life or parents or caregivers' She

suggests that such anger is often caused by years of verbal abuse and the unrelenting

expectation of having to obey, thatbuilds, like Joe in RvTai (noted in the previous

chapter), a'slow-burning' anger in some samoan youth, that'comes out' or is

manifest in their offending. She states:

samoan youth are good at taking the verbal abuse' They are good at iust sitting

there and it comes and it comes La it comes and it boils and it boils and then if s

kaboom! And there doesn't need to be a particular trigger point and there doesn't

seem to be any particular thing that can trigger it off' It seems to be different for

every young i.rro., but once it goes, it's not iust that moment in time that they're

. reactir,g to,I/s everything that tua 
"p 

to it. So we come inbig! (Samoan youth

court Youth advocate).

To address any disconnections between Samoan youth offenders and their parents' a

Samoan youth court youth advocate noted that she deliberately analyses the family

dynamics of each case before meeting familie+ to help her strategise how best to

involve families in her work with youth offenders. whilst earrier in her practice she

believed that the Samoan family's voice and child's voice should not be heard

separately, today she feels differently. With experience she has learnt' quite by

accident, she explain+ that while in some situations keeping the Samoan family and

samoan child together at all times in legal proceedings may be appropriate' for

Samoan youth offending cases it may be more appropriate not to' As she points out

below, to do so risks not giving youth offender clients the necessary sPace to feel

comfortable to say how he or she honestly feels or what he or she actually knows

about his or her youth offending case, especially where this knowledge or opinion

may differ to that held by his or her family. Balancing youth and family sensitivities

in a culturally appropriate but also fair and professional manner is something that

she and the other Youth court youth advocates interviewed, find difficult' she states:
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I guess in my early years of practice I towed the cultural line by seeing my (samoan

youth offender) clients with his family, taking instructions with his family and

invariably it is a him rather than a her. so I d-id that for a couple of years but got

caught out. Caught out in the sense that subsequently there would be

opportunities created where I just happened to see my client on his own and he

told me quite different things or was far more communicative than he was when he

had interviews with his family. His independent thought came through' (his)

wishes, and my practice has evolved to the point where, particularly on serious

charges, I will always see my client on his own initially and sometimes that's

difficult to do. Difficult to go into the waiting room, call out for your client and say'

,I will see you in a room now', when you've got ten people who have come to court

to support him. But I think that it is absolutely critical' If s just a matter of how you

subsequently handle your relationship with the family. And beinS really' really

clear with them and to your client, straight ofl that this is a confidential

relationship. I am your advocate. I am samoan. I appreciate how important your

family is but this is my role in the Youth Court (samoan youth court youth

advocate).

The phenomenon of usita'iin the youth offender case is not as simple as Pointin8 to

Samoan youth disobedience. Often it underlies a complex set of issues that weaves a

story of many disconnections and tensions. Getting to those issues in an approPriate

way is the challenge of youth justice work'

Understanding traditional Samoan codes of conduct and accePting collective

responsibilities requires a level of maturity that often demands a stable home

environment, good parent-child relationships, the transference of appropriate

cultural knowledge and the availability of good role models' For many Samoan

youth offenders none of these are readily available' Finding ways to work out where

the gaps lie requires close analysis of practices, points of tension, disconnection and

so on, that are both explicit and implicit in the lives of samoan youth offenders'

Theme 4z FaaKerisiano -'church and christianity'

The samo an aigaor family in New Zealand incorporates the church (more often than

not the Christian church). The Samoan pastor in Samoa and New Zealand plays the

role of conciliato r or feagaiga in amanner and form similar to that gfven to an alii or
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chief or to the sa'otama'ita'i or daughters of rank within a village setting (schoeffel'

1995; Tamasese, 2005a).

The term/e agaiga,as schoeffel (1995) points out, can also refer to a sacred covenant'lze

In this sense Schoeffel notes three main tyPes of covenants or feagaiga' These include

those between the brother and sister; between ttte atii or sacred chief and tulafale ot

orator chief; and between the pastor and his or her congregation'ls The nature of

these relationships is not only based on the sacred relations or vafealoaloa'i amongst

people but also, as suggested by Tamasese (2000), on alofa' My focus here is with the

feagaigabetween pastor and congregation. Schoeffel suggests that the termfeagaiga

traditionally meant "the [sacred] relationship between different parties", something

that she notes ,,has been subsumed by the Christian churches" (schoeffel, 1995: L02)'

This is evident in the naming of pastorg le susuga o le faafeagaiga.l3l Schoeffel argues

that "it is appropriate for pastors, initially European missionaries, to be placed in the

same conceptual category as ali'i [or high ranking chiefs] .. -or tamafafine fot sistersl" '

since as agents of God, they are imbued with the same order of ritual powers"

(Schoeffel, L995:102).

In Samoa with the wholehearted way in which Samoans have embraced Christianity

since its first introduction to Samoa in the early 1800s, the status and power of the

r?e This is a point that Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi elaborates on as discussed in footnote 126'

130 I contend that there is also a fourth fype of feagaiga,that between a parent and his or her child' Given

Schoeffel's discussion onfeagaigaprovided a6ove,'l contena thatafeagaigarelationship may also exist

between Samoan p*"nt und Jt it"a. iu-urese, in a keynote addrgs.s to tttE Nitn Zealand Pasifika Medical

Association in 2000, ,ugl"rt, that in the/aaJa moa tie relationship between parent and child is just as important

as that betwe en alii and"iutafale(Tamasese, 2000: l2). Here he draws on the ideology of aiga. In light of

Tamasese,s work and by exiending Schoeffel's defurition, one might argue that-tlre relationship befiileen Samoan

parent and child is on. b"t*."n tw-o parties where the parent is 'un u991t of God imbued with the ritual powers'

of crearing and nurruring life. The feagoigo Uen""en p;"n, and-chilJlies in the recognition that both are part of

each other and so share a spiritual bond or covenant- Here the Samoan pargnt i-1 expected to give good counsel 
-

to their Samoan children and keep the balance oG*" in their immediite family context or home' The spiritual

importance of the relationship between parent and child may also be found in the bestowing of parental or elder

faamanuiagaor blessings on Samoan children.

13r The term is a titte that refers to the sacred role they hold. Such a role involves giving good counsel and

keeping the peace between parties. This translation is mine. Milner (1966: 8) notes that the termfaafeagaiga

refers to "relations, relationships".



pastor has steadily rivalled that of the matai (Kose, 2002)' This is most evident in

places like New Zealand where the church hierarchy is today often used instead of

thefaamatai to perform traditional cultural hospitality duties. The use of the church

hierarchy is said to be easier on Samoan families, especially where travelling

distances may make coming together too expensive' In New Zealand' Samoan

individuals can also easily avoid the force of thefaamatai ot chiefly system and

faalenuuor village system if cultural obligations are Perceived too onerous' That is'

compared. to their counterparts in Samoa, they can easily move to another

neighbourhood or city where there are fewer Samoans or kin (Aiono-Iosefa 2003)'

In New Zealand the church provides a cultural alternative to the nuu system' In early

migration days through to the present it functions as a religious and socialisation

space. The church is a space where the Samoan culture and language continues to be

practised and transferred between old and new generations and where new migrants

can be assisted in their settlement into New Zealand life' For New Zealand-based

Samoans, the church, especially during times of early migratioO provided these

young people with the sPace and tools to learn 'thefaasamoa" Itplays a significant

role in perpetuatin g the faas amoa in New Zealand'

For New Zealand-based Samoan families who attend church on a regular basis

counsel of the pastor in times of family crisis is often sought. Of the families of this

study, most attended a Samoan church and spoke of seeking the service of their

church pastor to counsel their offender child. The support of pastors at the youth

offender's FGC is widely acknowledged by parents and youth justice caseworkers as

important and reflects the role they play in the lives of Samoans in New Zealand'

Like the Samoan village or national structure the church structure is often organised

by a hierarchy of titles, albeit church titles. Also like the Samoan village context a
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church is often composed of extended family units. The committees set up to carry

out the various cultural and religious duties or governing affairs of the church also

tend to mirror those found in the village setting. For example, like the Samoan

village context there exists in most Samoan churches akomitifaufautuaor committee

of counsellors (often to support the pastor) and akomiti olevafealoaloa'i (hospitality

committee). The autalauouor church youth grouP and aufaipese or church choir also

fill socialisation roles similar to that played by the traditional aumaga arrd aualuma

groups. Within the church such committees embody the cultural concept of the ua

fealoaloa'i,i.e. to protect and care for the sacred and relational space between peoples'

The aa fealoaloa'itogether with principles and values such as aaa or faaaloalo, tautua'

alofa, feagaiga and mamalu are embodied in the church culture or faaKerisiano'In many

ways, as suggested already, faasamoa andfaaKerisiano principles, values or qualities

are often used interchangeably. In New Zealand they are invoked as the framework

of meaning that underline the spirit of contemporary faasamoa- To live thefaasamoa

today is to include Samoan readings of.faaKerisiano or Christianity'

Participant Experiences and Articulations of olaga FanKtisiano

For participants, the importance of church and Christian codes of conduct to their

lives was implicit. For Samoan youth offenders church was something they had to

attend because of their parents. In a discussion about friends, Jane suggested in

passing that none of her friends were girls from church' Jane saw church as a place

where only'good'Samoan people went. She states:

INT:
YO:

INT:
YO:

INT:
YO:
INT:
YO:

Was most of your friends Samoan?

Nah,I didn,t like any samoans. oh some, but most of them are like

'out of if .

What do you mean?

Like seem too goody, goody. Oh you know Samoans ay'

So who did you hang out with?

Well the opposite. Well some islanders'

Palagis?
Definitely not palagis?
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INT:
YO:

Did you hang out with any girls from church?

HelI no! They're too goody, goody (lane)'

For Samoan parents, the church and its teachings can help them in their role as

parents. For Koby's mother, biblical teachings can be used, she argUes' in the home

to help teach young people good morals. For a Samoan community intervention

programme worker, biblical teachings can also serve as useful tools for'governing'

parents. For example, one Samoan counsellor told of a humorous but also quite

serious discussion he had with |ack's father at one of |ack's FGCs. To make his point

about the family assisting in the payment of reparation for the youth offence

committed, the counsellor made references to biblical teachings, mudr to the seeming

displeasure of jacKs father. The samoan counsellor tells the discussion in the

Samoan language and I have translated this as so:

The father said to me: 'so you mean this is what the govelnrnent is doing now? If

our children offend after we implore them not to, then we still have to suffer the

consequences of their disobedience? well to me the govemment should give [his

son the youth offenderl a job so that he can Pay for the reparation!' Then I said to

hirn,,x,I am also a father and as a father whatever wrong my children do, they are

still my children, they are gifts to me from God. The word of God says that they are

our blessings'. Then h" ,uid, 'oh, so now you are quoting the Bible to me as if you

are a Pastor! (Samoan community intervention Proglamme worker, translation

mine).taz

Even with the retort, in the opinion of this counsellor, using biblical teadrings is

useful when dealing with Samoan parents'

A final point about christian beliefs in this context is that offered by a samoan Youth

Aid Police officer. The officer talked generally about her work with the parents of

132 Original Samoan Text:"Fai mai Ie toeaina: 'Oi o lona uiga la o Ie mea lea o le Malo efai' a o a le

fanau e fai mea valea, e le manq'o ai matua, ae tigaina [aiJ matou manta' E tatau ona ave iai se galuega e le

Malo ia IXJ,. Oufai atu: 'Y, o o'ufoiole isita^iqoiqiniu, poo-le ama le amale amealeaga efai e atatou

fanau, tulou, o lo'u falitonigo, o li tatou tofi lena 
^oi 

U etii o lea na avatu lefanau ia te oe X' O upu o le Tusi

Paia, o [fanau oJ faamamriaga lena. Fai mai Ie iusi: 'Amuia Ie tagatct ua tumu ai lana utu'' Fai mai loa le

tsma: ,o lena lq ua e ta,u mai le Tusi paia, ua pei oe o sefaifearl'1su.o* Community Intervention

Programme Worker).
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Samoan youth offenders. She noted that often these parents would use biblical

teachings or make references to her Christian betiefs to implore her to show

compassion for their child. She cautions that Samoan caseworkers have to be carefuI

when working with their Samoan clients because sometimes a sense of ethnic

affiliation can blur professional boundaries. This point was brought home to her in

her handling of one of the Samoan youth offender cases of this study' She like the

samoan Youth court youth advocate noted earlier, learnt from this experience and

has adapted her professional practice accordingly:

yeah, ifs like it does work and it doesn't work. Yeah, you get those (families) that

think, ,oh, yeah" like they say,'oi e te le alofa i Ie Atua' (Do you not love God?)' You

know, so it's like sometimes they are abusing what we know (as samoans), what

we hold strong. Like our people go: 'oh, if you love God you would let my son go''

You know, blah, blah, blah. Andi ttrint that they can take us for a ride and then I

get angry. Like I said, you know, you bend backwards for them and they slap you

on the face and I've leamt to [take it], like before I used to get #fected and I used to

get hurf and take it personally, but now I don't. I go they were offered a choice

and they chose not to take it. It's okay because now you can actually now say' well

you've had your chance and that's the way to go, so I just go case by case (Samoan

Police youth aid officer).

The inextricable link betwe en the faasamoa and the faaKerisiano is evident in the above

narratives. For samoan youth offenders, faaKerisiano,lotu or church is often part of

the reality of their home lives (or at least the reality of living with their Samoan

parents). For first generation samoan migrant parents, church is part of the reality of

surviving as samoans in New Zealand. For New Zealandyouth justice case workers,

working with churches is often part of the reality of working with Samoan youth

offender cases.

The faasamoa, asa 'traditional' system of values and beliefs, might be expected to be

more inlluential on first generation Samoan migrant parents than on their New

Zealand.raised children. While the Samoan youth offenders of this study gave little

ind.ication of any'conscious knowledge or practice' of thefaasamoa' through their
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continued closeness with their parents they were within the reach of the spirit of

faasamoa. what was interesting was the high degree to which the principles of

faasamoawere important to many of the New Zealand-born Samoan youth justice

caseworkers and New Zealand-born Samoan policymakers involved in this study'

This 'exposure' to the faasamoa suggests the importance of the faasamon as a spirit of

governing.

Spirit of faasan oa as govemmentality

Thefaasamoa, justas the frameworks of cultural appropriateness or risk

management, name relationships which act as tactics or spirits, defining common

sense parameters for governing the self and others. Despite the'arbitrary' or

constructed status of these relationships they are, as Dominguez points out,

nevertheless experienced as real and articulated as the source of identity and

belonging despite their contradictions, inconsistencies or perceived failings (1992)'

Particularly in migrant setting s, rhefaasnmoa lnvokes powerful techniques of self-

and collective-government through the institutions and/or principles of aiga, faamatai'

alofa, faaaloalo, tatftua, ua fealoaloa'i and, so forth as 'technologies' of governing' The

conunonsense and reified status of these technologies work to give measure and

meaning to Samoan life. This is evident in the responses or knowledges offered by

the participants of this study about their samoan culture and identity. It underlines

notions, such as those espoused especially by the older samoan participants, of atrue

or realfaasamoa or faasamoa moni (asthe parent of one youth offender to this study

put it).133

133 The parent states: ..E aoga tele fle iai o tagata samoa efaigaluega i nei matagaluegaJ, aemaise mo

matou aiga Samoa...e aoga 'Saioa 
^o 

So oo', oi ,ou i lefaasamoa monf'fOrignal verbatim]' The following

English translation is min"e: "It is very important [to have Saqog workers], especiallyfor Samoan families like

ours [who speak little English and have little understanding of the youth justice system]...so 'samoans for

Samoans' ii good, but they have to know the 'real' faaSamoa" (Father).
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A governmentality analysis allows a particular reading of thefaasamoa andits

governing practices. The suggestion that it is possible to'be a true Samoan" or to

know and practise a'true/a ASamoa',is an aspect of the strategic deployment of the

faasamoaas special, incommensurable and therefore unassailabte by outsiders' Such

deployments are important to specific political projects, such as that of marking out a

claim to representation (Spivak, 1988). For Samoans in New Zealand' who struggle

for ethnic voice in the defining of national and local identity, and representative

politics, essentialist claims, such as the reference to the truef asamoa' can be tools to

help gain them voice (Dominguez,1992; Emberley,1993)'

Essentialist claims, even if strategic, can for some Samoan migrants and their

descendants prove alienating, especially to those who have had limited access to the

key skills and practice markers of a'true' Samoan (such as the Samoan language and

rituals for example). The effects of such claims can create the type of intra-ettrnic

divisions experienced by groups such as the New Zealartd,-born youth offenders of

this study. For some strategic essentialists this is the price that often has to be paid'

For others, these minority dissensions can be adequately dealt with by emphasising

the strategy and their need to improve in its terms'

Monolithic claims of a spirit of. faasamoa, about what the faasamoa is and about what

'being Samoan' means, are problematic to the project of opening up the contingent

and contested terrain of the/n asamoa. Such claims are also problematic, as raised by

goverrunentality theorists unpacking neo-liberalism, to the project of opening up

adequate spaces for minority or oppositional voices in (mainstream) neo-liberal

politics.

The messiness of Samoan ethnic politics must be negotiated in the management and

goverrunent of samoan youth offending cases. As suggested by one samoan Youth

court youth advocate below, there is a need to be careful that ttte faasamoa of elders is



not forced. on to samoan youth offenders in ways that are detrimental to the

wellbeing of the youth and/or unfair to the virtues of faasamoa' However to address

the issues of Samoan youth offending there is some merit, she suggests, in trying to

find the'spiritual roots' or points of connectedness - the'essential' markers of

identity - for these New Zealand-based Samoan youth offenders' She comments:

...There is a really unpopular train of thought which says, you l'ltow, that they

[samoan youth offenders] need to leam about the culture, they need to learn about

the faaSamoa, they need to learn about the matai system, they need to know where

they come from. where they come from is otara- where they come from is crown

Crescent. Thaf s all they [the Samoan youth offenders] know' But having said that'

I do believe that retuming children to their roots spiritually is the answer' And I've

seen it happen and it does work, but it's hugely expensive il you're 8oin8 to do it

properly. iy [spiritually,I mean] connecting, having a sense of connectedness

really, *uyUu ,iiritual is the wrong word, but it's connectedness' I belong to this

people; I am proud to be who I arrrand I am who I am because I am samoan' rather

than identifying with their street gangs or their mates or their schools' For most of

the kids we see in Youth Court, their first point of identification is not being

Samoan. Ifs usually the most negative actually, unless they're in an ethnic gang

and then being Samoan is pretty cool (Samoan youth court youth advocate)'

This Youth court youth advocate implies that finding points of connectedness should

inform invocations of the spirit of.faasamoa. with the assistance of aPpropriate

collegial and cultural support, New Zealand youth iustice casewolkers may use this

spirit of governing in their assessments of 'cultural appropriateness' in samoan cases'

The youth advocates'views su8gest that the exPectations of language-specificity and

shame-avoidance produce conditions of governing that draw on Sarnoan notions of

collective responsibility. Finding ways to address the ethnic-specificities of these

cond.itions requires the development of 'culturally nuanced' forms of critical

engagement. In talking about the issue of shame one Samoan Youth court youth

advocate argues for the need for Samoans to create such engagement or face the

possibility of having more Ese Falealii (murder) type cases. He states:
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...I think that our people have simply to get over it, you know and realise that at

the end of the aay, ir they don't do anything about it you are going to have the

escalations of the Ese Falealii's" (samoan Youth court youth advocate)'

Thefaasamoa's collective and gerontocratic frame, its ethnic heritage, its emphasis on

family and collective unity and on principles of compassiory humility and respect'

each and together, contribute to definitions and to the workings of the spirit of

faasamoa.In seeking to understand samoan ethnic identity and the spirit of faasamoa

in the setting of youth justice, a govelrunentality analysis can prove useful'

Conclusion

In the lives of many Samoan youth offenders and parents living in New Zealarrd

today, thefaasamoa continues directly or indirectly to be a key part' ThepaSamoain

New Zealand,is a way of life based on the principles of- aiga, faamatai andfaaKerisiano'

Such principles include the values of. alofa, tautua, faaaloalo, aua, feagaiga' mamalu'

These principles operate within a gerontocratic and collectively-based relational

frame of reference. This'frame of reference' defines the behavioural codes for many

if not most Samoan individuals.

In response to youth justice poliry demands for ethnic-specific practices, in samoan

youth offender cases the spirit of faasamoa is employed' This spirit informs the

operationalisation of social work, counselling, legal and/or policing practices that

seek to be'culturally appropriate' in Samoan-specific ways. Thefaasamoais a spirit

that impacts on today's Samoan youth offenders mostly through its impact on their

parents. It is a spirit that is often invoked as a fixed entity for specific political

purposes. This invocation sometimes acts to subjugate minority or oppositional

voices that seek to be heard as legitimately Samoan in their own right while not

embracing thefaasamoa to the extent of others. These sometimes include youth

offenders, as we can see in this study. In the development of processes that privilege
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open dialogue with samoan youth offenders, the effects of such'strategic' practices

may prove more counterproductive than useful if they have the effect of alienating or

shaming the young person. Finding ways to appropriately deconstruct and

reconstruct the multiple practices and effects of.thefaasamaais critical to the conunon

project of preventing Samoan youth reoffending'

The next chapter explores the points of tensiorU convergence and competition

implicit in ttris projectby examining the relationship between the three key spirits

invoked in this studY.
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CHAPTER SIX:

COMPETING SPIRITS OF GOVERNING: POINTS OF

TENSION, CONVERGENCE & COMPETITION

Competitive advantage is created and sustained through highly

localised processes. Differences in national economic structures,

values, cultures, institutiont and histories contribute profoundly to

competitive success (Porter, in Roelvink, 2003: 30)'

The forces that affect our lives, the influence that mould and shape us'

are often like whispers in a distant room, teasingly indistinct,

apprehended onllwith difficulty (Charles Dickens, in snide r, 2001': 7)'

Introduction

In the previous chapters I argued that there are three distinct spirits of governing

shaping the management of Samoan youth offender cases in New Zealand today'

This chapter explores how these spirits converge or diverge or are in tension or

competition with each other. I discuss in particular how these spirits employ the

governing institution of family, and techniques of collaboratiort to create conditions

such that the governing spirits are in competition' I argue that these spirits can not

be red.uced to each other; they differ in their mobilisation of goverrunental strategies'

techniques and subjects. While they'agree'on the value of culture, they'disagree'on

how it should be engaged and defined. I substantiate this claim of distinctiveness

and competition amongst the spirits of governing by examining three points of

intensity in the management of the youth offender: the place of responsibility' ethnic-

specific FGCs, and shame.
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I end this chapter by commenting on how the three spirits of governing might work

to silence or subjugate the voices of those involved in a typical samoan youth

offender case. I contend that it is essential to make the whispers of youth offenders

heard among the many competing sounds present in the sites of youth offender

goverrunent. Along with the competing voices of the various actors or players in the

case of any offender, it is the voices of the youth themselves, I maintairy where key

clues to rehabilitation, healing and successful management are to be found'

Diverging and converging sPirits

ln samoan youth iustice cases the three spirits of goveming explicated in the

previous chapters are distinct, but interdependent. The aim of the spirit of neo-

liberal risk management is to rule through individualising technologies, strategies

and techniques that allow for the creation of market governance and self actualising

individuals. These techniques include deregulating the market' rolling back State

intervention and encouraging self, family and community responsibitity for ensuring

personal, group and, societal wellbeing. The market is a'place/space'where

individual bodies - corporations (including community corporations)' businesses'

entrepreneurs - vie for the right to buy and sell goods and services'

Market-developed risk management tools such as risk assessments and psychological

screening instrument+ best practice guidelines,'how-to'book+ are all examples of

neo-liberal risk management strategies. Experts, whether cultural or otherwise' are

employed by the market and contribute to the development of self-actualisation'

Collaboration among'stakeholders' is necessary only insofar as it helps the market to

function properly. The value of collaboration to the spirit of neo-liberal risk

management is therefore contingent on the needs of the market'
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In contrast to the spirit of neo-liberal risk management, the governing aim of the

spirit of cultural appropriateness is to rule through the rubric of culture' The

strategies, technologies and techniques of government used by this spirit suggest the

operationalisation of two conceptions of culture. First is the idea that culture is more

fluid than fixed and more relational than incommensurable- This conception is

implicit in the model of cultural safety and in some articulations of cultural

competency. It assumes that there are some common points in all cultures that can

be used as the basis for developing cultural sensitivity' The second notion

characterises culture as traditionally fixed, and separate and profoundly different

from other sets of ideas. This notion of culture underscores claims for ethnic

matching namely the idea that only workers of the same ethnicity as the client

should work wittr, supervise or manage them. Cultural advisors, experts or

supervisors are employed to assist with the task of defining and gaining'cultural

appropriateness' in service delivery areas such as youth justice' Some advisors adopt

a relational conception of culture, others a more incommensurable one' IJse of these

models, frameworks and practices in youth justice reflect the spirit of cultural

appropriateness.

Defining and implementing culturally appropriate policies in a multicultural country

such as New Zealxrdrequires collaboration amongst experts from the different

cultural groups. The efforts of these cultural experts converge with current neo-

liberal endeavours to gain a more'inclusive' society where different groups in New

Zealand are able to work together to build a better future where all have access to

choices and markets. This convergence creates space for the legitimate circulation of

the spirit of. faasamoa in the mainstream management of Samoan youth offender

cases. The collective self of the spirit of faaSamo4, however, jars against the free and

enterprising individual of the spirit of neoliberal risk management. The iarring is

tolerated only insofar as it may engender Samoan family involvement in youth

justice management strategies.
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The governing aim of the spirit of faasamoa is to rule through the framework of the

faasamoa. The strategies and techniques of goveming used by this spirit include

those of aiga, faamatai, faaaloalo, alofa, tautua, feagaiga, usita'i and faaKerisiano' Tllre

faasamoais founded on a relational sense of self that privileges a collective, spiritual

and gerontocratic framing of rights and responsibilities. Expert status is defined by

service (tautua) and.matairank. Collaboration is central to collective decision-making

processes. The rules of collaboration are based on the customs and traditions of the

faasamoa. These rules come into play when determininS aPProPriate processes for

add.ressing youth offending. The ifoga, thetraditional public apology ceremony' is an

example of a customary dispute resolution practice. when negotiatin8 the

performance and acceptance of the ifoga, especially in contemPorary contextt

collaboration within famity grouPs and sometimes even between the offended and

offenders, is conducted. The point is that the process for collaboration in cases of

ifogaisdefined by the customs and traditions of thefaaSamoa'

The political subject in the spirit of.faasamoa is similarty defined by the principles of

faasamoa. In New zealand,youth justice, the faasamoa defines the samoan youth

offender and his or her Samoan family. It defines Samoan self-government and

family responsibilities. The role of the State is to recognise the importance of

faasamoato Samoan subiects by ensuring that sPace is created for the spirit of

faasamoato operate in cases involving samoan clients. Family, especially the

extended family clan, as the aiga, is core to the spirit of.faasamoa' The aiga' as art

instrumen tof. thefaasamoA,demands that individuals abide by faasamoa codes of

conduct. where these codes are breached the aigais responsible for righting the

breach. In contemPorary New Zeal and', faasamoa practtces or aiga tesponsibilities are

not always practical. Nevertheless, thefaasamoa subject is governed by the belief that

aiga and matairights are legitimate and should be honoured' The conduct of the
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subject, in this case, is ruled not so much through the priviteging of norms of

individual self government, but tfuough those of the collective'

The subject in the spirit of neo-liberal risk management, on the other hand, is defined

precisely tfuough (neo-liberal) ideas about individualisation and notions of free

market governance. The neo-liberal subject is governed by the drive for individual

security. It looks to develop skills to be able to'compete'/'be involved' in the market

and build (financial and emotionat) security for him or herself' In this sense' the

subject is'self-actualising', and'self-responsible'' The youth offender and his or her

family and communities are'self-actualising','self-responsible' subiects' They know

what they want. To get what they want, they need access to services' The market is

to provide this. If individuals do not know what they want, then the market can

supply a range of services to help them with their decision-making Processes' The

role of the State is to find ways to help the market to function proPerly' Social

science and popular discourse inform definitions of 'the market' and of appropriate

market conditions. The role of families and communities is to develop and sustain

among members the spirit of enterprise and the virtues of the spirit of neo-liberal risk

management. This neoliberal subject is capable of discerning and managing risk

through informed use of 'self-help' tools and experts and/or strategic collaborations'

In contradistinction, the subject of the spirit of cultural appropriateness is constituted

by culture and the belief that it is the core of a person's self' In the management of

youth offender cases, definitions of cnlture focus on those of the youth offender and

his or her family. The culturally appropriate subject is he or she who is culturally

aware, sensitive, safe and competent in the cultures of the youth offender and/or

their family. The role of the state is to support, where social science apProves,

cultural ed.icts issued by youth offenders and their families. Families, ctents and

experts help to define how culture and cultural approaches should be conceived of

and what would be appropriate or not'
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To be a culturally apPropriate subject is not synonymous with being a neo-liberal

subject. Nor is it synonymous with being a subiect of thefaasamoa' The governing

projects of the three spirits of governing, while distinct, come together in Samoan

youth offender cases when attempting to find'appropriate' strategies for preventing

Samoan youth reoffending. As exemplified by the seven cases of this study'

although Samoan youth offender cases are not all exactly the same' there are

common characteristics. These include the valuin g of faasamoaby parents and many

caseworkers, the use of different risk management strategies and the explicit

enunciation of the need for cultural appropriateness in youth justice policies' The

way in which these characteristics affect each case may differ' This provides the

complexity in the relationship between these spirits. To outline this complexity a

little further I explore three specific points of tension in the govelrunent of youth

offender cases, beginning with the notion and locus of responsibility'

The Tensions of Governing Samoan Youth fustice Cases

Goveming New Zealand-based samoan youth offender cases are, in today's times,

no longer a matter solely for the State (through professional experts) or for families

(through parents). The responsibility for youth offendhg, according to neo-liberal

scripts of appropriate social responsibility, is primarily that of the individual (i'e'

youth offender) (Larner, 2000a; O'Brien, 2001). To assist individuals to become

responsible and self-actualising, families, communities and the State (as a national

body) can provide support by working in collaboration with the individual to work

out what it is that he or she wants and how best to achieve it.

The spirits of neo-liberal risk management, cultural appropriateness andfaaSamoa

agree that where there has been a wrong committed that it should be put right' Each

also agree that the state, community, Samoan family and Samoan youth offender
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should work together to right the wrong committed and to prevent reoffending'

How that might happen exactly -who is basically responsible for prevention - is the

point of contention. In the spirit of faasamoaitisprimarily the responsibility of

Samoan parents and/or farnily elders' to right the wrong committed by the youth

offender on his or her behalf (Tuala-warren, 2002). This is a qualitatively different

position to that adopted by neo-liberalists. For neo-liberalists the responsibility is

primarily that of the youth offender. The following section explores the tension

between these two positions on responsibility'

,Individualised' versus'collectivised' rights and responsibilities

The term,righf suggests an entitlement or claim that can be vested either in the

group or the individual. The philosophical and cultural reference points of the

society in which rights exist give shape and meaning, definition and clarity to them'

In Samoa the fundamental rights of freedom of speech, movement and religion

borrowed from western liberal democracies such as New Zealand' became at

independence, by virtue of Part II of its Constitution, part of contemPorary life in

Samoa. However, the individualisation of rights and responsibilities conflicts with

the philosophical foundation of the spirit of.faasamo4 namely with its emphasis on

the rights of the aiga orextended family and their matai to assume the rights of the

individual youth offender. Figure 2 titled'Location of Samoan Self[ndividual within

Family, Village, Church & Natiory spatially illustrated the place of samoan youth

offenders within the aigaaccording to the spirit of faasamoa' Figure 4 below suggests

a spatial configuration of the relationship between Samoan youth offenders' their

family, neighbourhood/community and the state (or more the state services involved

in their case) in the spirit of neo-liberal risk management.
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New Zealand State Help
Agencies, New Zealand
Community-based Help
Agencies, the Churches
and Peers

Samoan
Family /
Parents,
Caregivers,

Individual /
Samoan Young
Person

Figure 4: Model of the relationship between the individual, family and state

services as promoted by the principles of neo-liberalism

When Figure 4 is juxtaposed with Figure 2, the differences between Samoan and neo-

liberal understandings of rights, responsibilities and freedoms are most pronounced.

In this juxtapositiory the spatial configuration or'architecture' of the aa or

(philosophical) relationship and/or space between the Samoan family and the

Samoan youth offender can be clearly visualised.ls In youth justice service delivery

terms, this philosophical difference impacts more on decisions about how exactly to

involve families in case management than anything else. In the opinion of one key

informant, a CYFS social worker from a Central Auckland branch, this philosophical

difference is inherent in the apparent way in which Palagi or European New Zealand

caseworkers use the court as a'first resort' for dealing with difficult families as

opposed to using the court as a'last resort' which is the practice allegedly used by

Pacific (predominantly Samoan) CYFS caseworkers. She states:

KI: You know, it's totally different practice compared to our Maori and European

workers, so that's kind of ...
INT: What would be the main differences?
KI: Not taking everything to court, you know, that everything, that we kind of

use an informal approach you know, and I think that from the Palagi

[European] perspective, this is our [Central Auckland] team, ...there's a

lu Albert Refiti, a Samoan architect, talks about the importance of the concept of the aa to
understanding the difference between Samoan and western architecture. See Refiti, A. (2002)

"Uneven boundaries that do not flatten easily", Paper to the ADDITIONS to architectural history
conference, XIXth conference of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand,
Brisbans SAHANZ.
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percePtion sometimes that we kind of let our families off, you know' and for

everything [for them] ...it goes to court, and so ours [Pacific approadr] is

largely ,,o-t r,u""rrurily cour! but there is other informal t14res, such as

fanilylwhanau agreernents, or FGCs. [So only] at a level where you don't see

trreramity,o,yo,,aredissatisfiedwithfamilyProgress,thenyougotocour|
whereas the Palagiteam tend to go straight to court (Key informanl CYFS

social worker).

The suggested. ease with which the'court as a first option' approach is adopted by

the,Palagi' cYFs team alluded to by this informant implies that the adjudication

model (promoted by the welfare approach to youth iustice pre the 1989 CYP&F Act)

still lingers. Despite legislative changes, phitosophical shifts are in Practice more

difficult. In this case, while samoan caseworkers subscribe to the spirit of neo-liberal

risk management in their embrace of the principle of working together with families

to find appropriate solutions, they also articulate altegiances to the spirit of faaSamoa'

by privileging a reading of the aa ot telatronship between themselves (as State

agents), the samoan family and the samoan youth offender as one that is defined

concentrically. The management of Samoan youth offender cases' according to the

above scenario, involve all three spirits but which get deployed and which do not

seems to depend on (a) who has managerial control over the case; and (b) which

spirits most inform their management approach'

Another point of intensity or tension in the management of and responsibility for the

rehabilitation of youth offenders is in the idea of the'ethnic-specific' Family Group

Conference (FGC). The juxtaposition of spatial models of the relationship between

samoan youth offenders, families and state social services may also assist an analysis

of the tensions inherent in the workings of such FGCs. Ethnic-specific FGCs are a

direct product of the spirit of cultural appropriateness.
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'Ethnic-specific' FGCs

Ethnic specific FGCs are most likely to occur in cases where the spirits of cultural

appropriateness andfaaSamoa ate most pronounced. This kind of FGC is one that

caters to claims for ethnic matching. Here the involvement of the youth offender's

family is paramount. Ensuring that Samoan language translators are available is

important to ensuring their effective involvement in the process. As suggested in

Chapter Four (at page 175),by one of the Youth court youth advocates interviewed

in this study, whose comments are quoted again below, the value of holding a FGC

according to thefaaSflmoa, is that it effectively engages traditional Samoan parents to

take a "bigger part or role in the FGC". According to this Samoan Youth court youth

advocate this means that the participants in the FGC are most$ Samoan. He states:

...Has it been helpful to have an all Samoan approach? Yes it has, um because the

etiquette is observed and people are kind of communicating using the proper
etiquette. Especially like you are dealing with [young person A] and her parents

Eue very traditional. [Young person B's] Mum and Dad are very traditional. But X
(who is Samoan) was the Youth Justice coordinator, but he can't speak Samoan. So

what we do is we bring in an interpreter. So, to that extent I guess if you're having,
even if you have a YJ coordinator who is a palagi and a Lawyer who is a palagi, you
can still use your interpreter. But I found that because you can understand the

language [so] you can cut to the heart of the matter so much more effectively,
because the etiquette is right, the way in which you speak to somebody [is right].
You couch what you are saying in a culturally appropriateway, so that draws them
out to take a bigger part or role in the FGC, so yeah, I'm a fan of it (Samoan Youth
court youth advocate).

FGCs are interesting sites for micro-analysing the multiple, intersecting and

competing characters of the spirits of governing in Samoan youth offender cases.

The privileging of 'the ethnic' in interpretations of cultural appropriateness in youth

justice is most pronounced in New Zealand in the intimate space (physically and

politically) of the FGC. This space is marked by two main concems. First is the

concern for gaining the collaboration of key sectors - from relevant State and
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community agencies through to family, youth offender, victims and their respective

support people. Second is the concem for gaining 'cultural appropriateness'.

Figure 5 below highlights the key governing agencies/players involved in a Samoan

youth justice case, and shows the place of the FGC. State and community-based

agents or sites are differentiated by the use of squares and circles. Squares represent

State agencies. Circles represent community agencies/agents, including family

(namely, parents/caregivers and young people). These sites are inextricably linked

as represented by the use of double-sided arrows. The central focus of the Samoan

youth justice case is the youth offender, his or her family and/or home environment.

The spirits of governing suggested in this diagram are those raised throughout this

thesis. These spirits of governing engage caseworkers and/or their institutional

bodies in complex and multiple ways. The Figure illustrates the relationship

between these entities as follows:

Figure 5: The spirits of governing key governing sites and key players in a

Samoan youth iustice case
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Once all the parties to the youth justice case come together to engage in the FGC,

there is a level of assumption that people who engage in them have some degree of

support for the value of the FGC to the restorative justice aims of the youth justice

system. By and large this is probably the case. However, the number and types of

people that can engage in a youth offender's FGC, means there is also a lot of

potential for conflict.

Although Figure 5 is not a model of a'typical' Samoan FGC, it gives a good

indication of the potential numbers and types of people that might be involved. A

typical Samoan FGC will include at the minimum, as described in Chapter One the

Police youth aid officer (together with or on behalf of the victim and support people),

a Youth court youth advocate, the Samoan youth offender, his or her parents and/or

other famity members, community support people, a CYFS FGC facilitator and a

CYFS social worker (if applicable). The numbers can, as the Youth court judge points

out in his quote below, reach over thirty people. Of these thirty people some come

from quite diverse professional and cultural backgrounds. In the experience of the

judge below, large numbers of participants in Pacific FGCs are only recently "starting

to come". This he puts down to "word getting around that its part of the thing" to

do. The point that the judge suggests below is that large numbers of attendants at an

FGC is an indication of the availability of good support for the youth offender in his

attempt to stop offending and take responsibility for the wrongs of his past actions.

The judge states:

Here is a guy and he's...it's not apparent from the record, buthe's before

the court for aggravated robbery. Now look at the attendance at the

conference. If you look at the sort of people that are attending the

conference, you've gof not just wider family but...we've got, well, we've

got a translator at the conference, now that would never normally happen.

...there would be someone from the church...in a lot of them now [it is
usually the pastor]. Now [another]...about a month after we had started

the [Pacific Island Youth Court Community Liaison] service, [we] picked

K[:
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him [up] in February (2001) ...there are thirty something people who
attended [that] conference.

INT: Is that was unusual?
KI: Very unusual. It would not be unusual for you to have two or three or even

one person and certainly you didn't get grandfathers, that's very sort of
tikanga Maori [according to Maori custom]. You normally wouldn't expect

to get this many in my experience in a Pacffic conference. Thuy are now
starting to come because word is getting around that its part of the thing.
(Key informant: Youth court iudge).

In the opinion of this judge the more people present at a FGC the better, an opinion

also shared by the Youth Court youth advocates of this study. When asking CYFS

social workers and Police youth aid officers the same questior! most suggested that

while it does show some support, that does not necessarily flow through to gaining

the type of commitment needed to successfully complete FGC plans. Both the spirit

of neo-liberal risk management and the spirit of faaSamoa suggest that family,

extended or nuclear, would take up the commitment as part of their subscriptions to

the principles of faaSamoa or neo-liberal government.

On closer analysis there are a few more'ifs and buts'involved. In the spirit of

fansamoa the ideology of aiga suggests that extended family, especially titled elders,

can take on the parenting responsibilities of parents/caregivers to help alleviate some

of the stress that might occur for parents when dealing with a youth offender. Th"y

may take on these responsibilities by force (i.e. the parent has no choice but to

relinquish their parenting role to their elders and that the elders have the right to

discipline the youth offender without interference by parents). In contemPorary

Samoan spaces, many of which are infused with the spirit of individual rights, this

'traditional'practice features less prominently, something that is reflected in the

suggestion made by a Samoan cultural expert noted earlier, who argued that there

has been a shift (loss) in government by elder status within Samoan communities

today. This same culfural expert maintains that for many New Zealand-based

Samoan youth offenders the authority of their parents over that of their elders is
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considered. paramount, if not the only authority. If both the Samoan youth offender

and his or her parents are not willing to engage the assistance of the wider family

(usually for fear of shame) then the spirit of. faasamoa cannot be realised' In some

cases, wider family may, out of a sense of respect (aaa),not make any exPress offers

of help in fear of embarrassing the parents. The reverse atso applies' The issue of

shame is d.iscussed in more detail below; suffice to say here that it can be a key

tension within the management of involving family in the FGC process' The

presumption of Samoan family involvement and commitment to the Samoan youth

offender or his or her Samoan parents is therefore not as clear cut, h theory or

practice, as one might think. This inevitably affects the reading and operation of the

spirits of governing.

All three spirits'support' the involvement of the extended family in the ethnic-

specific FGC.In the spirit of neo-liberal risk management the involvement of

extended family assists the rehabilitation of the Samoan youth offender to become a

free and enterprising individual. While the spirit of faasamoa privileges the extended

family as the appropriate site for youth offender rehabilitation, the spirit of cultural

appropriateness privileges the site that can best meet the cultural needs of the youth

offender. The suggestion that it may be desirable in some circumstances to work

separately with families, where the expert or caseworker moves the youth offender

out of the home or family environment and into'non-family' settings would sit

uncomfortably with the/a asamoa,but may well be the best option for'cultural

appropriateness' advocates - especially after a'needs assessment' finds that a non-

family based setting would better meet the youth offender's needs' Where Samoan

families in New Zealand.do not have any family members coming forward to take

responsibility for their youth offender, the spirits of neo-liberal risk management and

cultural appropriateness'step in"
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Another tension in relation to the ethnic specific Samoan FGC setting occurs where

Samoan State agents negotiate their multiple identities. Samoan State agents often

have to negotiate their roles and responsibilities as (a) state agents representing a

particular state agency or profession; and/or (b) as titled or untitled samoans who

affiliate with the/a asamoa;and/or (c) as parents or caregivers of a Samoan young

person. At any given time, negotiating these various roles requires making

decisions about what identity/ies would give the most effective voice to a point the

,agent'wants to make in the FGC. These negotiations are dependent on the

caseworker's own professionaf personal and cultural ability to discern what is or is

not appropriate to say at that specific time. To gain the least resistance to their

perspective, the'agent' needs to develop and employ skills in the art of political

persuasion. Those Samoan caseworkers who master the skills of strategy are often

those who have a keen understanding of where the points of tension might be in

those spirits governing the samoan-specific FGC at that time. Through the worker's

negotiation of their multiple identities, the spirits of governing informing these

identities are mobilised, intertwined and represented in potentially multiple and

intersecting ways'

Finally, ethnic-specific processes advocated for in the spirit of cultural

appropriateness and the spirit of. faasamoa are useful for mainly, if not only, engaging

traditionalsamoan parents in the FGC process. For non-traditional samoan parents

the need. for ethnic-specific FGCs may be negated. As explained in chapter Two, this

study does not involve any New Zealand-born Samoan parents' Nevertheless' based

on the literature available (Anae, 1998;Tiatia, Z}}3;Fairbairn-Dunlop and Makisi'

2003), a claim that ethnic-specific Samoan FGCs may be biased towards'Island-born'

samoans would seem to hold. In youth justice (and many other social services) this

is a key point of tension for the spirits of faasamoa and cultural appropriateness'
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Another related point of tension within these spirits is that of how best to engage the

kev element of. shame-

Shame

Shame is identified by the literature and the data of this study as a key deterrent to

Samoan families of youth offenders seeking help. The element of shame deters

families not only from seeking help from outside the family but also from seeking

help from within. In the spirit of.faasamoa the burden of responsibility associated

with developing responsible samoan young people lies heavil)t (and sometimes

literally) in the hands of elders, chiefs, parents and/or caregivers'

In Samoa,s status-bound and hierarchical socio-political system, the weight of this

responsibility, i.e. to ensure the good conduct of Samoan youth' lies heavily with

these figures of authority. The basis of their authority is founded not on

individualised notions of responsibility, power or wealth but on'concentrically-

based' understandings. In the Samoan context an individual's roles and

responsibilities increase as the number of circles they engage in increases' As

suggested in Figure ? the roles and responsibilities of those who only occupy the

core are minimal. Often these are young childrery whose responsibilities extend

mainly to ensuring that they conduct themselves according to the wishes of their

parents and elders. As they get older and become part of the other'circles" their

responsibilities extend out beyond the care of the self to include the care of their

family, village and/or nation.In the circle of family or aigathey may take on family

chiefly titles and so willbe expected to take care of the family's cultural

responsibilities and maintain family harmony. They may also become parents and so

be responsible for the care and protection of their children and their development

into responsible Samoan adults. As older siblings, cousins, aunts or uncles' their

responsibitities centre similarly on ensuring that the young are protected from harm



and understand the value of good conduct. If the same Samoan individual takes up

roles and responsibilities within the wider Samoan society, i.e. takes up a chiefly title

with powers and responsibilities that extend beyond immediate family to include

village or national contexts, or takes up a professional occupation that involves

working for central government, or both, the level of responsibility held by this

individual increases. In other words, the more responsibilities one holds, the more

pressure one has to find ways to reduce the risk of adverse outcomes. For Samoan

elders taking responsibility for the'bad conduct' of their young can be an extremely

heavy burden. The shame incurred is perceived as a direct comment on their poor

performance as parents, as titled chiefs, as church or national leaders and so on. The

more roles of responsibility they hold in their Samoan society the greater the

potential burden of shame on them as individuals and as leaders, and so the greater

the fall and often the more severe the punishment on those responsible for causing

the shame.

The harshness by which Samoan parents and elders discipline their children is a

combination of a range of factors, but almost always these factors includes this

burden of shame (Fairbairn-Dunlop and Makisi,2003; Kahn and Fua, 1995; Ritchie

and Ritchie, 1985). In the spirit of faaSamoa the severity of the punishment to be

imposed on Samoan youth offenders thus involves consideration not only of the

seriousness of the offence against the victim but also the seriousness of the offence

against the family. In determining appropriate punishment for an individual's

offending the individualised apportioning of blame in the spirit of neo-liberal risk

management finds difficulty in taking account of the shame to family, as understood

by the spirit of faaSamoa.

In the spirit of neo-liberal risk management punishing the offender for shaming his

or her family is not part of the accountability framework of New Zealand's

restorative justice approach. The youth offender's accountability for his or her
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wrongful actions, while impacting on families, is presumed capable of being isolated

or at least separated from family accountability. Therefore, shame to the family,

whilst acknowledged, does not constitute a mitigating factor in determi.irg

appropriate punishment. Compared to thefaaSamoa the burden of shame imposed

by neo-liberal society on families for the wrongdoing of their youth is qualitatively

different. This difference is important to understanding the outrage of Samoan

families (parents and elders in particular) to the offending behaviour of their young.

Such an understanding does not excuse the abuses of power that may occur, but it

does help to contextualise the conditions in which they might do so.

Other societies put similar emphasis on shame and family collectivism. In his study

on the value of reintegrative shaming in some Asian cultures, Vagg (1988) notes

similar findings. Vagg argues that in those Asian cultures that tend to value

interdependence and communitarianism, and articulate "a strong concern with

shame and shaming", there is also a strong commitment to the importance of

"(keeping) 'f.ace' " which is associated with personal and family "integrity" (Yagg,

1988: 7). To protect against delinquency, "pre-delinquents" in Japanese society, Vagg

argues, are "quickly punished" and often "severely so" unless they repent and show

respect (ibid: D.Yaggsuggests that the operationalisation of shame in these Asian

culfures is about'keeping face'. Vugg explains:

In many Asian countries, including Hong Kong, this [i.e. the operationalisation of
shamel is done through the concept of 'face'. If a person is shamed successfrrlly,

they 'lose face'. ...[face means] 'possession of prestige driving from visible 'social'
success and ostentation', 'tangible achievement in the sense of high honour, high
scholarly achievement, etc'...The second [understanding of face] is 'the respect of
the group for a man with a good'moral' reputation'...The change in terminology
from shame to guilt to prestige and integrity is subtle, but may have some
important implications. The irony is, then, that the stress on face - and more
particularly on the appropriate demeanour for those who have lost face - may lead

to severe levels of punishment for those who do not comply with these behavioural
demands. Moreover, the demands on deviants to'act out'their loss of face and the
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high levels of punishment may result in problems for the reintegration of these

individuals into society in the future (Vagg 1998:7).

This notion of 'face'echoes that described by Tamasese (2003) in his definition of

faaaloalo discussed in the previous chapter. The operationalisation of shame as

'losing face' may be found in the Samoan youth justice context in cases where

families may resist offering help to the parents of youth offenders. This explication

of shame is of value to building a nuanced understanding of the points of tension

among and within the spirits of governing. It provides a useful example of how the

spirits may converge and diverge at the sarne time. It also helps to signpost a

possible methodology for addressing these tensions - one built on an understanding

of these points of intensity.

These three points of tension (responsibility, ethnic specific Family Group

Conferences and shaming) in the governing of the youth offender show that the

political subjects within a Samoan youth offender case (from caseworkers through to

Samoan youth offenders and Samoan family) are each governed in different ways

through techniques of societal regulation and self-subjectification. If

'governmentalisation' is about the micro-physics of power, i.e. the dispersal of power

through self-regulation, then tensions in philosophical subtleties that lie beneath

youth justice caseworker, parent, youth offender or victim motivations to engage or

not in youth justice processes, such as the FGC, is important to the project of

understanding both the 'governmentalisation' (in the Foucauldian sense) of youth

justice, and its merit as a project that has the potential to deeply affect the lives of

those involved. State apparatuses, are after all, whether'on the ground' or'at high-

level poticy-making', about the tactics of people and their philosophical assumptions.

The power of a culturally-nuanced theory of governmentality lie in the possibilities it

opens for unpacking the subtleties of these assumptions and the subjugation of

different knowledges.
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Making different voices heard

As Teasdale and Powell note, the justice system is often seen "as the preserve of the

professionals" or experts (7987:82). But these experts are often competing among

themselves for space to make their case or to highlight their skills. In this

environment the voices of the non-professional expert or lowly-ranked professional

expert are often subjugated. As Foucault (1994:20) highlights, in the battle to be

heard some voices are "disqualified" and/or rendered "naive" so that other voices

dominate. These'disqualified' or'naive'voices are often minority or oppositional

voices.

In the Samoan youth offender cases examined in this study, the potential for the

youth offender voice to be rendered narVe or irrelevant is high when adopting the

spirit of faasamoa. In the spirit of cultural appropriateness the voice of the youth

offender is privileged and so room is made to hear them. Weysouth's Samoan social

worker's attempt to find a'culturally appropriate' drug and alcohol counselor for

him is reflective of this. In the spirit of neo-liberal risk management, in order for the

youth offender to take responsibility for his or her actions and to realise the full

potential of their enterprising selves, their voices have become more than just

whispers in a distant room. In youth justice making the voice of youth offenders

heard seems today relatively easy. In Samoan youth offender cases the subjugation

of youth offender voices in the spirit of.faasamon creates a point of contention with

the spirits of cultural appropriateness and neo-liberal risk management.

For Samoan parents of youth offenders, even those of chiefly rank or other stafus

attributes, in the spirit of.faasamoa their voice is'disqualified' and subject to the

authority of the aign, namely its ranking representatives. In the spirits of cultural

appropriateness and neo-liberal risk management the voice of parents are today
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crucial to implementing State policies for preventing youth offending/reoffending.

The'disqualification' of parents'voices by the spirit of faaSamoa makes the

involvement of parents in the promotion of ethnic-specific Samoan strategies for

cultural appropriateness interesting. The privileging of parents' voices by the spirit

of cultural appropriateness seems to conflict with the presumptions of the spirits of

faaSamoa regarding authority and neo-liberal risk management concerning (youth)

responsibility.

To hear the many voices of the various youth justice caseworkers involved in a

Samoan youth offender case is a more complicated exercise. The hierarchies of

power that dominate the different sectors or agencies involved in youth justice cases

often come out to play in the FGC. Those voices that are rendered irrelevant or naive

and those considered legitimate differ from FGC to FGC.

In the FGC the voice of youth offenders are represented both by the youth offender

and his or her Youth court youth advocate. The voices of parents are offered by them

and their family matai or pastor (if present). The voices of the victims are offered by

them (if present) and the Police youth aid officer. How these voices come together

and/or are heard in the FGC and which spirit dominates depends on the personal,

cultural and institutional politics at play.

The youth justice risk management agenda, whether read through the lens of neo-

liberalism, cultural appropriateness or thefaaSamoa, suggest that ignoring or

disqualifying the voices of Samoan youth offenders in particular may have severe

consequences. According to one Samoan Youth court youth advocate, a concerning

number of Samoan youth offending cases while coming through Youth court as first

time offenders are doing so at the more serious end of the youth offending scale.

Under these conditions he suggests, it is at our own peril that we ignore or

'subjugate' youth offender voices. He states:
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You know, if we don't care for them while they are doing minor things, they're
going to get worse. But again having recognised that, a lot of our offenders are not
coming [first time] in at the low level of unlawfully gefting into a motor vehicle or
burglary, they are coming in at the high end, [at the] aggravated robbery,

aggravated assault [end] (Samoan Youth court youth advocate).

While all youth offending signals that something is of concern to the individual

youth involved, for Samoan youth offenders, as part of the Pacific youth offender

population, their disproportional representation in violent offending statistics signals

that violence may be an area of particular concern to Samoan/Pacific youth offenders.

This is a point worthy of further examination in another study. Suffice to say: this

suggests the need to engage different forms of analysis that can allow for nuanced

understandings of the problem. I contend that the goverrrmentality informed

analysis of the spirits of governing Samoan youth offending offered in this work

provides a starting point for further engagements in how to best address this violent

offending issue.

To safeguard against the risk of reoffendi.A New Zealan4 like other modern

western societies, has engaged neo-liberal risk management techniques. O'Brien

(2001), among many others, notes that the emergence of the governing technologies

of risk management is part of the risk anxiety of modern life. Part of the governing

conditions of this modern risk-based society is what she describes as the "ever

increasing array" of factors that enter into and legitimate "the process of risk

assessment" (ibid:2). On the one hand, these risk conditions increase "the

importance of experts or professionals whose knowledges are necessary to make risk

calculable" and on the other they distance experts "from direct intervention into

personal lives" by "employing the agency of subjects in their own self-regulation"

(O'Brien, 2001: 2). In the spirit of neo-liberal risk management, to manage Samoan

youth at-risk-ness is to calculate through professional and cultural expertise the

types of risk involved, to formulate prevention strategies from this calculation and



then to disperse these formulations into common-sense techniques of self-

goverrunent. Intersectoral/interagency collaboration together with claims for cultural

appropriateness, allow for increased institutional and self scrutiny. Both are

promoted by atl three spirits of governing, albeit in different ways.

While the neo-liberal management of 'at risk' populations allow some

accommodation of contradictions among the three spirits, the principle of the'free

individual' seems non-negotiable. On its face the tension between the sovereignty of

collective and individuat knowledges seems obvious. In practice this tension is often

more dispersed and subtle and only really becomes an issue for managers of youth

offender cases when youth justice processes are unreasonably held up or when

personal and professional ethics are challenged. An example of this is the

accommodation made by one Samoan Youth court youth advocate (mentioned in the

previous chapter), who altered her practice of talking to the Samoan youth offender

together with his family, to talking to them after she had first spoken to the Samoan

youth offender. She did this because she felt that the voice of her youth offender

client was being subjugated by the presence of his family. The compromise consists

of her explaining to the family at the outset of each case that this is what her process

entails and why. What is interesting is the noticeable struggle she encounters as a

Samoan Youth court youth advocate in balancing what she perceives are her cultural

obligations on the one hand and her professional obligations on the other. These

techniques of subjugation affect the spirits of neo-liberal risk management, cultural

appropriateness and faaS amo a, both within and across each other.

The importance of cultural knowledges or experts to the project of making different

voices heard depends on whose voice they are promoting and where. In the neo-

liberal project of managing youth offending, not hearing appropriate voices is

considered risky. Determining which are or are not appropriate is not simply about

working through which spirits of governing are at play, it is also about how they play.
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Conclusion

The competition between the three spirits at play in this work lies in the real and

invoked differences between them. The spirits of neo-liberal risk management,

cultural appropriateness andfaaSamoa intersect at the point of valuing family

involvementbut diverge on exactly how the family should get involved. They

intersect at the point of valuing collaboration but diverge on exactly how that

collaboration should play out. Th"y converge on the need for cultural experts but

diverge on exactly how and when those cultural experts should be used. They

intersect on the value of cultural appropriateness but diverge on how cultural

appropriateness should be defined and measured. The competition lies not in their

aims for youth justice but in their suggestions for how these aims should be

operationalised.

The aim of youth justice, as suggested by the various case workers of this study, is to

ensure that the youth offender understands the seriousness of his or her offending

behaviour (is accountable), and is able, together with the help of others, to find

constructive ways to prevent him or herself from reoffending. In the management of

Samoan youth offender cases in New Zealand today, the task of operationalising this

aim, through the many policies, strategies and guidelines put in place, is fraught

with difficulties. Despite these difficulties there is a real sense, amongst the case

study participants and key informants at least, that these strategies, policies and

guidelines for reducing youth reloffending through collaboration and cultural

appropriateness techniques, are not in vain.

The next and final chapter offers some ways forward for thinking through the

complexities of governing Samoan youth offending and youth offenders in New

Zealartd. It also offers some conclusions about the value of the notion of 'spirit' to
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the project of understanding the tensions implicit in the management of Samoan

youth offending cases and to the task of exploring these tensions from the'inside-

out'.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS

DETIVER US...

Th"y speak in tight
esoteric voices:

a special monkey-language
superbly designed to
conceal

the very secret very
complex technological
know-how
of cracking nuts

Monkey-wise
a mental finger game
wholly absorbing
but which tends to reduce
a mountain
to a dung-hill

Meantime
the dull ex-conununicants
go on cracking
the tougher nuts merely
by bashing them with
bigger rocks

(Hone Tuwharq 1974:42)
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Introduction

In this thesis I have argued that three main 'spirits' govem Samoan youth justice

cases in New Zealand today. These are the spirits of neo-liberal risk management

cultural appropriateness andfaasamoa. I have shown how together these can provide

a rich and nuanced understanding of the goverunental conditions under which the

management of New Zealand-based Samoan youth offending cases occurs.

The first chapter set the scene for my use of the notion'spirit of governing' and

theoretical apparatus'governmentality'. It also provided a brief description of the

field of youth justice, and oriented the reader to the problem of the complexity of the

field as a site of government. Chapter Two outlined my approach to the problem of

understanding the governing of Samoan youth offenders in New Zealand and

introduced the seven youth offender cases as well as the many people, including the

youths'families, who are engaged in the memagement of these youths through the

justice system. Chapters Three to Five explained the three spirits, tracing their

philosophical presumptions and'on the ground' workings within the cases. Chapter

Six discussed the tensions, convergences and competition within and among these

spirits, showing how they work both together and against each other in multiple

ways in the management of Samoan youth offenders.

This final chapter summarises the main claims of the thesis. It also provides some

concluding remarks about the aims of this study and its preoccupation with

'translating' difference in cross-culturally meaningful ways. In an overarching sense/

my work is not aimed at building a'one world sociology' as advocated by Margaret

Archer (1991), but at contributing to a sociology that can, as Barry Smart (1994: 155)

puts if appropriately make a contribution to enhancing "intelligibility between

cultures". The value of my work is the fresh perspective it might give to

understanding the age-old problem of 'governing across cultural divides'. The
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perspective I have been able to provide comes from someone positioned on the

'inside'.

Theorising from the 'inside-out'

While I have so far avoided engaging in the debate on'insider'/'outsider' research,I

now engage in it insofar as it assists in explicating the conclusions I draw and the

reflections I wish to make on the project of doing this research from the'inside-out'.

Theorising and/or analysing when seeking to embrace a wide field of interestt

perspectives or experiences, will always be fraught with difficulties. As a researcher

trained in the art of gathering data and making educated condusions, for me,

learning to theorise and analyse is 'par for the course'. But as a Samoan researcher

carrying out research that seeks to draw out the nuances of (Samoan) ethno-cultural

differences and make sense of those differences from an'inside' perspective,

theorising from the'inside-out', from the hermeneutic positions of an'inside/

(Samoan) and 'outsider' (researcher), using the tools and spaces of both at the sarne

time, is often very difficult. Nevertheless, as I have implicitly suggested throughout

this thesis, there are points of convergence or similarity in the experiences and

perceptions of insiders' and'outsiders' that allows for the connection of spirits,

despite differences. These connections underscore the value of theory (especially

culturally-nuanced theory) to cross-cultural practice.

The 'insider/outsider'binary can be drawn in a range of ways. Pugh et al (2000)

suggest that carrying out ethnographic research in organisations like youth justice

can benefit greatly from adopting an'insider'/'outsider' parhrership approach. The

approach is beneficial not just to the advancement of ethnography, they argue but

also to the better operation of the organisation under study. Pugh et al (2000)

engaged in ethnography in a local hospital. The research nurse (i.e. a nurse with

research duties) was described as the'insider', and the'outsider'was the
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independent researcher (from the university) sent to assist the nurse in developing

the study she sought to implement in the hospital. The benefits of the parbrership

were described as including: the "sharing of skills" that could "give strength and

support to each other's areas of weakness"; the forming of "good

relationships...between the hospital and university"; and the fact that "other

research ensued" (Pugh et al, 2000: 44). The point here is that the'insider' and

'outsider' came together for a specific purpose and, despite some differencet were

able to work together to develop ways of communicating to get the task done. In this

case, the insider/outsider debate is a relatively straight forward question of

collaboration and communication. At the more epistemological levef that is, when

we begin to ask questions about'whose knowledge counts, or counts most, the

insider or the outsider?', it can become quite heated, if not destructive.

While I would not suggest that only'insiders' should make theoretical or research

claims about'insiders',I would maintain that research claims in cross-cultural

settings have more power if an'insider' is centrally involved, where s/he can develop

ways of telling stories or giving accounts that make these comprehensible not only to

other'insiders', but also to the'outsider'. This demands of the'insider' a certain

amount of confidence in oneself and one's beliefs; it also requires the ability to

withstand (severe) criticism from all sides. Advocating for the development of

theory that moves from the'inside-out' is therefore not about insulating oneself to

the point that one only hears one's own voice, but about opening oneseU up to both

other'insiders' and to 'outsiders'so that their knowledges can inform the nuanced

development of meaningful knowledge action and exchange.

The question of 'who speaks for whom'underlines much of the discontent within

'insider/outsider' debates in research. The contempt held by many'insider/native'

subjects towards the'outsider' (whether academic or from a different ethnic

backgroun{ or even from a different cultural experience of that ethnicity) centres on
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the problematics of this question (Malhotra 2002). The poststructuralist move away

from developing grand, universalised assumptions about social phenomena and

their meaning, towards more local participant-informed understandings, is

indicative of the real recognition that some in the academy give to difference and its

governing power (Emberley ,1993). In the youth justice context, this question and its

problematics are implicit in each of the spirits of governing explored here. I contend,

that through the joining of the two lenses: that of the researcher-'outsider' (through

statistict interviews, observations) and the Samoan/ offender/ worker-'insider'

(through his or her words, stories, presence, actions), fruitful partnerships can

emerSe.

As a person of Samoan ethnicity who has lived in New Zealand since the age of

three, I am drawn to this debate on'insider/outsider' status for its comment not only

on my own positioning within my work, but also on the question of cross-cultural

relations more generally. In reflecting on the focus I have taken in this work I realise

more and more that the art of goverrunent, as suggested by Foucault (1991), is as

much about moving from the'inside-out' as it is about moving from the'outsid€-ii',

and this is whether one is talking about one's status or identity as an academic, or as

a member (or non-member) of an ethnic or other group. The claims that I make in

this work are made in the attempt to inform an academic project that privileges the

construction of knowledge from the'inside-out'.

One conclusion that I draw here is that while there are potentially many ways of

analysing New Zealand youth justice, for Samoan youth offenders the forces which

impinge on them are those of neo-liberal risk management, cultural appropriateness

and the insistent power of thefaasamoa. In the effective management of Samoan

youth offender cases, where the youth offender takes responsibility for his or her

offending actions and stops offending, I contend that it is not enough to know that

these forces are in play; one also needs to understandhow they play or interact. As
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explained in Chapter Six, they are in play in complex ways, at once complementary

and contradictory. Understanding the nuances of this interaction is critical, I suggesf

to developing meaningful strategies for addressing Samoan youth offending. The

'know-how' needed in order to do this is not easy and might well take some

'cracking of nuts', as Hone Tuwhare (1974, poem cited above) suggests, but it is by

no means a mere'mental finger game' that is 'wholly absorbing', nor is it wanting to

reduce a'mountairV to a dung-hill'. Rather, it is more a strategy for finding out, with

the youths and families themselves, what, if anything, in the'd.tog hill' or the

'mountain' *uy be leading them to manage their youth offending and/or reoffending

in certain ways.

Theorising from the'inside-out' about the management of Samoan youth offender

cases has not simply been a matter of a Samoan researcher being'inside'with other

Samoan participants to map an'inside' story. It has also meant, in this work, working

in'partnership'with the insiderJmanagers' of these cases (caseworkers, parents,

policymakers, cultural experts, and especially, youth offenders) to map their inter-

relationships and the contexts in which they work. The'partnership'between them

(as'insiders') and me (as'outsider') was defined, in the first instance by the fact that

this is an academic project. The aims of this project, were, however, modified

somewhat during the course of the work (see discussion in Chapter Two) to take

account of their various'insider'perspectives. My adoption of the Samoan ua

fealoaloa'i (engagement in reciprocal relations and respect for the sacred bonds

between people) and principles of action-based research helped to keep the project

from becoming narcissistic, or too thoroughly based in the needs and views of the

researcher, but it has to be admitted that it remains a project governed by the

requirements of a doctoral thesis. Notwithstanding this, it has been a project that I

believe is of value to the aim shared,by me as a researcher and 'them' as managers of

Samoan youths, of enhancing knowledge that can help improve lives.
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Spirits of governing

In New Zealandyouth justice the ethno-cultural is given standing by virtue of New

Zealand's unique cultural and political heritage - that ia the colonial relationship

between Maori and Pakeha (Cheyne et al, 2000; Poata-Smith,1996); the gains made

by liberal civil, human rights, anti-colonial and anti-imperialist protests

internationally; and by virtue of the over-representation of Polynesian (especially

Maori) youth offending cases on official New Zeal.and youth justice books. In the

management of youth offender cases, youth justice caseworkers are guided by the

dominant spirits of central Government. These spirits are not adopted without

question. Th"y are often formally and informally, explicitly and inadvertently, taken

on, imposed and/or negotiated. But, more often than not, they are informed by the

governing spirits of the dominant majority or elite. In youth justice this is the spirit

of neo-liberal risk management.

This spirit of governing dominates all those New Zealartd State-funded institutional

bodies dealing with Samoan youth offender cases, and does so because of

mainstream societSr's'buy in' (through its election of central Governing bodies) to the

spirit of neo-liberalism. Neo-liberalism as a goverunental rationality is driven by *
economically-based social rationalism that privileges the free market and notions of a

self-responsible self-actualising individual (Tuffin et al, 2000). The free market

assumes individual rights and responsibilities and the freedom of choice. In youth

justice the spirit of neo-liberal risk management requires the repackaging of

offenders from being people of 'bad conduct' to becoming people of 'good conduct'.

Central to this transformation are technologies of self-government and collaboration.

The latter makes room for the spirit of cultural appropriateness to circulate in the

halls of power.
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In the spirit of cultural appropriateness the task of transforming the young person

from 'bad' to 'good' requires understanding the core of him or her as his or her

ethnic'culture'. In the current operations of the spirit of cultural appropriateness in

youth justice, ethnicity is the key component of the youth offender's'culture' relevant

to the management of his or her case. As suggested in Chapters Three to Six (but

especially in Chapter Four), sometimes this coincides with the youth offender's

perception of their'culture' and sometimes it does not. Sometimes their identity

coheres more in'street' culture. Notwithstanding this, the privileging of etluric

culture by the spirit of cultural appropriateness makes way for the circulation of the

spirit of. faaSamoa.

As stated in Chapter Six, philosophically the spirit of faaSamoa contrasts markedly

with the spirit of neo-liberal risk management. The competition between these two

spirits are most felt when issues of individual'versus'collective' sovereignty

emerge. In many ways, calls for cultural appropriateness act to buffer the full effects

of this competition. This does not mean that the relationship between the ideals of

'cultural appropriateness' and those of neo-liberalism on the one hand, and the

faasamoa on the other, is smooth and uncomplicated. This, as suggested in Chapters

Three to Six (but especially in Chapter Six), is far from the case. There are in fact

many points of tension between these. I have only been able to highlight the key

ones that seem most obvious to me.

The fact that these spirits are sometimes in tension and sometimes not, suggests that

the management of Samoan youth offending is always going to be particularly

challenging. There are no straightforward answers or'exact' formulas for ensuring

successful goverrunent of a youth offender case. There are, however, as implied by

poststnrcfuralists, govemmentality theorists andfaaSamoaadvocates alike, always

points of commonality and points of difference. Analytical tools, such as the

theoretical apparafus of governmentality, are useful to the task of unpacking the
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techniques of governing that may unnecessarily clog pathways to understanding

where these points of tension are and what the value of understanding them might

be.

While I may have sometimes been an'outsider' to some of the Samoan parents in this

sfudy, as a New Zealand-raised child of first-generation Samoan migrant parents, I

have more of an'insider'understanding of the parent-child relationships of each of

the seven youth offenders I spoke to, than non-Samoan academics. Many of the

struggles that these Samoan youth offenders spoke of between them and their

parents seemed to mirror those I had with mine. But I am aware of the fact that my

briel intimate engagement with them, and my perception of them and their lives is

momentary and shaped by the aims of my project. In reflecting on my possible

'insider' status and making a specific note of ib I should therefore also note that

while there were for me definite struggles to being heard as a young person growing

up in my Samoan household, there were also many virfues. Now a parent myself,

with responsibilities beyond the circle of my immediate family, I face the task of

having to worry about how best to govem the conduct of my own children.

In deciding on what focus to take in this project I have been guided as much by *y
commitment to the virtues of my Samoan culfure as by my commitment to the merits

of my chosen profession as a researcher. In making these reflections and

commitments I am aware that they are constructs that reflect my worldviews and

professional training. I have sought not to take wholesale the truths or norms

advocated by one or the other, but to be constantly open to the task of exploring,

deconstructing or critiquing these commitments and reflections for their meaning,

value and purpose. This leads me to reflect on my use of the term'spirits'.

To call neo-liberal risk management, cultural appropriateness andfaaSamoa'spirits' is

not to suggest that they are totalising and monolithig but rather that, like discourses,
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they are energised frameworks of meaning that move, bend and grow with the

subjecf as well as forming the subject. They are invoked in this work instead of

'discourse', as a deliberate (insider-out) ploy to reach the agaga (spirit/soul) of the

Samoan'insider' and academic'outsider' alike. I use the concept in this work to

place it in academic circulation not as a replacement for 'discourse'necessatily, but

more to trigger discussion on what it might offer to the analysis and expression of

cross-culfural, cross-ethnic, engagement. In this world we, as humans, move and

think using the subjectivities that we have available to us. Naming and recognising

these often require employing dominant trajectories of meaning. So to allow other

meanings into the discussion requires that we shift the language a bit. Of course it is

narve to suggest that we can hear everyone all the time. But, I would argue, we can

develop the conditions through which to try. This is the challenge I pose in

employing the term'spirit'.

Being able to hear the voice of someone else is as much an exercise in being able to

hear one's owrr as it is about hearing others'. This, I suggest, is key to the project of

dismantling the apparently ovenvhelming complexity that seems to characterise our

governing work. The governmentality analysis has provided, in this work, a tool to

help clarify and point to some of this complexity in youth justice specifically.

Oh Samoan Boy

You all alone.

Body staunch.
Yet mechanical movements.
Dull by emotions escaping.
Your spirit to live had died.

Mua Strickson-Pua (2003: 186-188)
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Mua Strickson-Pua in his poem'Oh Samoan boy' reproduced at the beginning of this

thesis powerfully evokes the intensity of a Samoan youth justice case - and what is at

stake in its analysis: the child at the centre of the case, whose 'spirit to live'is in

danger. But we cannot merely focus on him or his family. We address the system

within which he suffers and his family and victim suffers, in order to'save'him and

the peopte who care about him, as well as those he has hurt. To analyse the case of

the Samoan boy in the courtroom dock is to analyse the vulnerabilities of our systems

of meaning. The unevenness of the governing terrain of youth justice makes the

process for maximising an ethic of care in multicultural societies more easily said

than done. But that does not mean that we should not try. This work seeks to add to

all those who have and are attempting to try to'care'for the youth.

This work is an intellectual work-in-progress; it is a work that seeks to contribute to a

kind of sociology that can engage in the type of cross-cultural research that can

disrupt the coloniser mindset "not simply by reinscribing old patterns" but by

building "strategies for decolonization that aim to change the minds and habits of

everyone involved in [the project of] cultural criticism" (hooka 1994:6; see also

Suaalii, 2000). Only then can we stop the "tougher nuts" from being bashed with

"bigget rocks" and the "esoteric voices" or "special monkey language" from being

uniustly imposed, as Hone Tuwhare (7974) provokingly wrote almost two decades

ago.

To return then to the question posed at the beginning of this work, what in fact might

be our failures in respect of the Samoan boy standi.g in the court-room dock? The

answer is,I suggest, the failure to adequately deliver on the promise to try to find

meaningful ways to work cross-culturally; to work through the'too-hard'basket

that, in terms of Polynesian offendi.g ir New Zealand, seems far too easy to ignore.

This work challenges not just polirymakers but communities and individuals -
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academic, ethnic and otherwise - to build frameworks of meaning that can reac"h

across cultural divides and become more than just rhetoric.

This work is polyphonic. It has sought to make the many voices within it arrdible and

comprehensible to the project of cross-cultural govemment. In adopting a focus on

unpacking the competing spirits of goveming New Zealand-based Samoan youth

offender cases, this work affirms bell hooks' (7994: Z) call for an "insurgent

intellectual cultural practice", and as well Barry Smarfs (1994: L55) challenge for the

creation of a space for enhancing "intelligibility between cultures". This, I hope has

been reflected in my telling of this story.
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Talofa,

My name is Tamasailau Suaalii-Sauni. I am doing some research looking at

the 'governing' issues and personal Stresses facing our Samoan youth

offeriders in South Auckland today. My study is called "Competing Spiits of
youth Governance and MentatWeltbeing: Samoan Youth Offenders in South

Auckland'. ln this research I wish to look at four main issues:

(1) How Samoan youth offenders in South Auckland understand and

govern their offending behaviour/s and the impact of this on their
mental wellbeing;

(2) How the offending behaviour/s of Samoan youth offenders are

understood and governed by their families and the impact of this on

young person's mental wellbeing;
(3) ilow ihe offending behaviour/s of Samoan youth offenders are

understood and g-overned by state and community agencies and the

impact of this on young person's mental wellbeing;
(a) How an understairOing of the above governing and mental wellbeing

beliefs inform the support for and, development and delivery of,

cutturally appropriate services to'at risk' Samoan young people in

South Auckland.

I have chosen this topic because as a Samoan person who has lived in South

Auckland, I am aware of the great need to find better ways to communicate

and work with our samoan young people. I have chosen south Auckland

because of the high profile it has-received over the last few years as the place

in most need of 'helP' in Auckland.

My study will involve eight to ten case studies. At least six interviews will be

nela ror-each case study. Each case study will have interviews with: (a)

young person; (b) young person's main caregiver; (c) young person's child
yout[ and Familf Servicd (CYFS) socialworker; (d) young person's Youth Aid

officer; (e) young person's Youth Advocate; (f) young person's main

community intervehtion programme worker. Information from each of these

interviews will help to proviJe a balanced understanding of each case, as well

as an understanding of the comptexities of working with our Samoan youth

offenders today. W-hat you have to say is important, not only for this study,

but for our Samoan andwider New Zealand community in generaf'



What you say will be confidential and no personal details that can identify you

will bewritten up or passed on without your express permission' lf you agree

to do this interview, you can withdraw from the interuiew/focus group at any

time. You can refuse to answer any question. With your permission, I would

like to take notes so that I remember what you have said. I would also like to

tape-record your interview to ensure that my notes are accurate. I will be the

only one who will be listening to the interview tapes. lf after the interview you

change your mind and do not want to be included in this study, you need to

withdiaw your interview as soon as possible. All case study interviews will be

conducted during November-June 2002. The interviews will take between

one to two hours of your time and will be held at a place most convenient to

you.

When I talk to your Youth Aid Officer, CYFS social worker, Youth Advocate

and 'Community Worker', I will only ask them questions that relate to your

case. This is to make sure that our promise of confidentiality is kept. To

record your agreement you will be asked to tick a box on the consent form

relating to this research.

lf you have any questions regarding any of the above, please do not hesitate

to contact me at work on (Og) 373 7599 extn (5315) or at home on (09) 815

5369 or by mobile phone on 021 701 806. Or you could ring my supervisors,

Dr Wendy Larner on (09) 373 7599 ext. 8661 or Associate Professor Alison

Jones on(09) 373 7999. You may also contact either of us by email at:

s.suaalii@auckland.ac.nz, or w.larner@auckland.ac.nz, or
a.iones@auckland.ac. nz.

lf you have questions about ethics please ring the chair of the University of

Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee, Private Bag 92019, Auckland,

or telephone (09) 373 7599 ext. 7830.

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE ON I MARCH 2OO0 FOR A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS. Reference:

1999/332



DEPARTtttENT oF soCloLoGY
Faculty ofArts

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

@

Human Sciences Building

Levet 9. l0 Symonds Street

Auckland, New Zealand

Tefephone 64 I 373 7599 ext. 886 l4
Facsimife 64 9 373 7439

email: sociologygauckland.ac.nz

The University of Auckland

Private Bag 920 | 9

Auckland. New Zealand

Participant Information Sheet

Talofa,

My name is Tamasailau suaalii-sauni. I am currently doing research.fgt ty
doctoral study, held in the Department of sociology, university of Auckland-

My study is ciileO "Competing Spinfs of Youth Govemance and Mental

tiietbeiig: Samoan Voitn Offeiders in South Aucktand'. In this study I wish

to look at four main issues:

(1) How Samoan youth offenders in South Auckland understand and

govern their ofiending behaviour/s and the impact of this on their

mental wellbeing;
(2) How the offending behaviour/s of Samoan youth offenders are

understood and governed by their families and the impact of this on

young person's mental wellbeing;
(3) [{ow the offending behaviour/s of Samoan youth offenders are

understood and g-overned by state and community agencies and the

impact of this on young person's mental wellbeing;

(a) How an understairOing dt the above governing and mental wellbeing

beliefs inform the support for and, devetopment and delivery ol
culturally appropriate services to 'at risk' samoan young people in

South Auckland.

I have chosen this topic because as a samoan person who has lived in south

Auckland, I am aware of the great need to find better ways to communicate

and work with our Samoan young people. I have chosen South Auckland

because of the high profile ii n"t t""eived over the last few years as the place

in most need of 'helP' in Auckland.

My study will involve eight to ten case studies. At least six interviews will be

held for each case stud-y. Each case study will have interviews with: (a)

Voung putton; (b) young p"F9F main caregiver; (c) young person's Child

Voutfi anO famlti 6"*iid (CYFS) social worker; (d) young person's Youth Aid

Officer; (e) young person's Youth Advocate; (0 young. person's main

community intervention programme worker. Information from each of these

interviewiwill help to prbviare a balanced understanding of each case. What

Vou n"u. to say id irportant, noJ only forthis study, but for our Samoan and

wider New Zealand community in general'

what you say will be confidential and no personal details that can identify you

will be written up or passed on without your express permission' lf you agree



to do this interview, you can withdraw from the interview/focus group at any

time. You can refusb to answer any question. With your permission, I would

like to take notes so that I remember what you have said. I would also like to

tape-record your interview to ensure that my notes are accurate. I will be the

only one who will be listening to the interview tapes. lf after the interview you

change your mind and do not want to be included in this study, you need to

withdiaw your interview as soon as possible. All interviews will be conducted

between November 2001 and June 2002. The interviews will take between

one to two hours of your time and will be held at a place most convenient to

you.

lf you have any questions regarding the above, please do not hesitate to

contact me at work on (09) S7S ZSgg extn (5315) or at home on (09) 815 5369

or by mobile phone on 021 701 806. Or you could ring my supervisors, Dr

WenOy Larner on (09) 373 7599 ext. 8661 or Associate Professor Alison

Jones on (09) 373 7999. You may also contact either of us by email at:

s.suaalii@auckland.ac.nz, or w.larner@auckland.ac.nz' or

a. iones@auckland.ac. nz.

lf you have questions about ethics please ring the chair of the University of

Auckland Human Subjects Ethics committee, Private Bag 92019, Auckland,

or telephone (09) 373 7599 ext. 7830'

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE ON 8 MARCH 2OOO FOR A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS' RCfCTENCE:

1 999/332
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Talofa

o a,u o Tamasa',ilau suaalii-sauni. I le taimi nei, o lo o o'u feagai m1q'u. su'esu'ega

faa-le-a,oa,oga, mol; ruiliu o lo'u faailoga i le lunivesite o Aukilani. O la'u su'esu'ega

l" t."1goiind: 'CoipAiig Spirits of-iouth covernance and Mental Health:

S"iiin Youth Oiinaeri in South Aucktand." Ua faa-samoaina: o le agaga e

pulea ai amioga ma uiga le taupulea o tupulaga Samoa i Aukilani i Saute' ma le

ioifua maloloina o o latou mafaufau'

E fa (a) ni itu taua o lo o tula'i i ai la'u su'esu'ega:

1) Pe faapefea ona pulea e tupulaga Samoa o lo o nonofo i Aukilani i Saute' o latou

uiga ma amioga le taupulea, atoa ma aafiaga o le ola maloloina o le mafaufau

ona o tulaga laapea?
2) pe faapefea on; faamalamalamaina nei uiga ma amioga le taupulea e aliali mai i

tupulaga talavou, ma pulea e o latou aiga.ltoa ma uigb aliai mai o le afaina o le

oli ma]oloina ma le saogalemu o le mafaufau?

3) Pe faapefea ona faamal-amalamaina nei uiga ma amioga le taupulea' ma pulea e

atunuu ma ofisa faa-itumalo, atoa ma uiga;liai mai o le afaina o le ola maloloina

o le mafaufau?
4) Mai pulega ua taua i luga ma 19 talitonuga faa-le-soifu.a maloloina o le mafaufau'

E faapefea ona momoliina atu itulaga fla-le-aganuu talafeagai lelei le faia o le

g;h"'g", itupulaga faia'e o Samoa, o lo iai itulaga faigata?

Ua ou filifilia leneifaauluuluga, ona o a'u o se Samoa sa ola a'e iAukilani i Saute' ma

ua ou iloa le tele o te moomia o niauala lelei e feutana'i ai ma galulue faatasi ma

tupulaga samoa o ro o trtrpu a'e. ua ou filifilia foiAukilani i saute, ona o loo atagia

mai ifaamaumauga mai initausaga ua mavae, o se pitonu'u o lo o manaomia tele se

fesoasoani.

E tusa e valu (8) i le sefulu (10) ni mataupu p9-9 lifaalavelave 
sa tula'i mai itulaga

t""p"."i, 
" 

le a aafia i la'u su'esu'ega. E'ono (6) faatalanoaga e faia mo le 
.

faalavelave e tasi: (a) o re tamaititi po o le talavou; (e) o matua po'o le tagata autu i

le vaaia o le tamaititi; (D Oti.u mo tamaiti ma tupulaga faapea aiga (OYFS.Social

Workers); (o) Tagata iiir" to fesoasoani mo tama'ii ma iupulaga (Police Youth Aid

Officer); (u) O se k;"1"; t;utala mo le puipuiga o tagataLaiti ma tupulaga (Youth

Advocate - Lawyer); (f) O se tagata 
" 

gird m-o se.sll'esu'ega o le mataupu i le va o

it, 
" 

fr" iCommunii'ri irit"ruentio-n_Progiam Worker). O-finagalo ma faamaumauga

mai i neiiaatalatalano"g", o le a fesolsoani lea mo le fuafuaina o se

malamalam"ugu tutuu fio te faalavelave. O lou finagalo faaalia' e matua taua lava'

Ua le gata i leneirrtrJ.g", ae ua faapea foi itagata samoa lautele,

oloufinagalomafaamatalagaumauaesaunoaiai,oleataofialeaisetulagamalu
puipuia lelei, e 

"rnou 
ma seTaailoa atu i soo se tagata, e aunoa ma sou maliega'



E ia te oe le aia tatau, e te teena ai le taliina o ni fesili e tuuina atu. O lau faatagana,
ou te fia tusia ai i lalo ni si o nisi o mea taua mai la ta talanoaga, ina ia ou

manatuaina mo lenei su'esLl'ega. Ou te moomia foi le pu'eina i se laau pu'eleo, la ta

talanoaga ina ia mautinoa o lo o sa'o lelei a'u faamaumauga. Ua na o a'u foi e
faalogologo i lenei lipine. Afai e maea lenei faatalanoaga, ae toe suia lou finagalo, ua

e le fia auai i lenei su'esu'ega, e ao lava ona e fesootai atu mo le toe tatalaina i tua o
lou finagalo. O talanoaga uma ma I latou ua lautogia mo lenei sailiga, o le a
faataunuuina ia Fepuari ma Mati, 2002. O faatalatalanoaga uma e amataina ia
Novema ma Tesema 2001, atonu e oo atu ia lanuari 20Q2 pe a talafeagai ai. Pe tusa

ma le tasi (1) i le lua (2) itula o le faatalatalanoaga, ma e faia i se nofoaga e te silafia,

e talafeagailelei mo oe.

O le lisi o fesili o loo faapipii atu faatasi ma le faamatalaga lenei, o nisi ia o mataupu

efaatatauiateoeoleafaatalatalanoaitalanoagamanisiollatouolootaualluga.
Peitai, o le a na o fesili lava ua e finagalo malie e fesiligia ai nitali poo ni

faamalamalamaga mai ia I latou e pei ona faailoa atu I luga o le a fesiligia ai latou ia.

O le mafuaaga foi lea e talosagaina ai sou maliega e sainia le pepa o le maliega e

auai I leneisuesuega, o le a avea lea ma faamaoniga ua e ioe ifesilio le a fesiligia ai

latou ia. E taua tele lea tulaga ina ia mautinoa ua iai lau faatagaga mo fesili o le a

talanoaina i ia talanoaga, ma faamautuina ai le malu puipuia o faamatalaga o le a

tuuina mai e I latou e faatatau ia te oe.

O se tasi itu e fia faatauaina I lenei suesuega, o le fia mataituina lea o lipoti ma

faamaumauga a le Matagaluega o Fanau, Talavou ma Aiga (CYFS) e patino I lou

soifua maloloina faa-le-mafaufau. O le iloiloina o ia lipotio le a mafaiaiona maua se

malamatamaga po o a itu o loo faavae ai ia lipoti, pe faapefea lo latou faaaogaina, ae

poo a foi niaoga o ia faamaumauga ia te oe ma lou aiga, ma nisi foio
iaalapotopotoga ma tagata taitoatasi o loo aafia ma lagolagsua I le tausiga o oe.

Faamolemole faasa'o le pusa o loo I le pepa o lou maliega e auai I le suesuega pe
afai e te finagalo malie ia maua se avanoa oute vaai ai I ia lipoti.

Afai lava e iaise fesili i se mea e fia manino atili iai, e uiga ifaamatalaga ua tusia i

tuga, ou te avanoa e tali atu i lou finagalo, pe a fesoota'i mai i le Ofisa. O le telefoni
(0-9) 973-7599 - i le laina (extn) 5315. O le telefoni i le fale o le (09) 815-5369, ma le

mobile - le telefonifeavea'i, 021701806. A le o lea, e mafaiona e telefoni i lo'u

ta'ita'1, Dr Wendy Larner, (Og) 373-7599 laina (extn) 8661. Pe fesoota'i mai i le email:

s.suaalii@auckland.ac.nz po o le w.larner@auckland.ac.nz.

pasia ma faatagaina mai e le lunivesite o Aukilani - HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHIC COMMITTEE, i le Aso 3 Mati, 2000'

mo le umi e 3 tausaga. Reference: 1999/332
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
DEPARTHENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Faculry ofArts

Project:

Researcher:

Supervisors:

Human Sciences Euilding

Level 9, | 0 Symonds Street
Auckland, New Zealand

Telephone 64 I 373 7599 exr 886 | 4

:il;iil:*1.J:,11',* o 
". ",

The University of Auckland

Private Bag 92019

Auckland. New Zealand

YOUTH CONSENT FORM
(This consent form will be held for a period of six years)

Competing Spirits of Youth Governance and Mental
Wellbeing: Samoan Youth Offenders in South Auckland

Tamasailau M. Suaalii-Sauni

Dr Wendy Larner and Associate ProfessorAlison Jones

I have been given a clear explanation of this research project and I

understand what it is about. I have had a chance to ask questions and have

had them answered. I understand that I may withdraw any information I have
provided at any time during this project and that I do not need to give reasons
for doing so. I understand that there will be no penalty for withdrawing my
information.

Please tick the boxes that apply:

I agree to be interviewed.

I agree to the interview being tape-recorded'

Signed:

Name:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE ON 3 MARCH 2OOO FOR A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS. REfETENCE: 1999/332

T
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKTAND
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Faculty ofArts

Human Sciences Building

Level 9, l0 SYmonds Street

Auckland, New Zealand

Telephone 64 9 373 7599 exc 886 l4

:ffi il:::ff;:'"'1''"" 0 "' n'

The Universiry of Auckland

Private Bag 92019

Auckland. New Zealand

PARENT CONSENT FORM
(This consent form wilf be held for a period of six years)

Project:

Researcher:

Supervisors:

Competing Spirits of Youth Governance and Mental
Wellbeing: Samoan Youth Offenders in South Auckland

Tamasailau M. Suaalii-Sauni

Dr Wendy Larner and Associate Professor Alison Jones

Signed:

Name:

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSIry OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS

COMMITTEE ON 3 MARCH 2OOO FOR A PERIOD OF THREE YEARS. REfETENCE: 1999/332

rrrr

I have been given a clear explanation of this research project and I

understand what it is about. I have had a chance to ask questions and have

had them answered. I understand that I may withdraw any information I have

provided at any time during this project and that I do not need to give reasons

ior doing so. I understand that there will be no penalty for withdrawing my
information.

Please tick the boxes that aPPIY:

I agree to be interviewed.

I agree to my child's participation in this research project.

I agree to the interview being tape-recorded.

I agree that Tamasailau Suaalii can discuss my child's case with

his/trer Police Youth Aid Officer, Youth Advocate, CYFS SocialWorker
and CommunitY Programme Worker.



OEPARTHENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Faculty of Arts

Fa'afoeina e:
Taitai ma fautuaina e:

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

@

Human Sciences Building

Level 9, I 0 Symonds Street

Auckland, New Zealand

Telephone 64 9 373 7599 ext. 86 l4
Facsimile 64 9 373 7439

email: sociology@auckland.ac.nz

The University of Auckland

Private Bag 920 | 9

Auckland. New Zealand

MALIEGA E AUAI I LE SU'ESU'EGA
(O lenei maliega e teuina mo se vaitaimitusa ma le ono tausga)

Su'esu'ega: Competing Spirits of Youth Governance and MentalWellbeing: Samoan Youth- 
Offendergin South Auckland. ("Fefaatauaiga o Agaga" iAuala o loo Faaaogaina
mo le Vaaia o Talavou sa aafia iTulafono faapea le Soifua Manuia o o latou
Mafaufauga: O nisio Talavou Samoa maiAukilani iSaute sa aafia i Tulafono.)

Tamasailau M. Suaalii
Dr Wendy Larner

Ua mae'a ona faamatamalamaina mai ia te a'u le mafua'aga o leneisu'esu'ega, ma ua uma foi

ona ofoina mai le avanoa ou te fesiligia ai le autu o lenei su'esuega ma lo'u aafiaga, ma ua

faamalieina a'u ifaamatalaga ua tuuina mai. Ua ou malamalama, e iai la'u aia tatau e fa'amuta

ai lo'u auai i tenei suesuegti soo se taimi e aunoa ma se a'afiaga i lo'u tagata. E le aiaina foi le

aia tatau o lo'u afafine poo lo'u atalii e fa'ama'amulu mai ai i leneisuesuega i soo se taimi, e

aunoa ma se mafua'aga tatau.

Faamolemole faasa'o le pusa e talafeagai:

Ua ou malie ou te auai i leneisuesuega

Ua ou malie e faaaoga se laau pu'eleo e faamauina ai leneitalanoaga

Sainia:

Suafa:

Aso:

(Matua poo le o loo gafa ma le tausiga)

FMTAGAINA E LE KOMITI E ILOILOINA MATAUPU E PUIPUIA AI TAGATA LAUTELE (HUMAN SUbJECIS EthiCS COMMittEE)

lunivesite o Aukilani,i lenel aso 3 Mati 2000 mo le valtalml e 3 tausaga. Reference: 1999432



DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
Faculry ofArts

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND

@

Human Sciences Building

Level 9. | 0 Symonds Sreet
Auckland, New Zealand

Telephone 64 9 371 7599 exc 886 | 4

Facsimile 64 9 373 7439

email: sociologyqauckland.ac.nz

The University of Auckland

Private Bag 92019

Auckland, New Zealand

MALIEGA
(O lenei Pepa o le Matiega, o.le a teuina i se tulaga malu puipuia lelei, mo le

umie ono (6) tausaga)

Polokalame:

Sailia o finagalo:

Ta'ita'i o le Polokalame:

O pulega ma auala e ta'ita'ia aitupulaga
talavou ma le ola maloloina o o latou
mafaufau.

Tamasa'ilau M. Suaali'i-Sauni.

Dr Wendy Larner

Ua maea ona tuuina mai ia te a'u ni faamalamalamaga manino o lenei

su'esu'ega, ma ua ou manino lelei i lona uiga ma lona faamoemoe. Sa tuuina

mai foi le avanoa ou te fesili ai, ma sa taliina i ni tutaga malamalama. Ua ou

malamalama lelei foi, e mafai ona toe tatala i tua ni a'u faamatalaga sa lafo i

totonu o lenei Su'esu'ega, e aunoa ma le faaalia o ni faapogai. Ua ou

malamalama foi, e leai se faasalaga mo le toe faaui itua o ni a'u faamatalaga.

Faamolemole faasa'o totonu o le pusa e te finagalo i ai.

Ua ou malie e faatalanoaina a'u.

Ua ou malie i le talanoaga e pu'eina i se masini pu'eleo'

!
!

Saini

Suafa

Aso

Pasia ma faatagaina
ETHIC COMMITTEE,
Reference: 1999/332

mai e le lunivesite o Aukilani - HUMAN SUBJECTS

i le Aso 3 Mati, 2000, mo le umi e 3 tausaga'
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